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The interstellar medium in our Galaxy is highly: inhomogeneous 
and is kept in a highly disturbed state by the large input 
of1 energy by supernova explosions. Under such circumstances, 
supernova remnants and interstellar clouds co-exist in a 
symbiotic relationship the parameters of each being deter­
mined by those of the other through the agency of the various 
interactions between them.
I here develop a simple model of such a supernova dominated 
cloudy interstellar medium (SDC-ISM). Although based on 
the work of McKee and Ostriker (l977) it has been extended 
in several important respects. This model is subjected 
to an exhaustive parameter search in order to locate the 
boundaries of its domain of validity and to establish the 
sensitivity of the model to its various input parameters.
This representation of the SDC-ISM is then combined with a 
simple model of the structure of the galaxy constructed 
within the framework of the spiral density wave theory.
It is shown that the high temperature component of the ISM 
is ubiquitous both within the spiral arms and in the interarm 
region. It then follows that the strong spiral shock 
assumed can only be supported if quite restrictive con­
ditions are imposed on the galactic supernova rate and 
the interstellar gas density.
During this investigation the need for a more detailed
description of the dynamical interaction between an SNR
shock and an interstellar cloud was identified. To meet
this need I have constructed a highly approximate but simpl
*
model of this process which is then used to explore the 
behaviour of a cloud exposed to conditions prevalent in 
the SDC-ISM. I find that having been shocked a cloud is 
rarely allowed sufficient time to return to pressure equili 
brium with its surroundings before encountering a second 
shock. The disruption of a cloud by its passage through 
a blast wave is found to be quite effective and the half 
life of clouds cannot greatly exceed the mean interval 
between shocks striking a given cloud.
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1 . THE PRESENT CONCEPTION OF THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
The interstellar medium (ISM) is a promiscuous admixture of 
several "phases", distinguished primarily by their temper­
ature, density and degree of ionisation. Energetic phen- 
omenae, most notably supernova explosions and hypersonic 
stellar winds, play a dramatic role in determining the 
thermodynamic, kinematic and morphological properties of this 
system. The ISM is highly turbulent end is frequently 
agitated by the passage of strong shock waves. Mass exchange 
between the phases occurs on quite a short time scale.
This picture of a "violent interstellar medium" (McCray and 
Snow, 1979) has been developed primarily as a result of 
observational and theoretical advances over the past decade 
and represents a radical re-assessment of our perception of 
the ISM (Spitzer 1982). The purpose of the present work 
is to examine the consequences of this new insight for our 
theoretical understanding of the morphology of the ISM both 
on the large scales associated with galactic spiral structure 
and at the level of individual interstellar clouds.
Up to the beginning of the 1970's it was generally felt that 
most observations could be accommodated within a simple model 
of the ISM in which cool (T«vLO^K) rather dense (n«.10cm ^ )
atomic hydrogen clouds were distributed at random through a
4̂- 3uniform warmer (T<vlO It) tenuous (nf\.0.1cm ) and partially
ionised intercloud medium. A theoretical explanation
2
for co-existence of two such diverse components was provided 
by the elegant 'two-phase' model of Field, Goldsmith and 
Hab ing (1 9 6 9). They considered the thermal equilibrium of 
interstellar gas heated by a (hypothetical) steady homogeneous 
flux of cosmic rays and found that such a system possesses 
only two equilibrium states. For plausible values of the 
heating rate and interstellar pressure these two phases were 
found to have parameters quite similar to those observed.
As reviewed by Dalgarno and McCray (1972), broadly similar 
results have subsequently been obtained from models employ­
ing a wide variety of different combinations of steady heating 
mechanisms, and also from time dependent models in which some 
or all of the energy input occurs in random bursts of short 
duration.
The possibility of a phase of the ISM substantially hotter
than the intercloud medium was raised as early as 1956 by
o
Spitzer in his seminal paper on the galactic cox^ia (Spitzer 
1956). He pointed out that since the postulated intercloud 
medium would only have a scale height r\.5 0 0pc in the galactic 
gravitational field it could not possibly provide sufficient 
pressure for the containment of apparently normal inter­
stellar clouds observed at distances from the galactic plane 
of a kiloparsec or more. He thus proposed that the halo of 
our galaxy is pervaded by a hot (T^IO^K) extremely tenuous
""3 - 3(n*.10 cm -') plasma. Spitzer was able to suggest a number 
of mechanisms capable of heating gas to such temperatures 
and was able to demonstrate that its cooling would be suff-
3
io-’ently slow to permit its persistence for several million 
years even in the absence of continued heating. In spec­
ulating upon the possible consequences of such a component 
Spitzer foreshadowed many of the theoretical advances of the 
past decade.
Nevertheless, the suggestion of a hot phase remained no more 
than an interesting speculation, until the early 1 9 7 0 's when 
rocket and satellit i observations of the soft X-ray 
(hi/^.lKev) background and of the UV absorption lines of
5+highly ionised species, most notably 0 , conclusively
demonstrated its existence. It is now apparent that such a 
'coronal' plasma occupies between 2 0 °/o and SO^o of the inter­
stellar volume in the galactic disk, at least near the sun 
(Kraushaar 1977, 1979; Jenkins 1978 a,b), and that this 
component extends to a distance above the galactic plane of 
a few kiloparsec (Savage and de Boer 198l).
Over the same period it has become increasingly apparent 
that the ISM is far from quiescent. A large number of 
independent optical IJV and radio studies indicate the common 
occurrence of interstellar ’clouds' with velocities consider­
ably in excess of 20Kms Further, following the realis­
ation (Brand and Zealey 1975) that arcuate and filamentary 
structures are common in the ISM, many giant (£.10 pc), 
shell like features have been identified both in our own 
galaxy (Heiles 1979 ; Hu 1 9 8 1) and in other nearby galaxies 
(Meaburn 1983; Brinks 1 9 8 1). Many of these show systematic
velocities indicative of expansion. They are often found 
to be associated with clusters of young luminous (OB) stars 
and in a few cases are coincident with regions of enhanced 
soft X-ray emission. This all provides dramatic evidence 
for the crucial role played by extremely energetic events 
in determining the state of the ISM.
These observational developments have been closely paralleled 
by thecretical efforts to understand the origin of the hot 
component. Supernova explosions (Cox and Smith 197*0» 
hypersonic stellar winds (Castor, McCray and Weaver, 1975)» 
collisions between high velocity clouds and the galactic 
disk (Tenorio-Tagle 1980, 1981) and the expansion of HII 
regions inco asymmetric environments (Tenorio-Tagle 1982) 
can all lead to the injection of large amounts of kinetic 
energy (E l O ^ e r g s ) into the ISM on a fairly short time- 
scale and are capable of excavating large cavities. All of 
the first three will in so doing generate copious quantities 
of shock heated coronal plasma. Straight forward energetics 
arguments (See § 2 ) demonstrate that supernovae must be
the dominant source of the coronal gas although the other 
mechanisms may play an important subsidiary role.
Soon after the discovery of the hot component Cox and Smith 
(l97*0 showed how the overlapping of supernova remnants (SKR.) 
could lead to the development of a network of interconnected 
cavities permeated by hot plasma. They demonstrated that 
for even quite modest supernova rates such a 'tunnel system1
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could grow to occupy 10% or more of the- galactic disk.
Subsequent work has stressed the importance of the inhomo- 
geneous nature of the ISM. At the simplest level an SNR in 
a low density medium can grow to much greater size than one 
in denser surroundings. This growth is little affected by 
the presence of denser inclusions; the SNR blast wave simply 
flows around them. Consequently any warm intercloud com­
ponent should be rapidly destroyed and replaced by a hot 
coronal plasma which might then occupy 5 0% to 80% of the 
disk volume (McKee and Ostriker 1977» Cox 1979» 198l).
At a more subtle level the interactions between SNR and 
clouds do have important consequences for both. Collisions 
between SNR blast waves and clouds accelerate the clouds 
(McKee, Cowie and Ostriker 1978) and inject a substantial 
amount of mechanical energy into them. Thermalization of 
this mechanical energy via the mediation of the clouds' 
magnetic field may provide a significant source of cloud 
energy (Cox 1979)* Material can be removed from the clouds 
both directly by 'ablation' as the cloud passes through the 
blast wave (lleathcote and Brand 1983) and by 'evaporation' 
driven D y  thermal conduction across the boundary between 
the cloud and the hot coronal plasma (McKee and Cowie 1977» 
Cowie and McKee 1977)• The corollary of all this is that 
clouds are of vital importance in the dissipation of SNR 
energy both in their direct role as sinks of mechanical 
energy and because by adding new material to the hot interior
6
they markedly increase the rate at which it radiates. This 
'symbiotic' relationship between clouds and SNR is essential 
in moderating the tendency of SNR to process all of the 
interstellar gas to ever higher temperatures. It is also 
probably instrumental in determining the overall state of 
the ISM.
Other important advances have come in our understanding of the 
relationship between hot gas in the galactic disk and halo.
As already mentioned the scale height of the hot component 
is ^,lKpc, much greater than the disk thickness <-v2 5 0pc.
Thus in the absence of back pressure from hot halo gas the 
disk gas tends to flow upward into the halo. Depending 
on conditions at the disk-halo boundary and the extent of 
any additional heating by for instance halo supernovae, the 
result can either be a static corona as originally envisioned 
by Spitzer, a steady wind (Mathews and Baker 1971) or a 
galactic fountain(Shapiro and Field 1976) in which radiative 
cooling of the rising gas leads to condensation into new 
(warm) clouds which subsequently return ballistically to the 
disk.
These various theoretical ingredients have been incorporated 
into quite extensive global schemes for the ISM by McKee and 
Ostriker (1977) and Cox (1979» 19Sl). Although differing 
in detail — McKee and Ostriker stress the importance of 
thermal evaporation as a moderator for SNR heating while Cox 
invokes a combination of ’cloud crushing1 and radiative
7
cooling ancl recirculation via a galactic fountain - they are 
very similar in broad outline. In both, the fundamental 
substrate of the ISM is a highly connected supernova generated 
hot component; this provides the pressure necessary to con­
tain denser, varm and cold inclusions, embedded within it.
In both, interactions between the clouds and the hot com­
ponent provide a feedback mechanism which closely regulates 
the equilibrium state of the ISM. Both models are quite 
successful in reproducing the gross observed characteristics 
of the ISM and although a number of serious problems and 
disagreements remain they do provide a valuable framework 
for further development. I will here refer to this broad 
conceptualisation of the ISM as the 'supernova dominated 
cloudy interstellar medium' (SDC-TSM) picture.
In the present work I will extend the SDC-ISM concept in two 
important directions.
The major thrust of this thesis seeks to include the present 
view of the ISM within the framework of contemporary ideas on 
galactic structure. To date all SDC-ISM models have been 
concerned with conditions appropriate to the solar neighbour­
hood. I will here examine how the properties of the ISM 
change from point to point in the galaxy and in particular 
I ascertain its response to passage through a spiral arm.
This is not only of great intrinsic interest but can also 
provide vital inputs into present models for the generation 
and maintenance of spiral structure.
8
In the secondary investigation, I examine the interaction 
between an individual interstellar cloud and an SNR blast 
wave, a problem central to the SDC-ISM models, in rather 
more detail than has previously been employed.
Throughout, the emphasis is on the application of simple 
physical principles to obtain approximate solutions to the 
problems involved. Much of the work described is directed 
toward locating the boundaries in parameter space within 
which particular representations of the ISM are self con- 
sistant or particular processes dominate over others. The 
state of the ISM is affected by a great many complex and 
imperfectly understood physical processes taking place 
simultaneously. Further our knowledge of many of the 
observational parameters is at best rudimentary. Thus 
while detailed numerical computations of highly idealised 
systems may provide vital insights into the basic phenomina 
- for instance the work described in Chapter 5 would not 
have been possible without reference to the detailed numer­
ical work of Woodward (l9?6 , 1 9 7 9) - analytical calculations 
providing even only order of magnitude estimates of the 
properties of more realistic systems are still of great 
value.
In Chapter 2 I will briefly7- review the various energy 
sources which have been proposed to drive the 'violent '
ISii and demonstrate that on purely energetic grounds the 
ISii is most likely supernova dominated. In chapter 3 a 
simple model of the SDC—ISM based primarily on the work of 
McKee and Ostriker (1 9 7 7) is developed and the bounds of
its 'domain of validity' are established by means of a 
fairly exhaustive parameter search. In Chapter 4 this 
model is combined with a simple representation of our 
galaxy and the interplay between an SDC-ISM and spiral 
structure is investigated for the first time. In 
Chapter 5 I turn to a more detailed investigation of the 
state of an individual interstellar cloud exposed to the 
chaos prevalent in a violent ISM. Finally Chapter 6 
summarises the main results and conclusions and suggests 
avenues for future investigation. Appendix A deals with 
some of the more formal aspects of the SDC-ISM model.
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2 The Energetics of a Violent ISM
3 6As outlined in Chapter 1 a hot (T*v 10 - 10 li), tenuous
n( 1 0_^-1 0_^cm~^) plasma is believed to occupy between 2 0$« 
and 80 h of the volume of the galactic disk (liraushaar 1 9 7 7 » 
1979; Tanaka cc Bleeker 1977; McCray & Snow 1979; Jenkins 
197S a,b; Sanders et al 1983; MeCammor et al 1983).
Material at temperatures near the lower end of this range 
is also known to occur at distances from the galactic plane 
of a few killoparsec (Savage & de Boer 1981, York 1 9 8 2); 
whether it is accompanied by hotter gas and what its relation­
ship to the hot disk gas may be, is still a matter of con­
troversy (Songaila 1981; Ilartquist & Snijders 1982). Because 
of the abrupt rise in the radiative cooling rate at a temp-
kerature ~ 1 0  K, such a plasma cannot be heated by any.of the 
conventional steady heating sources (Dalgarno & McCray 1972); 
such conditions arc, however, to be expected behind strong 
shock waves propagating through the ISM (Chevalier 1977;
HcKce & IJollenbach 1980).
At the same time interstellar gas velocities in excess of 
20 Ians 1 are ubiquitous and values as high as 100 kms" 1 
are not uncommon (McCray <1 Snow 1979). Many giant (^-102pc) 
shell like features have been recognised in our galaxy 
(lieiles 3.979; Hu 1931; Olano 3.982) and other nearby galaxies 
(Moaburn 1983; Brinks 1931; Graham h Laurie 1982). The 
measured expansion velocities of some of these imply kinetic 
energies 10 ̂ - 1 0 ->J ergs. Typical formation energies of
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up to i\> 10 ergs are inferred in the most extreme cases, 
irrespective of whether this is provided by a single 
extremely energetic event or, as seems more probable, 
multiple events of lower energy.
Together these two observational data lead to the concept of 
the 'violent interstellar medium' (McCray & Snow 1979) 
in which various energetic events either singly or in con­
cert drive strong shocks through the interstellar gas keeping 
all of it in a highly disturbed condition, heating some of 
it to the observed high temperatures and forming the obser­
ved giant shells.
In the present Chapter I will review the various energy 
sources which have been jxroposed to power the 'violent' ISM 
with particular emphasis on the total amount of thermal and 
kinetic energy they can each supply. I will thus show that 
supernovae are the major, source of the thermal energy of the 
hot phase and that their contribution to the kinetic energy 
of bulk motion is greater than or comparable to that from 
all other sources taken together. I will also compare the 
total energy inputs to the likely rate of energy dissipation 
and hence show that the supernova energy input is probably 
necessary, and certainly sufficient for the maintenance 
of the violent ISM.
Inc major results of this section are summarised in table 2 -1  
which lists the total, thermal and kinetic energy input per 
unit area projected onto the galactic plane, for each of
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the sources considered together with estimates of the dissip­
ation rate of both thermal and lcinotic energy. The galactic 
radius is taken to be 15 kpc and the quoted values are 
averaged over the whole of the galactic area. It is con­
venient to divide the sources into those confined to the 
spiral arms (arm population) and those with a more uniform 
distribution ('disk' population.).
2.1 Arm population sources
Massive stars (here defined to be all those which produce, 
type II supernovae i.e. M ^ 8M ^ ; spectral types earlier than 
about B3) can inject energy into the ISM in three ways
(i) by the expansion of their HII region
(ii) by the impact of their hypersonic stellar winds
(iii)by exploding as type II supernovae
It is of course the most massive of those stars (together 
with their HII regions) which delineate the spiral arms.
Even the lower mass members of the group have lifetimes 
^  10 ̂ years, much less than the galactic rotation period, a?ad 
are consequently strongly concentrated in the arms.
most, possibly all, of these high mass stars are members of 
CB associations or clusters (Miller and Scalo 197S) and form 
within giant molecular clouds (See Elmogreen ct al 1978 for 
a review of this process). Expanding HII regions (Whitworth 
1979, Bally 1980, Mazurok 1930), stellar winds (Shull 1980a)
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and supornovac from the shortest lived most massive assoc­
iation members (hheeler and Bash 1977, Wheeler ot al I960, 
Shull 1930b) undoubtedly all play a role in the dispersal 
or disruption of the parent molecular cloud. This both 
renders the OB association visible and permits access to 
the general lower density ISM by the energy subsequently 
released.
Once this occurs the combined stellar winds and supernova 
explosions of the remaining cluster members will probably 
load to the generation of a large shell filled with plasma, 
shock heated to coronal temperatures (Brihweiler et al 1980, 
Elmegreen 1980, Tomisaka et al 1981; see also Q 3*1)•
The total available energy is easily able to account for 
even the largest observed supershells. Evidence for the 
occurrence of this process is clearly seen in the Orion 
(Reynolds and Ogden 1979» Cowie et al 1979), Cygnus (Abbott 
et al 1930; and Carina (Cowie et al 1981, Seward and 
Chlebowslci 1982 ) associations. OB associations are not 
gravitationally bound and hence slowly disperse, also members 
of a binary system can be ejected at high velocity when the 
S3rstem is disrupted by the explosion of the other member, 
consequently, a significant fraction of the lower mass 
members can escape the association supersliell to go supernova 
ir. the ambient ISM (Bruhweiler et al 1 9 8 0).
In order to compare directly the contribx.ition to the total 
energy Injected by massive stars from each of the three
14




S. (m)n„.(m)dm / \ n„(m)dni 2.1-1
1 ' - 1
where S (mj is the energy injected by stars of mass m through x v
process i. The stellar birthrate function i-u(m), is
* / *— ( 1 _L ^assumed, to have the standard form n (m ) ^ m and a
value of x*«1 . 6 is adopted, appropriate for massive stars
(Lequ&ui; 1930, Miller and Scalo 19795 Garmany et al 1 9S2 ).
The upper m and lower m, mass limits are taken to be SM u 1 ©
and 80M q respectively. iJlxore necessary I have employed 
mass-lurninosity-radius relationships and stellar lifetimes 
from stellar evolutionary models including mass loss (de 
Loore et al 1978, Chiossi et al 1978).
2.1.1 Eli Region Expansion
Ultimately the kinetic energy liberated by7- the expansion of
the HII region surrounding an OB star derives from the stellar
Lyman continuum flux. Each photoionisation releases an
energy ''»kh (ih is the stellar colour temperature, see
Ivahn and .Dyson 196 5 ) so a star emitting S„_ Lyman continuum
photons per second deposits a total energy ET.r_  ~  S..kT„ t „HIl ^ w
in the ISM over its lifetime, t . This ranges from
4 9 r-,p2 x 1C ergs for a BO star to <n. 3 x 10 'ergs for an 05
star. Most of this energy is, however, lost by recombin­
ation and radiative cooling so that only a small fraction 
remains to drive bulk motions of the gas. Further, the
15
velocities achieved are small, comparable to the sound 
speed in the warm II* 10Kins 1 , and the environs of OB 
stars are invar ably sufficiently der.se that the shocks 
driven into the ISM arc radiative and large quantities of 
hot gas arc never created.
then an HII region forms around a single star, or a compact 
group of stars in a uniform medium its evolution follows 
the classical pattern reviewed by Mathews and Odell (1 9 6 7).
As soon as the stellar UV flux switches on, a highly super­
sonic (weal: H type) ionisation front rushes out into the 
ambient medium leaving it warm and ionised but relatively 
undisturbed. Geometrical dilution and recombination in 
the ionised interior reduce the flue: reaching the ionisation 
front, so it continually decelerates, until the radius
itapproaches that of the equilibrium Stromgren sphere at which 
by definition recombinations just balance the stellar flux.
The warm ionised gas in the HII region is now over pressured 
with respect to its surroundings and thus tends to expand.
As the interior density falls the recombination rate 
( °*ng) also falls so that a larger volume can be kept 
ionised. The result is that a subsonic (weak B type) 
ionisation front, preceded by a strong isothermal shock is 
driven into the amoient medium, the two fronts being separated 
by a narrow region of highly compressed neutral gas. This 
expansion phase is considerably longer than the initial 
Ionisation stage and continues until either pressure 
equilibrium is achieved with the surroundings or (more likely)
16
the exciting star goes supernova. Only about l c,- of the 
energy deposited by ionisation gets converted to kinetic 
energy of tiie do7isc shell (bpitzcr 19 i o) *
This picture is somewhat modified if the exciting star(s) 
form near the edge of the parent molecular cloud (Tcnorio- 
T;. gle 1982). If during either phase of the evolution, 
part of the ionisation front reaches the cloud boundary 
then it will rush outward into the lower density surround­
ings . This sets up a largo pressure discontinuity between 
the ionised cloud material and the now ionised intereloud 
medium. In response to this a strong isothermal shock is 
driven into the intercloud medium followed by a fan of super­
sonically flowing ionised cloud material which eventually 
spreads out to produce an extended and tenuous IIII region.
As a result of this extra, 'champagne phase' a somewhat 
larger fraction <v3/i of the injected thermal energy can be 
converted to kinetic energy.
Talcing values of and T.„ from the work of Panagia (1973) I 
estimate a nans averaged injected energy h x lO^^erg, and 
hence assuming a 3c/:- efficiency, an average kinetic energy
k 9^ 1 °  erG Is liberated per star. The rate of kinetic
energy input per unit area simply obtained by multiplying
by the rate of type II supernovao (^4 .2 .3 ) is then 
39 —2 — 18 .1—1x10 erg pc yr . Spitser (.1978) obtained essen­
tially m e  same result by estimating; the energy input by the 
unoor ox GI3 stars required to produce the observed
17
thermal radio continuum flux.
2.1.2 Stellar finds
Stellar winds occur to a greater or lessor degree in all 
stars (Cassinclli 1979), however it is only for the more 
massive and luminous OB stars that the energy contributed 
to the ISM becomes significant, approaching in the most 
extreme cases that of a supernova (Conti 1978, 1982, Conti 
and McCray 1980).
"or main sequence, giant and supergiant stars having luminos-
3 7ities in the range 10 L - 10 L mass loss rates are welle ®
represented by the empirical relationship
M 1.6 x 10"16(L/L )1*73M yr_1 2.1-1w —  © ©
(G-armany et al 1931, Abbott et al 1980, 19©! Snow 1982).
Terminal velocities are found to be typically ~ 3 times the
photospheric escape velocity, so that -i
v
® ©'
(Abbott 1978). Thus the wind luminosity, L = yM X
2.1-2
-J-M V2 w ~ w w
and the total energy injected, E = L t o v e r  the stellar
W  w  w
lifetime, t„, range from L 5 x 103 ergs  ̂, E /v* 10 erg
" \ i j T-r IJ
'or a BO star to 6 x 1036 ergs 1, ~  6 x 105°erg for
ean 05 star. For Tvolf-Rayet stars, believed to be a stag 
xn the evolution of the most massive (M£,40i-i ) 0B stars 
(e.g. ae Loore 1982) the mass loss rate is 3 x 10— yx,— ̂
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independent of luminosity. This leads to ^ 6 x 10 ergs
and E rv.? x l O ^ o r g  over the ~  0. k Myr duration of the To If-C* L -1^
Eayet phase (Barlow et al 19,:;,l).
Several workers have discussed the evolution of the bubble 
blown in the ISM by such hypersonic winds (See Dyson 1981 
for a review). Because the initial ionisation of the stellar
HII region is very rapid the evolution of the stellar bubble
takes place within the HIT region. Conversely, the sub­
sequent expansion of the KII region takes place sufficiently 
slowly that it can probably be ignored. Very soon after 
its onset the stellar wind interacts with its own mass of 
interstellar gas and a characteristic two shock structure 
develops in the flow, dividing it into four zones. Nearest
the star is a small region of freely expanding stellar wind.
The wind is decelerated by an inward facing shock beyond
which is an extensive zone of shock heated stellar wind. A
contact discontinuity separates this from a shell of shocked 
interstellar gas bounded by an outward facing shock which 
advances into the undisturbed ambient medium. The shocked 
interstellar gas cools quite early to form a dense shell.
At first the shell is kept fully ionised by the stellar 
UV flux, however, for sufficiently high ambient density it 
may become optically thick in the Lyman continuum so that 
parts oi it re—comoine. Ultimately the expansion of the
bubble stops when pressure equilibrium is achieved with the 
surroundings or the star goes supernova. Throughout the
evolution of the total mechanical energy, L t, injectedw
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by the wind is stored as thermal energy in the hot cavity 
while ^  20‘i is stored as kinetic energy of the shell.
I estimate that 1 x 10 c:rS, uncertain by about a
factor of two. Slightly over half of this total is provided 
by stars with M >40M_ during their brief but extremely 
energetic uTolf-kayet phase. The rate of energy input per 
unit area is then ~ 0.8 - 8 x 1 0 ^ Je r g  pc yr . A broadly 
similar value has been obtained by AbDott (1 9 8 2), on the 
basis of counts of massive stars within 3kpc of the sun, 
and the same stellar wind data.
2.1.3 Type II Superno-vae
-1The total galactic supernova rate is between 0.01 yr and 
— 10,1 yr about half of which is due to type II supernovae 
(<£ 4.2.2). The energy per supernova is <-v- 10 ̂ ^-10^ erg.
This leads directly to a total rate of energy input per unit 
area of 4-40xl0J erg pc yr .
The evolution of SNR and their interactions with the ISM are 
discussed extensively in section 3.
TyPG ii supernovae resulting from stars which escape from the 
association supcrshell will essentially follow the classical 
evolutionary sequence for isolated SNR (most such stars will 
have sufficiently .Low masses that the effects of their own 
stellar winds can be completely ignored). Briefly there
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is a short initial phase during- which the supernova ejecta 
expand freely into the ISM which terminates when the ejecta 
mass and swept up mass arc comparable. Subsequently, the 
remnant expands adiabatically until the temperature falls 
sufficiently for radiative losses to become important. 
Cooling then proceeds extremely rapidly near the remant's 
edge and a dense shell forms, which continues to plough out 
into the ISM, driven by its momentum and the pressure of the
cas in the interior, which remains very hot. Ultimately
the shell's velocity becomes comparable to the RMS cloud 
velocities in the surroundings and the shell loses its 
identity. The remaining hot cavity, however, survives for 
an appreciable period before being encroached upon by the 
surrounding colder gas. Overall of the initial
energy is stored as thermal energy of the cavity gas while 
r\,3/3 resides in the kinetic energy of the shell.
For an SNR occurring within an association supershell the 
SNR blast wave will expand extremely rapidly until it meets 
the dense shell surrounding the bubble, when a strong 
radiative shock will be driven into the shell. Subsequently 
m e  evolution will be essentially the same as in the conven— 
oional sjj.o w plough phase although the dominant contribution 
co idio shell momoncum is provided by the stellar winds, 
i.' or simplicity I will assume the energy conversion effic— 
ienccs are tne same as in the classical model.
2 1
2.1.': Field Star Radiation Pressure
The possibility that tlie radiation pressure from a single
cluster acting upon interstellar dust, collisiorally coupled
to the ras might generate an expanding shell was originally
proposed by O'Dell ct al (19^7). More recently Elmegreen
and Chiang (1982) have discussed the ability of radiation
pressure from field stars to enlarge a pro exis oing* (dus t
d e p l e t e d )  cavity generated by for instance supernovae or
stellar winds. The important point is that,for shells
having radii larger than a few times the photon mean free
pcith, the nett field star radiation pressure is outward
directed and increases with increasing radius so that such
a cavity grows at an ever increasing rate. By the time
x'adiation pressure becomes important the contribution from
field stars would far outweigh that from any central cluster
2They propose that shells with initial radii e^lO pc could
C>
grow to ldloparsec sizes in about 10 years, the maximum 
possible size being determined by Ray1eigh—Taylor or grav­
itational instabilities. Such large shells could have
52kinetic energies rulO ergs by the end of their evolution.
To obtain an extreme upper limit on the total kinetic 
energy input from this mechanism I assume that oyery CB 
association born creates such a shell*
“ The remnants of single field supernova© evolving in the hot 
component of the ISM can reach the required size however (i) 
In an inhomogoneous ISM most of the dust resides in the cloud; 
which, are only slightly disturbed by the hot component SITR, 
so a dust cleared cavity is not produced (ii) by the time 
radiation pressure becomes important hot component SNR are 
already on the point of overlapping so there is little 
opportunity for further radiation—pressure driven growth.
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There arc ^ ‘iOGO OB associations in the ¡;ala:';y (Blits 197°).
So adopting a lifetime 2 x 1 0 1 y r  (Blaauv, 1964) implies
that CB associations and hence by supposition wind driven
— 1 3 — 2shells are born at a rate ~  4 x 10 pc ~. From the results
of Elmcgreen and Chiang (1982) I estimate that shells formed
at this rate can grow to R <v5 0 0pc before overlapping at which
51radius their energy will be 'V.IO ergs. This leads to
i 3,c?' — 2 — 1an energy injection rate per unit area /v. 4 x 10J”erg pc yr ,
Decreasing the formation rate so as to permit greater shell
sizes would marginally decrease the total energy input.
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2 „ 2 Disk population sources
2.2.1 'Type I sunornovae
Although the origin of typo I supernovae is controversial 
(C.F. Cornier c: Tirsl^y 1979; Tammann 1932) they do have a 
fairly uniform distribution over the f’alactic disk. As 
already noted ( ■§ 2.1.3) they liberate energies ~  10 J>°-1C''1 erg 
and occur at a rate ~  5 x 10 '"-3 n 10 yr . The evolution 
of their remnants and the energy conversion efficiencies -will 
be as described for isolated type IX supcrnovac above.
2.2.2 High Velocity Clouds
By definition high velocity clouds rro simply any neutral 
hydrogen feature seen at a velocity too large to be explained 
by galactic rotation models, typically |v| ^100 kins ^
(e.g. Hulsbosch 1979)• Although some may represent gas in 
distant carped spiral arms (ilciles 1975) or- the result of 
local explosive phenomena© (Weaver 1979)? the bulk are 
probably infalling material at large distances from the 
galactic plane (Cort and Hulsbosch 1973). Such clouds may 
have condensed out of the galactic fountain (Bregnan 1980) 
or have been torn out of the Magellanic Clouds by tidal 
Interaction (Mirabel 1981) or be primordial in origin.
i on.orio-Tagle (l979, 1930) has proposed that collisions 
notween high velocity clouds and the galactic disk might 
generate large coronal gas filled cavities. A collision
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2 bc . _ ■)with a cloud of mass ~ 1 0  —10 I-1 ana a velocity 2 p0kns
50 5?would liberate r* 10^ -10 ergs. The effect of this larro
on or my input into a small volume is essentially identical
to that of a supernova explosion and T adopt the conversion
efficiencies already quoted for that case. Since the
observed mass flu:: onto the plane is a feu solar masses
per year (llulsbosch 1 9 7 5) the total energy input in this
-2 -1way is limited to at out 3 x 10 ' erg pc 'yr
2.3 Dwarf M Flare SI
Coleman and "Worden (1 9 7 6, 1977) have suggested that the 
flares and winds of dwarf M stars may provide a significant 
energy input into the ISM. They estimate that each flare
O O' __ "|star liberates ^ 1 x 1 0 J 1 erg yr which together with a
—2 —3space density of 6 x 10 pc and an effective thickness 
of 300pc for dwarf M stars (Reid and Gilmore 1982 and private 
communication) loads to a total energy injection rate of
O -tI. “1^ 4 x 10 pc yr
2.2.4 Planetary Fcbulae
The local birthrate of planetary nebulae is «^50 - 180 x 10 
pc yr depending- on the adopted distance scale (Cahn and
-1  1
TV?©'..yatt 19?o) . Assuming an average ejected mass ^  0. pi 
(Tinsljy 1 9 7 8) and a typical ejection velocity of 3 0kms 1 
(0storprock 1974) loads to an energy input ^ 2  x 1 0^^
  -j - -  i / — 2-L - J-(J org pc yr
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2.2.5 'Calactic Flares'
Sturroch and Stern (198O) have proposed, by analogy with 
solar flares, that the twist in," of the pa lac tic magnetic 
field resulting from differential rotation leads to the 
sudden release of energy due to magretohyarodynamic or 
resistive instabilities. They suggest that such 'galactic
flares' might heat the corona and estimate an energy input
03________-|
rate corresponding to ^  7 >- 10"’ erg pc yr
2.3 Energy Losses
2.3•1 Hot Component Radiative Cooling
First, to show that an energy source is necessary to maintai 1 
tho hot component I essentially repeat Spitzer 1 s (1 9 5 6) 
argument but employ more recent (larger) values for the 
radiative cooling rate. The radiative cooling tirnescale 
is given by
y ad = 2  —
2 n (H)_A_
where is the cooling function defined so that the total
radiative cooling rate per unit volume is n (h )_/Y- , ^ is
oho number of free partic les per hydrogen nucleus and the 
other symbols have their usual meanings. For the regime 
appropriate for the observed hot phase,_A_2s 6.2 x lO-^3 
org cm"' s 1 T " (Raymond ot al 1 9 7 6).
rad ~  9~Kyr [_ 111 \ ( Hi \ " * °
\io“3cm_3 I \ 106i: /
105i:$ T < hxl()7K h
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AThus tailing, say, T ^  10"K «n. 3 :c 10 Jcm as typical of
the observed hot com »orient t , <\#32Hyr. A primordialrau
origin for the bulk of the hot component is thus unlikely.
To obtain an estimate of, the energy input necessary to 
maintain the hot phase, consider a column through the ISM 
perpendicular to the galactic plane. If f^ is the volume 
filling factor of the hot gas in the disk and 2H, is the
effective thickness of the disk, then, 




The factor & !> 1 is included to take into account the enhance­
ment of the radiative loss rate due to density variations 
both in the hot component itself and at the interface 
between the hot component and cooler inclusions. Again 
inserting typical values the energy loss rate from the disk
»-> O1 *~vo O 1
D , ̂  -¿ixl0')O erg pc yr R f rad r  h
As already noted the equilibrium scale height of the hot 
component is very much larger than the disk thickness so 
that hot gas will tend to flow upward into the halo. If 
a static corona results then equation 2.3-2 applies with II,G.
replaced by the half-thickness of the corona and f ̂ 1,
Conversely if a galactic wind or fountain results the
energy flux it carries out of the disk must bo added to the




-3.6xl039org p c ^ y r " 1 fh ^(fh ) I  ^  V J h ._ , _ . . . ^
,10 "’em ' / \l0' X
whore C-̂  is the sound speed in the hot component and V (f)
is the ratio of the effective flow speed in the disk to C, .h
If f. rv/1 so that the halo and disk arc well connected then 11
i / ^ 1 ; if f ^ 0 . 2  so that the hot gas has to 'bubble1 up 
through cooler material then k/Ik, )2 wrier i L is the
radius of a typical bubble. Thus adopting the same typical
• Lo -2 — 1parameters S . lies between 1 x 10 ' erg pc yr wind.
(fi\.l) and 'V 2 x 10J°erg pc "yr  ̂ (f'vO.l, L/Ih'v.0.3 say).
2.3.2 Cloud-Cloud Collisions
A crude estimate of the rate of energy loss by cloud-cloud 
collisions can be obtained as follows. Scalo and Pumphrey 
(l9c2) have shewn on the basis of simulation of supersonic 
cloud collisions that the effective mean free path for the 
collisional dissipation of a cloud's kinetic energy is between 
5 and 10 times the geometric mean free path. This essen­
tially results from the preponderance of oblique collisions 
which dissipate relatively little kinetic energy. With 
the idealisation that the diffuse clouds are spheres of
radius it then their mean space density is cl
N ,2:" . //ITT n 1 _1cl cl i —  cl cl I
where 11 and. n arc respectively the density of an indiv-C j. c l
idual cloud and the smeared out density provided by all
diffuse clouds. Adopting R , 2pc n , rv,3 0cm '' and n , r^lcmcl x cl cl
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(Spitsor 1978; Knudc- 1979; 1981; Crovisior 198l) loads
to N 'v. 1 x 10 and a geometrical mean free path of *-> 20pc. cl
Thou assuming a one dimensional velocity dispersion of
6 lcms (Spitscr 1978) leads to an energy density of 
h-5 —29 ;c 10 erg pc , a collisional dissipation time of
^ C'7-14 Ilyr and hence an energ/ dissipation rate of 6-12x10
29
2.4 DISCUSSION
As is clear from the results of the foregoing summarised 
in Table 2-1, supernovae do play a dominant role in the 
energetics of the ISM. In the spiral arms they supply 
over 80°/o of the thermal energy available to the hot com­
ponent, the remainder being supplied by the stellar winds 
of the more massive supernova progenitors. They make a 
roughly equal contribution with expanding HII regions to 
the kinetic energy input. In the interarm region they are 
essentially the only energy source; high velocity clouds 
at most supply a comparable amount of energy and that only 
if the supernova rate is near the minimum suggested value.
■When the available supply of energy is compared with the 
demands it is clear that within the rather large uncertainty 
of the estimates a state of balance can certainly be achieved. 
In the absence of an energy input from supernovae stellar 
winds alone, could meet the demands of disk radiative cool­
ing and a weak fountain if and f are both small and to­
gether with HII regions could meet the kinetic energy drain. 
However, if^9>l and f^ <** 1 as seems likely a supernova contri­
bution is obligatory. This forms the basis of the idea 
of a supernova dominated ISM which will be taken up in the 
subsequent chapters.
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3• A Simple Model of the SDC-ISM
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will describe a simple model of the SDC- 
ISM. In essence it is based on that originally proposed 
by McKee and Ostrikcr (l9775 hereinafter M G ) in which the 
interstellar clouds are supposed to be embedded in and 
contained by a hot, low density, SNR generated plasma. 
Interactions between the clouds and the ensemble of SNR 
are supposed to control the equilibrium properties of the 
joint system by means of a feedback process. The part­
icular mechanism postulated for this by KO was the thermal 
evaporation of the clouds leading to enhanced radiative 
cooling- of the SNR. Striking a balance between the net 
rate of supernova energy input and its dissipation then 
fixes the interstellar pressure which in turn determines 
the properties of the cloud population and in particular 
the rate at which they can be evaporated. The equilibrium 
solution is then found by demanding self consistency bet­
ween the resulting evaporation rate and that used in deter­
mining the matrix pressure.
The NIC scheme is here extended to include an explicit 
treatment of the dynamical response of the clouds to being 
overrun by the SNR blast wave in order to assess the con— 
soquoncy of this important complicating influence- on the 
evaporation rate and the resulting state of the SDC-ISM.
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In addition, in viow of the uncertainty over the extent to 
•which the evaporation rate can be suppressed by the clouds 
magnetic field, I also construct a variant model. In this 
the postulated protoerties of the cloud population arc the 
same as those considered by WO but the feedback mechanism 
is supposed to operate via the process of 'cloud crushing* 
discussed by Cox (1979) which is expected to dominate over 
radiative cooling if evaporation is completely suppressed.
In the remainder of this section I briefly review the import­
ant physical processes thought to operate in the SDC-ÏSM. 
Section 3-2 presents the full description of the evolution 
of an evaporation dominated SNR with special emphasis on 
the role of cloud dynamics. Section 3»3 presents the 
corresponding description of SUR evolution in the non-evapor- 
ative case. The cloud model used in both schemes is 
briefly summarised in section 3•^ while section 3*3 explains 
the method used to find the equilibrium solutions. In 
section 3*6. I submit the resulting models to a fairly 
exhaustive parameter search in order to determine the bound­
aries of their domain of validity and establish the sen­
sitivity of the results obtained from them to the values of 
the parameters characterising the model. Finally section
3.7 summarises the main results of this chapter.
3 . 1.1 SMR ^volution
For the present purposes ve nay regard the complex series
of events which occur in the envelope of the incipient
supernova (see e.g. Chevalier 1981) as a 'black b o x ’ the
effect of which is to eject a mass of cool material M ̂ .,o J
with a velocity V into the ISI'i. For ty^pe I supernovacej
M 0. 2 5M and V . ** 20000 ions  ̂ while for type IIe j © e j
-1suneniovae M /\* pH and V . ^  5000 kms , m  either case CJ i ej
"D ̂the kinetic energy released is /*>10 ergs. The precise 
sequence of events by which this prodigious input of energy 
becomes shared with an ever increasing; mass of interstellar 
gas and is eventually dissipated, depends in a quite straight­
forward and well under:tood way on the pressure and density 
of the ambient medium, and in a much more subtle and complex 
way upon its degree of inhomogenity.
The simplest possible case, that of an initially homogeneous 
isotropic ambient medium, has been intensively studied 
both by means of simple analytic approximations and detailed 
numerical simulations (see Kahn 1975» Chevalier 1977 and 
t*k>V<e.e- 19&2 for reviews). Typically an SNR in such a medium 
will follow a simple five stage evolutionary sequence:
(i) Initially the ejecta expand almost freely into the 
ambient medium and act as a piston which drives a 
strong shock into the ISM. As more and more inter­
stellar material is swept up by the outward going shock, 
the ejecta decelerate and a reverse shock is driven 
into them heating them to considerably temperatures;
3b
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the decelerating flow is Rayleigh—Taylor unstable 
(Gull 1975) 1975) leading to mixing of ejecta and inter­
stellar matter. By the time the ejecta have inter­
acted with a few times their own mass of interstellar 
gas, their initial kinetic energy will have been almost 
entirely thermalised and transferred to the swept 
up gas (Gull 1973, 1975).
The shocked interstellar gas is intensely hot and
radiates only very inefficiently by bremssirahlung;
consequently the flow is virtually adiabatic. Trie
ensuing evolution is then well approximated by the
Sedov (l959) similarity solution, which describes
the expansion into a uniform medium of the adiabatic
blast wave initiated by a point explosion.
Durinw this stage 7 2 c/o of 3v is stored as thermal0 ' o
energy and 28‘5 as kinetic energy. The density profile 
in the remnant interior is extremely strongly peaked 
near the shock front; about 67/3 of the total remnant 
mass lies outside 0.9kg.
As the adiabatic expansion reduces the pressure driving 
the shock its velocity decreases and hence the immed­
iate post-shock temperature falls. For temperatures 
below k x 10 K the radiative cooling rate increases 
rapidly as the temperature decreases. Consequently 
the radiative cooling time behind the shock ultimately 
becomes shorter than the dynamical tirnescale for tho 
remnant (Cox 1972). Catastrophic cooling sets in 
just behind tho shock loading to the formation of a
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cool dense shell 'which contains about half the remnants
mass and almost all the kinetic e n e m y  0.2815
' ’J o
(tlosonburg & Scheujr 19731; Chevalier 197"! ; Fallo
1975» 1981 j Proite-ilartines 1981) . The interior of
the remnant is filled with material which passed through
the shock prior to the cooling epoch, was more strongly
shock heated and hence can remain hot long after the
formation of the shell. About 0.45 F will be storedo
as thermal energy in the interior (Kahn 1976).
(':•) The shell will continue to expand under the influence 
of its own momentum and the pressure of the hot gas 
in the interior. Its expansion is approximately 
described by the pressure modified snow-plough solution. 
Oort 1951; McKee and Ostriker 1977; See Appendix A2 ). 
The kinetic energy of the shell decreases as ( F ^ / f.) 
while the thermal energy of the interior decreases as
F*
(R /p.)"3 during this phase. The expansion of the 
remnant ultimately ceases when pressure equilibrium 
is achieved with the ambient medium.
(5 ) The end result of the preceeding stages is a large
cavity filled with hot tenuous plasma. This fossil 
SNR will have a lifetime against both cooling (Kahn 1975) 
and re-invasion by surrounding cool gas (Cox & Smith 
197*0 which is considerably larger than the total 
duration of stages (l) to (7).
Avon for a uniform medium this pattern will be somewhat 
modified when the density is very high or very low. At
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the densities encountered in the cores of molecular cloudy 
!\ - 3n ' s-»10 cm over, brom^cralilung cooling may bo sufficiently
rapid to dominate the energetics at early times. There is
then no adiabatic stage (2) and the SNR enters the snow
plough phase (U ) directly from the free expansion phase (l)
(l.rheeler et al 19<°i0; Shull 1 9 8 0). Conversely if the
—2 —ambient density is very low* ^  10 ‘'em '' the pressure of the 
ambient medium may become comparable with the interior 
pressure before radiative cooling;. In that case the outer 
shock i/ill degenerate into a spherical sound wave and no 
dense shell will form (Cox 1979; Cox <1 Franco 1 9SI; Cox 
£z Anderson 1 9 8 2} . The end result of the SNR's evolution 
will however still be the generation of a long lived bubble 
of hot tenuous plasma.
Supernovae can only rarely evolve into the homogeneous 
medium assumed in the classical model, however. The 
progenitor’s of type II supernovae are young massive OB 
stars (M 8M ^ ). As described in ^2.1 all such stars form 
in groups or associations within high density molecular 
clouds. The most massive (m£,20M ) members of such assoc- 
iation can substantially modify their surroundings both 
through the action of their expanding’ HI I regions and thoir 
powerful stellar winds. It is expected that the result 
will be the formation of a large wind blown bubble around 
the association filled with a hot tenuous plasma (Bruhweilor 
ct al I98.I; Kafatos et al 19<3l; Tomisaka et al 198l;
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Tenorio-Tagle ot al 1932). 'This shell will be further 
enlarged as successively loss massive association members 
reach the end of tlaeir lives and explode as super;«ovae.
OB associations are generally not bound gravitationally and 
consequently will slowly disperse. In addition members of 
binary systems can bo ejected at high velocity when their 
companion goes supernova. Consequently 30 - 609- of all 
OB stars can probably escape fro a the confines of the 
'association supershell ' before themselves going; supernova.
Oven supernova of type I and those supernovae of typo II 
which escape their parent OB association will still explode 
in a highly inhomogeneous environment. As outlined in 
Chapter 1 the ISM typically consists of a hot (T^vlO^Ii)
low density (n/vo 2c 10 cm J ) matrix through which are distri—
2 ¿j. — 3buted cooler (T ~10'~-10 It) denser (n«v>0.1 - 3 0 cm ) inclusions
which contain the bulk of the mass. Our knowledge of SNR
evolution in such a medium is still rather incomplete;
simple analytical description have been given by McKee and
Ostriker (.1977; hereinafter MO) and Cox (l979) while a
numerical computation has been performed by Cowie et al
< i op.i
If supernovae are distributed at random through such a
medium the majority will occur directly in the matrix. The
free expansion phase will then occur essentially as above.
X
Nvcii when supornovac occur in typical cold neutral clouds 
(n iv»3 0cm , Ti' A#3OK ) their remnants will generally roach
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tll g cloud boundary after blast wave formation, b u t  long 
before the onset of cooling. Complex dynamical phonorair.ai 
will occur at break—out - (Fa.llo & Gar lick 1982; Ss4ooVieiMe.ret.oJ. 
al 1983 ) but those should die away by the time the Sint 
has intoi’acted with a few times the clouds ' mass of ambient 
material.
For "matrix supernovae" , and for "c3.oud supernovae" well 
after break-out, the blast wave phase will also qualitatively 
resemble that in the classical model. A high velocity 
shock will be driven into the hot matrix with much slower 
shocks driven into the clouds since for a fixed driving
JL
pressure the shock velocity is proportional to n^2; the 
envelope of the disturbance in. the hot component will be 
roughly spherical. However, mass, momentum and energy 
exchange with the embedded clouds will take place and must 
play a significant role in the remnants evolution.
The behaviour of a cloud struck by an STIR blast wave will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 5 so I will here only 
summarise the consequences of the collision for the SNR. 
During the interaction work is done on the cloud both to 
compress it (Cox 1979) and to accelerate it in the down­
stream direction (McKee ct al 1978); part of the energy 
of the blast wave is also "scattered" from the cloud in 
the form of acoustic waves (Spitzer 1982). From elementary 
considerations the fraction of the initial explosion 
energy consumed by cloud compression, integrated over the
ko
lifetime of an. SNR, will be on the order of a few' times the 
cloud filling factor, with the bull, of the energy being 
dissipated in the lowest density (most easily compressed) 
component. Consequently if material with a density 
-v 0.1 - .1 cm J fills an appreciable fraction (''■*0.3-0.6) 
of the interstellar volume then "cloud crushing" will compete 
with radiative cooling as the dominant mode of SNR energy 
dissipation. Cloud acceleration and acoustic wave gener­
ation each dissipate a more modest fraction of the explosion 
energy - a few tenths times the cloud filling factor.
Because of the largo temperature gradient across their 
interface, electron thermal conduction can carry a large 
heat flux from the SNR interior into the cooler embedded 
clouds. As a result the clouds ’evaporate1: material in
their outer layers is heated and diffuses into and is assimi­
lated by the hot ambient medium (McKee & Cowie 1977; Cowie 
& McKee 1977; see § 3.2.1 ).
The extent to which a magnetic field in the cloud can reduce 
the importance of evaporation is highly controversial. The 
conductivity perpendicular to a magnetic field is limited 
by the small electron giro radius and is consequently van­
ishingly small under interstellar conditions. KcKco & 
Ostriker (1977J have, however, argued that the field geom­
etry required to completely 1 quench1 evaporation .from the 
whole cloud is highly improvable; mass exchange between 
components of the ISM which must occur even in the absence
of evaporatio;' should ensure a nigh connectivity. The 
evaporation rate would then only be slightly reduced below 
that found in the absence of a magnetic field. Conversely, 
Cox (l979) has argued that relative motions between a cloud 
and the hot gas should wrap the field lines around the cloud 
entirely suppressing the evaporation. In what follows I 
’■;ill adopt an agnostic point of view and consider the con­
sequences of both view points.
if evaporation of the embedded clouds is not significantly
inhibited by the magnetic field, then it can make a dominant
contribution to the mass in the interior of SNR evolving
- -? -3in the hot matrix, provided its density is <. 10 'em .
The expansion lav/ of such evaporation dominated SNR was
first discussed by MO; subsequently ChiAze and Lazereff
(1 9 8 1) have given a similarity solution for this case.
Cowic et al 1981 have given a full numerical treatment of
the problem including several effects omitted from the
earlier analytical calculations. Evaporation considerably
modifies t?ne temperature and density structure within the 
n
renjant from that in the Sedov solution. The evaporation
* S / *̂rate is a strong function, of temperature (rae^T ) and 
hence tends to smooth out temperature gradients leading to 
an. almost uniform interior temperature. Similarly since 
in. an evaporation dominated SNR the immediate post-shock 
density is much loss than the mean interior density, both 
the density and pressure peak at a point in the interior 
rather than at the edge of the remnant. In the similarity
k2
solution the density peak occurs at rw0.7 of the blast vave 
radius. Tvhon allowance is made for the complete destru­
ction and” sweeping out" of clouds originally near the explo­
sion site this effect' is even more pronounced; in the num­
erical simulation the local number density of clouds and 
hence the density of evaporated material peat: at /v0,5 of 
the blast wave radius.
As a result of the enhancement of the average density by 
evaporation together with the dissipation of some of the 
explosion energy through cloud crushing, the SNR cools at 
a much earlier epoch than would an SNR in a homogeneous 
medium of the same density as the hot matrix. In addition 
cooling occurs and the dense shell forms in the interior 
of the SNR at the location of the density maximum rather 
than at the edge of the remnant. The subsequent expansion 
of the shell is qualitatively like that in the standard 
snow ploU^Vsolution. The shock at the outer boundary of 
the remnant is unaffected by events in the cooling zone 
and continues to expand as before until eventually its 
driving pressure drops to that in the ambient medium and 
it decays into a spherical acoustic wave.
vUier evaporation is completely suppressed cloud crushing 
alone may still be sufficient to allow the remnant to cool 
radiatively before the external pressure becomes important 
provided the filling factor of readily compressed clouds is 
fairly large (Cox 1979; Covie et al 1 9Gl).
3.1.2 Interactions and the Maintenance of a Global Hot Phase
Up to this point it has been assumed that SNR remain isolated 
from one another. However as first noted by Cox and Smith 
(1 9 7^) the longevity of the fossilised remants left by 
earlier explosions, implies that the}r must commonly be 
encountered by the expanding shock front of a new SNR.
When this occurs, the blast wave of the young SNR will pro­
pagate pref erentially into the old cavities' tenuous 
interior, re-heating and re-pressurising it, and thus fore­
stalling its destruction.
To quantify the importance of this effect Cox and Smith 
introduced the porosity parameter Q(R) which measures the 
sum of the fractional volumes of all SNR smaller than some 
radius R. If supernovae occur at random at a volumetric 
rate S and their remnants expand spherically such that 
R <*. t̂ * then,
Q(R) = IfK (l + 3 )_1 R3 St 3-1-1
3
The volume filling factor of all such overlapping but not 
interacting SNR is
f = 1 - exp [ -Q(R) ] 3.1-2
If interactions cause the 'rejuvenation* of old remnants as 
discussed by Cox and Smith then this is somewhat of an 
underes timate.
Cox and Smith assumed the ISM to be uniform with a mean
_3density 1 cm and hence estimated a radius 'w^Opc and
z*3
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a total lifetime ^Myr for fossil SNR. Reasonable values 
for the galactic supernova rate then imply Q ^<0,1. They 
suggested that interactions would then occur sufficiently 
often that the ISM would be permeated by extensive branching 
chains of interconnected cavities, occupied by a hot low 
density plasma, periodically reheated by energy from new 
supernova percolating through the network. Smith (1977) 
demonstrated the generation and maintenance of such a tunnel 
network by means of a Monte-Carlo simulation. This employed 
the results of evolutionary models of isolated SNR but 
incorporated a realistic description of both the processes 
leading to interconnection of intersecting SNR and the pro­
pagation of shocks through the chain of low density cavities. 
The, as yet rather limited, attempts to elucidate the 
details of SNR interaction by means of 2D hydrodynamic 
codes (ikeuchi 1978; Jones et al 1979; Bodenheimer et al 
1983) confirm the likely importance of rejuvenation and the 
general features of the interaction process suggested by 
Smith.
Subsequently, MO have pointed out that when due account is 
taken of the observed clumping of the interstellar gas into 
cold dense clouds the value of Q expected for the galaxy 
approaches unity. The interstellar clouds then become 
isolated islands of high density gas embedded in and con­
fined by an all pervading high temperature plasma. MO 
have presented a detailed description of the thermodynamics 
and kinematics of the ISM under such circumstances in which
^5
the 'symbiotic' relationship between the clouds and SNR 
is supposed to determine the equilibrium properties of the 
joint system.
MO suppose that ionising photons emitted by the hot gas, and 
by unshielded hot stars, heat and photoionise the outer 
layer of the clouds generating an extensive partially ionised 
warm corona around each. This has the important effect of 
increasing suiface area of each cloud and thus enhances 
the rate at which they lo se mass to the hot phase as a 
result of thermal evaporation. It is then supposed that 
the mass loss from clouds engulfed by young SNR evolving in 
the hot matrix is sufficiently rapid that radiative cooling 
occurs before the SNR reaches pressure equilibrium with its 
surroundings and before it grows to a size much greater than 
the vertical extent of the cloud system; material can then 
be returned to the high density phase via the process of cool 
shell formation. The pressure of the hot matrix material 
is then determined by the balance between the rate of energy 
input by supemovae and its dissipation via evaporation 
enhanced radiation. Given this pressure and the requirement 
of pressure equilibrium between the components, the properties 
of the cloud ensemble are fixed once the total mass of cloud 
material, and the amount of uv flux available to keep the 
cloud corenae warm and ionised, are specified. In part­
icular the cloud parameters which fix the rate of evaporation 
are determined. The system will then be in equilibrium if 
the mass loss rate that the cloud population can support
b6
matches that required to fix the matrix pressure.
Using values for the various input parameters of the model 
selected as being appropriate for the solar neighbourhood,
MO were able to determine the properties of this equili­
brium state in an internally self consistent manner. They 
were further able to demonstrate a generally good degree of 
agreement between the gross properties of the observed ISM 
and those predicted by the model.
In Section 3*3 I will develop a varient of the model of MO 
which would be appropriate if evaporation were completely 
suppressed by the clouds magnetic fields. Under these 
circumstances 'cloud crushing' would replace radiative 
cooling as the main sink for the SNR energy input (Cox 1979). 
The scheme discussed by MO is simply adapted to accommodate 
such a situation and I will show that very similar results 
to those of MO can be obtained provided only that the 
filling factor of warm cloud coronae is fairly large.
Habe et al (l9Sl) have discussed the approach of an initially 
uniform density ISM to an equilibrium state similar to that 
obtained by MO. They did this by numerically solving a 
set of somewhat idealised coupled equations describing 
the exchange of mass between components of the ISM, due to 
evaporation, ionisation SNR shock heating and dense shell 
formation. They found that for a range of values of the 
input parameters close to those selected by MO an equilibrium
b7
state was achieved on a timescale '■vl — 3 Myr.
5Because the scale height of gas at a temperature ~ 1 0  -
£
10 K in the galactic gravitational field is several kil oparsec 
much greater than the thickness of the cloud population, hot 
gas generated in the galactic plane naturally tends to flow 
upward out of the disk. When the porosity Q is small as 
considered by Cox and Smith the hot gas can only "bubble up" 
out of the disk by displacing overlying cold gas (Jones 1973); 
when it is large as suggested by MO open channels will 
exist through which hot disk gas can freely stream into the 
halo. The fate of this rising gas depends on its initial 
temperature and density and the efficacy of any additional 
heating sources such as type I supernovae in the halo 
(Chevalier & Oergerle 1979; Habe & Ikeuchi 1980). If the 
disk gas is cool enough to be bound (T 10^K) and is suff­
iciently tenuous that its radiative cooling can be ignored 
gas can build up in the halo until its back pressure is 
sufficient to prevent further outflow and a static corona as 
originally envisioned by Spitzer (1 9 5 6) results; if it is 
initially hot enough to be unbound or halo heating is suff­
icient to subsequently make it so, then there will be a 
galactic wind (Matthews & Baker 197l). When the density is 
sufficient that the gas can cool before reaching its scale 
height then a galactic fountain results (Shapiro & Field 1976; 
Bregman 1980; Kahn 198l); the rising hot gas cools and
condenses into clouds which subsequently fall back into 
the galactic plane, possibly giving rise to some of the 
observed high velocity clouds. Chevalier and Oergerle 
demonstrate that this latter possibility probably describes 
the current situation in our galaxy.
Cox (1979» 198l) has presented an alternate model of the SDC- 
ISM in which the properties of a warm compon?nt mechanically 
heated by ’cloud crushing’ in SNR conspire with the operation 
of a galactic fountain to provide the same sort of phase 
control proposed by MO. Like MO, Cox supposes that the 
fundamental substrate of the ISM is a supernova generated 
hot tenuous plasma the pressure of which confines the cooler 
denser cloud components. Cox argues that a significant 
fraction of the Pdv work done by SNR on the interstellar 
clouds they overrun can be fed in part through the mediation 
of the clouds magnetic field into chaotic turbulent motions. 
Dissipation of this turbulence then leads to heating of the 
clouds. Cox then demonstrates that provided the matrix 
pressure is below a certain critical value, this mechanical 
heating mechanism is able to keep a substantial fraction of 
the clouds in a warm intermediate density state. Again 
mechanical ablation and evaporation of the clouds supplies 
material to the hot phase but Cox assumes this takes place 
at too low a rate to force SNR to cool within the disk 
(evaporation is supposed greatly inhibited by the clouds 
magnetic field), Instead the fraction ( 'w y) of their 
energy not dissipated by cloud crushing is supposed to drive
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a galactic fountain; radiative cooling and recirculation 
of material by the fountain then plays the same role as 
dense shell formation in the MO scheme«.
Cox finds that the critical pressure below which a warm com­
ponent can exist corresponds to a critical rate of SIS 
energy input and hence to a maximum value of the mass flux 
which the fountain can carry. The fountain flux may exceed 
this level by an arbitrary amount; the warm phase then ceases 
to exist, because it cools faster than it is heated, and the 
ISM consists of the hot matrix plus embedded cold clouds. 
However, whenever the mass flux falls short of this value, 
material returned to the disk by the fountain accumulates 
in the warm phase increasing its volume occupancy. This 
in turn increases the supply of material to the fountain 
raising the pressure to a value just short of the critical 
condition. Thus according to Cox's model conditions in 
a galaxy will always adjust so that the fountain flux is 
comparable with or in excess of the critical value.
Interestingly Cox finds that the rate of supernova energy 
input in the galaxy is just that required to drive such a 
limiting weak fountain. He also finds that a variety of 
observational constraints can only be met within the context 
of the fountain model, if the fountain is indeed weak.
Further he suggests that far from being a coincidence, a 
variety of processes act both during the formation of galaxies
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ana their subsequent evolution, to ensure that they will 
always settle down into the weak fountain mode.
In the final analysis, although differing in detail the models 
of MO and Cox are extremely close in spirit. Indeed as 
discussed by Cox in the weak fountain limit the distinction 
between the two becomes largely one of semantics. Cox's 
model is, of intention, the more general and as a result 
does not seek to make specific predictions about the para­
meters of the ISM.
3.2 Evolution of a hot component SNR with Evaporation
3.2.1 Cloud dynamics and the evaporation rate
The evaporation of a static spheroidal cloud ¡rimersed in a 
hotter, stationary medium has been discussed under a variety 
of circumstances in a series of papers by McKee, Cowie and 
co-workers (Coule  & McKee 1977> McKee & Cowie 1977» Cowie
&. Songaila 1977» Bttlbus & McKee 1982, Cowie & Songaila 1983). 
The resulting mass loss rate can conveniently be written as,
” ev = W  y i / W i M y d  3 *2rl
~  3.6 x 10,8gs-1 (aol/pc)2 (n[i/l0_3om_3)(Tli/l06K)2 F( X e/ac l )
Where a ^  is the radius of a sphere having the same volume 
as the cloud, and ixh»^h anC  ̂ 9h are resPec"*::i-'vely mass
density, hydrogen number density, temperature and isothermal 
sound speed in the hot medium. The dimensionless function F 
depends on the ratio of the mean free path for electron energy 
exchange in the ambient medium, X  3.2 (T^/lO Iv) /(n^/cm ),
to the clouds dimensions.
i/hen the classical conductivity (Spitzer 1962) is appropriate 
and radiative cooling of the evaporating gas is negligible, 
Po$3.68 ft X  /a (Cowie & McKee 1977) so that,© C JL
mevCs 2.75 x 1019 gs"1 ft (Th/106K)5//2 (acl/pc) 3.2-2
The constant ft is the product of two terms. The first,
r 1, is a geometrical factor which is unity for spherical
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clouds and depends weakly on the eccentricity according
to (deduced from Cowie & Songaila 1977),
1
{ l  " [  ( H i ) 3 -2'3 ( a )  
i lL o s [ ( r t i )  * 1 1 }
2 (i-e2)1/0
=  e_______- { lL°S r T T I 1 “ 1 3 .2 - 3  (b)
(l - e~ )"■*'
for oblate and prolate spheroids respectively. The relation­
ships 3.2-3 are illustrated in Fig 3.2-1. The second term,
^ *v 1, is introduced in the spirit of the discussion of §3.1 
to allow for partial quenching of the thermal conduction by 
magnetic fields.
i/hen X ^ acl/2 the assumption of classical conductivity breaks
down, the heat flux is limited by the density of electrons av’ail-
3 / Sable to carry it (saturated conduction), and F~3• (Xe/a ) ' L .c X
Conversely, when X ^0.02 a , radiative cooling in the con-G C X
ductive interface becomes so rapid that the direction of the 
flow is reversed and material condenses onto the cloud (McKee 
Cowie 1977); in this regime F ^ - 6x10 2 (Cowie & Songalia 1 9 8 3). 
Since the cloud radius at which radiation becomes important is 
only a Factor ^25 times larger than the radius at saturation, 
while interstellar clouds have a range of at least a factor 
of 50 in size, at any time an SNR may contain clouds in all 
three regimes. However, for the cloud spectra adopted here 
the evaporation rate is in general controlled by the smallest 
clouds. An SNR as a whole will thus bo considered to be in 
the saturated regime when the radius of the smallest clouds 
it contains arc comparable to X e ai'*c1 so on*
Application of these results to the case of a cloud overrun 
by an SKR blast wave will be complicated both by the effects
°f the f3.ow of the hot material over the cloud and by the
• 1 .2 *3 *-i »5 -6 ‘ 7 «8 «9
Axis Ratio
Figure 3.2-1 The evaporative reduction factor <j> solid 
lines for prolate (p) and oblate (o) spheroidal clouds 
as a function of minor to major axis ratio. The dashed 
line (e) shows the cloud eccentricity for reference.
dynamical responso of tiie cloud to being shocked.
When the cloud and ambient medium are in relative motion 
viscous stripping and surface instabilities(both Kelvin- 
Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor) will also remove material 
from the cloud. The rates of these processes of dynamical 
ablation have been estimated for the case of rigid clouds 
immersed in a steady flow by Nulsen (1 9 8 2). Not surprisingly, 
since viscosity and thermal conductivity result from closely 
related microscopic processes the rates of viscous stripp­
ing and evaporation are similar, both processes saturate 
together and both are similarly inhibited by magnetic fields.*
When the classical viscosity is appropriate and the flow 
past the cloud is laminar the rate of mass loss due to
viscous stripping corresponds to F̂ s. 1. 1^ X e/acl ’ ^his jus't
<vy of the corresponding classical evaporation rate and can 
conveniently be incorporated into equation 3 .2-2 by appro­
priate choice of p.
The assumption of laminar flow breaks down when the Reynolds
number, R Q- 2.8 (a . / V  ) (v/C. ) for flow velocity V, exceeds 7 e cl ' e h
about 30 (Batchelor 1 9 6 7). When the flow is also subsonic 
with respect to the cloud, mass loss due to turbulent pro­
cesses (short wavelength Kelvin-Helmholtz modes) x^ill be 
important, Nulsen finds F ~ y  "V/C^ for this process so that
■^Strictly viscous stripping saturates when the ion mean free 
path is comparable to the cloud dimensions, however, the ion 
and electron mean free paths are of comparable magnitude. 
Although the ion giro radius exceeds that of the electron 
by the ratio of their masses suppression of transport pro­
cesses perpendicular to the magnetic field is still almost 
total under interstellar condition.
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the mass loss r^te will be^R^/40/ times the classical
evaporation rate of equation 3-2-2 (note however, that
— PPve ^  30 and imply X e/ac l ^  9^10 close to the
condition for the supression of evaporation by radiative 
cooling). In the supersonic flow' regime a stationary bow 
shock forms upstream of the cloud. Consequently there 
exists a small region of subsonic flow near the stagnation 
point at the front of the cloud where turbulent processes can 
operate. However, the flow fie^d at the sides of the cloud 
vill be supersonic (Currie 197^) and. the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability will be suppressed (Gerwin, 1 9 6 8; § 5 ). Hence
an upper limit to the resulting- mass loss rate will be 
F < l / 8 .  Consequently unless substantially supressed 
by the magnetic field evaporation will be the dominant mode 
of mass loss until late epochs in SNR evaluation when
acl
Numerical studies of the collision of shock waves with 
compressible interstellar clouds (Woodward 1976, 1 9 7 9» 
Nittmann et al 1982; s e e ^ 5 ) suggest that the most important 
role of fluid dynamical instabilities (predominantly 
Rayleigh-Taylor but also Kelvin-Helmholtz for siibsonic 
collisions) is in promoting large scale deformation and 
eventual fission of the cloud. The effect of this is to 
greatly increase the effective surface area of the cloud 
(plus fragments) enhancing the rate of evaporation.
The surface pressure experienced by a cloud which is overrun
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by an SNR blast wave will increase sharply as the shock
passes and then slowly decline as the remnant expands. As
discussed in detail in § 5 the clouds response to this changing
surface pressure is extremely complex even under the most
idealised circumstances (lieathcote & Brand 1 9 8 3). The
cloud first collapses rapidly and then re—expands more
slowly; ultimately the cloud must re-achieve pressure
equilibrium on a timescale of order a few times the clouds
sound speed crossing time t . The importance of the cloudcl
dynamics for the evaporation rate depends on the relative 
magnitudes of the characteristic timescales governing the 
various processes, which are summarised in table 3*2-1.
In general the timescaJe for evaporative flow in the cloud,
tfiow is very much shorter than t (Cowie & McKee 1977).
Consequently the cloud can be treated quasi-statically
and the instantaneous evaporation rate will be given by
equation 3*2-1 with appropriate choice of F. If ^SNR
the mean interval between successive young SNR overrunning
a given cloud or if evaporation plays an important role in
SNR dynamics for a period min | t , t 1 ^ t  or if cloudsL C 0 S  J c JL "
completely evaporate in a time then we can regard
the cloud radius as a constant determined by the time averaged 
pressure it experiences. In the converse case, the cloud 
must remain close to pressure equilibrium with its immediate 
surroundings and the cloud radius, and consequently the 
evaporation rate, will change as the pressure in the SNR 
evolves. To account for this I will assume,
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ad ( p ) P W \ 2 - k
Except for the least dense clouds struck by the highest 
velocity blast waves the post shock cooling time in the 
cloud t ss t and the cloud can be regarded as isothermal,C J C ^  C 9
so that w = -j, neglecting magnetic support; adiabatic
clouds would have w = 5/9» For the photaLonised cloud
corenae of HO an additional complication is that the ionisation
state rray change in response to changes of density if the
recombination timescale t t _. From the conditionsrec ̂  cl
of pressure equilibrium, ionisation balance and conservation 
of ionising flux (equations 3 • 3“1 » 3*5-1 and 3 • 5—^ ) I find,
X = (a. + y)-T 3 .2 ^5
2 = 1 f ( 1 ,+ y.P + 1 1
y 1 ( 1  + y)T - 1 J
Where X is the fractional ionisation z is the normalised
— 2cloud radius z = a ,/(3o< /k l\  J 0* ) and y is the normalisedc _i_ nr* g o xi
pressure y = P/(l.lKT .2TV J O* / ) and the other quantitiesC rl X* © O
are defined in ^3 *5 These relationships are shown in Fig.
3.2-2. Over the range of 0.254, X 4,1.0 anticipated for 
the ISM the relationship of a ^  to P can adequately be 
represented by a power law of slope Wi^l.8.
Unfortunately conditions in the ISM conspire to ensure that
t ,„ tv m , t , t , t and t are all of comparablecl* SNR’ ev ’ c* es rec







Figure 3.2-2 (a) normalised cloud radius z as a function
of normalised pressure Y. Both axes are logarithmic.
(b) ionisation fraction x as a function of normalised 
pressure Y. See text for the definition of these quantities.
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applicable in detail. Nevertheless, I will employ equation
3 .2 -h  with W  = 0 , 3 and 1 . 8  in order to provide a general 
indication of the way in which the evaporation rate is 
affected by cloud dynamics. In what follows these three 
cases will be referred to as case I (dynamics frozen), case II 
(ionization frozen) and case III.
In order to describe the evaporation rate of the ensemble 
of interstellar clouds it is convenient to introduce the 
evaporation parameter*
X  = N ci^ev//Th//2 = 2,75 X 104gs~1K~5/̂ 2pc~3^ ^ c l  j ^ c ^  3.2-6
where N , is the total number of clouds per unit volume cl
and the angular brackets represent an average over the whole 
ensemble of clouds. In writing the second form it is 
explicitly assumed that the classical evaporation rate
3 .2 - 2 is appropriate for all clouds which contribute sig­
nificantly to the average.
* The evaporation parameter 3C defined here differs from the 
parameter introduced by MO. The two quantities are 
related by
I X  \ = 2.89 X  lO~6gs~lIC~5^2pc~1 os, / Z  \ -1



































3 .2.2 Evolution of an evaporative Shu
Adiabatic Fhass
In order to treat the evolution of an evaporative SNR I adopt 
the following’ simplifying assumptions:
1. The SNR is presumed large enough to contain many clouds 
so that the SNR—cloud interaction can be treated
_i_
statistically; this requires R i N ^ ^ I Os^ cl pc
2. Both the low density ambient medium and the clouds are
supposed smoothly ana isotxopically distributed so that
spherical symetry is appropriate: large scale ihhomo-
geneities clue to the finite thickness of the cloud system
and the action of previous and neighbouring supernovae
are thus ignored requiring that R be less than thes
smaller of the cloud scale height, H _ , and the radius° ’ cl ’
at which SNR interact, R ov
3. During the adiabatic phase the pressure of the ambient 
medium is taken to be negligible compared to that in 
the SNR interior so that the blast wave is strong; the 
necessary condition is R ^ «  ( 3 E ^ / 2 Pq ) 3 .
^ . The dynamical effects of the clouds, in particular the 
loss of energy due to cloud crushing and acceleration, 
are neglected; strictly this requires f c^ < l  but as 
discussed in Appendix A1 even when 1 the gross
features of the SNR's evolution are not seriously mis­
represented .
.5. The evaporation rate is assumed to be given by equation
3.2-2, valid when the classical conductivity is app­
ropriate, with the effects of cloud dynamics approximated
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by equation 3» 2 - k ; however, in Appendix A1 it is 
show1, that the reduction of the evaporation rate due 
to saturation and complete cloud destruction at early 
epochs does not seriously effect the late time evol­
ution.
The rate at which mass is added to the SNR by evaporation 
can then be conveniently written,
= iiir r3 X (K ) T 5/2 (3.2-7)ev o s sJ
vhere T = ( 2/iE^/3RM) is the mass averaged temperature in
the remnant interior. The evaporation parameter JC which
varies with R due to the pressure dependence of as' cl
(equation 3 .2-^)is defined by,
X  = X(p)
A
/2 „ r/n \3n =
r a r i t y ]
= X
O
where the subscript s is used to denote quantities evaluated
  _ o
immediately behind the SNR shock and P = (E^j /2TY'R^) is 
the volume averaged pressure in the SNR.
then the mass of evaporated material greatly exceeds the 
mass of swept up ambient gas a straightforward extension 
of the work of MO (Appendix A) leads to the dependence of 
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X(R ) = X (Ro)(R S/R o)
3Ü
1 X (R , )  13 E o S
1 -'*1 \l02gs_1K_5//2pc":3l \ 51\ 1C- ergs
fRs f /3 (3 •\102pc j
In this e x p r e s s i o n 6 / ( ] . 0  -¡- 3W) 5 the overall time depend—
<1ence of R as R oi t . The constants Oi and £  arc s s w
respectively tho ratio of the expansion velocity to the mass
averaged isothermal sound speed in the SNR interior, 
y( 3 E ^ / 2 M ) 2. and the ratio of the thermal to total energies 
*th/ o
The numerical values of e< , £  and depend ©n the runs ofor.K
density, temperature, velocity and cloud number density 
within the remnant, which in turn depend in a complex manner 
on the value of (*), and how effective thermal conduction is 
in smoothing the temperature profile. However as discussed 
in Appendix A1 the dependence is quite weak so that even 
drastic modification of the internal structure leads to 
only small changes in the values of these parameters. 
Furthermore, this insensitivity suggests that equation
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(3 .2—8) will be a far better approximation to the expansion 
law of SNR in a realistic ISM than might be supposed from 
the crudity of the assumptions,especially those relating to 
the physics of the cloud shock interaction, made in its 
derivation. In Appendix A1 I estimate 1.5/.C* < 3  0.5/ 2 <. 1^  'V "V %i
and l~ /, 6 4L 2: for ease of comnarison with the work of MO“ 'v r dNR V
I will adopt °< = 2.5, £  = 0.7 and = 1» as assumed by
them, as the standard values.
Following MO I define the SNR cooling time to be,
t = 3 k T /’flT r V ] (3 .2-9 )
2 £  -A.(t) I3 M 1
where 7 U  is the radiative cooling coefficient for an optically
thin plasma of cosmic abundances and in collisional ionis-
5 7ation equilibrium, which for 10 K ̂  T  ̂  h x 10 Iv is approx­
imately w\.(t) 6.2 x 10 erg cm^ T °*k (Raymond, Cox &
Smith 1976). The radiative cooling enhancement f a c t o r , , 
exceeds unity due to three effects. Firstly, since the 
radiative cooling rate varies as the square of the gas 
density, inhomogeneities within the remnant lead to an 
enhancement by a factor,
o
Again yfi depends only weakly on the runs of density and
SNR
temperature within the remnant and will typically be 2.
Secondly as discussed by McKee and Cowie (l977), radiation from 
gas in the evaporative flow around the embedded clouds can consid­
erably increase the net cooling rate, the major contribution comi:
Gh
from gas with T <x»lO K near the peak of the cooling curve. 
Clearly the importance of this effect must decline as the
■otemperature of the ambient medium itself approaches 10 K, 
Consequently as the temperature at the cooling point will 
be found to be typicallyr\j 10°K the enhancement due to this 
process is limited to only modest values; from the results 
of McKee and Cowie (l977) I estimate Finally the
ionisation state of both the newly shocked ai ibient gas and 
the material injected by evaporation, will lag its temper­
ature and consequently it cools at a rate greater than that 
in collisional equilibrium. The magnitude of this effect 
is uncertain due to the absence of detailed calculation of 
the non-equilibrium cooling rate for the evaporz ted gas, 
which by assumption makes up the majority of remnants mass, 
however, it is unlikely to exceed a factor ̂ <2. MO assumed 
a rather high overall value yfi'wlO, while their later 
numerical study (Cowie, McKee & Ostriker 19ol) led to y8<*l 
at the time of cooling. However, this latter value 
explicitly ignores the effects of non—equilibrium ionisation 
on the cooling rate and McKee (1 9 8 2) has therefore, argued 
that the larger value is more likely correct. Recognising 
the large degree of uncertainty in this parameter I con­
servatively adopt l-j^^J^lO.
Substituting from 3.2-8 into 3.2-9 straightforwardly leads
to expressions for the age, radius, mass and other parameters
of the SKR at the cooling point in terms of pi the value ofc
5
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the ova.pora.tion parameter at that epoch. For case of 
reference these expressions are summarised in Table 3.2-1, 
while the power lav/ dependences of these parameters upon 
expressed in terms of their values at cooling are given 
in Table 3.2-3« Wien calculating volume averages over the 
ensemble of SNR as in §*3 .2.3 it is more convenient to have 
the parameters expressed in terms of the porosity parameter 
Q = ¿f7[R3st/3(l + 3*2.) and its value at the cooling point Qc . 
Such expressions are listed in Tables 3.2—2 and 3.2-3»*
* Note that in the corresponding expressions given by MO 
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TABLE 3 .2 -3 SCALING WITH R AND Q
Adiabatic Phase
+ l)
r  = R C (Q/QC )
, , , + !) t = tc (R/Rc ) = tc (Q/Qc )
• * , . ( V -  1)/l * , . . (I ~ 1 )/(37, + 1)K = R c (R/Rc ) = R c (Q/Qc )
,2 0  ~ I )/<l 2(1 - ^ ) / ( 3 0  + 1)M = M c (R/Rc ) = Mc (Q/Qc )
(2 - 5 7 )/<i (2 - 51 )/(3 <t + 1)
n = n c(R /R c ) = nc(Q/QC )
, , 2 (7, - 1)/<I 2(7. - 1)/(3*I + 1)
Th = Thc(R /R c) = Thc(Q/Qc)
- 3 -3/(37, + 1)
p = PC (R/RC ) = PC (Q/QC )
- ( 6 - 1 0 7 ) / ^  -(6 - 10 7,) / (3\  + 1)
X = X  (r /r ) = X  (Q/q J
Post-Cooling Phase
*7(3 7/ + 1 )
R = R C (Q/QC )
1/n' 1 / ( 3  ̂  + 1)
t = t (R/R ) = * ( 0 / 0
• . , ( V  - 1)/o , ( 1' - 1)/o'
R = R c ( 7  /n. )(R /R C ) = R c ( *1 / * l )(Q/QC ) "
n = n c (l - S )(R/RC ) 3 = n c (l - g )(Q/Qc ) ^
- 2  - 2 I ' / (3 n; + 1 )
Th = Thc(R /R c) = Thc(Q/Qc)
- 5  - 5  7 V ( 3  7 / + 1 )
P = PC (1 - & )(R/Rc ) = Pc (l - S )(Q/QC )
i'ost Cooling Evolution
At tiae cooling point a fraction^« y of the mass contained 
in the remnant condenses into a dense shell, and the mean 
pressure and density in the remnant fall to a fraction
(l - S ) of their immediate pre-cooling values. Since for
6 710 K < T ¿ 2  x 10 K the interstellar gas is thermallv ^ c J
unstable shell formation will be extremely rapid.
The majority of the work described here was completed before
the publication of Cowie et a l 's (l9ol) numerical study.
Consequently it was assumed, following MO, that the shell
formed at the edge of the remnant. The SNR then evolves as
a "pressure driven snowplough". As discussed in Appendix A2
after shell formation the expansion law can then be approx- 
^ |
imated by R<^ t *- with 2/7<. *\l ^ 1. The upper bound on fjj 
corresponds to the case where the initial mass of the shell 
is so great that the forces acting on it are negligible 
compared to its inertia. It then expands at constant 
velocity. The lower bound corresponds to the opposite 
limit where the mass of the shell is dominated by the ambient 
gas which it sweeps up. Since the interior pressure declines
— CTrapidly with decreasing radius (Po<vR ) the external pressure 
becomes rather suddenly important at a radius Er¡,C: R 
(PQ/(l - S  Subsequently the shell continues to
expand driven by its stored momentum. If the shell 
remained intact the expansion of the remnant would then 
drive the interior pressure below that of the ambient 
medium until the pressure differential so generated was
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sufficient to halt (and indeed reverse) its motion.
However the decelerating shell will bo Rayleigh-Taylor 
mis table and hence will break up the resulting fragments 
continuing to expand at constant momentum.
Conversely, if the dense shell forms in the SNR interior 
as indicated in the computation of Cowie et a l , then the 
dynamics of the (adiabatic) shock bounding the SNR, and the 
dense cooled shell are largely uncoupled. The reduction 
in the interior pressure due to cooling vrill only be comm­
unicated to the outer shock after about a sound crossing 
time for the remnant n. t^/^ which is typically much 
greater than the time required for the completion of the 
remnants expansion. Consequently the SNR as a whole 
continues to expand more or less as in the adiabatic phase*
Eventually the immediate post shock
pressure falls to the ambient pressure at a radius R ’n-R
E C
(P^/P^)3 and the outer shock degenerates into a spherical 
sound wave. The evolution of the dense shell will be 
somewhat complicated, since the pressure and density of 
the medium into which it advances, the outer jjart of the 
remnant, decreases with time as the outer shock expands. 
However, the time scale for the outer shock to decay into
* An observationally interesting possibility is that for 
ambient densities somewhat higher than considered by Cowie 
et a l , but still low enough that SNR arc evaporation 
dominated, radiative cooling may eventually sot in behind 




a sound, wave will be much shorter than the characteristic 
expansion timescale of the shell so that the snowplough 
solutions discussed in Appendix A2 will still be crudely 
applicable.
Thus in either case the outer boundary of the remnant expands 
according to t ° ; the power law dependences of other 
quantities of inter«st upon R and Q arc given in Table
3.2-3. For simplicity, the end of the post cooling 
expansion phase and the onset of the "disruption phase" 
will be taken to occur when the remnant reaches the appro­
priate "pressure equilibrium radius" or R̂ ,: the
prescription for the determination of the ambient pressure 
adopted in ^3.2.3 makes this epoch equivalent to that at 
which interaction with remnants of similar age become pro­
bable as is appropriate for a supernova dominated ISM.
It is assumed that the average conditions within the SNR 
do not change sign.ificantly beyond this epoch. This ignores 
the effects of continued radiative cooling which tends to 
lower the temperature and pressure in the SNR and the 
effects of further mass exchange with the enclosed clouds 
which changes the density. However, for the conditions 
in the ambient medium/old SNR found below the timescales 
for both processes are long compared to the mean interval 
which elapses between successive SNR overrunning a given 
point„
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3.2.3 Average Conditions in the Hot Matrix
Following MO I will assume that SNR came into pressure 
equilibrium with their surroundings and cease expanding 
when interactions with other SNR of comparable age become
parameter Q = 1. The radius age and expansion velocity 
at the point of overlap can then be obtained directly by 
substituting Q = 1 in the relationships in Table 3.2-3.
within the SNR cease to change after the qpoch of overlap 
so that the temperature, density and pressure in the ambient 
medium are set equal to their values for an SNR when Q = 1.
The average of any quantity, F taken over the entire 
ensemble of SNR will then be given by,
The average pressure, temperature and density of the hot 
component obtained in this way are shorn in Figure 3.2-3, 
as functions of Qc the porosity parameter at the cooling 
point, for various choices of the exponents in the pre­
common. This will be taken to occur when the porosity
As discussed in ^3.2.2 I will further assume that conditions
3 = 2-9
cooling and post-cooling expansion laws 7. = 6/(10 + 3tt) 
and % . In all cases the value of the mass fraction
incorporated in the shell <5 has been taken as -g-*
In the simple representation of the cloud dynamics employed 
here the cloud radius varies with pressure according to
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-W ra Ca P . In 3 • 5 'typical' values of the properties 
of the cloud population will be defined purely as a comput­
ational convenience, as being those values which would 
obtain if all the clouds were in equilibrium with the 
average hot component pressure < P> * Clearly the volume 
average properties of the cloud ensemble are observationally 
of more relevance. In Figure 3.2-4 I show the ratio of 
the volume averaged cloud radii, filling factors and line 
of sight separation to their typical values, again as 
functions of Q , ^  and ^  .
Note that MO fixed the parameters of the cloud population 
by assuming the clouds to be in equilibrium at a pressure 
Pj defined to be the value of the pressure averaged overtyp
all supernovae having 0.25 Q 0.75. This was presumably 
intended to crudely allow for the effects of the cloud 
dynamics which are treated explicitly here. The typical 
pressure of MO is generally lower than the volume average 
pressure employed here because it excludes the contribution 
of the youngest adiabatic SNR.
‘•nWO
(. Qt'l
Figure 3.2-5: (a) The Average pressure and (b) the average
temperature as functions of Q . The various curves are 
labelled by the cloud compression exponent w. Solid curves 
are for r̂ 1 = 1 dashed curves for V  = 2/7.
3.3 The Evolution of Hot Component SNR -without Evaporation
The model for the evolution of SNR in the hot matrix presented 
in §3.2 assumed that the evaporation of embedded clouds 
plays a dominant role in the early stages of SNR evolution. 
However, as discussed in §3.1» thermal evaporation may be 
suppressed if the magnetic field in the interface between 
the cloud and the hot matrix possesses a suitable geometry.
Cox (1979) has examined the evolution of hoc component SNR 
under such circumstances. In particular his calculations 
show that for this case both the external pressure and inter­
actions with the halo will become important prior to the 
onset of radiative cooling. He suggested that cloud com­
pression might then be the dominant sink for SNR energy 
and that this mechanism could represent an important heat 
source for the clouds. To assess the consequences such a 
situation might have for the model of the SDC-ISM described 
here I will construct a simple varietnt of it in which Cox's 
scheme for SNR evolution is used in place of the scheme for 
evaporative SNR presented in ^ 3  «2 In the present section 
I will very briefly summarise the results from Cox's work 
which will be required here.
Cox obtained an approximate expression for the expansion 
law of an SNR in an inhomogeneous medium when the external 
pressure is not negligible by comparison with the pressure 
in the remnant interior. His treatment assumes that the 
SNR is spherical and expands at a velocity given by the jump
7b
conditions for an adiabatic shock driven by a pressure,
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which defines the dimensionless parameter y in such a way
that the external pressure becomes important when y ^  1*.
Here P is the pressure in the ambient medium is the o B
shock radius and f_ is the fraction of the volume interiorJo
to the SNR shock which is raised to a high pressure by its 
passage. f^ was assumed to have a value less than unity 
to allow for the volume occupied by the clouds but somewhat 
greater than (l—f ) to crudely allow for the effect of 
their compression on the expansion. In this way Cox 
obtained an expression for the expansion law which approx­
imates to the Sedov solution for small values of y and to 
the motion of a sonic wave for large y.
Cox assumed that the expansion of the SNR continued until
at y = ymax, all the explosion energy had been dissipated,
and calculated the volume average pressure contributed by
the ensemble of SNR as a function of y in a mannermax
analogous to that described in ^3.2.3. The result 
obtained by Cox can be written,
* Cox denoted this variable by S. The change is made here 
to avoid confusion with the supernova rate.
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where n^ is the density of the hot matrix gas.
He also obtained an expression for the rate of net compress- 
ional work done by an SNR on the clouds contained within it. 
The inte gral of this quantity from y = 0.1 to y* can be 
approximately represented by
w„„.(y')a: E, (En/ V  ^ ^ fw h - ( i o y )  -)
n* <aw> + 0.228 (Eq/ <Pt> ) \ ‘
3.3-2
where f is the filling factor of the warm clouds and w
is the radius of the warm clouds averaged over the entire 
population of interstellar clouds (See § 3  A ) .  Equation
3.3-2 has been corrected to allow for the complete compression 
of the smallest clouds.
In order to determine ymax, I will assume for simplicity 
that all of the explosion energy is consumed by cloud crush­
ing and thus I require ^net(ymax)= E 0 ‘ The as^ to*lc 
behaviour of the explicit y dependence in equation 3*3-2 
together with the rapid decrease of f^ with increasing y, 
consequent on the increasing pressure results in Wn et(y)/EQ
possessing a maximum near y ~ 0 . 3 .  When this is combined 
with the description of the cloud properties given in f 3 A  
this implies that the requirement that ^net /E0 = 1
can only be met if S^/n ^  3.6 x 1(T9 . Conversely if the 
ambient pressure is to be sufficient to confine the warm
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— — — Qenvelopes so that f ^  1 then S3/n ^ 1 . 4  x 10 . Obviouslyw
these two requirements considerably restrict the range of 
conditions over which it will be possible to find valid 
solutions to the model equations in the non—evaporative 
case .
3 .k  Representation of the cloud ensemble
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I will adopt the model of the interstellar clouds developed 
by MO, but incorporate a straightforward extension to allow 
for the possibility of non-spherical clouds. In this, each 
cloud optically thick to ionising photons possesses a 
composite core-envelope structure. The core is cold, dense, 
and neutral; the more tenuous envelope is kept warm and 
partially ionised by UV photons emitted by stars and the 
hot matrix gas. The thickness of the ionised envelope 
is simply fixed by the requirement that the optical depth 
for ionising photons is of order unity at its base (the 
criterion adopted below, equation 3 implies T  = 3/2).V
The subscripts c and w will be used to distinguish between 
parameters of the cold cores and the warm envelopes.
For simplicity, I will assume that the warm envelope is a 
layer of constant depth overlying the cloud core. Then, 
the condition that the ionisation rate must balance the rate 
of incoming photons in an optically thick cloud can be 
written,
l™ 2 e  4 J = - ac> W 1 -  v  3 A -1
3
where, the small correction, required to allow for photoioni­
sation of helium has been neglected. Here a and a are"\'l c
the radii of spheres enclosing the same volume as the outer 
boundaries of the core and the envelope respectively, J is 
the mean intensity of UV ionising photons in the vicinity 
of the cloud (photons cnT^S Sr ) and ^ is the photoionisation
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rate per atom Tor hydrogen. The geometrical factor ©  
is simply the ratio of the cloud surface area to that of 
the equivalent volume sphere; this is given in terms of 
the eccentricity e by
c> 2
f  + LC£ ( H i ) ]
J" 1 + 1_____ Sin ~*~e *1
L (1 - e2 )" G J
© s = I  I p
2 (l - e2 ) 3
©  , = I  (1 - e2 ) ^
3 .4-2
for oblate and prolate spheriods respectively, which relation­
ships are illustrated in Fig. 3»^-l. Following MO I assume 
that at a typical point in the envelope photons are incident
from 2TT steradians so that T = 2TTJ O’ where <7%, is the eff-J h  H
ective photoionisation cross section for hydrogen,
f00= 6.3 x 10_l8cm“2 ]cr(V/yT ) j(y/yL ) d(V/yL )/j. Hence 
it follows that,
2 3 3cl cl , — cl — cl Q ow vb: w c j • *+—J
where a , , the radius of the smallest optically thick cloud, wb‘
is given by,
a _ 3 ©  ̂  O i twb ~ ---------  3 .4-4
2 G~ n (l - X )H w v w '
In describing the variation of a and a with cloud mass,*=> w c
M , it is convenient to introduce the parameter a = cl oI/,(3M /4lT/> ) which is the radius the cloud would have if
it were all cold. It is then easy to show that, to lowest
order in the small quantity (n /n )''•-• 5 x 10 ^ ,w c
Axis Ratio
Fig-ure 3 .4-1 the surface area correction factor © (solid 
lines) for prolate (P) and oblate (o) spheroidal clouds 
as a function of minor to major axis ratio. The dashed 
line (e) shows the eccentricity of the cloud for reference.
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3 . b - 5
a < a H o o d
where aQ is the value of a^ for the smallest optically thick 
cloud. Thus a ^ a  , over a wice range of cloud massesW ¥D
(t  a0]-) ^  aQ 5aQb) beyond which it tends asymptotically
to a from above: a tends rapidly toward a from below foro c o
a. s a . . o%> ob
For the present purposes, the properties of the cloud ensemble 
are completely specified by the four lowest moments of aw
and ac over the cloud spectrum. In the most general 
possible model of the SDC-ISM the cloud mass spectrum,would 
be derived self consistently from consideration of the pro­
cesses which create and destroy clouds, together with those 
which act to redistribute mass amongst them (fragmentation, 
coalesence). Such an ambitious scheme is beyond the scope 
of the present work and, in view of our ignorance of many 
of the factors which determine the cloud spectrum it is 
questionable whether such an undertaking is currently 
practicable or even desirable. Instead a form for the 
cloud spectrum will be adopted based on the as yet rather 
primative theoretical models of the cloud spectrum combined 
with the rather uncertain observational determinations.
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Oort (l95¿0  f irst realised that cloud-cloud collisions 
occur so frequently - typically every 1 - 1 0  M “ that 
they must play a major role in determining the properties 
of the cloud ensemble. Subsequently, many attempts have 
been made to derive the cloud mass spectrum and velocity 
distribution function from purely collisional models (e.g. 
Field and Saslaw 1 9 6 5; Field and Hutchings 1 9 6 8; Penston 
et al 1969; Taff aid Savedoff 1972, 1973; Kwan 1979;
Cowie 1930 ; Chiéze and Lazereff 1980: for a critical
review see Hausman 1982). Most such studies assume that 
all collisions are completely cohesive so that large clouds 
are built up from small,Clouds which grow to the Jeans 
mass will undergo gravitational collapse leading to star 
formation; generally their entire mass is supposed to be 
returned to the cloud ensemble in the form of small clouds, 
permitting a steady state solution to be obtained. Generally 
the resulting equilibrium mass spectrum is a power law 
N(m) dmoCm ^ dm with 1.0 <£q«£ 1.53 well away from the upper 
and lower mass limits (Ivwan 1979)* However, except for 
rare low velocity, almost head on impacts, collisions 
between clouds of comparable mass invariably lead to frag­
mentation (ivahn 1955; Chiéze and Lazoneff 1980; Hausman 
1 9 8 1, 1 9 8 2) so that at best only the largest clouds can 
grow by accretion of smaller clouds. It may then be 
equally plausible to suppose that very large clouds are 
formed by some process and fragment to give the smaller 
observed clouds; in this case the mass spectrum is a
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steeper power law with q 3 (Hausman 1982). In neither 
case as emphasised by Hausman, can purely collisional 
models sirnultaneously reproduce the observed cloud spectrum 
(see below) and the observed velocity distribution function 
(velocity approximately independent of mass, at least for 
the low mass clouds of interest here).
To date the most sophisticated attempt to generalise coll­
isional models, and the one which is most relevant in the 
present context, is that of Chi£ze and Lazereff (l980). In 
this, collisional processes described by realistic collision 
cross sections and fragmentation probabilities derived from 
external hydrodynamic calculations, are incorporated within 
the framework of the MO SDC-ISM scheme. They find that 
collisions are predominantly disruptive; the smaller clouds 
are removed by evaporation while the larger clouds grow by 
accretion of material as they pass through the cold shells 
of radiative SNR, strict mass balance between these two 
processes being enforced. They obtain a power law spectrum 
of q/v.1.9 bounded at low masses at the point where the 
destruction of clouds by evaporation is balanced by their 
replacement by the fragmentation products from collisions 
of larger clouds. Several questions remain about the 
details of their model. The velocity distribution 
function is assumed independent of mass; if it were 
determined self consistently from the acceleration due 
to cloud shell collisions alone, momentum conservation 
implies V«M1~3 (MO, McKee et al 1978). Cloud fission
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due to interactions between clouds and SNR shocks will be 
at least as important as cloud collisions for disrupting the
of material from SNR shells onto pre-existing clouds is the 
appropriate mechanism by which evaporated material is 
returned to the dense phase - new clouds may rather be 
formed by the thermal instability in the rather broad cool-
Finally, the parameters of the ambient medium which determine 
the evaporation rate were simply adopted from the work of MO, 
rather than being determined self consistantly along with 
the cloud spectrum; since the resulting cloud spectrum 
differs little from that assumed by MO this is not a serious 
objection for the case computed.
Various attempts to determine the cloud mass spectrum have 
been made observationally. Typically the mass is not ob­
tained directly but is deduced from some other property, 
for instance column density or extinction, via subsidiary 
assumptions about the cloud structure and geometry. Table 
3 o b -1  summarises the results of several such determinations 
for low mass clouds taken from the literature, expressed 
as the power law index q together with the range of masses 
covered, and an indication of the quantity actually measured. 
Column densities have been converted to mass where necessary 
by assuming the clouds to be spheres of constant density
smaller clouds It is as yet unclear that accretion
ing zone in the interior of evaporative SNR (§5A3).
8k
independent of mass*.
Taken together the data suggest q ^ 1 , 6 - 2  uncertain by at
■j"least - 0.5 due to the difficulty in converting observed 
quantities into masses.
In the light of the foregoing I will adopt a power law 
form for the cloud mass spectrum which in terms of the 
parameter a^ becomes,
* More generally if the cloud cross section is O ' (m)otMa 
and n ( / r  ) d / r *  h  d V  then q b - (b - 2)a \ihich is almost 
independent of a ?since b is typically ^  2.
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No cos to Table
1. Mass range computed from column density range assuming
-3 2n = 30 masses scale as n .c cm c
2. M indicates a direct determination of the mass spectrum.
indicates measured column density spectrum converted 
to mass spectrum as described in the text. The quantity 
in brackets indicates the type of tracer actually used.
3. For 9k small resolved dust clouds with well determined 
distances within 3 0 0pc of the sun.
h . Based on clouds of measured angular size and column
density but unknown distance. For reasonable distance 
distributions the measured value of q is not biased 
by selection effects.
5. The mass spectrum may differ from that observed due to
O -f*partial conversion of H to Ii and at the lower and 
upper mass limits respectively.
6. Conversion from U { C ° )  to /V(H) is uncertain due toa
variable depletion effects.
7. From statistical analysis of extinction for stars 
within 2ICpc of the sun.
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N(a )da = N a  ̂da a > a  ¿ a  3 * k - 6a r \  '  r \  r\  r \  D  O X O r»nO u
where the exponent of a will be ̂ »2 —k .o
The mass spectrum will be bounded at its upper end at
roughly the mass at which clouds cease to be stable against
gravitational collapse. Ilouschovias and Spitzer (1 9 7 6 )
have determined the critical mass for a magnetically supported
isothermal* cloud, by combining the results of a virial
theorem analysis, with corrections for non-uniform density
and magnetic field distributions and non-spherical contraction
derived from numerical computations (Mouschovias 1976).
Their result can be written as,
1 k /3
a = o,ou . O p c Î T c V x t h  \ f(l - S b )  +  0 . 1 6  S B  I 2 o  'i -
V  J l ^ - 3 1  [ J 3-k'7
*Jura (1 9 7 6 ) has given a similar analysis for clouds with a
realistic temperature structure determined from a specific
cloud heating model and neglecting magnetic support. His
results are well represented by quation 7 (for J ̂  = O)
when T g is set equal to the mean temperature derived from
the heating - cooling balance at pressure P . Since thet n
heating rate in his model (in common with most such models)
is proportional to n while the cooling rate is proportional
2. rN*>to n , T is a decreasing function of Pth so that the critical
mass declines even more rapidly with pressure than for the
case of fixed temperature.
where P-^is the thermal pressure in the ambienb medium and 
is the ratio of the magnetic pressure in the cloud,
r*- p
Bg = B /Sl^k, to Following Mauschovias (1976) the
magnetic field will be assumed to scale with density
ifaccording to E = Bq n ^ w i t h
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The lower bound to the mass spectrum will occur at the p'-int 
where clouds arc destroyed by, for instance evaporation, 
faster than they are created. In the absence of a detailed 
cloud formation model it is difficult to locate this limit 
precisely. However, as argued by MO clouds without cold
cores have such low surface densities ( < a  , n ) 'that theyx w o w
are readily7- swept up and assimilated into the dense shells
of SNR in the post cooling phase (which have surface
densities 'VRn / 3 )  • o' '
Further, their lifetime against evaporation even in the 
relatively benign environment of the ambient medium is 
typically shorter than or comparable with both the SNR 
cooling timescale and the ty^pical cloud—cloud collision 
timescalo. Thus they are likely to be destroyed faster 
than they are replaced whether this takes place via cooling 
processes in old SNR or via fragmentation of larger clouds.
I thus assume that
a = k J a 3.^-80 1 1 O D
with the expectation that K ~  1. For the specific case
computed by Chiàze and Lazcreff (198O) the mass spectrum 
was found to turn down sharply at a mass which would corres­
pond roughly to K
For a cloud spectrum of the form 3 . b - 6  it is straight forward
to obtain expressions for the moments of a and a (equationw  c '
3 .̂ +-5 ) • ln doing so I explicitly assume that q > l  so that 
the number of clouds decreases with increasing mass, and 
that the minimum and maximum cloud masses are such that
The zeroth momentKT = (a ,/a, ) < < ( n  /n (a /a, ).1 v ol' od w ' ou obc
i.e. the total number of clouds per unit volume is then,
*T „ -3(q-l)
cl = o aQl3(q-l)
fl “ (a -,x ol
/a K aaol —3(q-l
j 3(q-lO u )
3 .
For the moments of the cold core radius I write (am)=c
aD\ (y ,y ) where the niB are given by,o d q c u
mqB0- 3 ( q - i ) y 1
q c
3(q-l) m -3 h - b 1
3 (q—1 )■■m M
y.
s>. (3q -i- b - m) ]
3(q-l)




m - 3 (q-l ) < 0 
m - 3 ( q—1 ) = o
m - 3 (q-l) > 0
3 ob
Here y is a /a , and y is the larger of K? and unity, ob  ̂ '
Note that for the range b / 3 < q _ £ 2  found above, the lowest 
three moments of ac go from being controlled by the largest 
clouds to being controlled by the smallest. Specifically
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for the rather steep q = = ^ spectrum considered by MO
/ a  % OS 1.76 a , / a 2 \^;4.35a~, and/aJ\ cs 6 Ln (a /a )a3 ; x c/ ob \ c/ ob \ c/ v ov ol ob
for an extremely flat q = 4/3 spectrum, on the other hand,
/ 2 o ^/a Ne-a . Ln (a /a ) ,/a N*,a _ a and 4- a a\  C / “  ol ' ou' o c ' A  c « o l  ou \ c / —  ̂  o l o u
Similarly, for the moments of the warm envelope radius I
• j. / rn \ m m_ _ m_write<a ) = a B , where tne B are given by:\ w / wb q w q w ■ J ’
3(9-1)
q w * i i+ ^ î ) ( ^ 9 a y j - n m - ° )  Ki x
2r |l + 3(q-l)y”3 ^q“1 ^ L n ^ f w j 3yuj| m - 3(q-l)= 0
3.4-10
(m - 3(q - i)
-  yx (q-l) |l - 3 ( q - l )  Lr£ j  3 i n j  j  m-3(q-l)=0<
■K 1 1
ilence for "steep" spectra such as that considered by MO,
m m , . _ ,, , , m in ma rv. a , while i or "flat" spectra a r̂ , a + a . w wb w wb c
In terms of these moments the cloud filling factors and mean 
intercloud distances are,
f  = 4KN ,(<ajS> - < a A K  ¿¡-KM a3, , f = 471N _ aJ^ Pw\ JBw — - cl\N w ' N c'/- y—  cl wb c —  cl wb {— J c
X ; 1 = it n 2 2_ a ' _B ipw T  i'cl wb \
J
■ \"c =TT£j. a cl wb ( H  V--
3.4-11
owThe geometrical correction factor ^  is introduced to all 
for the possibility of non-spherical clouds; if the clouds
arc oblate or prolate spheroids of eccentricity e and if 
their major axes are aligned randomly in space then
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f  = 1 ( 1  -  e 2 T  + ( 1 -  e2 ) 3
2 2e2.
= (J- - A .)3 |Ln (1 * e\ | u c I \1 - e / t
h  (h - i ) I
3.4-12
respectively (fig. 3.4-2). finally, the evaporation 
parameter which controls SI'® evolution in the evaporative 
case is given by
X  =-2.75 X 1 0 ‘ gs 1K 5/2pc ^ b 1b ( cl \ fawbA 3 .^-13
Axis Ratio
Figure 3.4-2 the projected area correction factor (solid 
lines) for prolate (P) and oblate (o) spheroidal clouds as 
a function of minor to major axis ratio. The dashed line 
(e) shows the eccentricity of the cloud for reference.
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3.5 Equilibrium Conditions and Method of Solution
The modeling of SNR evolution ( §3 .2 and ̂ 3 .3 for evaporative
and non-evaporative SNR respectively) and the representation
of the cloud ensemble (§3 .^) can now be linked together by
means of the conditions of pressure balance, mass balance and
ionisation balance to give a self consistant model of the
SDC-ISM. The essence of this linkage is straightforward:
the pressure in the hot intercloud matrix is determined by
the balance between the rate of energy inpixt by supernova
explosions per unit volume, S E , and the rate of its
dissipation mediated by interactions with the clouds; given
this pressure and the requirement of pressure equilibrium
between the components, the properties of the cloud ensemble
are fixed if the total amount of gas available to make up
clouds n, and the total UV flux, £ , available to keepuv
part of that gas warm and ionised, are also specified; in 
particular the cloud parameters which fix the rate of SNR 
energy dissipation (3Cfor the evaporative case and essentially 
f for the non-evaporative case) are determined; self con­
sistency then requires that their values match those used 
in determining the matrix pressure. Of course, such self 
consistent solutions may not exist for all possible values 
of S, E , n and £ uv and even if they do the properties of 
the solution may be such that one or more of the assumptions 
made in deriving the model is violated; the boundaries of 
the domain in parameter space within which valid, self- 
consistent solutions can bo found will bo located in
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^3.6
The applicability of tho equation of pressure balance and
ionisation balance to a system as chaotic as the SDC-ISM
is of course questionable. As briefly discussed in ^3 .2.1
conditions in the hot matrix fluctuate about their average
values on a timescale tSN'R (see Tal:)le 3»2-l); the cloud
components will respond dynamically to these changes on a
timescale t ^  while the ionisation state of the warm envelopes
varies in response to the resulting changes of density on
the timescale t , 1/hen t ™ ™  « t  _ (case i) it is at leastrec SNR cl ' '
plausible that the parameters of the clouds will take up 
time independent values and I will assume, perhaps somewhat
Mnaively, that these are dictated by the time average pressure
in the external medium (i will further assume that the SDC-ISM
constitutes an ergodic system). Conversely when tc l « tSNR
(Case II) the clouds remain at all times close to pressure
equilibrium with their surroundings. If it also happens
that t < t (Case III) strict local ionisationrec^ cl“8"* SNR -----
equilibrium will also hold. Inevitably reality lies 
between these extremes (at least for the smaller interstellar 
clouds); in this middle ground the clouds can never be in 
local equilibrium and their properties will depend i n .a 
complex way upon their experiences over the last few crossing 
times. Nonetheless, optimistically, one might hope 
that at least statistically speaking the equilibrium con­
ditions will hold and that the results of model calculations 
for Cases I, II and III may at least crudely bound those
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for a realistic ISM.
It is convenient to refer the values of those parameters of 
the cloud ensemble which vary with pressure (for Cases II 
and III) such as the cloud densities radii and filling 
factors to their values at some fixed pressure, hereinafter 
referred to as the typical values; a particularly conven- 
lent choice for this reference pressure is the hot
component pressure averaged over the ensemble of SNR 
(equation 3 «2-9 and 3.3-1 )• Given the pressure distribu­
tion function it is a straightforward matter to relate the 
typical values to the observationally more relevant volume 
average values (^3.2.3) .
In the spirit of the discussion above, the condition of 
pressure balance will be written,
<  R, >  = 1.1 (l + X ) n T = 1 . 1  ii T 3.5-1^  h ̂  v w w w  c c
where the factor 1.1 allows for the partial pressure of 
helium (assuming n(He ) ^ 0 . 1  n(H) and [n (H* ) /n (H° )} £n (H."r )/n (H° )]]
^Ln (HeT/n(H°)3 ) .
The possibility that clouds may be supported in part by 
turbulence (e.g. Hobbs 1974, a,b, Dickey et al 1977, 1978,
* In particular for Case I the typical and volume average
values are identical by definition; for Case II since the
ionisation state is constant by definition and I will further
assume T and T to be constant the typical and volume average v/ c
values of n and n are identical.W n
1979 Crovisier 1981, but see Waytc et al 1978 for a counter
example) can readily bo incorporated by interpreting the
temperatures in equation 3 . 5 —1 as the sum of the gas kinetic
temperature and the "doppler temperature" Td 2s.130K 
—  1 2V̂ turb^':rr5S  ̂ + x )» Similarly partial support by a
magnetic field as discussed by inter alia Cox (1979, 198l) 
can be included by incorporating in T the further term 
Tm^ 2 8 S K  (B/^G)2/(l + X)(n/ cm ^). To the extent that 
magnetic support requires a magnetic field largely tangential 
to the cloud surface (or else highly tangled) it is incom- 
patable with efficient thermal evaporation of the cloud and 
hence is specifically excluded for the evaporative model.
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As a simplification I will take T and T as free para-c w
meters (subject to the constraint T (5< < T w ) independent of, 
for instance, density. Strictly their values should be
K
determined self consistently from a study of the thermal and 
kinetic energy balance within the clouds and they will 
then inevitably depend on density as well as other para­
meters through the heating and cooling rates. To the 
extent that computations of the time independent heating - 
cooling balance can be taken as a guide to cloud temper­
atures the approximation is not too severe for the gas 
kinetic temperature; the major heat source for the warm 
component will be photoionisation which necessarily gives
T independent of density, while the temperature predicted w
for the cold clouds in most models varies by less than a 
factor of two over a wide range of densities (see e.g.
Draine 1978, Cox 1979)» Alternatively one need only note 
that measured kinetic temperatures for the majority of cold 
clouds lie within a factor *v2 of the mean value (e.g.
Savage et al 1977, Dickey ot al 1977, 1978 1979; Crovisier
1981, Mebold ct al 1982). Similarly if B is taken to vary
K. o 2 ir 1with n according to Bo(n with 3-^K^-j then Tm ol n " is
also only weakly density aependent. Potentially, the value
of T_j may be strongly dependent 011 the rate of turbulent
energy input from SNR shocks and cloud collision as well
as the clouds cross section for absorbing this energy.
Its value may then be a strong and complex function of many
properties of the SDC-ISM. Measurements of cloud velocity
dispersions also show rather a large matter in although
this is in part an observational artifact (Crovisier 1 9 8 1).
A more careful treatment than that given here must however
await a moro detailed understanding of the processes which
generate and dissipate supersonic turbulence in interstellar
clouds.
It is explicitly assumed that there is no net exchange of 
mass between the phases (formation of new cloud material 
in radiative SNR balances evaporation) and that the cloud 
spectrum is in equilibrium. Thus on a scalo much larger 
than individual SNR the fraction of the total interstellar 
gas contained in each component is fixed and the cloud number 
density is a constant. In keeping with the assumptions 
made in deriving the equations of SNR evolution it is 
further assumed that on average the ensemble of SNR behaves
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as if each of them separately evolved (up to the point of 
overlap) into a horaogoneous and isotropic medium character­
ised by these globally averaged properties.* The mean 
hydrogen number density n is related to the densities and 
filling factors of the three components through,
n = n f + n f . + n. [l - (f + f Y W  n f 3 .5 - 2c c w w n L v c w '-l —  c c
since I will show that the warm and hot components contribute 
only a few percent and a few tenths of a percent of 11 
respectively. When combined with the pressure balance 
equation 3 .5 - 1 this immediately leads to expressions for 
the cloud number density in terms of the typical value of
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a ! w b ,
TN , = 3 l.l(l + xw) v n  ...!__________ t
^  < ? „ > ------ h  a3, 3‘5 3
X  Vi ' * C Wh\
Provided the ensemble of warm clouds is optically thick to
UV photons the requirement of ionisation equilibrium implies
that the mean production rate of ionising photons must just
balance the mean recombination rate so that,
=oC <  n2 X2f >  = <* £ n2X f 3.5-^UV rec ' w w w/ rec 1 w w w
where the correction factor ^ is unity in Cases I and II
and is simply the ratio of the volume average electron
This innocent sounding assumption is of course fraught with 
peril. In the computation of Cowie et al 19Sl the partial 
destruction and sweeping out of clouds from the centre of 
the SNR produced a cloud depleted cavity surrounded by a 
shell of enhanced cloud number density. This raises the 
possibility that even for evoparative models the ISM may be 
subject to the sort of "cavitation chain reaction"(this time 
acting on the cloud population) originally invoked by MO as 
an argument against the non-evaparative models. This may 
not be serious because the perturbation in cloud number density 
is of small amplitude.
density /n X \  to its typical value for Case III (since' 6 W /
mass conservation implies that the combination n F isv v
invariant). The recombination coefficient c< will beroc
taken to have its case B value O*. «^2.6 x 10**^cm^S-  ̂(t /k )""° *rec
for T near 10^K (Spitzer 1978) since although the envelopes 
are individually marginally optically thin the ensemble is no
Equations 3 «5-1 to 3*5-4 can now be combined \vith the 
equation of SNR. evolution ( ^3.2 and ̂ 3» 3) and those 
describing the cloud population ( § 3'*4) to obtain a system 
of equations relating the problem parameters which can be 
solved iterativly.
Specifically, for the evaporative model equations 3 .5-3 and 
3 .4-13 combine to give,
for the value of the evaporation parameter at the cooling
point (recall 9d(p) = % ( P C )(P/I:,C) W ) • Given a value for
this qxaantity all the other properties of SNR at the cooling
point are fixed by the relationships in Table 3.2-1 while
the average conditions in the hot component, in particular
< h > <  arc specified by the results of section 3 .2-3 .
Eliminating a ^ between equations 3.5-5 and 3.4-4 leads w°
to a quadratic for X ,
< ~ h > V “  3.5-6
pc
combining the expressions for n a n d S ^  above (equations 
3.5_2 and 3.5“ -̂) with the relationships for the moments of 
the cloud spectrum then leads to,
aob = K (q-l)/(2-q)
aou
1 1.1 [ ° ( 1-eC \ (  ^ U V  \l < P >3 o- 1 „ -30-l / W  -3- ^  \C m ^ S  '/ Vein "'S ' / V K o m
n
cmr / i  I  I
rl/3(2-q)
q <  2
n/aob\ = - I k ? L T Max (k, ,l)l + T ? (1 4- / <X rec\
{ —  I J m  “ 2 3 ^ - 1 J' ov' t X cm S /^ w
m M m \
Finally, the system of equations is closed by the expression
for a (equation k . k - ’j )  and the relationship between a , ou v wb
and a , which can be written, by means of the pressure job
equilibrium equation as, i3
aWo = T (l + X ) Tw 1 a , 3 .5 - 8to [ v w' —  J od
c
The problem is now specified by the values of S, Eq , n and
together with those of the subsidiary quantities. (see 
table 3.6-1 for a summary definition of each of these para­
meters together with bounds on their values) Given an
the solution proceeds by first solving 3 *5-5 for X c and
hence obtaining a revised value for \ 1^/ j an improved value
of X then follows from 3.5-6 and thence a and a , are w ou ob
obtained from 3 .-1-7 and 3 «5-7 respectively; finally 3 *5-8 
yields an updated value of av i0* The procedure converges 
quite rapidly over a large region in parameter space and 
more importantly is not subject to violent oscilations 
even -when the initial values are badly chosen.
For the iion-evaporative case the procedure is closely
analogous, however the equations that result are somewhat
unwieldy and will therefore not be given here in full.
Basically setting (w ,/E ) = 1 in equation 3.3-2 and elim-' net' o
inating f by means of equation 3.5-3 leads to an expression
/v/for y The value of y then determines <P, > bymax. max ' n
application of equation 3.3—1. The expression for y
I T 1 3 . X
can also bo inverted to give an expression for a , :wb
eliminating a ^ between this expression and equation 3.5-8
then leads directly to an expression for X which is usedw
in place of equation 3.5-6. Equation 3«5-7 lor (a , /a )ob ou
equation. 3.^-7 lor a and equation for a then completou wb
the system of equations. The solution to this set of equ­
ations is then obtained in exactly the same way as for the 
evaporative case.
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3.6.1 'Standard 1 Case
In the in terosts of definiteness of presentation I will 
begin by discussing the results obtained for a specific 
'standard' case. In this the SDC-lSM is described by the 
evaporative model with the cloud dynamics represented by 
case ll, in which the clouds respond dynamically, but their 
ionisation state remains frozen. The values chosen for 
all the input parameters in this standard case are listed 
for ease of reference in Table 3.6-1. These values were
selected to coincide as far as possible with those used by 
NO so as to facilitate a direct comparison with their 
findings.
Column (2) of Table 3.6-2 lists the values of a number of 
the more important quantitcs derived from the model for this 
standard case. Column (h) of that table gives for com­
parison the values of these same parameters from MO. The 
differences between these two sets of results stern entirely 
from the different treatment of the interstellar pressure. 
Since the 'typical' pressure employed by them is rather 
lower than the average pressure employed hero, they predict 
fewer larger clouds of lower density; consequently they 
obtained a smaller value of the evaporation parameter and 
hence SNR roach a larger size before cooling and adiabatic 
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The values of the main controlling; parameters of the model
S, E_., r and £  may differ considerably from the rather 5 15 uv
arbitrarily chosen standard values, both as a consequence 
of observational uncertainty and because of the intrinsic 
large-scale changes in conditions which result from galactic 
structure. It is thus necessary to examine the effects 
such changes will have on the predictions of the model, and 
in particular to establish the boundaries of the region in 
parameter space within which self consistaut solutions can 
be otaincd. To this end I have performed an extensive grid 
of model computations for values of each of the controlling 
parameters covering the entire range which is likely to be 
encountered.
figure 3.6-1 illustrates the variation of several of the 
quantities derived from the model over a cross section 
through parameter space in which E and S are. kept fixedc? x 0 u v
at the standard values while S and n vary over the range 
^ 1 5 - 3 - 1 ^  e ^  o K „  n r"13 "3 -1x 10 pc yr ^  s ^ 9.5 X 10 pc yr 0.03 ^ n <
 O9.5 cm J . Each of the quantities are illustrated both by 
a contour diagram and an isometric plot; the former is 
better for the extraction of quantitative data while the 
latter aids visualisation of the qualitative features. In 
the contour diagram n is given as abscissa and S as ordinate; 
both arc plotted or logarithmic scales; contours are drawn 
at logarithmic intervals. In the isometric plots the 
scaling along all throe axes is also logarithmic. Thus 
ir: this depiction a quantity which varied according to
Figure 3.6-1 The variation of the predicted para­
meters over the S, n plane for the standard model of 
Table 3.6-1. Successive panels show the following 
(a) the boundaries of the region in parameter space 
within which the model is self consistant; the lines 
representing each of the constraints (See text) are 
labelled on the side where the condition is violated.
The shaded region shows the area where all the principle 
constraints are satisfied, (b) the porosity parameter 
for adiabatic SNR Q (c) the average pressure (^P> / kcm )
(d) the cooling radius (R /pc) (e) and (f) the warm and
cold component filling factors (q) the average warm cloud 
radius ( < a  ^ /pc) (h) the line of sight separation of
the warm envelopes ( X /pc) (i) the parameter Y = Log 
(a u/a02 ) which characterises the range of cloud masses 
(j^Uthe ionisation parameter Z s  (l + x ) (k) the number
density of cloud cores (N^/pc ).
The layout of each of the panels (b) - (k) are identical.
At left the variation of the parameters is shown_on a 
contour diagram. S is plotted as ordinate and n as 
abscissa on logarithmic scales. The origin of coordinates 
is indicated by heavy tick marks. Minor tick marks occur
at intervals corresponding to a factor of two. The contour
interval is also logarithmic the value of the lowest contour 
and the contour interval are given in the rublic. This 
also gives the maximum (M) and minimum (m) values illustrated.
At right the same information is shown as an isometric plot. 
The scale along all three axes is again logarithmic. The 
orientation of the plots has been chosen to best exhibit 
the solution topology the direction in which n and S increase 
being indicated by arrows.
Figure 3.6-2 As Figure 3.6-1 but for the S, E plane.
E is plotted as abscissa in the contour diagrams,uv
Figure 3.6-3 As Figure 3.6-1 but for the S, E plane. 
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, a - bF ( S , n J O^S would appear as a sot of equispaced straight
lines in the contour diagram and as an inclined plane in 
the isometric plot.
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Figure 3.6-2 shows the variation of the same quantities
in a cross section in uhicli S and 6 vary over the rangesuv °
3 x 10 ^ p c  ^yr 1 ^  S ^  9*5 x 10  ̂ ^  and 6.3 x 10 1 cm ^  S  ^
  ']/-!- — ̂    1 _^ S ¿«'.3 x 10 'em "S respectively while n and E uv s 1 J o
remain fined at the standard values. Similarly Figure
3.6-2 is for the section through parameter space in which
n and £  arc held constant while S and E span the rangesuv o °
3 x 10 ^ p c  "yr S ̂  9.5 x 10  ̂ J and 3.1 x 10'" ergs 
9.5 x I0j1ergs.
The quantitos which are illustrated are: the porosity
parameter Q which measures the sum of the fractional
volumes of all SNR in the adiabatic phase (panel b):
the SNR radius at cooling (panel d); the ensemble average
interstellar pressure (panel c): the filling factor
of the warm envelopes f (panel e) and the cold cores Pw c
(panel f); the mean warm envelope radius \  (panel g)
W  r
and line of sight separation X  (panel h ) ; the quantitylv
Y = Lu (a /a , ) which parameterises the mass range v ou ol
covered by the clouds (panel i); the ionisation parameter
‘Z = (l X ) (panel j) and; trie total number of clouds N"»■/ C JL
(panel } . The values of < a  "> X  c an-: 'c 171 aY straight­
forwardly be calculated from the relationships,
< a t> = 0.3« < a } , X c = 6 -23
11 = 0.01 Z 11c w
Similarly other properties of the ensemble of SNR can be
calculated using the plotted values of Q and the rcl-c
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tionshijs given in ^3.2.
These figures illustrate the following general trends:
(l) ilhcn S or B are increased the average pressure
increases (Pok SB ). Consequently the clouds are 
_ - l  . 8smaller (ao^P * ) , denser (r. o( P ) and very much more
cl'numerous. (N ^  P ' * ' ) . This has the effect of
/ 2 . I\. \increasing the evaporation parameter ) so
that SHR cool both earlier and at smaller radii, 
although there are more SNR this is more than compen­
sated for by the decrease of P. , t and hence Q J cr c '•c
decreases. This apparently paradoxical result that 
increasing the energy input leads to earlier energy 
dissipation can bo shown to be an automatic consequence 
of the evaporative feedback mechanism and the assump­
tion of pressure balance.
(2) Ivlien n is increased this quite understandably increases
the number of clouds (h _©C n) and hence the evapor­en
ation parameter, again leading to a smaller value for
R and a very much reduced filling factor of adiabatic c
phase SNR. It also loads to an increase in the 
cloud filling factors and a decrease in the line of 
sight cloud separations. The smal.I drop in the
pressure due; to the decrease in 0 does load to a"c
reduction in the average cloud sine which in part offsets 
the direct effect of increasing r. •
(3/ t/lier. G is increased the sine of the smallest cloudU  v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
is increased (recall that the mir.inu.ira cloud size is 
tied to the sine of the smallest optically thick 
cloud in recognition of the easy destruction of clouds 
without cores). Consequently the number of clouds 
is considerably decreased as is the evaporation para­
meter. The SMR thus cool later and O is smaller.”c
The increase of g also increases the fractionaluv
ionisation of the warm envelopes.
rTote that the trends discussed in (l) and (3 )are such as 
to oppose one another. This has important consequences for 
the results of the galactic model discussed in where it 
is plausibly assumed that S toCS. This means that accept-LTV
able model solutions can bo obtained over a much greater 
range of supernova rates than would be possible if S 
vari ed a1one.
Panel (a) of Figures 3.6-1 to 3.6-3 shows the intersection 
of the boundaries of the region of validity with the surface 
in parameter space depicted in the plots. The nature of 
the linos of constraint are as follows.
(l) Flier Q >  1 SNR will commonly overlap and cease their 
expansion before cooling talc os place.
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(2) bhen P >  II the typical cloud scale height, energy 
and mass exchange with the galactic halo will begin 
to influence the energy and mass balance of the 
SDC-IS11.





increased retardation of the blast wave by interactions 
with the clouds will begin to severely modify SNR 
dynamics. Further, since tie estimate of the average 
pressure ignores the volume taken up by clouds it will 
begin to give a serious underestimate of the pressure. 
As discussed in §32 these effects are partially 
compensating, so that the model results should qual­
itatively hold until values of f <\i 1 arc predicted 
by the model.
When I X  H •, the galactic disk will become optically c R  cl L J
thin to ionising photons and a significant fraction
of S will begin to 'leak' into the halo, uv
Formally tho condition for the validity of the case II
description of the cloud dynamics is that t «, t „
C _L blx
<<,t_ . As already noted in §3.2-1 these conditions
can never be truly satisfied in the SDC-ISM; the
various descriptions of the cloud dynamics whore
primarily introduced to assess the effects expected
rather than as a rigorous formal description. To
give some idea of where the dynamical description is
least bad the locci of points along which t , = t   —  c.L bNR
s-nd k ' = t a r e  given.vJJ viv
In light of Co’.vie et al ' s (l9>r'l) results for the evolution 
of evaporative SNR the consequences of any violation of the 
first two of these constraints will not bo as serious as 
was originally supposed by MG. Because radiative cooling 
and shell formation take place deep in the SNR interior 
they will be relatively little effected either by inter­
action of the outer shock with other SNR or its expansion 
beyond the galactic cloud layer. However, the ISM will 
be characterised by a high degree of connectivity between 
the disk and halo and mass and energy exchange will take 
place. The situation may thou be more akin to that 
discussed by Cox (1Sn1) in which the mass and energy bal­
ance of the SDC-ISM arc accomplished at least in part by 
the operation of a galactic fountain. Since these conditions
are violated when S and 15 are both small the requiredo
energy flux can probably b G C cl 3? ried by quite a weal-: foun- 
c a in.
I l l
I/hen f /\J 1 the ISM will be more reminiscent of the sit— w
uation originally discussed b y  Cox & Smith (197^0 where 
hot SNR gen.era.tcd gas is enclosed in a matrix of warm 
material.
sections I will discuss the sensitivity 
;ho values of the other parameters. Grids 
of model calculations similar to those illustrated in 
Fi pares .0.6-1 to 3.6-2 have boon obtained for each of the 
representations of the cloud dynamics described in ^  3.2.1
and also for the non-evaporativc model describoc.1 in ̂
In addition a thorough although, loss detailed sot of cal­
culation's has boon performed covering the expected ranges 
of each of the other parameters which enter into the 
model as listed in Table 3 . 3 —1 . These show that the gross 
qualitative features exhibited in Figures 3.6-1 to 3.6-3 
and described above are preserved although of course con­
siderai le quantitative changes do talco place. The major 
results of this extensive effort aro conveniently summarised 
in Table 3.6-3 which shows the effects of changing each of 
the model parameters by a factor of two from its standard 
value, upon each of the derived quantities in a semi- 
quantitative way. Although derived for caso II and for 
parameter values near those assumed in the standard model 
the relative magnitudes and direction of variation depicted 
in this table hold good at essentially all points in para­
meter space examined,
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Table 3.6-3 The sensitivity of the model results to each 
of the input parameters. Rows (l) - (1 3 ) show the effect 
of increasing each of the named parameters by a factor of 
2 on each of the derived quantities. Rows (1k ) and (1 5 ) 
show the effect of changing the description of the cloud 
dynamics and Row (1 6 ) the effect of adopting the non- 
evaporative model. The effects are shown semi-quantitative 
upward-pointing (downward pointing) arrows show an increase 
(decrease) whose magnitude is indicated by the length of 
the arrow as shown in the key. Although calculated for 
points here the standard conditions defined in Table 3.6-1 
the results shown are qualitatively valid over most of the 
parameter space explored (See text).
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3.6.2 Trie Parameters of the SNR Model
The main adjustable theoretical parameters of the SNR model 
are the ratio of the blast wave velocity to the mass 
weighted sound speed in the SNR ô , the fraction of the 
explosion energy stored as thermal energy : the radiative
cooling enhancement factor yS, and the exponent of the post 
cooling expansion law ^ . Their standard values and anti­
cipated range are listed in Table 3*6.1.
The effect of changing £ is obviously identical to that of
changing discussnd in the previous section (see row (3)
of table 3*6-3). Increasing °<. (row (5 ) of Table 3*6-3)
has an effect approximately opposite to that of changing
E (or £  ). The pressure decreases so that there are many
fewer, larger and more tenuous clouds, consequently
decreases and R c and Qc increase. IncreasingyS has a
similar effect although of somewhat reduced amplitude on
the properties of the cloud ensemble. However, the direct
effect of on R c (Rc o< 0. -6) ancj 2.2^ ^
sufficiently strong to cause both of them to decrease. The 
rvalue of *1* effects the value of the exponent in the
< fV .P> and relatively slightly 
consequently changing its value does not modify any of the 
values predicted by the model at the level of sensitivity 
shown in Table 3*6-1 and consequently its effect has not 
been illustrated..
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3.6.3 The Parameters of the Cloud Population
Row (12) of Table 3.6-3 shows the effect of charging the
slojje of the cloud mass spectrum from the value 2 adopted
for the standard case to a value of 4/3. These two values
just about span the range of possibilities suggested on
the basis of the observational and theoretical results
summarised in §3*4. Essentially as the slope of the
spectrum is decreased in this way more and more of the
interstellar mass is locked up in the largest clouds.
The effect of this is just about the same as decreasing the
value of n by a factor *V»3. The total number of clouds
decreases greatly while their average size and the line of
sight cloud separation increase; the cloud filxing factors
and the evaporation parameter decrease. Consequently Q
and R increase to such an extent that for the standard c
values of S, n and &uv SNR no longer cool before overlapping 
and expanding beyond the confines of the cloud layer. To 
some extent changing the value of q does change the char­
acter- of the models. As discussed in ^ 3 * 4  the average 
properties of the cloud ensemble pass from being controlled 
by the smallest clouds to being controlled by the largest 
as a decreases from 2 to 4/3. This in turn implies that 
the properties of the equilibrium state become more and
more dependent on parameters such as T and 13 whichc o
together control the mass of the largest cloud and loss
and less on K, and T which control that of the smallest 1 w
cloud. However, tables similar to Table 4.6-3 have been
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constructed for several values of q and they demonstrate 
that the discussion given here remains essentially valid 
for q in the range 4/3 <q^. 2 although not significantly 
beyond it.
As noted above the lower bound of the cloud mass spectrum
is fixed by I£, and T : raising either increases the mass 1 w
of the smallest cloud. Similarly increasing either T or& c
B increases the mass of the largest cloud. Either o
change leads to a reduction in the total number of clouds
(for a fixed value of n ) , and hence decreases X  and increases
Q and R . Increasing T and T of course also leads to c c c w
a decrease of the density of the corresponding component 
for a fixed value of the pressure; for the warm component 
"this then leads to a greater fractional ionisation.
The remaining parameters of the cloud population are the 
evaporation reduction factor {  and the surface area to volume
ratio ©^. The first of these essentially only changes 
the evaporation parameter and consequently . Increasing 
the second just increases a , and this has an effect ident-VvrD
ical to increasing .
3.6.4 Changing the Description of the Cloud Dynamics
The three different models of the cloud dynamics paramot- 
erised by W  load as discussed in ^3.6.2 to rather different 
expansion- laws for the SNR and thus to somewhat different
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dependences of the properties of the ensemble of SNR on 
the value of the evaporation parameter. Essentially the 
higher the degree of 'compressibility' of the clouds the 
more the evaporation is reduced at early epochs below 
that for case I and thus the later cooling will take place. 
Note that although three discrete values of Id were chosen 
to typify the different extremes of the cloud dynamical 
behaviour my treatment of the resulting effects on SNR 
evolution is valid for arbitrary Q. The resulting equili­
brium state of the ISM is also a continuous function of 6). 
Thus to the extent that the real behaviour of clouds under 
the chaotic condition of the SDC-ISM may be described by 
some effective value of Id between 0 and 1.8, its properties 
will also be somewhere between those predicted from case I 
and case III.
The results for all three cases for the standard set of 
parameters arc listed in Table 3*6-2 while rows (1 ) and
(15) o f Table 3*6-3 show their relative differences. Evid­
ently the predictiors for case I and case II are very similar 
in all respects, the major difference being a somewhat larger 
porosity and cooling radius for case II. The domains of 
validity of the two models are also almost coincident.
The very much higher degree of compressibility in the case 
III model does load to rather more different predictions.
Its domain of validity although partly overlapping with 
those of the other two is displaced toward higher S, n
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and ID and lover £o uv
3 .6 . 5  The Non-Evaporative Model
For the reasons discussed in ^3*3 the domains of validity
of the noil-evaporative model is somewhat more restricted
than that of the evaporative model. In order that all
the explosion energy can be dissipated by cloud crushing 
-2 . —9S3/n ̂  3.o x 10 while the confinement of the warm envelopes
2 s~\
by the matrix pressure requires S 3/n^.l..4 x 10 v . When 
these conditions are satisfied however I find that the 
predictions of the model are qualitatively quite similar 
to those of the evaporative model. Results for the stand­
ard set of parameters are shown in column (5 ) of Table
3.6-2 and these are compared with those obtained for the 
standard case in row (l6) of Table 3.6-3. The main diff­
erences stem from the somewhat lower pressure of the matrix 
gas predicted in the non-evaporative model. Consequently 
the number of clouds and their densities are somewhat 
smaller and the cloud radii and filling factors are some­
what larger for this case.
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In this chapter I have developed a simple model of the 
SDC-ISM based on the work of MO. This model extends on 
the previous work in three important ways :
(1) by incorporating a highly approximate description of 
the way a cloud responds to being overrun by an SNR 
blast wave, I have been able to assess the effects
of cloud dynamics on the process of cloud evaporation 
which lies at the heart of the model.
(2) to assess the effects of the complete suppression of 
evaporation by the clouds magnetic field I have con­
structed a variant model in which ’cloud crushing1 
(Cox 1979» 198l) replaces evaporation enhanced rad­
iation as the dominant sink of SNR energy.
(3 ) the treatment of the cloud population has been gener­
alised to allow for the possibility of non-spherical 
clouds and changes in the slope of the assumed mass 
spectrum.
The model turns out to be remarkably robust î the results 
obtained from it do not change grossly when quite drastic 
changes are made to the description of the cloud dynamics; 
they are not unduly sensitive to the assumption made about 
the dominant mode of energy dissipation; nor are they 
greatly altered by changes in the slope of the cloud mass 
spectrum or the topology of the clouds. The properties 
of this specific model may therefore be taken with some
3.7 SUMMARY
confidence, to be typical of SDC-ISM models in general.
The several variants of the model have been subjected to 
an exaustive parameter search in order to establish the 
domain in parameter space within which the model is self 
consistent and to test the sensitivity of its predictions to 
the very many uncertain free parameters which enter into its 
formulation. From this I conclude that:
(1) the model remains self consistant when its main con­
trolling parameters the supernova rate S, explosion 
energy E q , mean gas density n and ionising photon 
emissivity 6 ^ vary over quite large ranges near the values 
believed appropriate to the solar neighbourhood.
When S, n and E are small and £  large the model ’ o uv
fails because the energy dissipation rate falls below
the value necessary to ensure that supernova cool
before overlapping and before growing larger than the
thickness of the cloud layer. When n and S  areuv
large and S and E q are small the pressure of the hot 
gas is insufficient to contain the warm component of 
the ISM which grows to full volume occupation. When 
n is small and large the galactic disk becomes
optically thin to the ionising photons, this condition 
would probably be self-correcting.
(2) the qualitative features of the model remain unaffected 
by quite major changes of the other input parameters; 
its quantitative predictions are only moderately
sensitive to the precise values chosen (See Table




4. SPIRAL STRUCTURE AND TIIS SDC-ISM
4.1 Introduction
Spiral structure is the most striking morphological attribute 
of galaxies. Spirals make up about -j of all galaxies (or iv 
60°jo of all bright galaxies), including of course our own.
More importantly in this context, they make up «n- 90% of 
all those galaxies which at the present epoch both contain a 
significant amount of interstellar gas and are currently 
actively engaged in star formation. They thus represent 
the most important class of systems to which the SDC-ISM 
scheme might be thought to apply.
To date all investigations of the SDC-ISM have focussed 
attention on conditions in the solar neighbourhood and have 
thus made use of appropriate average values of the controlling 
parameters such as n, S and Su v * However, the existence 
of spiral structure implies a modulation in the values of 
these parameters by about a factor of ten as one passes 
from arm to interarm regions. Further, the sun lies in 
the outskirts of the main star forming region in our galaxy 
so that the controlling parameters will also vary by a 
similar amount with galactocentric distance. The results 
of $3 show that this will have a profound influence on the 
properties of the SDC-ISM so that any discussion based purely 
on the solar neighbourhood is inevitably rather incomplete.
Squally the influences responsible for the existence of
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spiral structure must propagate through, and operate on the 
ISM. In particular the essential visible manifestation of 
spiral structure is the conversion of interstellar gas into 
new stars in a rather narrow zone - the spiral arms. Thus 
it is evident that the phase properties of the ISM must play 
a crucial role in any theory of spiral structure. To date 
however, with a few very recent exceptions, models of 
spiral structure have discussed the ISM within the frame­
work of the Field et al (1 9 6 9) two phase model, if at all 
(Shu et al 1972, Biermann et al 1972).
In this chapter I will describe the first, admittedly rather 
preliminary attempt to incorporate a model of the small 
scale properties of the SDC-ISM within the global context 
of the structure of a spiral galaxy similar to our 01m .  In 
the remainder of this section I present background material 
on the current theories of spiral structure and the problems 
entailed for them by the adoption of the SDC—ISM model.
In ^4-2 a very simple representation of galactic structure 
is presented from which values of the controlling parameters 
at any point in a galaxy may be obtained. §  ^ .3 describes 
the results obtained when this model is combined with the
^.4 discusses
several consequences which emerge from these calculations.
description of the SDC-ISM formulated in ̂ 3.
4.1.1 Theories of Spiral Structure
Spii'al structure poses three main problems which any theory
for its origin must address:
(i) The majority of galaxies rotate differentally thus 
material arms would be wound up on a timescale of 
order a few rotation periods much smaller than the age 
of the galaxy. Hence any model invoicing such material 
arms must incorporate a methanism for their rapid 
creation. The alternative approach (the one normally 
employed) is to regard the arms, as long lived waves 
either of stellar and gaseous density or of star form­
ation) which propagate in the galactic disk.
(ii) In general spiral structure exuibits a great deal of 
overall regularity (Oort 1 9 6 2; see ICormandy 1982 for 
a comprehensive and incisive review of galaxy mor­
phology). There exists, however, a considerable 
variety of structural forms. In particular spirals 
can be divided into a continuum of classes according to 
the degree of symetry and continuity of their arms
(D. Elmegreen 1981; Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1982). At 
one extreme are the 'grand design1 spirals which possess 
two smooth symetric arms, extending continuously from 
the centre to the edge of the visible disk; at the 
other are the 'flocculent1 spirals which consist of a 
large number of short patchy, ragged, spiral segments 
which do not join up to make a coherent pattern.
(iii)Spiral structure is predominantly a phenomenon of the
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young stars and gas; it is exhibited much less markedly 
if at all by the old disk stars which make up the 
majority of the mass. Furthermore, in the 'grand 
design' spirals the inner edge of the spiral arm is 
characteristically delineated by a narrow H° ridge, 
prominant dust lanes and chains of small intense often 
regularly spaced HII regions. In the proto-typical 
'grand design' spiral M 51 the ridge line of the radio 
continuum flux (dominated by synchrotron emission) is 
also coincident with main dust lanes along the inner 
edge of the arms (l-lathewson et al 1 9 7 2).
There are two main theories of spiral structure currently 
prevalent in the literature. The oldest and best developed 
of these, the density-wave theory of Lin and Shu (1964, 1 9 6 6) 
is a purely dynamical scheme (for reviews see e.g. Lin, 1 9 6 7; 
Wielen, 197^; Roberts, 1977; Rohlfs, 1977; Toomre, 1977).
In this it is supposed that a rigidly rotating, small amplitude 
spiral pgrturbation is imposed upon the axisymetric gravit­
ational potential of the galactic disk. This induces depart­
ures from circular motion in both the stars and the gas and 
consequently a spiral purturbation in their density. For a 
given galactic rotation curve XL , and a chosen value of the 
rotation speed of the spiral pattern XL it is possible to 
find values of the pitch angle i, and the amplitude of the 
spiral potential, for which the induced density perturbation 
is just sufficient to sustain the imposed gravitational 
potential (Lin & Shu 1964; 19*56; Contopoulos 1973; see
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Roberts et al 1975 for applications to several galaxies).
The density wave is then self supporting.
_The magnitude of the induced peculiar velocities are 4» Vi = U ° 'V o
|.Ul- x i p ) | sin i the component of the circular velocity 
perpendicular to the arm, which is typically p'-IO - 20 Ians  ̂. 
The old stars which make up r^9Gc/o of the disk mass have dis—
_  ipension velocities r~30 - +̂0 ĵns rather greater than this,
and consequently the density-wave induced in them is of small
amplitude and is almost a sinusoidal function of azimuth.
Conversely if the interstellar gas has an effective sound 
_ 1speed rwlO kms the induced gas flow will be transonic, even 
for quite modest spiral perturbation; the gaseous response 
is then highly non linear and shocks will appear in the flow 
(Fuji, mo to 1968). This leads to the highly influential, two­
armed-spiral-shock (TASS) model of Roberts (196?; see also 
Shu et al, 1973; Woodward, 1975)» Roberts showed that 
global galactic shocks form parallel to and slightly upstream 
of each of the underlying density-wave arms in the old
stellar population. For ,£L>,Q. so that the spiral structure3?
is 'trailing' this corresponds to the inner (concave) edge 
of the arms leading to the natural association of the spiral 
shock with the observed H° ridges and dust lanes of 1 grand 
design' spirals.
When considered within the framework of the Field et al (1 9 6 9) 
two phase model a rather elegant and self consistant picture 
emerges (Shu et al 1972, Biermann et al 197“l) . The volume-
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filling, intercloud component of that model necessarily has
- 1the sound speed <**10 kms required ?.f it is to respond 
strongly to the spiral, forcing; the coincidence between the 
magnitude of induced streaming velocity and the sound speed 
naturally, and possibly universally, follows from the values 
of atomic constants (Shu et al 1972). Moreover the amplitude 
of the pressure modulation through the spiral shock somewhat 
exceeds the range of pressures over which two stable pha;es 
can co-exist and consequently the ISM undergoes forced 
phase transition; the high pressure in the post shock region 
forces condensation of intercloud material on a timescale 
comparable with the radiative cooling time, resulting in the 
formation of a narrow belt of newly formed cloud material, 
which might be identified with a dust lane; the reverse 
transition will take place in the low pressure interarm 
region. Unfortunately as I will discuss in ^^.1.2 a simple 
minded analysis suggests that things are not quite this tidy 
in a three phase ISM.
Several means by which the TASS wave might lead to the trigger­
ing of star formation in the spiral arms have subsequently 
been considered. Roberts (see also Shu et al 1972) suggested 
that the large pressure jump behind the galactic shock might 
push pre-existing clouds beyond the brink of gravitational 
stability leading to their collapse to form stars; Woodward 
(1976; 1979; see ̂ 5 ) has investigated this cloud shock 
interaction in considerable detail. The direct formation
of gravitationally unstable clouds by the forced phase trans­
ition has also been invoked (Biermann et al 1972). However 
the very small wavelengths implied for the thermal instability 
(Field 1 9 6 5; Schwartz et al 1972) require that some other 
process acts to coalesce the new formed clouds into a grav— 
itationally unstable clump. Mouscovias et al (l97^+) have 
shown how the passage of a spiral shock can considerably 
increase the growth rate of Parker's (1 9 6 6) magnetic Rayleigh- 
Taylor instability which might then provide such a long range 
collection mechanism. This idea has gained new force with 
the realisation that the majority of star formation occurs 
within giant molecular cloud complexes (GMC) which are unlikely 
to be substantially affected by the passage of a spiral shock 
(B. Elmegreen 1978; Elmegreen et al 1979)J31itz & Shu (1 9 8 0) 
have suggested that the masses and sizes of nearby GMC are 
consistant with their having been formed by the Parker 
instability. Alternatively B. Elmegreen (l979> 1981a, b) has 
suggested that the collection mechanism is predominantly 
gravitational, the magnetic field only playing a secondary 
role; GMC then form by hisrachical fragmentation of the dust 
lane. In this way he explains the occurrence of chains of 
GMC in our galaxies and the quasi-regular spacing of regions 
of active star formation along the arms of external galaxies 
like ’beads on a string' (See Elmegreen &. Elmegreen 1 9 8 3). 
Alternatively if GMC are long lived and grow from smaller 
clouds by collisions (Scovile & Hersh 1979; lvwan 1979;
Cowie 198l) they may themselves respond strongly to the spiral 
potential perturbation, since their velocity dispersion is
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a l s o ' v o  10 kms" ' ( Shu 197? j Cowie 1981; Levinson &  Roberts
1981 ; Huntly & Gerola 1981; Roberts et al 1983; Roberts 
1983; Kuan & Valdes 1983). Star formation would then occur
either directly as a result of shock compression in cloud- 
cloucl collision or by gravitational collapse of those clouds 
which grow beyond their Jeans mass; the enhancement of star 
formation in the arms then results from the higher cloud 
density and consequently higher collision rate which occurs 
there (Norman & Silk 19?Q: Le-vinson & Roberts 1981; Kwan
& Valdes 1 9 8 3).
Since density wave theory was originally formulated to circumvent 
the 'winding dilemma' mentioned above it is somewhat ironic 
that the major unsolved problem of the theory concerns the 
maintenance of the spiral wave against various dissipational 
processes. Firstly, radial transport of the energy of the 
spiral wave is inevitable, the group velocity being typically 
comparable with the sound speed (Toomr.e 1 9 6 9). For galaxies 
which rotate rigidly a standing wave can be set up by reflect­
ing spiral waves between corotation (whereXL =JCL ) and the 
nuclear bulge, and the density wave may then be steady 
(Mark 1976, 1977)» However, for galaxies which rotate very dif­
ferentially there exists a radius interior to corotation at 
which the stellar epi'cyclic frequency exactly matches the 
period of the spiral forcing (inner Lindblad resonance ) .
Spiral waves will be strongly attenuated as they pass through 
this region, their energy being coupled into random stellar 
motion. The density wave will then decay on a timescale
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comparable to the sound travel time from corotation to the 
nucleus, which is typically only a few times the rotation 
period at corotation (Feitsinger & Schmidt—Kaler 1980). 
Secondly the irreversible processes associated with the 
galactic spiral shock inevitably imply damping of the spiral 
wave, the time constant being once more only a few rotation 
times (Kalnajs 1972; Roberts & Shu 1973; Feitzinger & 
Schmidt-Kaler 1980). In the face of this a number of 
mechanisms ha're been proposed to replenish the energy of the 
spiral wave of which the most important invoke periodic 
forcing by a bar (Toomre 1 9 6 9) or ’oval disortion’ (Sanders 
& Huntly 1976) or by interactions with companions (Toomre 
1982) .
The second theory of spiral structure, the stochastic self 
propagation star formation (SSPSF) model proposed by Mueller 
and Arnett (l97&) and extended by Gerola, Seiden and co­
workers (Seiden & Gerola 1982, Seiden 1983 and references 
therein) is essentially phenomonological. By contrast with 
the density wave theory in which star formation is a by 
product of spiral structure the SSPSF model views spiral 
structure as a by product of star formation! The basic 
idea of the model as originally formulated is very simple: 
Consider an initial cluster of young massive OB stars whose 
expanding HII regions, strong stellar \mLnds and eventual 
exjjlosion as supernovae drive shocks into the surrounding 
ISM as discussed in ^2. There is then a definite probability 
that these shocks will stimulate the formation of a new OB
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cluster in a nearby gas cloud 'Elmegreen & Lada 1977; 
Elmegreen et al 1978; Herbst & Assousa 1977) which in 
turn drives shocks into the neighbouring’ ISM etc. Differ­
ential rotation then stretches the resulting aggregate of 
young clusters into a spiral pattern.
In the earliest models the probability that an existing OB
cluster could stimulate the formation of a cluster in a
neighbouring region was just taken as a constant P ;
S  "C
it was also assumed that once an OB cluster formed in a
region its susceptibility to further star formation would be
reduced for some time. Even with these simple assumptions
it proved possible to generate simulated galaxies showing a
striking resemblance to the more irregular and 'flocculent1
spirals Mueller & Arnett 1976; Gerola & Seiden 1978;
Seiden &. Gerola 1979)« However, because the SSPSF process
is fundamentally one of percolation this could only be done
if P was confined within a very restricted range; for 
S  Lr
too small a value star formation dies out while for too 
large a value the whole disk turns into stars. This problem 
can, however, be removed by a more careful treatment of the 
role of the ISM (Mueller & Arnett 1976; Seiden et al 1982).
In this the gas is divided into ’active gas' which is cap­
able of forming stars and ’inactive’ gas which is not;
P , is then assumed to be proportional to some power of the
S  if
density of 'active gas', and it is further supposed that the
process of star formation converts all the ’active g a s ’ into
inactive gas', which is only allowed to return to the active
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state after some time delay. This results in a feedback 
mechanism hy which an overly high local rate of star form­
ation deactivates all the available gas thus reducing the 
star formation rate, which is hence kept fixed near the 
value required for good spiral structure.
As a bij product the model then also generates apparent spiral 
ordering in the ISM; the distribution of the 'inactive gas' 
closely mimics that of the active star formation regions 
while that of the 'active gas' is like its 'negative image.’ 
"When the observed radial distributions of H° and are 
compared with those predicted for the 'active' and 'inactive’ 
gas it is found that they should be equated with H° and Hp 
(or more probably GMC) respectively (Seiden 1933 a,b).
This seemingly paradoxical result can be understood if the 
SSPSF theory is reinterpreted as one of stochastic self 
propagating molecular cloud formation as envisioned by B. 
Elmegreen (l93l) with star formation regarded as an inevit­
able but not necessarily instantaneous consequence of the 
cloud formation process (Seiden 198 3b).
On the principle that when two processes can operate they 
probably d o }it„ would seem appropriate to consider the 
behaviour of galaxies in which star formation occurs both 
through the action of the large scale galactic shocks of the 
TASS scheme and through the SSPSF process (Mueller & Arnett 
1976; Gerola & Seiden 1979). As would be anticipated 
when stars predominantly form in the spiral shock, the
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resulting galaxy exhibits the characteristic global ordering 
and bilateral symetry of the 'grand design’ spirals but with 
a substantial degree of local disorder superimposed. Jensen 
et al (l9Sl) present compelling evidence for the co-existence 
of a galactic shock and stochastic processes in M83. Conversely 
when the stochastic star formation dominates, a character­
istically irregular galaxy results, but with some residual 
bilateral symetry resulting from the TASS wave. Kaufman 
(1 9 7 9 a, b» 1 9 8l) has given a simple pienoraonological 
model for the profile of the star formation, rate behind a spiral 
density-wave shock including the presence of successive 
generations of stars born by sequential star formation.
Comparing the results of this with the observed distri­
bution of HII regions she finds that - 70^ of all OB
stars form directly in the spiral shock in our galaxy while 
in M33 this fraction is '■'»6°/o - 50/'̂  "the large range resulting 
from uncertainty over the period which must el apse between 
successive generations of stars.
The sequence of spiral galaxies from ’flocculent' to 'grand 
design1 might then be viewed as a sequence of increasing 
dominance of the spiral shock (Elmegreen & Elrnegreen 1982). 
Support for this view comes from the appearance of galaxies 
in the near IR where the light of the old disk stars dom­
inates. In the 'grand design' spirals the underlying red 
arms are rather smooth and continuous and have been plausibly 
identified as the density wave in the old disk stars, which 
supports the spiral potential (Schwoizer 1 9 7 6 ). In the
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'flocculent' spirals the red arms are just as chaotic as the 
blue arms ^D. Elmegreen 1 9 8 1) as would be expected from 
the SSPSF models. Additional evidence comes from the 
statistics of occurrence of ’grand design' and 'flocculent' 
spirals (Normandy & Norman 1979»Elmegreen & Elraegreen 1982 ) . 
It is found that most barred spirals ( and most
unbarred spirals with companions or which are members of 
groups ( ̂  6770) are grand design spirals. Amongst isolated, 
unbarred galaxies most (^-68°/o) are 'flocculant 1 spirals 
while in those -which show ' grand design' structure it is 
predominantly confined to the region interior to the inner 
Lindblad resonance. Overall ** 69°/o of all spirals show 
'grand design' structure. Consequently it appears that 
'grand design' structure, and by inference dominant spiral 
density waves, are ubiquitous wherever means are plausibly 
available for their excitation and maintenance. When these 
are absent the structure is flocculent and can result from 
the SSPSF mechanism alone.
The view of our understanding of spiral structure presented 
here may be rather optimistic. In particular none of the 
mechanisms for maintaining density waves are fully understood 
while our understanding of the process of sequential star 
formation (cloud formation?) is still little beyond the 
level of vigorous hand wavingj Nevertheless it probably 
provides an adequate framework for what follows.
1 3k
4.1.2 Is the SDC-ISM Compatible with Spiral Shocks?
In bringing- together the TASS model for galactic structure 
and the SDC-ISM picture it is important to recognise that 
a basic incompatibility may exist between the two concepts. 
As first recognised by Scott et al (1977) the hot gas which 
fills most of the interstellar volume has such a hig-h sound 
speed ~ 1 2 0  Kms  ̂ that its response to the spiral potential 
will be negligible. Thus on a simple minded analysis the 
SDC-ISM cannot support a global spiral shock and the density 
wave theory would be bereft of its most attractive features. 
Further the kinematic lifetime of the spiral wave would 
become much less than a galactic rotation period imposing 
an impossible burden on any mechanism for its maintenance. 
There are five possible responses to this dilemma.
(i) it might be argued that in 'grand design' spirals the 
interstellar pressure is so high that SNR are for the 
most part isolated, leaving warm gas as the main volume 
filling component. ¥hile this possibility cannot be 
absolutely excluded either observationally or theoret­
ically it certainly raises more questions than it 
solves.
(ii) we may abandon density wave theory altogether; however 
SSPSF process alone cannot account for all the observed 
properties of spiral galaxies and there is as yet no 
obvious alternative theory.
(iii)The hot phase might be confined to the spiral arms
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where the supernova rate is high with a phase transition 
to a predominantly warm ISM occurring in the interarm 
region (Scott et al 1977» Reinhardt &. Schmidt-Kaler 
1979; Blitz & Shu 1 9 8 0). This apparently plausible 
suggestion is based on the false premiss that the super­
nova rate is negligible (i.e. zero) in the interarm 
region. In fact I will show in .4 that while S 
is certainly reduced this is more or less compensated 
for by the lower value of n in the interarm region, and 
the hot gas filling factor is if anything rather larger 
than in the arms.
(iv) The effective accoustic speed of the composite of
warm and hot gas which makes up the SDC-ISM might be
Kaler 1 9 8 0). This possibility will be examined further
1977; Cowie 1981; Levinson & Roberts 1981; Huntly 
& Gerola 1981; Roberts et al 1983; Roberts 1983;
Iiwan & Valdes 1 9 8 3).
Either of these two last possibilities would leave the pre­
diction of the TASS model qualitatively intact. The sound 
speed of the composite ISM must obviously be higher than 
that of the warm component alone so that the amplitude of 
its response will be somewhat weaker, for a given potential
low enough to support the TASS wave
in § h .
(v) Since the dispersion velocity of the interstellar clouds 
is ~10 kms ^ , the cloud component alone may respond 
strongly and non-linearly to the spiral potential (Shu
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purturbation, than that of a smooth warm gas. Similarly 
the cloud mean free path is sufficiently long compared to 
the width of spiral arms that it does not behave exactly 
like a continum and consequently the compression is rather 
weaker, and occurs over a more extended region, than that 
normally obtained. Provided the amplitude of the response 
is kept as a free parameter, however, the results of the 
usual TASS models can be used as a convenient first approx­
imation to the response of the ISM in either case.
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k .2 A Simple Representation of Galactic Structure
The model of the SDC-ISM requires the values of three main 
controlling parameters n, S and I will here describe
a very simple model which gives values of these parameters
CSJas functions of galactocentric distance (£ and spiral phase 
©  ; variations of these parameters with distance from the 
galactic plane are neglected so that the galactic disk is 
treated as a uniform slab of finite thicknes>. The model 
is formulated within the framework of the TASS model and 
consequently, in terms of the discussion in ̂ 4.1, is appli­
cable to the 'grand design' spirals where direct star form­
ation by the spiral shock is at least comparable in import­
ance to the SSPSF mechanism. It is also constiucted, for 
purely anthropocentric reasons, as a representation of our 
galaxy, however, extention of the results to other galaxies 
is fairly straightforward. No attempt to achieve self 
consistancy between the strength of the spiral shock and the 
resulting parameters of the SDC-ISM is made; this is done 
not least because in the light of the discussion of ^^-.2 it 
is not at all clear how to do so. The shock strength is 
thus taken as a free parameter. Discussion of the question 
of whether such a shock could be supported is postponed to
§ h . k .
Given values for the controlling parameters at any point the 
procedure described in §3 can then be used to determine the 
local properties of the ISM. This presupposes that the ISM 
remains in a quasi-steady state as S, n and £ uv vary slowly
with time and that variation of these parameters on length 
scales much larger than the typical dimensions of an SNR do 
not drastically affect local conditions. The gross thermo­
dynamic and kinematic properties of the SDC-ISM can be 
expected to achieve a quasi-equilibrium state on a timescale
comparable with the SNR repetition time, t ^lO^yr (Smith
oJN i\
1977; et al 198l). For the cloud spectrum the
problem is a little more severe. If the cloud spectrum is
determined collisionally then the results of Chiéze and
Lazereff (l9S0) suggest that the spectrum can adjust on a
7timescale ~  2 x 10 yr essentially the typical cloud-cloud 
collision time. Obviously since the destruction and formation 
of the smallest clouds is controlled (by assumption) by SNR 
adjustment of the lower mass bound should occur on a timescale 
<\.tQ^_. Similarly a decrease in the upper mass bound can beOiUv
accomplished in about a free fall time for the largest clouds 
7'vlO y r ; an increase in the upper mass bound by collisional
coalescence requires a few tiroes longer. Thus the assumption
of a quasi-equilibrium state will be valid for timescales 
710 yr much shorter than a galactic rotation period but compar­
able with the time for flow through a spiral arm. This long 
relaxation time and the statistical distribution of super­
novae w i n  inevitably somewhat blur the parameter distri­
bution obtained. Nevertheless, solutions obtained assuming
locally uniform values for S, n and £ at each point in theuv
disc, should not represent too severe an approximation exce pt 
near the discontinuities at the passages of the density wave 
shock and the 'switch on' of the new generation of supernovac.
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lj.,2.1 The Total Gas Density
In the TASS model (Roberts 19&9; Shu et al 1972; 1973;
Woodward 1975) the ISM supports two shocks which are stat­
ionary in a frame rotating at the pattern speed -^Vp of the 
imposed spiral potential. Successive passages of a parcel 
of gas located at a mean distance t3, from the galactic centre 
are thus separated by half the rotation period of the spiral 
potential,
tgal(5) = 27T/[ .£1.(0) - J X P | ] 4.2.1
where -0.(8 ) is the angular rotation speed of the galaxy. In
— 1 — 1what follows -Q.p is taken to be 13*5 kns kpc (Wielen 1974)
and I adopt a flat rotation curve such that X US) = 2 50 (S/i cpc 
- 1 - 1kms kpc which adequately approximates the results of 
Gordon and Burton (1978) over the region exterior to tU^^^pc 
which is of primary interest here. Consequently •*—
8 -y2.7 x 10 yr for W  = lOkpc here taken to be the galactocentric
7 «wdistance of the sun, and drops to ^  8 .4 x 10 yr at U) = 5 kpc.
For the present purposes an adequate approximation to the 
variation of the gas density along a typical stream tube 
behind a galactic shock is,
n (», © ) «  n Q (2>) [l + (C-l) exp ( - © / e j  ] 4.2-
wherc ©  is the azimuthal angle ('spiral phase') measured from 
the position of the shock in the frame corotating with the 
spiral pattern; the second shock is located at ©  =11 and the
density pattern of 4.2-2 is repeated. Typically the angular
width of the arm is 0 o«v,O.l corresponding to a passage time
through the arm *vt ,/20 and a linear arm thickness’R SS/lO ° gal
along the stream tube. For simplicity the density coaitrast 
or compression ratio C will be taken to be a constant; I 
will discuss the relationship of C to the parameters of the 
ISM in §4 .4 Equation 4 .2-2 will be taken to hold everywhere 
interior to the corotation radius, which for the values of 
-Q_( c3 ) and JfL adopted above occurs at 1S.5 kpc, hero1? v/iv.
taken as the edge of the galaxy. In rea3_ity of course it 
must break down interior to the inner Lindblad resonance 
(¿O TT ̂  ̂  3 - 4 kpc) and at each of the countable infinity of 
"ultraharmonic resonances" which occur at radii exterior to 
£3 ~1 1.5 kpc (Shu et al 1973). The amount of interstellar 
gas present in these regions is however sufficiently small 
that the misrepresentation is not too serious.
The constant nQ ( C O  ) is obtained by requiring that the 
azimuthal average of n(to) is equal to its observed value i.e. 
< n  ( u S ) > =  1 f n ( w), ©  ) d©* n f 1 + (l - C) © o )  =
TT Jo ° L  TT J 4 .2-
n (C , H ° ) + 2n (S , H g )
■“  f Q  \ r \where n(£o , H ) and n (to , ) are the abServed azimuthally
smoothed densities of neutral and molecular hydrogan res­
pectively .
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While the galactic distribution of H° is quite well est­
ablished (Burton 1976) that of Ik has been the subject of 
considerable controversy although there are now signs that
1^1
a general consensus of opinion is emerging (Lequeux 1 9SI;
Liszt 1982; Sanders et al 1 9 8 3)* The problem arises because 
the galactic distribution of cannot be determined directly 
but must be inferred from observations of a surrogate tracer 
most commonly CO; a series of rather uncertain andrnuch 
debated steps must then be used to convert the measured CO 
emissivity j(CO) to the desired quantity 11(112). Despite 
the very real controversy about the individual stops entailed 
in its derivation, the final conversion factor obtained in a 
wide range of different studies, covering both nearby mole­
cular clouds and those in the galactic interior, all lie 
within a factor of a.2 of their mean n(il^ )/ J (CO ) 0  . 1 2 cm J 
K kms  ̂ kpc "* (Lizt 1982; Young & Scovile 1982a;
Sanders, et al 1983 )• A further potential difficulty is that 
the observed gradient in the abundance of carbon (Pagel & 
Edmunds 1931) might lead to a CO-H conversion factor which 
changes with S  (Guibert et al 1978; Blitz and Shu 19S0). 
Sanders et al (1 9 8 3) have advanced cogent arguments which 
suggest that any such effect must, however, be small and the 
broad similarities between the calibration constant derived 
from clouds in the solar neighbourhood and in the galactic 
interior lend further credance to their view point.
In order to span the full range of possibilities I will 
consider three different models for n(W, H ). These are 
based on, in order of decreasing I-I density: (i) the
results of Solomon et al (19795 SsS) which employed
^b2
3 1 1 "1 "In(H )/j ( C O ) ^ 0.2[cm K kras kpc J near the upper end
2
of the likely range; (ii) the results of Gordon and Burton 
(1976; GB; see also Burton & Gordon 1978) for which the 
conversion factor employed was equivalent to N(H^)/J(CO)^  
0.08 [cm-^ K kms-1 kpc-1 I""1» and (iii) model 3 of Guibert
et al (1978; GLV) which was obtained from the data of GB by
3 1 1 1assuming n(H2 )/j(C0) O.O^Lcm K kms kpc J at the
solar distance varying inversely with the carbon abundance 
Lc/h] taken to be constant at 2.5 times the local value for 
t0^8 kpc and following d Log £c /H^ /d to = -0.2 kpc 
exterior to this. Note that the SSS and GB data differ 
essentially only by the factor -v* 2.5 which results from 
the different calibration value used. All of these early 
surveys of the distribution were based on data from the 
Northern galactic hemisphere, however, more recent surveys 
incorporating partial coverage of the southern hemisphere 
(Robinson et al 1983» Sanders et al 1983) show that the 
southern and northern distributions are qualitatively 
the same.
Finally I take the vertical distributions of H° and 
to be gaussictns with scale heights of l60pc and 7 0pc res­
pectively independent of Co (Jackson & Kellmann 197^5 
Cohen & Thaddeus 1977» Manchester et al 1983; Sanders 
et al 1983).
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4.2.2 The Supernova Rate
Xn order to connect the local stellar birthrate n.̂  to the
♦ _ rnlocal mean gas density n, I will adopt n^°Cn purely as a 
convenient, althoug'h plausible parameterisation*. The 
motivation for this particular choice, of course, lies in the 
classic work of Schmidt (1959) who first proposed a relation­
ship of this form and estimated m ~ 2  on a variety of 
empiri c cx, 1 grounds. Subsequently, a variety of attempts 
to "test" Schmidt's law and to determine the value of m from 
observations have been made. Obviously, only those made 
recently enough to include estimates of the total gas content, 
including , are of relevance; some of these are summarised 
below. It must, however, be stressed from the outset, that 
all the observational tests refer to quantities averaged
* Note that for m <*̂ 1 the parameterisation adopted here leads
to a star formation rate which decays exponentially to some low
7constant value behind the spiral shock on a timescale -v* 10 yrs
fixed by the timescale for the density decay. Kaufman's
(1979 a,b) phenomenological derivation of the star formation
rate profile behind a spiral shock, including secondary stimulated
star formation, leads to precisely this form. The decay time
is fixed by the efficiency of stimulated star formation and she
7finds a value ,n»2.4 x  10 yr from comparison, of her model with 
observed arm widths. Incorporating a different timescale 
for the drop off of the density and star formation rate into 
the model, would add another free parameter into a system which 
already has uncomfortably many, without materially affecting 
the principal conclusions.
Abb
either over large volumes or over time ancl there is thus no 
compelling reason for believing they have any bearing on the 
use of Schmidts law in the strictly local sense implied 
here.
GLV have used a comparison of the radial and vertical distri­
bution of several tracers of recent massive star formation 
with that of the inierstellar gas (H° plus ) and found 
m C2 1.3 - 2.5« A similar study of Smith et al (1978) based 
primarily on the distribution of HII regions but incorporating 
constraints derived from considerations of chemical evolution 
led to a somewhat smaller value in the range m Si 0.5 - 1.0.
For external galaxies the blue luminosity (which presumably 
derives from young massive stars) is linearly proportional 
to the current H content both within the disks of individual 
galaxies (Young & Scovile 1982 a,c; Scovile & Young 1983» 
Solomon et al 198l) and from galaxy to galaxy over an 
extremely wide range of luminosities (Young and Scovile 1982b). 
This suggests m ~ l ;  since was the dominant constituent 
in the star forming regions of the galaxies considered and 
since the Ii° content was almost independent of luminosity 
it is unclear whether this result applies to the density of 
H alone or to the total gas density. Not surprisingly 
earlier results based on the 11° content alone summarised by 
Madore (l97?) lead t o a much steeper slope m ~ 2 .  Obviously 
a serious criticism of these results is that they assume 
that gas density is the only factor which determines the 
distribution of the star formation rate; in the context of
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the TASS model there are strong reasons for believing that 
•
n^ should decrease rapidly with increasing radius (Shu 1 9 7 3 ) 
even if the gas density were constant. It may however be 
argued that the variations of any second parameter(s ) 
would have to be chosen most judiciously in order to repro­
duce the good agreement between the radial luminosity and 
gas density profiles found in the external galaxies (Young 
& Scovile 1932b).
On the other hand Miller and Scalo (1979) have deduced 
constraints on the stellar birthrate history in the solar 
neighbourhood by requiring continuity between the initial 
mass function (IMF) for stars with ages less than and greater 
than the age of the galaxy. They find that the current
stellar birthrate cannot differ from the average birthrate 
over the age of the galaxy by more than a factor #v4. A 
similar conclusion has been reached by Twarog (1 9 8 0) from 
models of the chemical enrichment of the galactic disk.
Further Kennicutt (1983) determines current star formation 
rates for a large sample of disk galaxies which differ little 
from the rate averaged over their ages. Unless the de­
pletion of the ISM due to star formation is largely offset 
by, for instance accretion of intergalactic gas the constancy 
of the stellar birthrate is inconsistent with m^,0 .5 .
The assumption of a time independent IMP inherent in all 
these studies may lie at the root of this discrepancy. There 
is a growing body of evidence which suggests that the IMF varies 
from place to place even within our’ galaxy (e.g. Larson 1982, 
Garmany ot al 1982) and may vary with metalicity in external
galaxies (e.g. Terlevich & I-Ielnick 1983). There is also a 
growing suspicion that high and low mass stars are formed 
in different locations and by different processes (see Larson
1 o''o N*'yo2 ) .
Guided by the above, but bearing in mind the caveat stated 
earlier concerning the likely relevance of the observational 
tests I will construct models with m = y, 1 and 2. I thus 
take the rate of supernovac to be given by,
s(3 ,G) = SQ n (ft, e-e*)!n m = y, 1 or 2 4.2-4
where G..., = 2 t^/t and t„ is the average total lifetime
“ r  £ u l_ L
of the progenitors of type II supernovae measured from the 
start of the process of star formation.* Roughly t„ is the 
sun of the time required for the collapse of an interstellar 
cloud plus the time required for contraction onto the main 
sequence, plus the main sequence evolution time of the 
supernova progenitor; since the progenitors of SITU have 
masses SIT (Chevalier 1981 a,b Wheeler 19ol) conservatively
7adopting a total pre-main sequence evolutionary time <vlO yrs 
("Woodward 1978) implies lO^yr t^ £  3 x 10 'yr.
The normalisation constant S is obtained
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* This procedure is strictly incorrect in that it fails 
to distinguish between supernovae of type II which have 
short lived progenitors and those of type I which are 
supposed to originate from old disk population objects. 
However, it does provide an adequate description of the 
observed azimuthal distribution of supcrnovae; the 
constant term n in equation 4-, 2-1 leads to a uniform 
interarm supernova rate with a magnitude close to that 
observed. This shortcoming could be rectified at the 
expense of introducing an additional arbitrary constant, 
however none of my results are materially affected by 
the simplification.
1̂ +7
by equating the integral of the volumetric supernova rate
over the galactic disk to the total galactic supernova rate
S _. Estimates of S _ have been obtained by a number of gal gal
workers using one of four independent methods all of which 
are however subject to severe selection effects and/or 
uncertainties due to small number statistics (see Tammann 
1982 and Lerche 1981 for reviews):-
(i) The number of galactic supernovae can bo estimated from 
the seven certain supernovae recoxded over the last
two millenia, after applying large and uncertain 
incompleteness corrections to allow for galactic 
extinction, the absence of historical records from the 
southern hemisphere, omissions from the records etc.
(Clark and Stevenson 1977 1982; Tammann 1982).
(ii) Counts of galactic radio SNR down to some limiting 
surface brightness can be converted to the number of 
SNR smaller than some diameter by means of an empirical 
surface brightness diameter relationship determined 
from a small number of SNR of "known" distance; 
adapting an appropriate theoretical model of SNR evolution 
(usually the Sedov model) and assuming all SNR evolve 
into a medium of the same density and magnetic field 
strength then leads to the number of SNR younger than a 
certain age (Clark & Caswell 1978)» The difficulty of 
course lies in this last step; wc do not know the 
correct evolutionary model to employ (Mathews 011 et al 
1983) and all SNR canaot conceivably be evolving into
a medium of the same density.
1U8
In general SNR in a low density medium, e.g. the hot matrix, 
fade much faster than those in a high density medium, or 
may even escape detection, so the supernova rate obtained 
in this way will be an underestimate (KafatOs et al 1 9 8 1, 
Lozinskya 198G, Tomisaka et al 1980). Higdon and
Lingenfelter (l9o0) have used the data for the very small 
subset of radio SNR for which independent age estimates 
are available to determine separate surface brightness age 
relationships for 'warm phase' and 'hot phase' SIR. They 
then attempt to self consistently determine the supernova 
rate and hot component filling factor by modeling the number- 
surface brightness relationship for all radio SNR. (For 
a theoretical discussion of the surface brightness diameter 
relationship for SIR in an SDC-ISM see Blandford and Cowie 
1 9 8 2).
(iii)Under the conservative assumption that there is a one- 
to-one relationship bet^veen supernova explosions and 
pulsar births the galactic supernova rate can be 
determined from estimates of the pulsar birth rate. 
Determination of this latter quantity is, however, 
rendered uncertain by our ignorance concerning the 
pulsar distance scale, their true ages and the value 
of the beaming factor (Taylor & Manchester, 1977;
Arnett and Lerche, 1981; Arnaud & Rothenflug, 1980;
Lyne, 1982). Further, it remains unclear whether all 
SIR or just a subset e.g. SNII give rise to pulsars 
or whether some pulsars can be formed non-explosively.
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(iv) Over the past 50 years about 170 supernovae have been
recorded in external galaxies. However, it is well
established that the supernova rate is a strong function
of galactic luminosity and morphological type so that
it is necessary to employ a distance limited sample and
subdivide the reduced sample according to galaxian
type which results in typical sample sizes <«wl0 (Tammann
1982). The observed rates must be corrected for
incompleteness due to internal extinction and (highly
uncertain) inclination effects. Further the galaxian
type and luminosity of our own galaxy are not particul-
U.
arly well known (de Vauco^Leurs 1979).
Table 4.2-1 provides a compilation of recent determinations
of S „, obtained by each of the four methods, selected from gal
the literature. It is not intended to be comprehensive 
but rather to give a fair estimate of the uncertainties which 
result from the difficulties inherent in each method.
Taken together all the data seem to be consistant with
- 1 v „ . « , --1
3gal
involved in the determination this shows a remarkably high
O.Olyr ^  ¿.O.lyr ; in view of the many difficulties
degree of agreement!
The statistics of supernova in external galaxies also provide 
us with the only available estimate of the relative numbers 
of SMI and SMII as a function of galaxian type. For our 
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The data have been empirically corrected for the
Z dependence of the density and magnetic field but
still assume a single component medium.
Corrected for effects of multi—component ISM
- 1  -1Calculated assuming H = 50 hns Mpc for othero
 _  i 2values multiply by (Ho/5 0isms Wpc )rt'.
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4.2.3 The Emissivity of Ionising Photons
Since a large proportion of the total ionising uv flux has 
its origin either in SKR or the young hot OB stars which are 
the progenitors of SNII I adopt the following simple para- 
met erisation,
Suv (W, ©) = ©).+ E2 5.2-5
where the constant term E 0 describes the contribution from 
all old population sources (excluding SNl) in particular the 
nuclei of density bounded planetary nebulae.
Observational estimates suggest that in the solar neighbour­
hood SNR of all types, unshielded B stars and planetary
-15 -3 -1nebulae each contribute £<'*1-1.5 x 10 photons cm s
(Salpeter 1979). Potentially the most massive OB stars make 
a much bigger contribution. From measurements of the 
diffuse radio continuum emission Mezger (1978) estimates
ft
that for the whole aniulus lOkpc 4»lli-pc OB stars emit
—  14  — 3 —1E ~ 4 . 6 x 10 ‘ photons cm s of which, however,<v20^ comes
from stars which are still contained within extremely dense 
radio HII regions; direct optical counts of OB stars
—14 —3 —1within ~3kpc of the sun lead to S'"* 4x10 ‘ photons cm s
t
(Abbot 1982).
The difficulty comes in determining what fraction of this 
total flux is consumed in the relatively high density region 
in the immediate vicinity of the source and what fraction is
153
available to ionise the more general ISM. Mezger (l9?S) 
estimates that near W  '«lOkpc ̂ k -0 —6ofj of this flux escapes 
from the 'extended low density HII region'. Similarly local 
estimates of the fraction of OB stars which are inside 
optically prorninant HII regions suggest that «vpO)'j of the 
flux escapes from these regions (Torres—Piembert et al 197^-; 
Lynds 19o0). However, Elmegreen (l975> 197'5 a, b) has 
sbowi that even those OB stars situated in the general ISM 
can quickly surround themselves with an ionisation bounded 
HII region by photoionising surrounding interstellar clouds; 
the resulting nebula however would have too low an emission 
measure to be detected in straightforvard optical searches. 
The extent to which his conclusion is modified by the clear­
ing away of the low density debris by the stars * own stellar 
wind and by blast waves from nearby SNR is however difficult 
to assess (See^2 ). MO took the rather extreme view that 
no uv flux is provided by OB stars; since only a 5^ leak 
would, however, roughly double the ionising flux I will also 
consider the effects of allowing a larger contribution from 
this source.
Based on these considerations I will adapt values of
6 1 —* 1between 1 .52c 10 photons SNR (no OB star contribution)
61 -1 / \and 20 x 10 photons SNR (50/o of total OB star flux);
_ i  k  _ n „ -jI also take ~  1 x 10 photons cm S
15^
1-,, 3 Results 
h .3.1 A 'Standard' Case
For purposes of orientation I -will' bo ruin by considering.
the results obtained for a specific ’standard' case. Ir
this the SDC-XS1! is described by the evaporative r.iodcl
with the cloud dynamics represented by case II (U = yj
and a supernova, explosion enersy F = 5 x 1 0 ^  eras waso
adopted. The theoretical parameters of the Si-IR and the
cloud spectrum wore taken to have the sta.iclard values
defined in Table 3.6.1. In addition the galactic model
used the .GB density distribution. The values adopted
for the other parameters of the galactic model were :
-1• •a lactic supernova rate S , = 0 . 0 2  yr : xonisznggal
61 /photon emissivities = 1.2 x 10 photons per Si HR (no
_  1 eG star photoionisation ) and E0 = 0.7 n 10 ■' photons
_e _ icm S ; spiral shock compression C = 5.0 and; exponent 
of star formation m = 1.0. Subsequent sections will deal 
with the effects of changing those parameters of the galactic 
model. For ease of reference table h . 3 —1 lists the stand—
ps
together with the- ranges of values which, are considered 
bc1ow .
Figure 1: .3—1 shows the variation of a number of parameters 
of the I SIR with spiral phase 9 in the midplane of the 
galaxy at the galactocentric distance of the sun (U = lOkpc ) . 
The values of the same quantities at points on the loci
- Figure 4.j3.1 (Left) Calculated quantities as a function of
azimuth © , in the midplane of the galaxy at a galacto-
centric distance of 10 kpc (see text). © is zero at the
position of the density wave shock. The positions at
which the 'arm' (a ) and (interarm) (i) properties were
evaluated are indicated. The properties of the warm
envelopes may be estimated from the relationships in the
text while ■(. ~  88 kn .c
Figure 4.3-2 (Right) The same quantities as in Fig. 4.3-1 
but plotted as functions of galactocentric distance, (kpc ) 
along the 'arm' (a ) and 'interarm1 (i) loci.
TABLE 4.3-1 : The Parameters of the Galactic Model
Parameter Standard Value Range
Density jump across density wave shock C 5 5—10
Form of gas density distribution
(See ^4.2.1) GB SSS,GB,GLV
Galactic supernova rate (Sga^/yr ”* ) 0.02 0.01-0.1
Exponent of star formation m 1 y, 1, 2
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Ionising photon emissivity parameters
(E^/10 SNR- ) 1.2
(E2/l0 1^cm s 1) 0.7
Density wave pattern speed >û.p 13 • 5kms ^Epc
^  — -J ^  -|
Galactic rotation curve -1»>(W) 2 5 0/Wkms kpc
Full width at l/e height of spiral arm ©0 
density enhancement TT/io
Time delay between star formation
and first supernova t 1x 10 yr
1 - 2 0
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of maximum supernova rate ('arm') and minimum moan density 
( 1 intorarm1 ) arc shown as functions of galactocontric 
distance 1) in figure b . 3 - 2 .  Tabic k.'J—2 (a) lists tlio 
arm and interarm values both for U =I3.:pc and 6) = 5 lepe, 
the latter distance being chosen as broadly representative 
of points in the molecular ring.
Column (l) gives the porosity parameter Q , which measures
the sum of the fractional volumes of all SNR still in the
pre-cooling phase of their evolution while column (2) gives
R the remnant radius at the cooling epoch. Other para- c
meters of the remnants at the cooling point can be ascer­
tained from the relationships in Table 3*2-2. These 
quantities especially the former, increase very rapidly 
with both decreasing n and decreasing S, so that they attain 
their maximum values in the interarm region. It will be 
recalled from ^ 3 * 6  that this apparently paradoxical result 
is a direct consequence of the evaporative feedback mechanism 
in the MO scheme; it is not dependent on the details of 
the galactic model adopted here. Note that for tho stand­
ard case Qc 1 in the interarm region interior to 4l;pc 
and exterior to 8kpc, so that in these regions SNR fre­
quently overlap before cooling. Similarly in these 
regions R exceeds the scale height of the disk gas 
'n* l60 pc and energy losses to the halo will begin to 
play a dominant role in the energy balance of the ISM.
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by a high degree of connectivity between disk and halo and 
energy and mass balance will bo accomplished, in part, by 
the operation of a galactic fountain as discussed by Cox 
(l9ol). Although under those circumstances the basic assump­
tions of the present SDC-ISH model arc violated it is 
expected that the results obtained from it will remain 
qualitatively although not quantitatively correct.
Column 3 of Table h .3—2 contains the volume average contri—
but ion to the ISM pressure provided by SUB., < P >  • Notice
that the behaviour of this parameter is qualitatively
similar to that of 11 in this case. In column h I give,
N , the number of cloud centres per cubic parscc. This cl
quantity is largest in the arm region of the molecular ring 
and falls dramatically with decreasing n and S. Notice
(N*that the distribution of K _ in both W and 0 is significantlycl
more sharply peaked than for instance that of n. Again 
this behaviour is a consequence of MGs evaporative feedback 
mechanism.
Columns 5 - o give respectively the mean radius, »
filling factor f , intercloud distance, \ and density,o o
n , of the cold cores. Notice that the forms of the var­
iation of < ac> j and X c are VGry similar, while the
assumption of pressure equilibrium dictates that 11 isc
simple proportional to <P> . Columns 9 - 12 give the 
corresponding quantities: < a ^  , f ; f ^ arid „ for tho
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■'■/arm envelopes. Recall that the ratios ,
X  / \  j f /i „ and n /n are entirely fixed by theC V7 C 1vr C V
assumption of pressure equilibrium and the modelling of
the cloud properties, specifically
/ oaw / < % . >  = 0.38(1 + - 6.25(1 ♦ *„)S
V " c  = 100(1 + *„>’ V fc = °-02(l ♦ ■v)'1l"(ouA'l).
where x is the fractional ionisation in the warm envelope v
and M and il, are the masses of the largest and smallest u 1
clouds permitted by the model. Since x varies onlyw
slightly the first three ratios are almost constant, having
in the present case the values ^  0.3, ~S.3 and ^ 0 . 0 6
respectivelv. Conversely II /l-L is auite sensitive to the 1 u 1
local values of 0 and <F> and hence f /f varies ratheruv w c
more .
I will now consider the effect on the results of changing 
the constants in the galactic model from those used to 
derive Table 4.3-2(a).I have performed calculations employ­
ing each of the three density distributions discussed in 
§ h .2. 1 for m = 0.5) 1 and 2 and with c and having
various values in the range 1 - 1 0  and 0.01 - 0.1 yr \  
respectively. Those show that the gross qualitative 
features exhibited in Figs. :̂ .3 — 1 and 1\ . j - 2  are preserved, 
even though the absolute values of the derived parameter 
and the magnitudes of their variation with CO and © may 
change considerably. One important exception to this, 
however, is that the qualitative behaviour of the filling
159
factors differs significantly according to the value of m.
1 vill return to this point shortly.
b .3. 2 nffect of Changing tho Shock Compression Ratio c .
Understandably, tho larger the value of c, the larger the
contrast between tho arm and interarm values of the derived
parameters. This tendency is particularly pronounced in
the cases of N and Q and is least prominent for the cl c
filling factors. Rather more surprising is the relative
insensitivity to the value of c of conditions in the arm
region of the molecular ring. These trends are illustrated
(b)by the data in Table 4.3-2 which were calculated for c = 10.0,
the other constants being the same as for Table b . j - 2  (a).
The arm-interarm contrasts in N _ and Q shown in Tablecl c
fbl'¡-.3-2 fe.ro respectively b -  15 times and 3 — £> times those 
shown in Table 4.3-2(a). Conversely the values of f and 
at any point are virtually the same in both tables. In 
tho arp? region a 1 = 5 hpc the data in these two tables are
the same to within ~  30 per cent and excluding ^ c]_ anc  ̂
brings this difference clown to 10 per cent. For any 
individual parameter tho difference between the values in 
the two tables is substantially greater at any other point.
k .3 .3. bffect of Changing the Galactic Supernova Rate S '      gal
Throughout the volume of parameter space examined here if
A*
the value of 3 _ is increased, <P> , . _, n and ngal cl c v
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all increase at any -ooint, while II , the cloud radii and
~  5 c
cloud filling factors decrease. To a fairly good approx­
imation, the ratio of the values of airy of these quantities
obtained from models differin'- only in the value of S ,,gal
is both independent of position and of the values of the
other constants. The values of Q , X and X are almostc c v
independent of S _. At points for which the local valueSal
— 1 3 — ° — 1of S exceeds 1 x 10 pc Jyr the value of Q increases'c
sliehtlv with S _ while below this the converse is true.° gal
Similarly the intercloud distances are slowly increasing
functions of S wherever S ^  0.5 x 10 ^pc ^yr 1 and gal
are slowly decreasing functions elsewhere. As a specific
f c )example Table 4.3-2 'gives the values obtained fox’ the same
i d} \ /values for the constants as in Table 4.3-2 except that
_1 . (c)S = O.Opyr . Dividing the data in Table 4.J-2 oys-’G.JL
ia iin Table 4.3-2 ithose  obtain the ratios *V2 for h ,cl
'VO. 6p for ^ ac'> and<a^ ^ <v0 . 5 3  for f ̂ and f^, 'vl. 8 5 for
rv<P> n and n and v O . 8 5 for R . Those ratios are broadly c w c
typical of those obtained for any other pair of models having
-1 -1S = 0 . 0 2  yr and S _ _ = 0.05yr . in this case the
corresDonding ratio of the values of Q is 'v 1 . 3  while those u ’c
of the intercloud distances are both »v*1 .2 .
4.3.4 Affect of Changing tho Molecular Hydrogen. Densities
essentially the values of n(H0 ) obtained by SSS only differ 
from those of GB in being everywhere >v 2. 5 times larger. 
Thus since in either case n(ji°) << iT(h ) , adopting tho SSS
values rather than those of GB affects the normalisation
constant, S , of equation k . 2 - k  in essentially the same way o J
as decreasing S . The consequences of this for theG'ul
values calculated at any position is of course complicated
by the accompanying increase in the local value of n. I
find that the overall effect of this change is to increase
the number of clouds, their densities and their filling
factors while decreasing Q , R , the cloud radii and thec c
intercloud distances. Again tho ratio of the values 
obtained from two models differing only in the choice of 
the density distribution, are approximately independent 
of the values of the other constants and only change slowly
id)with position. The data in Table h.j —2 were obtained with
( a )the same constants as for Table k . 3 —2 out using; the SS8
density distribution. The ratios here are ~  0.1 for Q ,c
~ I 0  for N _ , ^ 0 . 6  for R , ¿a S and /a N ** 0.3^ forcl’ c ’ c' v w /j
\ and \  and fvl.l for n and n .c c w
The density values derived by GLV arc ^0.6^1- and ~ 0 . 2  
times those of GB at 10 and 5 hpc respectively. The con­
sequence of these considerably lower densities is that the 
cloud evaporation rate per unit volume is commonly insuff­
icient for cooling to occur before the SKRs either overlap 
or burst out of the disc even in the arm region.
.3-5 Effect of Changing- the Star Formation Exponent, m
1 6 1
for the ca.se rn = 2 the results are in general qualitatively
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similar to those for m = 1 except that the magnitudes of 
the arm—interarm and radial contrasts in the various 
quantities are substantially greater. However, the 
behaviour of the filling factors is exceptional in this 
respect. I find quite generally that if m Cs. 1.46 the
»Vlvalue of f is independent of U and 6, while for f the w ’ c
same is true at m ~  1.73. As has been seer for the case
rn = 1, below these values the filling factors are higher
in the arm region than in the interarm region and have a
maximum value .in the molecular ring. The converse is true
, (e)for the case rn = 2. Table 4.3-2 which gives the results
. (ajfor the same model as Table 4.3-2 Dut with m = 2 illustrates
these trends and broadly typifies the results obtained for
other cases. For m = \ the basic trends are consistent
with those discussed above. However, generally in this
case I find that the value of f predicted approaches orv
exceeds unity everywhere. i/hen f is comparable to unity 
tho SNR evolution will be primarily controlled by the cloud 
component rather than the HIM and the MG scheme is in­
appropriate. The situation then becomes more reminiscent 
of the original Cox & Smith (l9?4) model.
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'¡•.3.6 Increasing the 0 Star Contribution to £
     u v
The calculations for the standard case assume that 0 stars
make no contribution to the ionisation of the general ISM
because they rapidly surround themselves by an ionisation
bounded HII region. However because of the large increase
in the value of £ which would occur if even only a smalluv J
fraction of their flux w ere to escape I have performed a 
series of calculations assuming various different values 
for the 0 star contribution in the spiral arms. As can 
readily be understood from the discussion of the role of 
8 in <§3.6.1 the main consequence of increasing its value 
is to somewhat increase the size, fractional ionisation and 
filling factor of the warm envelopes. Consequently the 
lower mass limit of the cloud spectrum Is raised and the 
clouds are thus considerably fewer leading to a smaller 
value of the evaporation parameter. This in turn implies
a somewhat larger value of 0 and R and a slightly higher 
interstellar pressure.
As a concrete example suppose that all of the uv flux from
0 stars that are outside prominent HII regions ( n. 5 0 c/o
of all 0 stars) is available to the general ISM. The
value of £ in the arms, is then increased by about a factor uv
of 10. When all the other constants are kept the same
as for tho standard case of Table 4.3-1(n) Q increasesc
by about a factor *v6 and N decreases by about a factor 
<vl0 in the arm region throughout the galaxy. The corres-
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ponding changes in the other parameter's arc much smaller
the cloud radii and mean separation and the warm component
filling factor all increase by a factor 1 .• 5"te>while the 
average pressure and the cloud densities increase by a 
factor 1.5 and the cold cloud filling factor decreases 
by about the same amount. Assuming a rather less extreme 
'leak' of G star flux produces a. proportionately smaller 
change in the jjrediction of the model.
4.3*7 The Non Evaporative Model
As discussed in § 3 . 3  the supernova energy input can only
_2   O
be consumed by cloud crushing when S3/ n ^  3.6 x it) ' while2
the confinement of the warm clouds requires S J/ n ^  1.4 x 10
Hierever these conditions are satisfied for a particular
galactic model I find, however, that the behaviour of the
derived parameters with W and G is qualitatively similar
to those obtained in the MG model. Quantitatively the
'Cox’ calculations load to pressures typically ~  y those
obtained from the MO model for the corresponding case.
Consequently, 4) , the cloud densities and intercloud
distances are smaller while the cloud radii and filling
factors are rather larger in the Cox case. Table 4 . 3 - 1 ,
lists the data for the GB density distribution with c =
5.0. m = 1.0 and S , = 0.02yr "* which can bo comparedgal
directly with the data of Table 4.3-1 (a).B is the SMB.ul9̂ C
radius when y = y . The behaviour of f is noteworthymax- w
iii that it is largest where n and S are smallest which
differs from the behaviour of f . The trends exhibitedc
in this caso are typical of those for- other models using
the GB or SSS density laws and with m = 1 (bearing- in mind
the limits discussed above}. For models having in = 2
one or both of the above limits are invariably violated
at some point in the disc while as in the MO case models
having m = y  generally predict f >  1 throughout the disc.w
¥ith the GLV density law the density is too small to permit 
the complete dissipation of the explosion energy by cloud 
crushing for any reasonable value of .
1 65
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4.4.1 The Mach Dumber of the Spiral Shock
As outlined in ^  ^.1.2 the central question, and that which 
initially motivated this study, concerns whether or not the 
ISM possesses properties consistent with the existence of 
a density wave shock. As discussed there the potential 
perturbation due to the density wave in the old stellar 
population can only induce transonic flow in the ISM if 
the effective acoustic speed c is comparable with the com­
ponent of the circular velocity perpendicular to the spiral
pattern ¥  \ . Furthermore, although a spiral shock will formJ-o
whenever the flow contains a sonic point, a narrow zone of 
strong compression can only be obtained when the unperturbed 
flow is supersonic (Shu et al 1973; Roberts et al 1975)«
Thus the criterion for the existence of a strong density 
wave shock is ¥  , c .
Schmidt-Kaler and Weigandt (l9S0) have discussed the value
of c appropriate to a multicomponent medium in the limit of
long wavelengths. Writing their result in a more convenient
form I obtain, c c
w h 4.4-1c =
4. 4 Discussion
where c is the sound speed in the hot component ''-*120 kms h
and c is that in the warm component which lies between w
_ i9.2 and 1 3 . 2 Ians depending on the fractional ionisation.
According to this the effective acoustic speed drops
extremely steeply with increasing f  for f 4 0,2, beyondw v
which it slowly and asymptotically approaches ĉ  . Even
for quite smaJ.l values of f the warm envelooes arc remark-w
ably effective in retarding shocks propagating through the 
medium.
In Fig. 4.4-1 I show the value of c calculated from equ- 
ation 4.4-1 for the 1 interarm1 region as a function of b) 
in a number of representative cases. This can be compared 
with the expected run of ¥  for the galaxy (Burton 1970; 
following Roberts, Roberts & Shu 1975)» For the MO models 
if m = 1 or 2 only those employing the SSS density distri­
bution satisfy the criterion ¥  ^ c  at any point and then
_only if S G.02yr . For rn = 1 this only occurs in
gn_L
a rather limited region near £ 5 = 5  kpc; ' however, for m = 2
the form of the variation of f with n and S permits thew
condition to be satisfied over a much larger range in for
a given value of S _. Similarly, for the Cox modelsgal
the requirement that all the explosion energy be dissipated,
necessitates a sufficiently large value of f for the^ v/
existence of a shock, but can only be satisfied when Sgal
is small and n large. As already noted the models with 
m = -g predict large values of f everywhere and consequently 
will generally satisfy this criterion.
The point is often made (e.g. Scott et al 1977; Reinhardt & 
Schmidt-Kalor 1979; Blitz & Shu 198G) that supernovae of 
type I which predominate in the interarm region may yipld 
a smaller energy per explosion than supernovae of type II.
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Figure 4.4-1 The effective sound speed c (kms ^) of the
, interarm ISM as a function of galactocentric distance.
For both panels a compression factor, c of 5.0 and galact
supernova rate, S ^ of 0.02yr "* was employed. For (a)
the exponent rn of star formation was 1, while for (b)
it was 2. The numbered curves were calculated for (l)
GB density law E q = 5 x 10^^ erg, (2) SSS density law E q
= 5 x 1 0^° erg, (3) GB density law E = 2.5 x 1 0 ^  erg,
° ‘iOand (4) SSS density law E q = 2.5 x 10 erg. The solid 
line shows the streaming velocity perpendicular to the 
spiral arm ¥ (kms after Burton (1 9 7 6).
To examine the consequences of this I have performed cal­
culations using a reduced explosion energy for all the super- 
novae in the interarm region. I find that as would be
expected this reduces ^ P >  and hence leads to a modest
increase in f (typically f^jJG per cent if is halved
o0 \to 2.5 x 10 erg;. Nevertheless, contrary to the sugg­
estion of these authors the hot phase continues to be an 
important constituent of the intcrarm ISM. The increase
in f does, however, lead to a decrease in c as indicated w
in Fig 4.4-1and a rather less restricted range of models
are then able to satisfy the constraint on lit /c . In*
particular it becomes possible for models employing the OB
density distribution with rn = 1 and S , ̂  0.02 to satisfyJ gal *v J
this criterion in the molecular ring.
Thus it seems that the parameters of the SQC-ISM in the 
interarm region can be made consistent with the existance 
of a strong density wave shock, provided only that the 
supernova rate is near the low end and the gas density near 
the high end of the ranges suggested for them from obser­
vations, judicious adjustment of some of the parameters
of the SDC-ISM model (e.g. reducing k^) could probably be 
made which would further relax the restrictions slightly. 
However, the sound speed of the composite of warm envelopes 
and hot matrix gas would certainly bo too high to support 
the density wave shock if the interarm gas density were 
much lower or the interarm Supernovae rate much higher
1 68
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than the limits set here.
Even if the intercloud gas is incapable of supporting density 
wave induced shocks it remains possible that the 'cloud 
fluid' may bo able to do so as has been proposed by Cowic 
(1 9 8 0). The details of such a mechanism, however, remain 
to be worked out. In any case it should be borne in mind 
that observation both of our ora and external galaxies do 
indicate the existence of a density enhancement associated 
with spiral arms (e.g. Visser 198O; Cohen et al 1980) 
so the galactic model may not differ too much from the 
truth whatever mechanism is ultimately found to be res­
ponsible .
h . b . 2 rlolecular Clouds in the Model
Another interesting question relates to the status of mole­
cular clouds within the model. In modelling the cloud 
properties I have not included the presence of molecular 
cores although in calculating n I have included the mole­
cular component. As a rough empirical criterion a cloud
possesses sufficient self shielding to contain a significant
20 - 2I-Tp content when its column density exceeds 6 x 10 cm 
(Savage ct al 1977) i.e. when its core radius exceeds 
^  19't/n^ p c . Consequently the numerous small clouds which 
primarily control the properties of the model never possess 
molecular cores, so neglecting their presence should not 
greatly affect the results obtained here. Overall for the
stoop cloud spectrum assumed for the models described in 
this chapter 'V of the ISM mass is contained in clouds
Tiitli sufficient self shielding to possess molecular cores. 
That this falls short of the molecular fraction actually 
observed and tacitly assumed is not however, surprising.
The adopted cloud spectrum was assumed to terminate at the 
limiting mass given by Mouschovias & Spitzer (1976), 
corresponding to a radius typically /V lOpc in the spiral 
arms which as has often been noted falls considerably short 
of the observed length scale of giant molecular cloud 
complexes (SSS; Stark & Blits, 1978). Cn the other hand, 
the very numerous small clouds found in the arms load to a 
typical, cloud separation very much smaller than the average 
separation of the early type stars <\*5 2pc (deduced from 
Torres-Efembert et al 197^ ) responsible for much of the 
ionisation. Thus mutual cloud-cloud shielding might 
become an important effect. Tentatively, then one might 
envisage molecular cloud complexes as being agglomerates 
of many mutually shielding clouds spaced more closely 
than the average. Such aggregates might form initially 
through the operation of Blmegreen’s (1 9 7 9» 198la,b) 
gravitational mechanism which should operate irresjjective 
of the small scale cloudy structure of the interstellar 
gas which has to be collected. The enhanced rate of 
cloud—cloud collisions in the aggregates might then cause 
the few pre-existing large clouds to quickly grow beyond 
the gravitational stability limit and collapse to form stars.
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The if stellar winds and eventual explosion as supemovac 
might then lead to further clumping in the ensemble of 
clouds. They might also provide an energy source for the 
random turbulent velocities of the population of small 
cold clouds necessary to prevent the wholesale coalescence 
and gravitational collapse of the agglomerate (e.g. Norman 
and Sill: 1980; Fleck 198 i ) . Certainly the observation that 
molecular clouds are inhomogeneous (Silk 1980; Larson 1 9 8 2) 
provides some encouragement for such a point of view.
h . k .3 Observational Constraints
It is clearly of considerable interest to examine the obser­
vable consequences of the model and to consider ,-;hat if any 
constraints can then be imposed upon it. KG compared many 
predictions of their model with the observed properties of 
the ISM in the solar neighbourhood, and found reasonable 
agreement in most respects bearing in mind the highly 
approximate nature of the model. To the extent that the 
variants of the MO model presented here,produce results 
largely concordant with those that they obtained,under 
similar conditions, their discussion is also applicable to 
the present case. The considerable dependence of the 
values predicted for the observable quantities, on the values 
assumed for the input parameters ( £ 3-6) should, however, 




Here I will concentrate on predictions relating to the larger 
scale properties of spiral galaxies. In particular the 
question of whether the hot component of the ISM is truly 
ubiquitous or merely a local anomaly can clearly be most 
easily resolved by studying nearby galaxies.
Ultimately the most unequivocal evidence for a pervasive 
hot phase in any external galaxy would come from obser­
vations of its soft X-ray emission. Following MO the 
effective soft X-ray opacity of a multiphase medium is 
approximately given by,
On ( X + i/n <r* ) 1 + ( X + 1 /n <r)-1jX  -- v ^  C c w w
where tf- is the effective cross-section per hydrogen atom
(Brown c•: Gould 1970; the more detailed analysis of Ride 
& "Walker 1977» requires a different cross-section for the 
cold and warm components however I will neglect this in 
view of the approximate nature of the calculation). For 
the MO model I find that the volume average emissivity of 
the HIM is proportional to S and almost independent of Q .
It is then straightforward to calculate the relative inten­
sity emitted at a particular energy at each point in the 
models. In general the S dependence of the emissivity 
dominates over the increased opacity resulting from larger 
n so that regions of high n and S would be expected to bo 
'bright' at soft X-ray energies. For instance in the 
Wisconsin groups B band (0. 17 heV, Burstein. at al 1977)
1 find from the results of Table 4.3-1 that the- ratios of
the arm to interarm intensities are \.1 . 2 5  and 1.42 at 
5 and 10 kpc respectively. At the higher energy of the M 
band (0.4 - O .8 5 keV) the correspondijog ratios are a/2.23 
and l.op. Because most of the soft X-ray flux is emitted 
by the younger, smaller- remnants the actual distribution 
of flux- -will inevitably be very irregular. Furthermore, 
the interpretation of any observations will be complicated 
by the presence of eaission from the galaxies halo as 
well as ’contamination' by the emission from our own Galaxy,
Another potential tracer of the hot gas and one for which 
observations already exist is its non-thermal radio emissioi 
Unfortunately the details of the emission mechanism in SNTls 
remain unclear and in particular depend critically on the 
geometry of the magnetic field which is as yet unknown 
(Caswell cz Lercho 1979b; Blandford «1 COVjifc. 19-32). It is 
therefore not possible to make any useful predictions of 
its distribution on the basis of the model.
The statistical properties of resolved SUl’s may represent 
a useful probe of the conditions in their vicinity (Higdon 
ti Lingenfoltor 1930. Note in particular that the model 
predicts an increase in the typical remnant size scalo 
with decreasing n and S which shows up in the results of 
Figure 3.3-2 as an increase in,, remnant sino with increasing 
galactic radius. Such a trend has already boon noted for 
our galaxy both for radio remnants (Jones 1973) and for 
the giant H° shells reported by Ileilos (1979) , (Bruhweilor
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et al 1 9 2c). However, other interpretations of this trend 
are possible and selection effects arc undoubtedly import­
ant .
. It might seem that observations of the properties of the cold 
and warm gpis in external galaxies mighi provide a tost of 
the model and hence by inference provide information on 
the hot phase. Photographic surface photometry can provide 
information on the distribution of dust and hence gas in 
nearby galaxies with a linear resolution of tens of parsecs 
while 21-cm aperture synthesis measurements yield comparable 
data for H° alone at rather lower resolution. Unfortunately 
such observations ultimately can only provide a measure­
ment of the local value of n at any point and hence while 
certainly useful for testing the galactic model they provide 
only limited information on the properties of the cloud 
population. In principle the statistical fluctuations in
the observed column density -provide a measure of IT _ ; however,cl
because of the large volume elements involved I do not expect 
the effect to be measurable. A statistical study of 
individual large (resolved) clouds (Slmegreen 1930) can 
help to elucidate some features of the model but the 
insensitivity of the results to the details of the cloud 
Spectrum probably render such data of limited value in 
testing the model. Similar arguments can. also bo made 
with regard to llcK observations of the warm envelopes, 
in addition to which the omission measure predicted from
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the warm envelopes is small compared, to that from a single 
normal HI I region rendering interpretation difficult.
/.I.  ̂ Surma rv' • L ’ d
In this chapter I have described the first attempt to 
ffiilucidate the way in which the- global characteristics of 
a spiral galany like our own interact with the small scale 
properties of a supernova dominated interstellar medium.
The assumptions made in this investigation w ere: (l) that
SNR interact with the inhomogeneous ISM in the manner 
originally proposed by MO and further developed in Chapter 3 ;
(2 ) that the pattern of mean total density n is similar 
to that predicted by TASS models; (3 ) that the local star 
formation rate and supernova rate are proportional to one 
another and to some power rn of n.
I conclude that:
(l) The results do not depend strongly on whether evapor­
ation enhanced radiation or cloud crushing is supposed to 
be the dominant sink of the energy input by supernovae; 
nor are they grossly affected by changes of detail in the 
model. Consequently, I confidently expect that similar 
results would hold for any model of the SDC-ISii.
(2 } The theoretical case for a ubiquitous hot phase of 
the ISM remains strong. Contrary to previous expect­
ation if the hot phase is important in spiral arms it
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remains so in the ixiterarm region. This continues to be 
the case even when due allowance is made for the lower 
energy of the type I supernovae which predominate in the 
interarm region,
(3 ) The results of the model impose strong constraints on 
the conditions which must prevail in spiral .galaxies if 
the interstellar gas ds to support a strong de isity wave 
shock. For our 01m  Galaxy if m ^ l  then I require that 
both the lower estimates of the galactic supernova rate
(i.e. S ^ 0.02 and the higher estimates of n (i.e. that¿3 oi _L
of SSS) are both correct.If either condition is not met then the
density wave shock can only be supported if some other mech­
anism such as that suggested by Cowie (198O) acts to produce 
a strong density enhancement in the arms. For in ̂  y•X«.
the model fails because the warm component becomes predom­
inant everywhere. Such a situation would favour density 
waves. However, in this instance the star formation rate 
has such a low arm-interarm contrast that blue spiral 
arms would be imperceptible, and type II supernovae would 
occur frequently between the arms. I believe that this 
constitutes a strong observational argument implying that 
as used here rn > y. This is basically a statement about 
the shortcomings of the parametor.isa.tion of the star 
formation rate adopted here, rather than about the actual 
value of rn which occurs in Schmidt's law. Gdn.ce obser­
vations suggest the existence of a spiral density wave in 
the galaxy I conclude that the requisite requirements arc
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in fact mot.
(4) Observationally, it seems unlikely that studies of 
external galaxies can supply information on the vital 
question of the ubiquity of the hot phase in the near 
future.
(5 ) The high pressure predicted within spiral arms must 
make the support of giant molecular clouds against self­
gravity even more difficult to understand. Conversely, 
the model predicts a great many small clouds in the spiral 
arms. Consequently I tentatively propose a clumpy cloud 
model similar to that of Norman and Silk (1 98O). However, 
instead of T Tauri winds I propose that hot phase material
separates, pressurizes and possibly drives the motions of 
£
the dor.sjly packed small clouds.
(6) The mechanisms discussed here may be subject to feed­
back, in the sense that for instance, supernova over­
production will drive much of the material into the hot 
phase ar.d eventually reduce the star formation rate. The 
fact that the results presented (a) describe the state of 
our own galaxy (and possibly others) fairly well and (b) 
indicate a narrow range of viable conditions in which the 
model can sustain itself, may be taken as tentative evidence 
of such feedback.
5 THE STATE CF CLOUDS IN AN SDC-ISM
5.1 Introduction
As discussed extensively in the foregoing, interactions 
between SNR and interstellar clouds play a central role in 
our present conception of the ISM. On the one hand the 
SNR generate the pervasive, hot but tenuous medium responsible 
for the pressure confinement of the clouds. In addition
SNR are, in one way of another, major sources of both thermal 
and kinetic energy for the clouds. On the other hand the 
clouds dissipate SNR energy both in their direct role as 
energy sinks and by providing new material for the hot phase 
(evaporation, mechanical ablation) thereby increasing the 
rate of direct radiative losses from the hot matrix gas. In 
the picture of the SDC-ISM presented in ̂ 3 it is precisely 
this 'symbiotic' relationship between clouds and SNR which 
is invoked as the primary determiner of the equilibrium pro­
perties of the ISM.
The nature of the mechanisms involved guarantee significant 
departures from thermal and pressure equilibrium at the level 
of individual clouds. For conditions in the solar neighbour­
hood the timescales governing the essential physical processes 
(SNR shock repetition time, cloud dynamical response time, 
radiative cooling time, ionisation and recombination times, 
evaporation timescale etc.) are all similar and close to 
*vl0^-10° years (see Table 3-2-1 ). The state of any given 
cloud at any instant will then be a complex function of its
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past history dS well as the nature of its present surroundings.
In view of this it seems necessary to examine the problem of 
the interaction of a cloud with an SNR blast wave in rather 
more detail than in §3; the very simple (although in the 
final analysis surprisingly good) treatment given there 
begs several important questions, suer as how is the evapor­
ation rate affected by the severe deformation and perhaps 
partial disruption of the cloud, or rather it lumps all of 
them into a single highly uncertain parameter fa.
In this chapter I attempt to follow the response of individual 
clouds to their changing environment. In particular I 
will be concerned with the determination of some sort of 
average or 'typical' cloud state. This is important both 
for improving estimates of the parameters of the global 
model such as fa and for making eventual comparison with 
observation. In the next section I assemble a highly 
simplified model for the interaction of an isolated cloud 
with a single SNR blast wave, generalised from published 
numerical computations. In §5 »3 I ennumerate a number of 
the complicating factors associated with the 'real world' 
of an SDC-ISM and establish the domain of validity of this 
simple model. I n §5»^ ^ discuss a number of consequences 
of the model for theories of the ISM in general and the work 
of the earlier chapters in particular. § 5.5 summarises the 
principle results.
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While the cloud model presented was constructed with appli­
cation to the SDC-ISM specifically in mind attention is 
focussed throughout on scale invariant properties of the 
problem. It is thus applicable under a much wider range 
of circumstances. Obviously it has direct relevance to the 
problem of shock induced star formation irrespective of 
whether the shocks are driven by SNR, stellar winds or a 
global density wave. On a more esoteric level it may also 
be relevant to process in the line emitting regions of active 
galactic nuclei or perhaps even the formation of galajcies 
in a 'violent intergalactic medium.'
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A number of authors have addressed the problem of the 
dynamical response of an interstellar cloud to being overrun 
by a shock wave (e.g. Bychcov & Pilcel'ner 1975; McKee &
Cowie 1975; Sgro 1975; Dyson & Gulliford 1975)* At the 
time this work was performed (ileathcote &. Brand 1983) the 
most ’realistic' calculations available w ore those of 
Woodward (1976, 1979» hereinaft >r WJ6 and ¥79) who employed 
a 2-B hydrodynamic code to follow the cloud evolution in 
considerable detail. These computations were carried out 
for essentially only one set of model parameters chosen for 
their relevance to the problem of star formation in massive 
clouds, imploded by density wave slocks. The formidable 
scale of the computing problem involved precluded any attempt 
at a parameter study. Subsequently, a few further comput­
ations of similar quality have become available (Nittmann 19Sl; 
Nittmann et al 1982 - NFG; Krebs & Hildebrandt 1983); for 
the most part these confirm the main features of Woodward's 
study, but some new features are revealed, while others are 
further illuminated. Consequently these results will be 
mentioned as appropriate in the development of the model; 
our major conclusions (hoathcote & Brand 1 9 8 3) are, however, 
in no way modified.
For the present purposes it is necessary to extend the appli­
cability of these calculations to encompass the large volume 
of parameter space appropriate to the interaction of clouds
5.2 Basic Cloud Model
with SNR blast waves. To accomplish this I employ the 
numerical results to identify the important physical processes 
which can be expected to occur and I then attempt to model 
these with simple highly approximate analytic calculations.
In this way it is possible to assemble a crude model of the 
interaction dynamics capable of reproducing the gross features 
of the detailed computations which then forms the basis for 
a plausible extrapolation to other conditions. A few points 
about this procedun are worth noting at the outset.
(i) I will not hesitate to sacrifice numerical accuracy
in favour of analytical simplicity. The uncertainties 
in the initial conditions inherent in our current 
understanding of the three phase ISM are sufficient 
that a factor of bwo or so is unlikely to prove of 
vital importance.
(ii) Although throughout I will be guided by physical prin­
ciples, the justification for the selection of the 
important processes and my approximate treatment of 
them rests heavily on the numerical models.
(iii) I am fully aware that processes not apparent in the 
computed models may become important in other regions 
of parameter space. Some of these will be discussed 
in ̂ 5•3,and their consequences in £> 5.^.
I begin tho discussion of the approximate model with a brief 
summary of the important results of the numerical comput­
ations .
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In ¥76 the collision of a plane parallel shock of mach number 
M, <\»2.6 with an initial spherical cloud having a density^ 8 0  
times that of the pre-shock intercloud medium (iCM) was 
studied. The cloud was initially at rest in, and in pressure 
equilibrium with, the ICM. The equation of state of the ICM 
was a # = 5/3 adiabat while that of the cloud was effectively 
isothermal.* In ¥79 the pararm ters of the cloud were unchanged, 
but an isothermal equation of state was used for the ICM.
This had the important dynamical effect that the post shock 
flow was supersonic with respect to the cloud and so a bow 
shock formed upstream of the cloud. The evolution was also 
followed to a considerably later stage in this case. The 
main features of the interaction are, however, similar in 
both studies. These are (see also figures 5-2-1 and 5-2-2):
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5.2.1 Nurnericai. Results
*More precisely the equation of state was chosen to represent 
that expected for an interstellar cloud in the two phase
model of Field et al (1 9 6 9). It consisted of an isobaric
rv —3 - 3  /segment at P = 210 Kcm for densities < 1 . 5  cm (temper-
atures J£.140K) joined smoothly to an isothermal segment with 
T = 2oK for densities 20cm ^ (P£*520 Kcm J ) . Consequently 
in some respects the cloud behaves like an isothermal 
cloud with an initial density c*8cm ^ (^20 times that of 
the ICM) with a radius ^ 0 . 5 7  times the actual radius.
Figure 5.2-1 A schematic representation of the clouds 
structure at various stages during its collapse and sub­
sequent re-expansion. Heavy lines represent shocks; 
broad tipped arrows attached to these indicate the down­
stream side of the shock. The cross hatched areas indicate 
the zone of enhanced density associated with the axial 
clump. Narrow tipped arrows depict the flow of the gas 
around the cloud. (a) t 3A/M^ (t ^O.OlMyr for the 
typical cloud of Table 5.2-1). The various segments of 
the external shock have just met at the back of the cloud. 
-(b) 7  »>*0.6/14^ (t n  0.5 Myr). The shocks driven into the 
front and back of the cloud are about to collide. (c)
7 'v*0.6/Mb the re-expansion of the cloud in the downstream 
direction has commenced. (d) t 0.6/M^ + 0.5 (t 1. 6Myr) 
a typical stage during the re—expansion.
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(1) As the external shock (Sq ) overruns the cloud its ram 
pressure drives a strong shock (S^) into tho front face 
of the cloud (Sgro 1975» Silk & Solinger 1975)* Sub­
sequently, when steady flow around the cloud is est­
ablished, this shock is driven by the high pressure
in the vicinity of the front stagnation point.
(2) Having- swept over the cloud, the various segments of the 
shock meet almost head-on at the back of the cloud and 
are reflected leading to a transiently high pressure 
there. This drives a somewhat weaker shock ( )  into 
the back of the cloud. The pressure behind the cloud 
falls rapidly as the intersection point of the external 
shock segments moves downstream and the angle of 
incidence increases. However, the flow around the cloud 
conspires with the sideways flow of the reflected 
shocks to set up a vortex system the pressure of which, 
combined with the thermal pressure of the ICM, con­
tinues to drive S0 . (Figure -5.2-la).
(3 ) The shock driven into the sides of the cloud ( )  is 
quite weak and the lateral compression of the cloud is 
only moderate. Together with points (l) and (2 ) 
this implies that the cloud collapse is essentially 
one dimensional and for much of the time it can, in 
fact, be treated as approximately plane parallel.
(4) In the subsonic case, the sides of tho cloud are Kelvin- 
Holmholtz (IH-I) unstable. The instability grows rapidly 
and is later amplified by the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) 
instability. iihen the flow over the cloud is strongly
supersonic the KII instability is suprcssed (Geniin 
1968).
(5) The convergence of the shock causes it to accelerate 
(Zel'dovich & Raizer 1 9 6 8) and leads to the front face 
of the cloud being RT unstable. The resulting flow
of cloud gas towards the symmetry axis leads to the 
formation of a dense clump of material there. In 
the subsonic case this collection process is limited 
to the zone between the ICH tongues closest to the 
symmetry axis (Figure 5*2-1b).
(6) Eventually and collide. The shock reflected 
towards the back of the cloud is much stronger than 
that reflected towards the front. The cloud at this 
stage is strongly flattened so this shock reaches the 
back of the cloud very soon after the interaction 
(Figure 5•2— 1c ).
(7a) At the back of the cloud a weak shock is propagated
into the ICM and a strong rarefaction wave is reflected 
back into the cloud. This ’engulfs' most of the 
material near the symmetry axis including the dense 
clump and a fan of quite dense material expands rapidly 
in the downstrearn direction. Any expansion upstream 
is prevented by the pressure at the forward stagnation 
point.
(8a) The remaining cloud material is confined to an extremely 
thin sheet. This also begins to re-expand but is 
quite rapidly fragmented by KH instability before 
this process has progressed very far. (Figure 5»2-1d).
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As noted above the cloud equation of state employed by 
Woodward was essentially isothermal. At the time of our 
original work the only calculation available for the case of 
an adiabatic cloud was that of Thorogood (1979) which was 
performed for a situation identical to that considered 
in t/7 6, except that the equation of state of the cloud, as 
well as the IGM was a simple $ =  p/3 adiabat. The main 
dynamical features discussed above in (l) - (3 ) and (6) are
reproduced in this calculation, except that the cloud is
substantially less flattened. This latter difference is a
direct consequence of the different equation of state for
the cloud as is shown in the plane parallel calculations 
shown below. Unfortunately, Thorogood's calculation was 
terminated just before the start of the re-expansion phase 
and more seriously the low resolution and large numerical 
viscosity in his scheme completely supressed the surface 
instabilities discussed in (4) and (5)* Because of the 
important role of the dense axial clump in the re-expansion 
phase we were only able to reach tentative conclusions about 
the late time evolution in this case.
The subsequent calculation of NFG for an adiabatic cloud of 
initial density 2p times that of the pre-shock ICM struck by 
a shock of the same strength ( * - 2 . 6 )  in part fills this 
gap. Surface instabilities do not occur in their main 
computation either. However, in a subsidiary calculation 
they demonstrate the amplification of pre-existing large
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amplitude irregularities and argue that this constitutes 
sufficient proof that the cloud would have been unstable.
In their main computation the clouds early evolution again 
follows the pattern described above (apart from the absence 
of surface instabilities). However, in their case the 
final stages of the clouds evolution were:
(¡*b) the ram pressure of the vortex system at the back of 
the cloud is sufficient to prevent much re-expansicn 
at the back of the cloud, and the fan shaped call so 
characteristic of Woodward's computation does not 
develop.
(8b) Instead the cloud re-expands laterally the vortex 
flow helping to "whirl matter off" the back of the 
cloud which consequently takes up a 'saucer-shaped1 
appearance.
With hindsight this result is understandable as a consequence 
of the much weaker compression suffered by an adiabatic cloud 
together with the smaller initial density contrast. These 
considerations enable a distinction to be drawn between those 
clouds which will develop tails and those which do not 
(^5.2.p). Had a dense axial clump been allowed to form 
in this case, the backward expansion of the cloud would have 
been somewhat greater, but not sufficiently for the formation 
of the tail. The material whirlled off the cloud would 
probably be fragmented by the ICH instability,
The phases outlined in (l) — (8) above seem to be
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inevitable parts of a shocked cloud's evolution phases (4) 
and (5 ) cause the greatest difficulty, since they represent 
highly non-linear processes, namely the interactions between 
surface instabilities and the complex flow regime outside 
the cloud.
In the following subsections I will approximate each of the 
phases by an analytical solution, or by a fit to data derived 
by reasonable extrapolation from the numerical computations.
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5.2.2 TIto Collapse Phase
To the extent that self gravity may bo neglected, and provided 
cooling and heating of the gas occur on timescales either 
very long or very short compared to the dynamical timescale, 
then it is possible to scale results obtained for a cl.oud of 
given size to yield those appropriate to a cloud of different 
size, by simply multiplying all lengths and times by a 
common factor. It is thus corvenient to introduce the 
dimensionless lengths times and velocities defined by
R = R/R cl ^  = Cclt//Rcl U = U//Ccl 5.2-rl
Here R C2 and C are respectively the initial scale length 
and sound speed of the undisturbed cloud. The problem then 
reduces to one containing essentially only two parameters, 
namely the Mach number, of the incident shock and the
ratio A of C  ̂ to the sound speed of the undisturbed ICM, cl
C^c> The polytropic indices describing the equation of
state of the cloud and the ICM, X _ and X . respectively,’ u c l  i c  -  J ’
must also be specified. In the case of infinite cooling 
times I take = 5 / 3  while in the opposite case of infinit- 
essimal cooling times I take # = 1 .
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The approximation made is that the front cloud shock 
and the back cloud shock S0 are plane parallel and are driven 
by the front stagnation point pressure, and the pressure
at the back of the cloud, P^(see Figure 5.2-2).! also ignore 
the influence of the lateral cloud shock, upon the motion 
of these shocks. In reality, although as noted above
P0P0C0
POpOC0
PICM PICM C C M
Figure 5»2-2 A schematic representation of the cloud 
during the collapse phase showing my notation for the several 
shocks and their'velocities and for the pressures, P, 
densities and sound speeds C in the various zones.
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and are almost piano, their strengths decrease with 
distance from the symmetry axis (the distinction between 
and is of course purely artificial) so this 
approximation is only strictly valid near the symmetry axis. 
However, comparison with Woodward's model suggests that this 
approximation is a good one.
The calculation of P.. is straightforward. Following the 
impact of the external shock, Sq with the front of the cloud, 
a strong shock is transmitted into the cloud and a weak 
shock is reflected back into the ICM. Near the symmetry 
axis, if the curvature of both the cloud boundary and the 
SNR shock can be neglected, the problem reduces to that of 
the reflection and transmission of a shock wave, normally 
incident upon the interface between two fluids, which is 
treated in several elementary texts on fluid mechanics (e.g. 
Zel'dovich &. Raizer 1 9 6 8; Bradly 19^2: See also Appendix
A of Brand 1982 for extensions to isothermal fluids). The 
jump conditions across S^ determine completely the conditions 
in the newly shocked cloud gas through which it has travelled, 
in terms of its strength; (either pressure jump or Mach 
number); similarly conditions in the twice shocked gas 
between S^ and the cloud boundary are determined by successively 
applying the jump conditions across the external shock S and 
the reflected shock «, Imposing the condition that the 
pressure and fluid velocity must be continuous across the 
cloud boundary then leads to transcendental equations relat­
ing the strengths of S^ and Ŝ, to and A. Solutions to
these equations are depicted in Figure 5 «2-3. For various
values of and A. a similar analysis for the restricted
case of a strong external shock and . = X = 5/3 hasic u cl
been given by Sgro (l975) and Silk & Solinger (1973).
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The very high pressure developed at the front of the cloud in 
this way is only transient. The external shock propagates 
upstream with steadily decreasing speed and strength. If 
the flow behind Sq is supersonic with respect to the (moving) 
cloud boundary Si eventually becomes a standing Bow shock;Lr
otherwise it continues to propagate away from the cloud and 
eventually decays into a weak sound wave. In either case 
steady flow will be set up around the cloud on a timescale 
comparable with the cloud crossing time for the external 
shock 'VA./i-L̂ . The duration of this phase is sufficiently
short that no serious error is incurred by neglecting it 
all together; for instance the distance travelled by S^ and 
the cloud boundary during this time is also only 0 (a /M^).
Once steady flow has been established, the situation is that 
considered by McKee and Cowie (1975). Straightforward appli­
cation of Bernoullis 'equation (together with the jump con­
ditions across when the flow behind is supersonic) 
leads to an expression for the pressure at the front
stagnation point. For 2 ic = 5/3 this is,
P 1/Pq = (1 + M2/3)5/2 m  £  l
. /o 5.2—2a
P 1/iso = 1.5 m 2 (i - i /(5M2 ))“3/2 m >  1
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Similarly, for £ . = 1.re
P 1/Po = EXP (M2/2) M ^  1
5.2-2B
P 1/PQ = M2 EXP(l/(2M2 )) Mjfc. 1
Here, P is the pressure behind S , while M is the local Mach o ^ o ------
number of the flow behind S relative to the cloud boundary.o
Note that this result is essentially independent of the 
clouds shape, provided it can be treated as a bluff body.
If V q and denote respectively the gas velocities behind
S and S„ in the rest frame of the undisturbed gas and if C o 1 o
is the post shock sound speed in the ICM (See Figure 5*2-2)
Then (recalling that M. and IF are the Mach numbers of S and v & b> 1 o
S. , and that A = C _/C. ) the jump conditions for S and S..1’ c l ' i c / u  o 1
imply,
M  = V o - V 1 = f 2 (Kb - 1)- 2A X  I “IC
+ P  U. j Co
5.2-3
and,
_i£ = ( ic + l)*c o
t i t ?  h X  - < < i c - p ] [ (  » i c - l X  + 2] ) -i
5.2-4
Finally, since the cloud and ICM are supposed initially to 
be in pressure equilibrium,
-fycl ~ 1 "> 5.2-5Ü2 = P1 ic -  ̂ci + x ) JtX _ ( Î  jc 1 )
po «ci e n y r j  L 3 2 x ic . 2 * cl
Again Equations 5.2-2, 5.2-J and 5.2-4 together reduce to a
transcendental equation for as a function of and A.
Figure 5.2-4 shows values of U obtained from this as a
function of M, for various values of A. McKee and Cowie o
(1975) obtained an approximate expression for P^/Pq when
I  = 5/3 under the assumption that both S and S are ic 0 1
strong. From this one obtains,
(VV = (̂cl + A ~ 1 [̂ ((.d + ifclA"2"3*63̂"3*9i
X E *cl + ^  ic1A_2“11•6 9 ]"* 5•2-6a
Similarly when '¿^_c = 1 I obtain,
(U/Iib) = i(ifcl+l)A-1 [ ( «  i - 1 ]
X C ( A l  + !) 5fcl(Aiib )-2 - 1 ] 1 5.2-6b
These relationships are plotted as broken lines for some 
representative values of A in Figure 5*2-4. As can be seen 
although derived for the case of strong shocks expression 
5.2.5a errs by less than 50/= even when M,*v» 1 while 5»2~5h 
is every/here accurate to <"^10fo, When A is very small as 
it will be in most cases of interest here I will further 
simplify by talcing the limit A — > 0 which leads to,
U 1.4 ( ( K cl . l ) / S olP  Mb * ic = 5/3 5.2-7a
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U 0.7l( U cl + 1 ) / U  P  t ± c = 1 5.1-7b
cl
JLn the meantime the external shock S propagates past theo
cloud with barely diminished velocity, until a point is
Figure 5.2-4; The Mach number of the main cloud shock 
as a function of the Mach number of the external shock M^
in the steady flow case. Solid li,nes show the exact
results while the dashed lines show the predictions of the
strong shock approximations given in the text. The various 
curves are labelled by the value of the cloud-intercloud
j_
density ratio = (X • / X , A)2. The values of V . and' ic' u c l  '  0 1C
X cl used are (a) ^ ic = 5/3 X cl = 1». (b ) ic = 5/3,
* cl = 5/3 (c) = 1, ¡{cl = 1.
"b
»1b
reached where the post shock gas begins to rash inward 
behind the cloud. The various segments of the shock that 
have travelled around the cloud collide almost head on at 
the symmetry axis leading to an almost cylindrical reflected 
shock. This leads to a transiently high pressure at the 
back of the cloud the magnitude of which can bo estimated 
from the standard results for the head on collision of two
shocks of strength IT, . For $ = 5 / 3  this leads to
P  P  "^C(P^/P ) ^  (*^b - + ^ ) *■'*' 6 which results in a value
<\»1 . 6  times the peak value obtained by hood ward probably
because of a slight retardation of the shock as it passes
over the cloud. For = 1 the corresponding result is
O(P0/P ) & iiT. As the reflected shock travels outward from v 2'  o ' b
the symmetry axis it weakens and eventually decays to a 
pressure wave. At the same time the colliding segments of 
the external shock meet at an increasingly oblique angle as 
their point of intersection moves downstream. Consequently 
P^ falls quite rapidly and again this transient initial 
phase is relatively unimportant for the propagation of the 
cloud shock .
The outward flow of the reflected shock from the symmetry 
axis, is however, responsible for the generation of the 
vortex system, the ram pressure from which does play a long 
term role in driving . Because of this ram pressure contri­
bution. it is not possib3.c to derive the value of P precisely 
from analytic considerations. Analogy with the situation 
at the front stagnation point together with careful examination
1 9h
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of the flow patterns in the various numerical models suggests 
that an adequate approximation is P9 = ̂  P^ subject to the 
requirement that (Pq/P ) <  ^ < 1. Note that P = P^ is 
precisely the result obtained from the usual potential flow 
solution for a rigid sphere immersed in a steadily flowing 
incompressible, irrotational fluid (e.g. Currie 197^)» For 
the cases described by Woodward I estimate ^rw0.75 for
$ . = p/3 and C . 5 for X • = 1 .  None of the resultsic ' o ic
obtained here depend critically on the value chosen for ̂  .
Consequently the Mach number of the rear cloud shock 
is given by,
= v , [! +
L  2 - k i  u?  J
U = U -r  ̂O Cl 1 - 5  I * 5 .2-;
I h
In the limit of small M the pressure P0 at the sides of the
j
cloud may again be estimated from the potential flow solution
for a rigid sphere; to lowest order in M this leads to
P0/P 1 ~(lS. ¥ ? / h )  , This result can be crudely extended j  o ic
to the case of finite but still subsonic flow by means of 
the Prandtl-Glauert rule (Currie 197^)• These approximate 
subsonic calculations together with the results of the numer­
ical calculations suggest that a sufficient approximation
to the value of P„ is P0 ~ ^ P  with ^'^*0.5» Hence the MachJ 3 o ->
number of the shock will be given by,
u2 = 3 Sic ( M c h 1 ' ("¡I? - ^  ic P I<=1 P a l T H  L 2s ic J( x ln- b l _  ( j „ p )clCl ’ 5.2-92 7S
The collapse phase ends when and collide after a time
*ool = <X + '  <X + V b >  5 -2" 10
1 9 6
rv
**Vwhere t . .is the time of injection of S„ into the back of in j 2
the cloud which I estimate to be 3A/i-i^. Employing the
««** ,-jstrong shock, small A approximations for and for U^/IR, 
then leads to,
rv-t _fi! 1col
•* * -  =  5/ 3
5 . 2-11
•cl
Comparison with \IJ6 and ¥79 suggests that these estimates 
are too small. ¥hen is obtained from the exact
solutions to equations 5.2-2, 5*2-3 and 5.2—4 X obtain a result 
■"V ll/o too small.
Obviously if the cloud w ere initially very elongated in 
the direction of travel of the external shock the cloud 
might collapse laterally faster than it collapses longitud­
inally; clearly this can only happen if the major to minor 
axis ratio of the cloud exceeds the value of P^/Pq given 
by equation 5-2-2. For the typical SNR shock with »v 3 
considered in <^5»3 clouds with major to minor axis ratios 
£ 3 for = 5/3 and ^8  for = 1 will collapse predom­
inantly parallel to the direction of travel of the external 
shock, even when this lies along their major axis.
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5.2.3 Surface Instabilities and the Growth of the Denso Axial 
Clump
As mentioned in <^5.2.1 and extensively discussed in ¥ 76 the 
development of the surface instabilities and the consequent 
growth of a dense clump of gas near the axis of symmetry 
presents the greatest difficulties, both for numerical and 
analytical methods.
First consider the rather idealised case of an initially 
unpurturbed cloud considered by Woodward. At first sight 
it would seem that the assumed spherical symmetry is rather 
special as well as highly improbable. However, in fact 
this is not so. There are two features of tin symmetry 
axis which cause it to play a special role in clump growth : 
(l) it coincides with the location of the stagnation point 
in the external flow near which the KH instability will grow 
very slowly; (2 ) convexity of the cloud surface there, leads 
to convergent floxf of the cloud gas behind , producing a 
density enhancement. The first feature only requires that 
the cloud be a bluff body; the second requires that the 
front face of the cloud is bi-laterally convex on scales 
comparable with its dimensions. These conditions are both 
much more likely to be met with in reality.
Given that they are, then two factors determine what fraction 
of the cloud's mass can be accumulated into the dense clump:
(l) The effective area of the front surface of the cloud
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from which material may bo collected. If the flow 
is subsonic this is determined by the lateral distance 
to the IiH tongues closest to the stagnation point.
(2 ) The rate at which the RT instability can collect 
the available material.
Following 17 7 6 , when the density of the cloud greatly exceeds
that of the ICM (i.e. when A is small) I find for the growth
time of the KH mode of wavenumber (Iv/R ) ,
_ L
'S’kh'v, ( a lc/ 3 d ) *  (Cci/C i> ( ™ 3XiP r 1 s - 2 - 12
where M _ . is the local Mach number of the flow at the cloudslip
boundary and is the sound speed in the gas behind .
Again employing the solution for incompressible flow about a
rigid sphere, I find M _ . «^Msinsi where / is the polar angle & x 1 slip r r sr o
of a given point on the cloud surface measured from the 
symmetry axis. Using this together with the exact solution 
to equation 5 -2 - 2  - 5 *2 . 5  I find that the ratio of t ^  to
i-\-cc for any Ii and / is independent of for W^ ^ , 2 ( =
1 or 5/3). Thus for incident shocks stronger than this, but 
weak enough that the post shock flow is still subsonic with
P
respect to the cloud, the general form of the KH rdjples will
be very similar to those found in ¥ 76 . Since I will
generally be concerned with M. ¿5* 2 the surface area over
which material can be collected to form the clump will be
roughly constant in the subsonic regime. For A = 0 ('rigid1
cloud) the flow behind S is subsonic with respect to the ' o
cloud when }1 < 2 . 7  for 1  = 5 / 3  and I-L <  1 . 6 2 for X = 1 .D 1 C  D 1C
However, for .n-zero A this limit can be appreciably raised. 
Once the flow around the cloud is supersonic, as noted 
above, the Kelvin-Helrnholtz instability is suppressed 
(Gerwin 19*38) and effectively the whole area of the front 
face of the cloud is available for the collection of clurnp 
material.
The growth of the dense clump is a straightforward consequence 
of the convexity of the cloud surface (Rictmeyer I960; 
Chevalier & Theys 1975; Nittman et al 1982)*. The shock 
transmitted into the cloud is forced to converge while the 
reflected shock .is forced to diverge. Consequently the 
flow behind is everywhere directed toward the stagnation 
point leading to a growing density and pressure there.
This buildup of the past shock pressure causes to accel­
erate and the cloud boundary to deform, as the post shock 
gas is squeezed toward the axis.
Richtraay r (i9 6 0) has discussed the growth of the RT 
instability under these circumstances. He finds that after 
an initial period of very rapid growth the amplitude grows 
linearly with time until the instability enters the non­
linear regime. The normalised growth time of a mode of 
wave number (k/R ) is (again assuming A small)C JL
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*1 follow Richtmeyer (i9 6 0) in referring to this process as 
the Rayleigh-Tay1or instability although the physical situation 
is rather different from that considered by Taylor (1950).
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Agaxn for J-l sufficiently lcirge that S is strong the ratio
1
of t to t is independent of I-i for all K. The Ax cox b
efficiency of clump collection is then also crudely constant.
Obviously departures of the cloud from sphericity will
affect the growth rate of both modes; M . will increaseslip
more rapidly with distance from the stagnation point as 
'the radius of curvature' of the surface decreases, while the 
more the cloud departs from being plane parallel the earlier 
clump formation will be complete. However, these effects 
can probably be neglected at the present level of approx­
imation. The fraction of the clouds mass which can be 
collected into the clump can then be estimated from careful 
inspection of Woodward's models. At the end of the com­
putation for the subsonic case (W 7 6 ) just before the 
collision of and the clump contained rV5/^ of the clouds 
mass but was still growing. If all the available material 
was incorporated into the clump before the re-expansion of 
the cloud commenced then I estimate that the fraction of 
the cloud mass contained in the clump would be F —  0.1. 
Careful 'planimetry' of the diagrams for the supersonic 
case (w 79) suggests that there F —  0.5. Although I will 
take these values as being representative of the subsonic 
and supersonic regimes in numerical examples, F will be 
retained as a free parameter to illustrate the sensitivity 
of the results to the value adopted.
Next consider the more realistic case treated by NFG where
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the cloud surface is initially highly corrugated on scales 
only slightly less than These corrugations will be
amplified by the RT instability and if they have even a 
modest initial amplitude they can collect a considerable 
amount of material before the mode responsible for the form­
ation of the axial clump can develop. They thus play a role 
similar to tnc KH modes at the sides of the cloud in 
restricting the area over which material can be gathered 
into the central clump. Hence, rather than a single clump 
there will be several, whose number and size is dictated by 
the scale length of the initial perturbations. Nevertheless 
the end result obtained by NFG is strikingly similar to that 
of W 7S. In particular the region of the stagnation point 
is still most favourable for clump development - the initial 
perturbation(s) nearest to it achieve the greatest and most 
rapid growth. Equally, initial perturbations of wavelength 
much smaller than those considered by NFG would ultimately 
be engulfed by the main axial clump. Thus it seems that 
quite generally the end product of the RT instability will 
be the formation of one or a few dense clumps at the front 
face of the cloud with those nearest the stagnation point 
achieving the greatest size.
*Modes for which k « 1  need not be considered since they 
grow into the non-linear regime very rapidly and will 
constitute small perturbations upon the larger K ~ 1  mode 
which forms the axial clump.
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5.2.4 The Collision of Shocks and S?
To the extent that and are very nearly parallel at the
time of their collision we may employ simple shock tube
theory (Bradley 19o2; Brand 19ol) to calculate the effect
of the collision. When = ^ (the isothermal case) the
consequences of the collision are straig-htfonrard. The
shocks and Sp 'pass through' each other, their Mach numbers
being unaffected, although of course they now travel into a
medium of higher density which has already passed through the
other shock (the sound speed in this gas is still C however).c JL
Overall the pressure and density of the twicea shocked
material between and are increased by a factor of
r-2 oQ(\.Û  relative to their values in the undisturbed cloud.
For the cases considered by Woodward this leads to a final
— 0 — Odensity of ~ 1 0 0 cm J for = 5 / 3  and ^ 2 0 0 0cm J for
o
y . = 1 . (When n , 'v 8 c m  J see footnote on page 193 ) w h i c hu i c  c l
are to be compared with the maximum densities 'V#3^0 cm and 
,V4l40cm quoted by Woodward. The difference of a factor 
<i2 - 3 can readily be understood in terms of the slight 
lateral compression of the cloud which has been ignored in 
the analytic estimate.
When ^ = 5 / 3  the properties of the resultant shocks canc 1
only be found from a complete analysis. Nevertheless a 
procedure which is sufficient to determine the resulting 
density, given that and SQ aro not of drastically diff­
erent strengths, is to employ the result for the collision
2 0 3
of two identical shocks of strength U = (U^ + The
resulting density of the twice shocked material is then
p f  rv. 2 U2 (5U2 - l)/ [(u2 + 3 ) (u2 + l)] /P c l .  At most
tho cloud material can be compressed by a factor 10 in this
case. This leads to densities in good agreement with those
found by NFG. Under the same assumptions the pressure
between and is P^ -^y(l5Ur - 8U*~ -i- l)/(<Q'' + 3)Pci
which i s at most «’N* 7 • 5U P , .cl
In the plane parallel idealization the thickness of the cloud 
at the end of the collapse phase is
clearly an isothermal cloud becomes very highly flattened 
while the adiabatic cloud becomes somewhat less so. Never­
theless, even for = 5/3 the flattening of the cloud is
sufficiently great that the time elapsed between the collision 
of S.j and and the arrival of the rearward moving shock at 
the back of the cloud can be neglected by comparison with
fs/ rvt I will consequently take t _ to be a measure ofcol col
the total duration of the collapse phase.
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The large difference in the amount of compression and flatt­
ening suffered by adiabatic and isothermal clouds is prim­
arily responsible for the differences between the late time 
evolution in the computations of NFG ( = 5/3) and
Woodward ( ^ = l). The degree of compression is important
C _L
for two reasons. Firstly, since an adiabatic cloud will be, 
at the very most ove: 1 pressured by a factor ~ 6  relative to 
the ICM at the rear stagnation point (including the ram 
pressure of the vortex system) it need only expand very 
slightly in order to achieve pressure equilibrium. Conversely 
an isothermal cloud must expand very much more in order to 
relieve its much greatei overpressure. Secondly, because 
the outer regions of an isothermal cloud have a thickness 
very much less than the lateral extent of the cloud they can 
be fragmented by instabilities which are still in the 
linear regime. Conversely for an adiabatic cloud surface 
instabilities would have to grow well into the non-linear 
regime before reaching an amplitude comparable with the cloud 
thickness.
It then follows that whenever, as a result of being shocked
a cloud is appreciably flattened it will follow the evolu­
tionary pattern found by Woodward; while in the converse 
case it will behave as discussed by NFG. It is not possible
to determine the exact value of the compression factor which
divides these two regimes but one might guess at a value ~ 8 .
5.2.5 The Re-Expansion Phase
This is easily realised for isothermal clouds especially when 
the ICM is also isothermal. For adiabatic clouds this 
dividing line occurs roughly at -v 1 corresponding to
2 . 7 5  and ,w 2 . 2 5  for = 5 / 3 and 1 respectively in
the limit of rigid clouds (See Figure 5.2-^0.
Again to the extent tha t the curvature of the main cloud shock 
and the cloud boundary can be neglected, the initial 
stages of the clouds expansion can be approximated by the 
usual solution for the interaction of a plane shock with a 
plane contact discontinuity (Bradley 1962; Brand 198l).
This time the shock is incident frora the high density side. 
Therefore a weak shock is transmitted and a strong rarefaction 
wave is 'reflected1 into the cloud.
However, although the outflow behind the rarefaction wave 
is initially plane parallel, as the cloud 'tail' develops 
it expands laterally and the plane parallelism quickly dis­
appears. Comparison with 1/ 79 suggests that the ensuing 
motion is more nearly spherically symmetric. In my approx­
imate treatment of the tail's evolution I therefore treat it 
as forming a segment of a gas sphere expanding freely into 
vacuum.
For X = 1  the density profile and equation of motion cl
are (Kahn, 1972, Imshenik, i9 6 0).
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2 0 6
/>(r,t) = /° c ( t ) exp [-r"/2R(t)]
P(r,t) = C2 P(r,t)
- JL- 5.2-13v(r,t) = y2 Cc l [ L n  (R (t )/R (o ) ) ] 2 r/R(t)
Cclt/R(o) = R(t)/R(o) D ( [Ln (R(t)/R(o) ) ] y )
Here,
D(x) = e X e“Y dy,
and the boundary conditions R(t) = R(o), R(t) = 0 at t=0 
have been imposed. Note that the value of Dawsons integral 
D(x) is almost proportional to x for x<^0.*+, passes through 
a maximum value of 0 .5*+ at x = 0 . 9 2 and is ~  (2x)-  ̂ for 
large x (Abramowitz & Stegun). Consequently over the range 
of values of x of relevance here D(x) is almost a constant 
^ 0 . 4  — 0.5*+. Obviously, the validity of this solution 
requires that the above density profile should hold at all 
times including the initial instant. Although this is 
patently not true it is to be expected that at times suff­
iciently great that the initial conditions have been for­
gotten, the evolution for the case of an arbitrary initial 
density distribution will not differ greatly from equation 5-2-13. 
Furthermore, comparison with ¥ 79 shows that the actual 
density profile, velocity profile and evolutionary tirae- 
scale do not differ grossly from that given by this solution 
even at quite early times.
For = 5/3 the corresponding density profile and equation
of motion are (Zeldovich and Raizer 1 9 6 8)
/>(r,t) = f> (t)[l - (r/R (t) ) ]
5/2
P(r,t) = Pc (t) [ l  - (r/R(t))2 3 i 5.2-14
v(r,t) = C (o ) [l - (R(o)/R(t))2 Q^r / R i t )
C ( o ) t/R(o) = {i [ (R (t )/R (o ) ) 2 - I ] } "
here C (o) is the sound speed of the tail gas at the beginning 
of the expansion and the same boundary conditions as above 
have been employed.
To complete the solution in either case it is necessary to 
obtain the value f o t  the initial scale length, R(o). T o  
do this I require that the mass of the conical segment 
representing the tail should equal the mass of the dense 
clump from which I obtain
R (°) = R cl{ ( f c l /  /°c (°)) F ©  (e) Y  5 .2 - 1 5
li/here
(~Xg) = £ 2 + sin20 cosG + cos^O - 3 cos9 ^
and 9 is the semi-angle of the conical segment. From W 79 I 
0estimate 9 ̂ 20 so that @ ^ 8 ,  for 5f c-̂ = the com­
putation of NFG the expansion of the back of the cloud is 
only very slight making it difficult to estimate 9, however
9 ^ 9 0 °  is probably appropriate implying © * 4 ,  for * = 5/3 .C _L
The expansion phase ultimately ends when the tail reaches 
pressure equilibrium with its surroundings. I take P (t)/e 
as the typical pressure in the tail (this is obtained at 




cases respectively. The expansion timescale is then
t  2F_3‘ D ( [yLog (O.kP (o)/P , ) ] ^ ) *exp I ° c v "  ext J 1 °cl
~exP « [ Cc / C (o)] F’ |l - 1.5 [Pext/Pc ( o ) l 2/5
5 .2 - 1 6
*cl = 5/3
where pexi_ is 'the external pressure. For a plane incident 
shock as considered in all the numerical computations the 
appropriate value of P ^ will be the pressure at the rear 
stagnation point P ^ . For a cloud struck by an SNR both 
the thermal pressure and ram pressure exerted by the external 
medium decline as the SNR. expands so that for very late 
times a value closer to P^c may be more appropriate.
In the isothermal case the insensitivity of D(x) to its
argument leads to t g ^ * - 0 . 9F 3 and [R(teXp)/R(o)]"^ 0  3 U^IJ^
independent of or the choice of P  ̂ provided 3 •
~  -i.Correspondingly for the adiabatic case, t^,.p^l.7F3
[ l  -  0 . 7 3 ( P e x t / P 2 ) 2 / 5 ^  ^  [ R / t e x p ) / R ( o ) ^ { l  +  U ,
Cl - °-73(Poxt/P2 )2/5]|2.
5.2.6 Summary of Cloud Model; A Representative Case
To provide a better feel for the results of this section I 
give values for the cloud dimensions and timescales for a 
'representative* cloud at various phases during its evol­
ution in table 5*2-1. The parameters chosen for this
_  1'representative' clotid are R , = 2 pc C = 0 . 8  kms ,cl cl
C = 120 kms- 1 , M. = 3 • 5 # = 1 arid X ■ = 5/3. The termX C 13 C _L 1 C
'typical' in the table is used to describe times half way 
through the collapse and half way through the re-expansion,
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TABLE 1
Values for the critical phases of evolution of a 'repres­
entative cloud 1 , showing the scaling with the controlling 
parameters A and
Rcl = 2 pc Col = 0 . 8  ta» - 1 tol = R cl/Ccl = 2 . 5  Hyr 
A = 0clCtc = 6.67 x ID ' 3 Ig = 3.5 i cl = 1 2Sic = 5/3
PHASE EPOCH EXTENT
Lat eral_____________Axial
t / t c l Myr Y/Rcl ^  z7 r c1 pc
2.0 .0 2.0 4.0Shock reaches front of cloud 0
External shock 
reaches back
of cloud 3A/Mh 0.014 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0G
'Typical ' 
stage during
collapse 0 . 2 3  3.0 1.0
Shocks S^ and
S-_ collide 0.64/m, 0.46 O .98 2.0 0 . 9K“ 2 0.15i b a
'Typical' 
stage during
re-expansion 1.6 0 . 5 5  1 . 2
End of re-
e x p a n s i o n
pressure
equilibrium 0 .7 2+ 2.3 O . 5 5 1.1 1 . 2  2.4








(i) Shock is slowed by cloud boundary. Fig l(a)
(ii) Time is t ,/2 - v ' col
(iii)Tirne is t , eq (8a) Extents calculated from U. cq (6a)\ / C02 i
and LT0 eq (7).- Fig. l(b).
(iv) Time is t + t ¡ 2  Fig. l(d) v ' col exp v /
(v) Time is t n + t eq (12a). t is nearly independent v ' col exp v oxp
of M. . Length is scale length c 0 tail R(t ) eq (9c): d exp
Width from 20° opening angle.
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5.3 The 'Real dorld' of the S.DC-ISM
So far I have considered a highly idealised model of the
cloud shock wave irrt eraction. This model is an over­
simplification in a number of respects:
(i) the initial conditions were that the cloud was in 
pressure equilibrium with and at rest in the ICM.
(ii) the cloud was initially spherically symmetric and 
structuraly homogeneous.
(iii)the equation of state was taken to be a simple polytrope 
throughout its evolution.
In addition, a number of potentially important physical
processes have so far been neglected. In this section I
will concentrate on establishing the timescales of these 
various processes to compare with the clouds evolution 
timescale. The effects that the processes have on the 
cloud evolution will be discussed in ^5«4. The processes 
considered are: multiple shocks, cloud evaporation,
ionisation, formation, cloud-cloud collisions and self­
gravity.
As discussed above the dynamics of the cloud are specified
by essentially three parameters; the cloud radius, R ;C JL
the ratio of its sound speed to that of the ICM,A , and the 
Mach number of the incident shock, M, . Furthermore, whenD
A is small, as it often is in the cases of interest, the 
problem ceases to be sensitive to its value. However,
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Adopted values of various ISM parameters for the solar 
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- 1 3  - 3  - 1S ■v 1 x 10 pc yr
1 x 1051 ergs
Qc ̂ 0 . 5
r ~  182 pc c
- 3  - 3n r* 5 x 10 cm c
x 105 (Mb/^bc )2 K
t x 105 yrsn
3 - 2 - 1J ~ 0.2 x 10 cm s
N ~  6 x 10_3pc“3 cl
{ V /v. 9 . 5 pc~ kms ^' c l  cl/
many of the other processes aro dependent on additional 
parameters of the cloud and its surroundings. For definite­
ness of presentation I will adopt a single set of values for 
these various quantities which will be employed in all 
numerical examples and then indicate the scaling (usually 
simple) to other cases. These values were chosen on the 
basis of both observations and the theoretical model of 
the SDC-ISM discussed in sections 3 and k as being appropriate 
to the solar neighbourhood. For ease of reference they are 
listed in table 5*3-1. A general feature of any model of 
the ISM is the existance of two preferred equilibrium cloud 
temperatures viz ^lOOIv ('cold clouds') and /vlO ('warm 
clouds'). I will treat these two cases separately.
The boundary of the region of validity in the plane
appropriate for cold clouds is shown in figures 5*3-1 to 
5*3-3 for the following cases:
Figure 5*3-1 isothermal cloud, adiabatic ICM ( = 5/3)
Figure 5*3-2 isothermal cloud, isothermal ICM ( ^ = l , ^ c = l)
Figure 5*3-3 adiabatic cloud, adiabatic ICM ( $ = 5/3 ~ 5/3)
The calculation of the position of this boundary will now
be described and the generalisation to other cases will be
discussed. The question of what values of _ and 8. arocl ic
appropriate will also be addressed.
5.3.1 Shock Repetition
Quite generally the time between successive SNR having radii 
r smaller than some value r' is
1 (r<r') —  2.^ x 10 ̂ yr (3.00 pc/r)J (10~ 1 Jpc“Jyr" 1 /s )sir "
Figure 3.3-1 The domain of validity of the simplified
model in the initial cloud radius (R ,), incident shockcl
Mach number (M^) plane for 'cold' clouds when ^ i c =
5/3 and $ = 1. Each labelled line represents onec _1_
of the various constraints enumerated in Section5»3. The 
label is always on the side of the line where the assump­
tions of the model are violated. For instance, above the 
line labelled SNR(a) clouds do not have sufficient time 
to complete their collapse before being overrun by a second 
shock. For details and the scaling to other conditions, 
see text. Shading indicates the region within which none 




-2 As Fig. 5.3-1 but t ±c = 1 and * cl = 1
3 - 3 As Fig. 5.3-1 but i ic - 5/3 and cp ~ 5/3.
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xviiere S is the volumetric supernova rate. This may be cast 
into a more useful form involving the shock Mach number if 
a specific model of SNR evolution is adopted. As an 
example I will here use the e/olutionary model for evaporative 
SNR developed in ^3.2.2 and will for the sake of definite­
ness consider the CO = 0 case. If the various theoretical 
parameters discussed in that section are taken to have 
their 'standard' values as listed in table 3.5.1 then,
tsn x I06yr(l00pc/rb c )(l0“ 13pc"3yr~1/s)
( " b X o » ?/2
5.5 x 10^yr(l00pc/rb c )(lO ^3pc 3yr V ^ )
(«¿/“be)1 "92 “b> "be
Here is the Mach number of the blast wave just before
the SNR cools to form a dense shell of radius r, (c.f.be v
Table 3.2-2),
Ml Qs 2 .1 (E /lO3 1 ergs ) Q _ °  * 7 5  ( S/lO"1 3pc“3yr“ 1 )° '  75
D C  O C
rbc~ 200 (s0/lo51ergs)Qc0*23(s/lo"13pc_3yr _ 1 )°*23
where E is the initial explosion energy and Q is the por- o c
osity parameter, 0^.Qc ^l. Because of the strong dependence 
of t on K, , a cloud will typically only encounter a
S  3T. D C
shock of Mach number greater than <^10 ( 3 ^  ) once in the time 
it takes to pass from one spiral arm to the next. During 
the same time it would interact with ^  900 SNR shocks of 
all strengths.
The lino labelled SNR (a) in Figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-3 shows
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the locus of points for which t = t , . Similarly, thesn col J ’
line labelled SNR(b) shows the locus of points for which
t = (t , + t ) when F, the axial clump mass fractionsn v col exp ’ ^
equals 0.5. The curves for other values of F are dis-
_L
placed parallel to the axis by a factor (F/0 .5 )3. The
value of t used in these figures has been calculated
assuming all SNR, up to the maximum radius at which the
remnants overlap and come into pressure equilibrium, contribute
to the compression of the clouds. Changing the value of
t simply displaces these curves parallel to the R , axis sn cl
such that t C ,/R _ = constant. So long as the cloud sn cl' cl
dynamical timescales are insensitive to A (A^O.l, # = 5/3 ;
A<  0.05 = l) the same is true if C , is changed. In^  i c  c l  0
particular, the scaling to the case of warm clouds, may be 
made to sufficient accuracy by displacing these lines vert­
ically upward by ^ 1  dex.
5.3.2 Cloud Fvaporation
As discussed in ^3.2-1 the evaporation timescale of a static 
spherical cloud undergoing classical evaporation is (Cowio 
& McKee 1977),
tev^ 3  x 1 0 V n ol(P.cl/pc)2/ ^ ( V l ° 6K> 
where T is the temperature of the surrounding medium andil
6 is an uncertain correction factor To apply this to
the case of a collapsing and (except at the initial instant) 
non-spherical cloud I multiply by a term (a/ )  ̂ evaluatedt i
at a typical stage in the appropriate phase of the clouds
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evolution. The term a is the radius of a sphere having the
same volume as the collapsed cloud (in units of R ) whilecl'
(  is the geometrical connection factor defined by equation
3.2-3 and illustrated in Figure 3.2-1. During the collapse
phase I evaluate (ae( ) 1 when t* = t , ¡ 2. and similarly
S col'
during the expansion phase when t = t „ + t /2. Thecol exp
values of (aip ) derived in the strong shock small A limit
'c]>
are lisned in table 5.3-2.
The line labelled EV(a) in figures 5.3-1 to 5*3-3 is the
locus of points for which t evaluated for the cloud as aev
whole equals t , while that labelled EV(b) is evaluated col v
for the axial clump when F = 0.5. The curves for other
values of F are displaced parallel to the axis by a
) | / O
factor (F/0.5) ' . Again in so far as the results are
independent of A scaling to other values of can be 
achieved by displacing these lines parallel to the axis
c cr / pby a factor (T, .4x10 Ii) or correspondingly by an amount
(M, /3»5)^. Since n o(. C^_ it follows that t e(. (R / C ,)~.v b / ' cl cl ev v cl' cl'
Thus we may scale to other values of C by displacing the
plotted curves oarallel to the R , axis such that t C ,/R ,=cl ev cl' cl
Constant. In particular, the scaling to the case of warm 
clouds is obtained by shifting the lines shown upward by 
^ 1  cl ex-.
5.3.3 Ionisation
I will shew in ©5.4.3 that the time required for the complete
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ionisation of an initially neutral, static, spherical cloud
exposed to a steady, isotropic flux J, of ionising photons
is given by
t. fv- 3 x lO^yr n R (lO^cm ~s 1 /j)ron— cl cl' 7 7
As in section ^>3»2above I correct to the case of a collaps-
ing cloud by multiplying by (a ^  ) where JP is again a
flattening correction. Notice that since t . and theron
cloud dynamical timescales are both proportional to R c-̂
the ratio t. /(t , + t ) is simply an increasing functionron col ê cp
of M. . For the value of J given in Talóle 5w3»2t. is alwayso ron
much larger than the dynamical timescales for either warm
or cold clouds. Typically, for t. to be comparable with7 ’ ron
(t t ) when M. is 1 requires J 10^ photons cm ^s ^v col exp7 b r~ r-
4 -2 -1for cold clouds ana J ^  5 x 10 photons cm s for warm 
clouds.
5.3.4 H Formation
The formation tirnescale for I-R, molecules is (Spitzer 1978)
t„ 1.6 x lO^yr (lOO cm ^/n)
2
where a cloud temperature ~ S O K  is assumed. The value for 
n is derived from equations 5*2-13 or 5*2-14. The existence 
of a significant steady state abundance of H0 requires that 
the column density through the cloud should be great enough 
to provide adequate self-shielding in the Werner bands. An 
appropriate empirical criterion (Savage et al 1977) Is 
R(t)J£. (200 cm jS/n)pc*
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There exists a region in figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-3 within
which the tails of cold clouds are sufficiently shielded
and t is shorter than the expansion time. The boundary 
2
of this region which is only weakly dependent on the clump 
mass fraction is labelled HR,.
5*3.5 Cloud—Cloud Collisions
Xf the velocity distribution of the clouds is isotropic 
and remains unaffected by the SNR blast wave then the cloud- 
cloud collision time is just given by,
tc l - c l ~ 0 *6xl°5^ / F  (Ncl/pc~3 ) < (Rcl/pc)2 (vcl/kms_1 )>]
where N , is the number of clouds per unit volume and V , cl x cl
is the RMS cloud velocity. The average denoted by <>
is taken locally over the entire ensemble of interstellar
clouds. In reality of course clouds overrun by the blast
wave will be accelerated to differing extents depending
essentially on the column density through them (McKee et al
1978). Consequently clouds will tend to be struck from
doxmstream by clouds of lower column density overrun at
an earlier stage in the remnants expansion. Similarly,
they will tend to run into clouds of higher column density
overrun at a later stage. This will somewhat decrease the
mean collision time but this can easily be compensated for
by choosing an appropriate value for "V̂  ̂. The shapes of
the loci along which t , is equal to the cloud dynamicalcl-cl
timescales arc of course identical to those found for ^sn
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above and obey the same scaling- relationships. The line for
which t _ _ = t i is labelled cl-cl in figures 5 «3 - 1 to cl—c! col
5.3-3.
5*3.6 Self Gravity
The boundary of the region within which the self-gravity 
of the axial clump exceeds its thermal energy at the end of 
the collapse phase is indicated ty GRAV in figures 5.3-3 to 5.3-5* 
The clump is idealised as a sphere of mass F (clump fraction) 
times the mass of the cloud and radius equal to the thickness 
of the cloud along the symmetry axis at the end of the 
collapse phase. F has been taken as 0.5 scaling to other 
values can be obtained by multiplying by a factor (f/0 .5 ) 2 *
5.3*7 Radiative Cooling
The most useful cooling characteristic for treating the 
shocks is the cooling column density which can be written 
entirely in terms of the shock velocity, u ^ . An important 
complication in determining the cooling column density is 
the ionisation of the pre-shock material by radiation emitted 
by the shock itself. I employ the following relations from
McKee and Holenbach (l9So).
1 q 20 - 2 -1 -1N 'v* 10 - 10 cm 1 kms <. u 4. 20 kmscool -v. s ~
N *v- 6 .h x 1023 (kms  ̂/u ) ',2) cm ~ 20 kms u < 60 kms ^cool —  v / s' -v
o ^  [(. p O ~| -j
N cool ~  X li')° (u c-/lcms ' ) cm 60 kms 4  u s 4 1 000 kms
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Adopting the standard cold cloud parameters I find that all
clouds struck by shocks weaker than M^<vll for = 5 / 3
and M, *** 4.7 for % . = 1 lie in the first of these three
d  i c
velocity regimes. Consequently the cooling lengths
N _/n R n for all clouds having R .,>,0.1 - 1 pc and cool' cl cl & cl'*' 1
consequently such clouds can be treated as effectively
isothermal. Smaller clouds will be more nearly adiabatic.
Because the cooling column density decreases so precipitously
for u > 20 Ions  ̂ clouds which encounter the rather rare s
shocks stronger than the above limits will be approximate ly 
isothermal.
For the warm clouds u^ will exceed 60 Inns when M^^*2.6
= 5/3 ( 2.3 "8 = l)- Consequently when "5 ic = 5/3
warm clouds as small as 0.1 pc will be adiabatic when struck 
by shocks stronger than A-' 3 • 3; for clouds as large as 
lOOpc this limit rises to ~  17. For X ic = 1 the dividing 
line between isothermal and adiabatic clouds lies at 2.6
for R cj = 6*1 Pc anc* 5 • 8 for R ^  = lOOpc.
For interactions between clouds and SNR in the adiabatic
phase the appropriate value of = 5/3» For interactions
with SNR in the radiative phase $ ̂  = 1, when the post
shock flow is subsonic with respect to the cloud (M, g  1.6
for cold clouds and M., < 2.0 for warm clouds). When theo
incident flow is supersonic the resulting stationary bow 
shock will reheat the IGM. The cooling length in the
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external flow will then exceed the cloud size so that X. = 5/3re
is appropriate for even only slightly supersonic incident 
flow.
Thus in broad terms the most commonly encountered situation 
will be the interaction of an adiabatic shock with an 
isothermal cloud (cold or warm).
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5 . b PISOUSSION
As a consequence of the phenomena rlisousscd in Section 5 . 3  
the typical cloud evolution will not be as straight forward 
as that described in the Woodward model. However, it is 
possible to use the simple model as a basis for the dis­
cussion of those phenomena and their effect on clouds, and 
to suggest what as a consequence is happening to cloud-like 
material in the supernova - dominated interstellar medium 
Specifically, I discuss the mean pressure and shape of 
clouds, mass loss rates by shock ablation and evaporation 
and by warm envelope stripping', and comprcssional heating 
of clouds.
5 • b .1 Departures from pressure equilibrium
Perhaps the most striking result apparent in figure 5*3 — 1 
to 5 «3~3 is the length of the cloud dynamical timescales 
especially that for the re-expansion of isothermal clouds 
( = l) by comparison with the SKR shock repetition time.
This has the important consequence that interstellar clouds 
(with the exception of the very smallest) struck by a shod; 
will rarely have time to relax back to pressure equilibrium 
with their surroundings before encountering a second shock. 
Furthermore, for clouds of still only modest size, the 
interaction with this second shock is quite likely to occur 
during the collapse phase. Clearly then the details of 
the interaction of any given shock with a cloud will depend
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in a most complex way on t'.e past history of tho cloud.
In particular, they will be strongly dependent on tho 
strength and direction of tho previous shod: (s) which 
interacted with the cloud, and how l o n g  has passed since 
that last interaction. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
speculate about the general features of such an interaction 
on the basis of the simplified, model.
Firstly consider the smaller clouds for which the shock 
repetition time is only slightly shorter than the expansion 
tirnescale, and longer than the collapse time scale. For 
those clouds which are also adiabatic and hence only weakly 
flattened, the end product of the interaction is not too 
unlike the initial state; tho cloud will be only slightly 
overpressured with respect to its surroundings and will be 
re-expanding fairly slowly. The simple model will then 
still give quite a good description of the clouds response 
to a second shock. If the cloud is ovc-rpressurod with 
respect to the preshock ICM by a factor ^  then it is straight 
forward to show from the analysis of ^5-2 that the Mach 
numbers of the shocks driven into the cloud are reduced by 
a factor ^ 2 in the strong shock,small A (large cloud-inter- 
cloud contrast) limit.
The case of the highly flattened isothermal cloud is more 
troublesome. I will neglect tho presence of tho highly 
flattoned sheet like outer region of the cloud and just
2 2 6
consider the interaction of an SNR with an entity similar 
to the rather elongated, highly over-prossurod and asymme­
trically expanding cloud tail produced by the previous 
collision. IT the new shock wave is very much stronger 
than, the last shock to strike the cloud, then the expansion 
can be halted and the subsequent evolution of the cloud will 
be dominated by this new shock and will again be similar 
to that computed. In the more probable case that both 
shocks arc of similar strength (the majority of shocks 
have comparable with M. ,(Section 5»3.1) the expansion 
of the cloud is likely to continue. Nevertheless, shocks 
will be driven into the cloud in a manner similar to that 
envisaged, although because the cver-pressuro is much 
greater in this case, the shocks will be considerably
reduced in strength. Obviously, in this case the collapse
and re—expansion of the cloud will be rather loss ordered 
than in the case of a previously undisturbed cloud, but the
simple model should still give a rough idea of the type of
phenomena to be expected and some idea of tho timescales 
involved.
In the extreme opposite limit of clouds for which the collapse 
time is very much longer than the shock repetition time I 
expect an entirely different pattern of events. Such 
clouds will experience a succession of external shocks of 
similar strength arriving from (by assumption) random dir­
ections. Consequently, they will 'see' an effective 
external pressure comparable to the sum of the post-shock
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thermal plus ram pressure for a typical shock. Any shocks
driven into them -will be relatively weak. Clouds somewhat
smaller than this limiting case will most likely resemble
the '"irregularly vibrating or writhing; clouds" envisioned
by Cox (1 9 7 9) which, at all times contain several shocks of 
moderate strength.
5.7.2 Cloud Mass Loss R a Les
The disruiotion of tae thin disk like outer regions of iso­
thermal clouds by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability will ob­
viously be a very efficient cloud destruction mechanism.
If the mass fraction which is collected into the tail is F, 
then the clouds mass is reduced by a factor (l - F)/F 
during each successive shock passage] I estimated in 
§ 5-3-2 that F is between »-0.1 and <v0.5, depending on 
whether the flow past the cloud is supersonic or not, while 
the shock repetition time was estimated in ^ 5-^--1 to be 
<v3 x IC^yr for the parameters adopted. Clearly this 
process of shock ablation is at least of comparable import­
ance with the related process of cloud fission in cloud- 
cloud collisions (Chiéze & Lazereff). Since clouds whose 
dynamical timescale is much larger than the shock: repetition 
time probably do not ever have time to become highly flattened 
(see £ 5.7.1) the operation of the process might -then be 
restricted to somewhat smaller clouds. This might then, 
neatly account fox’ the absence of observed cold clouds much 
smaller than ~ l p o  (e.g. Greisou 197¿>; Dickey et al 1977, 
Knude 1 9 7 9, 19Cl) for which the dynamical timoscale is
i\, ll'iyr.
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Although, as shown in § 5-3.2 thermal evaporation does not 
play a major role in the dynamics of the cloud-shock inter­
action under most circumstances, it is a highly important 
parameter of the SDC—ISM models discussed in the earlier part 
of this thesis. As discussed in ^>5-3-2 the compression 
and the flattening of the cloud reduce the evaporation rate 
relative to that of an undisturbed cloud by a factor
, which was tabulated at typical stages during the clouds
&
evolution (Table 5-3-2). An equally important effect in 
fixing the nett evaporation rate at late times in the evolution 
of the smaller clouds is the disruption of the ’disk'.
If this process leads to the formation of N „ fragments
-c I  IT
of approximately equal size and possessing similar geometry
to that of the original disk the net evaporation rate for
2.
the disk is increased by a factor N|; • As a rough estimate of 
the average evaporation rate over the clouds evolution I 
write
<  M \ ^ M  (So) £(a<4 ) , (t + n'J t ) -f ) t \k  ev/ —  ev v JL ' 'gy col v col fr exp v 'g'exp expj
(t -ft ) v exp col
ev (Sp) is the evaporation rate of the original
undisturbed cloud and i ^ f ) _ and areg  CU_L ¡5
the values of the reduction factors from Table 5-3-2 
evaluated during the collafuse and re—expansion phases 
respectjvely. It is readily apparent that if I\_ *\j 5,x j - ^ j?
■ *
/  l>i \  is little different from h (Sp) so that the cloud \ ev/ ov
dynamics would then not bo of major importance in determining 
the evaporation rate.
5.^.3 Composi. • clouds; Envelope stripping
In the SDC-ISM model of MO discussed extensively in Chapter 
3 the interstellar clouds were supposed to be composite, 
consisting of a warm partially ionised envelope maintained 
by the interstellar uv and soft X-ray flux, surrounding a 
cold neutral core. Subsequently Chièse and Lazereff 
(l98o) have demonstrated that (a) such a cloud envelope 
is efficiently removed by passing SNR blast waves and (b) 
that the timescale for the reformation of such an envelope 
by photo-ionisation is long compared to the shock repetition 
time. The present work confirms these latter findings.
The first conclusion, that of efficient envelope removal, 
rests on the very different velocities imparted to the low 
density material of the envelope and the dense material of 
the core on passing through an SNR blast wave. An approx­
imate estimate of the velocity imparted to a single density 
cloud on passage through an adiabatic blast wave is obtained 
simply by application of momentum conservation,
Vc l ^ 0 . 9 (nc/nol)(rc/Ecl) [(r/ro -  M ^ 2] Mbo Col
r < r _c
This expression in which nc is the mean density in the SNR 
interior just before the remnant cools makes allowance for 
the enhancement of the interior density by evaporation 
(MO). In the post-cooling (r > rc ) case the remnant evolves 
with approximately constant momentum so this equation with
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2 3 0
r = r^ still applies. Comparison with more careful cal­
culation (McKee et al 1978) suggests that although this 
certainly gives a slight over-estimate it does give the
correct dependence on n _ and R _. For the standard ISMcl cl
-I
parameters of table 1 I obtain (80 pc/Rc^)kms for
1warm clouds and V _ Ofe (0.5 pc/R ) kms for cold clouds.cl ' cl
These values exceed those obtained by Chi£ze and Lazareff 
from a similar analysis because they used the expression for 
M. given by MO which contains a numerical error leading to 
an underestimate of M^ by a factor of 2.
The time for the regrowth of a warm envelope around an initially
wholly neutral static spherical cloud exposed to a steady
isotropic flux J of ionising photons (assuming a weak R
ionization front and neglecting recombination) is,
t ^ t .  (n /n ) (R /r  )3env -» ion v env' cl' ' env' cl'
where R and n are the radius and density in the env env
envelope and t. is the time required for the total ion
ionisation of the cloud,
h o n  —■ 3 x lo5yr( ^ h )  ( r 1
\cm / \10 cm S /
The inclusion of recombination would of course further 
increase this growth time. This expression differs 
slightly from that given by Chidze and Lazereff (1980) 
because they considered a plane parallel envelope.
For the value of the ambient UV flux given in Table 5*3-1
this expression gives a value for the envelope growth time
a factor of 'vlOO longer than the SNR shock repetition time
for the smallest clouds of MO which have R rs. 2 pc andenv
R c^ pc. For MO ’ s cloud spectrum (See ^3*^0 the
3 2quantity R /R n has a minimum for clouds rv1.6 times as env' cl
massive as the smallest clouds. Even there, however, 
assuming the average uv field leads to an envelope growth 
time a factor of ten longer than the repetition time. I
have compared the values of thf shock repetition time and
the envelope growth time for all the galactic SDC-ISM 
models (described in Chapter and find that this conclusion 
holds everywhere. I have also considered the effects of 
the local enhancement of the uv flux in an SNR eavity during 
the period of shell formation. F/en then the envelope 
growth time remains long compared to the shock repetition 
time.
It thus seems that cold clouds cannot retain an equilibrium
warm envelope if current estimates of the shock repetition
rate are correct. If, as I believe, a significant filling 
factor for warm material is essential to account both for 
observations (Payne et al 1983) and for a proper theoretical 
understanding of the global properties of the ISM (§3) 
and perhaps even of spiral structure ( § *0, then it 
becomes necessary to look for another means of providing 
it.
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Such a source may not be very difficult to find as suggested
2 3 2
by Cox (1 9 8 1). As reviewed in §3.1 supernova explosion in
a cloudy ISM inevitably result in the transfer of a large
mass of interstellar gas from the cooler denser phases of
the ISM to the hot tenuous matrix; this may occur as a
result of thermal evaporation or the process of shock
ablation discussed in ^ 5 . b . 2 , and must occur to a greater
or lesser extent irrespective of whether there is a warm
phase of the ISM or not. If global mass balance is to be
achieved this material must ultimately be returned to the
dense phase either through radiative cooling in old SNR or
through the operation of a galactic fountain. Even in the
absence of additional heating sources the time for this
4 2gas to cool from <VLO K to ^ 1 0  K is a factor of 10 to 100
5 h-times larger than the rime to cool from ^10 K to ^ l O  K 
depending on whether the cooling occurs isochorically or 
isobarically; there are many steady heating sources which 
might be invoked to further slow down or halt completely 
the radiative cooling of the gas when its temperature 
reaches the precipice in the interstellar cooling curve 
at (Dalgarno &. McCray 1972; Draine 1978; de Jong
1980; Cox 1979; Spitzer 1 9 8 2). In particular the inter­
stellar ionising flux which in the M0 model maintains the 
equilibrium warm envelopes must act to keep a comparable 
amount of material in the warm state. Material then tends 
to build up in the warm phase until the capacity of the 
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Cox (1979) has suggested that the PV work done upon clouds 
when overrun by SNR blast waves may represent an important 
source of thermal energy for clouds and a significant 
energy sink for SNR. The compressional work done by the 
external medium during the collapse phase is particularly 
simple to work out for the present model since the pressures 
driving the cloud shocks are assumed constant. If the 
cloud re-expancls the work done back 011 the external medium 
by the cloud should be subtracted from this (the cloud ro- 
oxpands at a pressure near P. ). The results of such cal-
j. 1 r* 7 S.iM
culation are summarised in Table ( ■). As is to bo expected 
these results are very similar to those obtained by Cox 
(1979) for the corresponding case. The values obtained 
here are slightly higher because Cox assumed the cloud 
shocks to be driven by the thermal pressure of the external 
medium while I have included a rani pressure contribution 
for the main cloud shock which docs most of the work.
5 . h . 4 Cloud Compresslonal Hcatin;-;
5*5 Summary
In this chapter I have constructed a highly simplified 
analytical model of the interaction of an SNR blast wave 
with an interstellar cloud based 0 published numerical 
calculations (Woodward 1976» 1979; Nittmann et al 1983). 
This model permits extrapolation of the numerical results 
to other values of the parameters of the shock and the cloud, 
Under the assumptions made the dynamics ox the interaction
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ai’o determined completely by three parameters; the i-iach
number of the incident shock, it , the cloud radius, R ,b cl ’
and the ratio of the cloud to intcrcloud soimd speeds A. 
Further, when A is small as is often the case the dependence 
on this parameter is quite weak. The seal ins- with R cl
and IvLd is found to be quite simple. Any theoretical 
advance in this area is likely to require a fully three- 
dimensional computation with at least as p,reat a resolution 
as that employed by Woodward in his two-dimensional calcul­
ations (the utility of calculations at lower resolution is 
put in question by the importance of small scale instabil­
ities of the cloud boundary).
I have imposed the conditions believed to prevail in a 
'realistic violent' three phase interstellar medium upon 
this model in. order to assess the iirmortanco of processes 
not included in the model (e.g. a high shock repetition 
rate, thermal evaporation etc.) and to determine the effect 
of the cloud dynamics on processes important to the global 
properties of the ISM (evaporation, cloud crushing etc.)
I conclude that:
(i) If current estimates of the rate at which a given
interstellar cloud encounters SNR shocks are correct, 
then a shocked cloud is rarely allowed sufficient 
time to relax back to pressure equilibrium with its 
surroundings before being overrun by another shock. 
Large departures from pressure equilibrium are
2 3 6
expected, and the dynamics and properties of a given 
cloud will generally depend in a complex way on its 
past history. Nevertheless, I expect the model 
presented, to be qualitatively correct under a wide 
variety of conditions.
ii) For isothermal clouds, and adiabatic clouds struck
by very strong shocks, the final product of the inter­
action is a highly flattened disk of material which is 
easily disrupted by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, 
and a rather extended cloud 'tail' expanding in the 
downstream direction. Each component is generally 
expected to contain 'v.y the mass of the original cloud. 
This process of shock ablation may represent an import­
ant mechanism for cloud disruption. If it is, then 
the half life of the cloud is comparable to the shock 
repetition time. Adiabatic clouds struck by typical 
we ale shocks do not become sufficiently flattened to be 
subject to this disruption mechanism.
iii)Although the flattening and compression of clouds 
overrun by SNR shocks reduces the evaporation rate 
below that for a static spherical cloud this will, often 
be compensated by enhancement of the evaporation rate 
due to the fragmentation of the disk.
iv) harm envelopes are efficiently removed from cold cores 
by SNR shocks and require a time considerably longer 
than the shock repetition time for their recreation 
by ionisation. Nevertheless, a warm low density 
component of the ISM is observed, and is necessary
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for proper theoreticaj understanding of its global 
properties. I have suggested some tentative mech­
anisms by which warm material might be produced, and 
I believe a solution to this problem is possible. 
SDC-ISM models, like those discussed in Chapter 3 
are almost certainly sufficiently 'robust' to accomm­
odate any consequent changes.
(v) The expected rate of PV work done by SNR on clouds for 
this model is similar to that found by Cox (l979).
While the assumption of pressure equilibrium is useful in 
simplifying the study of interstellar conditions, the pre­
valence of shock waves in the ISM requires that considerable 
caution be exercised in employing it. Many, or most, 
clouds should be observed to have structures rendered 
complex by being associated with 'tails', with shock ablated 
material, and with partially reformed envelopes, and by 
having one or more shock waves transversing their interiors.
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Each of the preceeding chapters is to some extent self 
contained and in particular contains a summary of the main 
results obtained within it. Nevertheless, it seems worth­
while to very briefly summarise the main points again.
In Chapter 2 I briefly described each of the main energetic 
phenomena which have been invoked to account for the highly 
disturbed state of the 'violent interstellar medium'. 
Particular emphasis was put on establishing the amount of 
both kinetic energy and hot phase thermal energy each could 
supply to provide a basis for establishing their relative 
importance, and to facilitate a comparison with the systems 
estimated requirements. The main results of that effort 
are summarised in Table 2-1. From this it is apparent 
that in the spiral arms more than 80°/o of the thermal energy 
comes from supernovae, the remaining contribution being 
made by stellar winds blown by the more massive supernova 
progenitors; supernovae and the expansion of the HII 
regions around the more massive stars make roughly equal 
contributions to the kinetic energy supply. In the interarm 
region essentially the only energy input comes from supernovae 
of type I. It is also clear that within the fairly large 
uncertainties of the estimates the total energy supply is 
adequate to meet the demands. These results are neither 
very surprising nor particularly new. However, the survey 
of energy sources presented is more complete than any given 
elsewhere. The direct comparison made between the energy
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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input by massive stars through expansion of their HII 
regions, through the action of their stellar winds and by 
their explosion as supernovae is as far as I am avare 
unique ; in most previous compilations estimation of the 
relative contributions is hindered by the large uncertainty 
in the supernova rate. The results of Chapter 2 provide 
justification for my contention that the ISM is supernova 
dominated and for my exclusive concentration on their role 
in the subsequent chapters.
In Chapter 3 I presented a simple model of the SDC-ISM 
based on the work of McKee and Ostriker (1977)« This 
model extends on the previous work in three important ways î
(1) By incorporating a highly approximate description of 
the way a cloud responds to being overrun by an SNR 
blast wave, I have been able to assess the effects
of cloud dynamics on the process of cloud evaporation 
which forms the keystone of the model.
(2 ) To assess the effects of the complete suppression of 
evaporation by the clouds magnetic field I have con­
structed a varient model in which 'cloud crushing' 
replaces evaporation enhanced radiation as the dom­
inant sink of SNR energy.
(3 ) The treatment of the cloud population has been gener­
alised to allow for the possibility of non spherical 
clouds and changes in the form of the assumed mass 
spectrum.
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The model turns out to be remarkably robust : the results 
obtained from it do not change grossly when quite drastic 
changes are made to the description of the cloud dynamics; 
they are not unduly sensitive to the assumptions made' about 
the dominant energy sink; nor are they greatly altered 
by changes in the slope of the cloud spectrum or the cloud 
morphology. The properties of this specific model may 
therefore be taken, with some confidence, to be typical of 
SDC-ISk models in general.
The various variants of the model have been subjected to an 
exhaustive parameter search in order to establish the domain 
in parameter space within which the model is self consistant 
and to test the sensitivity of its predictions to the very 
many uncertain free parameters which enter into its form­
ulation. From this I conclude that:
(1) the model remains self consistant when its main con­
trolling parameters, the supernova rate S, explosion 
energy E q mean gas density n and the ionising photon
emissivitv £ vary over quite large ranges near the values uv
believed appropriate in the solar neighbourhood.
(2 ) the qualitative features of the model remains unaff­
ected by quite major changes of the other input par­
ameters; its quantitative predictions are only 
moderately sensitive to the precise values chosen 
and depend on them in a readily understandable way.
In Chapter k the model of the SDC-ISM developed and validated
in Chapter 3 is combined with a very simple model of the 
spiral structure of a galaxy like our own, permitting the 
first investigation of the interrelationship of global 
aspects of galactic structure and the small scale properties 
of an SDC-ISM. In addition to the adoption of a specific 
description of the SDC-ISM the assumptions made w ere that 
(l) the pattern of mean total density n is similar to that 
predicted by TASS models and (2 ) that the local star form­
ation rate and supernova rate are proportional to one 
another and to some power m, of n. The principle conclusions 
from this study are:
(1) Contrary to the expectations of others, whenever the 
hot phase of the ISM is important in the spiral arms 
it is also important between them; although the 
supernova rate is indeed lower in the interarm region 
this is more than compensated for by the accompanying 
reduction in the gas density.
(2 ) My results impose strong constraints on the conditions 
which must prevail in spiral galaxies if the inter­
cloud medium is to support a strong density wave shock. 
For our galaxy both the lower estimates of the super­
nova rate (i.e. S < 0.02yr "* ) and the higherga± *>-
estimates of the galactic gas content must both be 
correct. If these conditions are not met then the 
spiral shock must be supported by the 'cloud fluid1.
(3 ) Unfortunately observational studies of external 
galaxies seem unlikely to provide information on the 




In Chapter 5 I described a detailed, investigation of the 
interaction of an interstellar cloud with an SNR blast wave 
which was carried out to meet the pressing need for such a 
study identified as a result of the work described in Chapter 
3. Guided by the results of published numerical studies, 
a simple model of the processes involved in the interaction, 
has been constructed which permits extrapolation of the 
numerical results to other values for the parameters of the 
shock and the cloud. The conditions expected to prevail 
in the SDC-ISM where then imposed on the model in order to 
assess the importance of processes not included in it (e.g. 
a high shock repetition rate, thermal evaporation etc.) 
and to determine the effect of the cloud dynamics on processes 
important to the global properties of the ISM. I conclude 
that:
(l) If current estimates of the rate at which a given
interstellar cloud encounters SNR shocks are correct, 
then a shocked cloud rarely has time to return to 
pressure equilibrium with its surroundings before 
being overrun by another shock. Large departures 
from pressure equilibrium are expected, and the 
dynamics and properties of a given cloud will generally 
depend in a complex way on its past history. Neverthe­
less the simple model presented will probably remain 
qualitatively correct under a wide variety of con­
ditions .
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(2) Isothermal and strongly shocked adiabatic clouds 
become highly flattened and are subject to efficient 
disruption by surface instabilities. This process
of shock ablation may represent an important mechanism 
for cloud destruction. If it is then the half life 
of the cloud is comparable to the shock repetition 
time.
(3 ) Although the flattening and compression of clouds 
overrun by SNR shocks reduces the evaporation rate 
below that for a static spherical cloud this is 
probably compensated for by enhancement of the evapor­
ation rate due to fragmentation of the cloud.
(k ) Warm envelopes are efficiently removed from cold cores 
by SNR shocks and require a time considerably longer 
than the shock repetition time for their re-creation 
by ionisation. Nevertheless, a warm component of the 
ISM is observed and as discussed in Chapters 3 and h 
is necessary for the proper theoretical understanding 
of its global properties and may perhaps be vital 
for the maintenance of spiral structure.
Several problems are clearly identified in the present 
thesis as being in particular need of further study. Of 
these perhaps the most urgent is the problem of how to generate 
and maintain the warm component of the ISM. As briefly 
outlined in Chapter 3 a solution may readily be obtained 
if an energy source or sources can be identified to slow 
down or halt the radiative cooling of material on its way
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tc rejoin the dense phase as part of the inevitable mass
cycle of an SDC-ISM. A copious energy supply is potentially
available from supernovae (Chapter 2) if ways can be found
to harness it. Much of the thermal energy of the hot
phase becomes available for heating cooler material as
soft X-ray and uv photons. The kinetic energy of SNR is
converted into forms which might eventually heat clouds by
many processes; Cosmic ray acceleration (Blandford 1982);
cloud crushing (Cox 1979» 198l); acoustic wave generation
either by scattering from clouds (Spitzer 1982) or when old
SNR come into pressure equilibrium with their surroundings;
cloud acceleration followed by the generation of turbulence
in cloud-cloud collisions. The overall conversion efficiency
need not be very high; if the warm component is predomin-
-3antly neutral and has a density 0 .2 5cm for instance then 
conversion of the total available supernova energy input 
with an efficiency of O .k c/o - k°/o would suffice to keep 3 0 °/o 
of the interstellar gas warm. The major problem lies as 
it always has done in preventing the warm material once 
formed from either being heated back to coronal temperatures 
or shock compressed back to cold cloud temperatures by the 
next SNR shock which passes it. In this respect moving 
the formation site to the relatively benign environment of 
the galactic halo via a fountain may help considerably.
I believe that this problem can be solved and that when 
it is SDC-ISM models of the type described here will prove 
sufficiently robust to withstand the necessary changes.
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Another problem of interest concerns the response of clouds 
to the arrival of interstellar shocls on intervals comparable 
with or much shorter than their dynamical timescale. To 
go much beyond the qualitative discussion of may
require the availability of high resolution 3D hydrodynamic 
codes. However some aspects of the problem may be amenable 
to an extension of the sort of analytical procedure discussed 
in Chapter 5« A particular problem of interest which may 
be tractable is the excitation of turbulence by the external 
shocks, the interactions of turbulent eddies with one another 
and the clouds magnetic field and the eventual conversion 
of the turbulent energy into heat as envisaged by Cox (1979)•
On the larger scale of spiral structure, the fact that the 
results obtained in Chapter k (a) describe the state of our 
Galaxy (and possibly others) fairly well and (b) indicate 
a narrow range of viable conditions in which the model 
sustains itself, suggest the operation of a feedback process 
to ensure that the constraints are obeyed. Since both 
the interarm supernovae and the planetary nebulae which 
provide most of the ionising flux there are old disk pop­
ulation objects such a process must almost certainly operate 
on the gas density. Supernova overproduction might drive 
much of the material into the hot phase and eventually 
reduce the star formation rate, however, the storage cap­
acity of the halo may not be sufficient for this. Alter­
natively if molecular clouds can be made long lived a large
part of the interstellar gas might become locked up in them 
and feedback control might then be exercised through their 
process of formation as discussed by Seiden (1 9 8 3) in a 
rather different context.
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APPENDIX A : THE EVOLUTION OF AN EVAPORATION-DOMINATED ¿MR 
A1 .The Adiabatic Phase
Since the pressure ol the ambient medium is assumed negligible 
the SNR is bounded by a strong shock for which the jump 
conditions are,
- X - 1 R P = X — 1 p R2 T = AL X - 1 R2 (A1. )'  ̂ s S  0 sp = x p u = - I pf 3 J O  S  ~  S  S  „  /  a  -  ~
Xe- X
where o , u g , Pg and T g are respectively the density, velocity,
pressure and temperature evaluated immediately behind the
shock,p is the density in the ambient medium and R is the ’/ o s
expansion velocity of the remnant, When conduction is 
unimportant the density jump, X - 4 (for % = 5/3); if
• oconduction carries a heat flux per unit area P R F/2' o s
toward the shock then X = [[5 + 3 (l - 16F/9 )“ J /2(l + F) 
which is greater than (less than) four when F is less than 
(greater than) zero. It is convenient to introduce the 
various moments defined by,
14*2 a I AAi.a a „ 2A2 a [;CA 5/2A2 A / >J/*R cLR, I p = 3 PRdR, Ik = 3 /> u R d R , 1^ J X T  R dR (A2,
® Jo Jo Jo
A  Awhere R = R/Rg ,y°= /■* /^etc.
1 = 3
P
Then the total (thermal plus kinetic) energy within the 
remnant is,
_ 3 X— 1 I P + 1_ ? I 1X-l K
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In the second form £ = £ 1 + (X - l) i];/3 \  is the ratio
2k8
of the thermal energy to the total energy, so that the
p 2 - _Lparameter ok = |_x I / (X-l )X J “ simply measures the ratio oi'P
the expansion velocity to the mass averaged isothermal 
sound speed within the remnant. During the adiabatic 
stage radiative losses are negligible and, by assumption, 
so are the losses due to interaction with the clouds, so 
that E is constant and equal to the energy of the supernova 
explosion.
The secular increase of the mass within the remnant is gov­
erned by,
dM = ¿¡TT R3 % (R ) + ¿1 TT n R (Ak )—  —  s v s s / o s v '
where the first term on the right is M the rate at whichev
mass is injected by evaporation (equation k , 2 - 7 ) and the
second term is M the rate at which ambient gas is sweptSW
into the remnant as it expands. Note that in terms of thè 
moments defined above the mass averaged temperature and 
evaporation parameter are given by,
T = N T  , ) =X(P) T.y2! " ^ / 2 + = X  (p) ^ (A5)^  s ’ ' s' r  p ev SNR
In order to solve equations 133 and B̂ l for the expansion law 
I assume that ^ , £, and aro constant. Strictly this
requires that the remnants evolution is self similar. As 
discussed by Chicbze and Lazcreff (l9ol) such a similarity 
solution can only be found by mating the ad hoc assumption
that the density of the ambient medium varies with distance
_. rr / '.> JLfrom the explosion site as yO^(R) c*. R OC (R) 3 • The ratio 
• •
of M to M is then a constant. Not surprisingly, ev sw
• •
Chidze and Lazereff find that for M M a limitinge v ^  sw
solution is obtained in this case, which they argue will 
hold for evaporation dominated SNR irrespective of the form 
of distribution of the (vanishingly small) external density. 
Furthermore as I shall discuss below the numerical values
of cX, £. and /e,.m are quite insensitive to the precise runsorJiv.
of density, pressure and temperature within the remnant.
Thus for a remnant evolving into a medium of constant 
density it is to be expected that as the relative importance 
of evaporation declines, the values of these constants will 
change slowly and smoothly from those found in the extreme 
evaporative limit, ultimately tending toward the (not very 
different) values found for SNR in the absence of evapor­
ation .
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In writing (AO) the pressure dependence of Lhc evaporation 
parameter (equation 3.2-4) has been combined with the pressure
radius relationship P<XRo to obtain % (P ) o( It . Note that 3 ) c< Rs ' s
for to <  5/3 evaporation is the dominant source of mass at
early epochs, z jC, 1, and declines in importance as z approaches
• •
unity; the condition z « 1  ensures that both M /M « 1ev sw
(Formally Mev/ivi = z /(^+3u) and that the total masss w
added by evaporation exceeds the swept up mass. For U>>5/3 
the converse is the case and the evaporative limit corres­
ponds toz » 1 .
An approximate solution to equation (Ab) which is exact in 
both the evaporation dominated limit and in the opposite 
limit of negligible evaporation and provides an adequate 
interpolation for intermediate values is,




W £ 5/3 (A7)
6 z (lOUw)/6+2 z5 / 2 r _  uz(i«-S)/d1( „  z (3»-.
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These relationships arc shown in Fig. A1 together with the 
results from numerical integrations of equation (A6) for 
several values of (0.
For the limiting case i> = 5/3» which satisfies the condition 
for self similarity, equations (A3 ) and (a4 ) can be integrated 
exactly to give,
L o g  C Z )
Log <Z> <*10.0** -1 )
Figure A1 the normalised mass Y  and normalised age Z as 
functions of normalised radius z for an evaporative SNR. 
Both axes are logarithmic. The solid lines show the 
exact results while the dashed lines show the results from 
the approximations given in the text. See text for 
details. Curves are plotted for four values of u 
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Note that, for this case, the importance of evaporation is 
measured by / h  Jf>Q and the evaporative limit corresponds to
P ev^ /£ ’
as expected in this limit and in the opposite
limit.
For all values of w the solution in the extreme evaporative 
limit which is employed in the text can be written,
M
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X ( r ) =X(h0 )
I1/6 1^/3 (A9 )
k
where R is any convenient radial scale (taken to be R in o c
the text) and = 6/(l0 + 3u>) . Although for the u = 1.8 case 
discussed in the text the evaporative limit solution is only 
applicable at late epochs, for the values of and % con­
sidered, the transition to the evaporation dominated regime 
occurs sufficiently early that equation (A9 ) is still 
appropriate.
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The determination of the values of 5 , £_and ^Q.rp requiresol\ LV.
knowledge of the runs of density, pressure, fluid velocity 
and cloud number density, which can only be obtained from 
a complete solution of the problem. However, the coefficient 
in the SNR expansion law depends on a combination of these 
quantities, from which most of the structural dependence 
cancels , raised to a very small power. Consequently, only 
very approximate values of the moments are required in order 
to determine the expansion law with high accuracy. It 
further follows that, even though the various complicating 
effects neglect in deriving equation (B9) may lead to 
substantial changes in the remnants structure, it will 
remain a good approximation.
For the 0 = 0  case in the extreme evaporative limit,
= 2.89} £- = O .5 6 and )/! = 0.66 when conduction is un-OiNlv
important globally ("adiabatic" case) and <A = 2 . 9 k , <£. = 0.49
and 6,,.,,-,-, = 1 when conduction is sufficiently effectiver SNR
to render the remnant isothermal (Cliidze and Lazereff 198l). 
These values differ by ~10^6 from those obtained in the limit 
of negligible evaporation despite the considerable difference 
between the structures obtained in the two cases. For 
other values of U) I will first obtain limits on the values 
of the parameters from quite general considerations and 
then obtain approximate expressions for o( and £ by analogy 
with the k = 0 solutions.
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OA
By s>liie try the fluid velocity TJ must be zero at the origin
Aand must increase monotonically and almost linearly with R.
Conduction tends to smooth the temperature profile and even
in its absence the strong- temperature dependence of the
5 /2 \evaporation rate (oCT ) is sufficient to ensure that the
temperature is almost uniform. From the definition of the
moments it then follows that 0 F I ,.l'La < 1, T . < IL /1 ̂  <Tv IF /* ’ rnxn^ ' /J'' max
0 ^ 1  / T ^ T _1 and T5/"2 W < ( l  /<o-«> W (t) ̂  5/2)K m m  mxn ^  v ev s 4 max v v >
A  Awhore T < 1  and T > 1  are the minimum and maximum values mxn '' max/
of T/T which occur within the remnant. Further, from s ’
A
c • “l&mentary considerations, for values of W > 0  T . (td))Xm in v /
T . (c*> = 0 ) 0 . 5 for the adiabatic case and X ( x(w =0)mxn 3 \ ^  v /
~b.5 in the 'isothermal" case. Hence for the "adiabatic" case.
2 -3 ' h a x ' V ^ 3 -26 ’ ^  C / h a x ) 572'”«  (¿SNR < A > “
) ¿C (2T )5/2 w por the "isothermal" case' ̂  ^  3 max
2 ^ ^  3.1, 0 . 2 8 ^ ^  1 and = </°"“>/</° > ̂  .
Rough values of c( and £ can be obtained by noting that despite 
the more uniform density profiles, the majority of the mass 
of an evaporative SNR is still concentrated in a narrow zone 
near (although not at) the shock. By virtue of the form of
AU, the kinetic energy is oven more concentrated toward the 
edge. Consequently the "thin shell" approximation (Cavaliere 
and Messina, 19?6) can still be used to give a crude 
estimate of the moments. In this the dynamics of the SNR 
are approximated by treating it as a thin pressure driven 
shell. Demanding consistency between the expansion law
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derived by integrating tlie equation of motion (equation A1 1 ) 
and equation (A9 ) then gives an estimate of I /l^»(lj,/l = 1 
by assumption). From this I obtain
- _ j_ i
o<v 'u|24/(4 + 3u) J 2 , £. ~  fl + 9/(8 + 6w) ] "Etdiabatic" (AlO
J_ -1
*  ^ 18/ [_ (4+3w) (i4+3w$- + (l4-3w)/(l2+9w) "isothermal"
which for U) = 0 differ by £  2 0 c/o from the exact results.
It is rather more difficult to evaluate ^r,1T-„, however, sinceSNR
the computed solution show t h a t a s  well as T is crudely
uniform, the limits given above ensure that does not’ SNR
differ greatly from unity.
Finally, it is straight forward to verify that the reduction
of the evaporation rate due to saturation and complete cloud
destruction does not seriously affect the remnants evolution.
The expansion law when evaporation is saturated everywhere
in the SNR can be obtained in exactly the same way as
equation (A9 ). From this it follows that the transition
to classical evaporation will occur when the remnant reaches
a radius R _ *^20 (X/lO^gs 1K ^''"pc J ) 1 (a /pc) . •class pc v v cl' 7
The mass enclosed by the remnant and its age are then 0.98 
and o, 1.5 of the values obtained from equation (&9 )• Sim­
ilarly when the remnants evolution is limited by complete 
destruction of the warm clouds the SNR will expand roughly 
according to the Sedov equation for a uniform medium of
density ~n f . Equation ( A9) then becomes appropriate W
for radii greater than ^des t ~  3°pc (E /l051 er^) 2/5
— 9 - 1 - ^ / 2  -S\1 /5/ -e — 3 \ — 3/5 whore the(X/10 gs K 37 pc J ) l/5(nwf w/0.1 cm J )
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enclosed mass and age are respectively ̂ ,0,8 and 1.6 times 
the values from equation (B9). Since the departures 
from the evaporative limit solution arc quite small and 
since typically neither transition radius is much larger 
than the radius at blast wave formation it follows that the 
neglect of these effects will not seriously vitiate my 
results.
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A2 S h o w  Plough Solutions
The evolution of a thin, pressure driven shell is governed
by the equations of mass and momentum conservation,
M = M + /fTTfjP- R-3) pc -—  c ' r o
J 0 (All) 
d (Ml) = W l l 2 (P - P )
dt °
subject to the boundary conditions M = M , R = R , P = Pc c c
and R = R at t = t . Here P and p arc the pressure and c c o / o
density of the gas external to the shell. I will assume
that PdV losses dominate over radiative cooling and thermal
- 5conduction in the shells' interior so that P«\R . Then 
introducing the dirnensionless variables X = R/R , = (R C/RC )^>
= [(3McA  R c/|i>0 ) “ -*-1 an(i -X-p = (Rc/R ) ^ ^  it is readily 
shown that (pRl) has the first integral,
In general (A12:) cannot be integrated in closed form,
however, I note the following limiting cases: (l) when M
is very large so that the forces acting on the shell are
negligible compared to its inertia then the shell expands
aL constant velocity and R <X t; (2) when both P and P areJ c o
"2small compared to the ram pressure, R y°0 > the right hand 
side of (A12) tends to zero and the shell expands as a.
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pure motnontum driven snow plow. For small Ma the expansion 
law thon follows the Oort (l95l) solution which has the 
late time asymptote R t‘; (3 ) when P and M* are smallo
the remnant expands al late times, according to the pressure
2 ¡ 1modified snow plough solution of MO with R°< t .
For the case of the cooled shell at the outer edge of an SNR, 
if the pro—cooling evolution is described hy U t and if 
xdio shell contains a fraction £ of the mass within the
• • p
remnant at the cooling point then t = 7 Ji /R and P /R p  -c L c c c c / o
(M.. + l) L(i - £> )/&] arc the appropriate boundary conditions.
Further, from the results of Appendix Bi f £ 0 xc/*'o - ) ^  ' ^ ' >-
provided the SNR is still evaporation dominated at the 
cooling point (R ). Typically 1 anticipate K ^  JÌC O S  C O S
so that M . ̂ 0-10. while in <V 9.2.3 1 will show that X ^  1-2-a- j p
for the SBC-ISM.
Figure A2 shows the results of numerical integrations of
(/VI2 ) for various values of M..(_ and X with = 5/5 and £ = 7
fox' purposes of illustration. The curves for the case of
negligible external pressure show the expected limiting
behaviour when M., = 0 and M_... = 00; , at intermediate values
of M , the expansion law can approximately be described 
r/by R ov t 1 with slowly changing from 'wl to 0,2 / 7  as
X"'* becomes greater than M . Because the internal pressure 
falls so precipitously the external pressure becomes import­
ant rather suddenly at X = X ; for X*\.X 3 1 /u as expectedP P ^
Log <T>
Figure A2 the normalised radius X as a function of normalised
age T  for a pressure driven snow plow. The solid lines
show the evolution when the external pressure is zero
(X = 0 0 ) and are labelled by the value of M^. The
dashed lines show the modification of representative
trajectories brought about by a finite external pressure
and are labelled by the value of X . Both axes arePlogarithmic.
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from the Oort (l95l) solution. The shell continuos to 
expand beyond X^ because of its momentum; if it remains 
intact the external pressure will eventually halt, and indeed 
reverse, the shells motion. Since the decelerating, shell 
is Ray1eigh-Tay1or unstable it is more likely that it breaks 
up; the resulting fragments will then continue to expand 
approximately according to the Oort solution until their 
velocity becomes comparable with the typical random velocity 
of clouds in the ambient medium.
For the parameter range 1 ^ ^ 10, 1̂ < X ^ 2 anticipated
above a reasonable approximation to the expansion law for 
X is therefore R ot t with 1 a constant in the range 
2/7£ 0.' ¿ 1.
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Summary. Models of the interstellar medium (ISM) utilizing the large energy 
output of supernovae to determine the average kinematical properties of the 
gas, are subjected to an imposed (spiral) density wave.
The consequent appearance of the ISM is considered. In particular the 
McKee—Ostriker model with cloud evaporation is used, but it is shown that 
the overall appearance of the galaxy model does not change significantly if a 
modification of Cox’s mechanism, with no cloud evaporation, is incorporated.
We find that a spiral density wave shock can only be self-sustaining if quite 
restrictive conditions are imposed on the values of the galactic supernova rate 
and the mean interstellar gas density.
1 Introduction
Since the work of Cox & Smith (1974) and its subsequent elaboration by McKee & Ostriker 
(1977, hereafter MO), it has been clear that supernova remnants (SNRs) play a major role in 
determining the state of the interstellar medium (ISM). Consequently some fraction of its 
volume must be occupied by a very hot, tenuous plasma. However, observational estimates 
of this fraction, mostly referring to the solar neighbourhood, vary from 10 per cent (Heiles 
1980) to 80 per cent (Dwek & Scalo 1979; Higdon & Lingenfelter 1980). Furthermore, as 
stressed by Scott, Jensen & Roberts (1977), gas in such a hot state, occupying a large volume 
fraction throughout the galactic disc, might, by virtue of its high sound speed, prevent the 
formation of the strong shock waves, often invoked (Roberts 1969) to initiate star forma­
tion in spiral arms.
In response to this difficulty various attempts have been made recently, either to explain 
spiral structure independently of density waves (Seiden & Gerola 1979) or by only indirect 
appeal to density waves (Cowie 1980). Others have avoided the problem by suggesting that 
the hot component has a large volume filling factor only in spiral arms, the ISM between the 
arms remaining in a state capable of supporting density wave shocks (Scott et al. 1977; 
Reinhardt & Schmidt-Kaler 1979; Blitz & Shu 1980). Alternatively as suggested by Schmidt- 
Kaler & Weigandt (1980) the difficulty may not exist if the effective sound speed in the 
inhomogeneous medium is determined largely by the ‘warm’ component. This is discussed 
in Section 5.
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In this paper we investigate, within the framework of the MO model, the consequences 
of assuming that (1) the pattern of the total mean density is similar to that predicted by 
two-armed spiral shocks, and (2) that the star formation rate and supernova rate are propor­
tional to each other, and to some power of the local mean density. In Section 2 we shall 
briefly discuss modifications to the MO model necessary to permit its use in a time-dependent 
situation and describe the method we employ to calculate the variations of the supernova 
rate, ionizing photon emissivity and mean density. In Section 3 we describe the results for a 
spiral galaxy like the Milky Way. In Section 4, we discuss the importance of the cloud 
evaporation assumption, and by modifying Cox's (1979) discussion, show that similar 
results are predicted with a non-evaporative model. In the final section we consider the 
consequences of our results for galactic structure and examine what observational constraints 
might be imposed on the parameters of the model.
2 Assumptions
MO considered the consequences of the inhomogenous nature of the ISM for SNR evolution, 
within the framework of the Cox & Smith picture and found that, with the introduction of a 
number of simplifying assumptions, it was possible to develop a self-consistent model con­
forming with many of its observational properties. They picture the ISM as consisting of 
three more or less distinct components: (1) a hot low density plasma (HIM), filling 70—80 per 
cent of the interstellar volume, (2) cold, dense, neutral clouds (CNM) imbedded within the 
HIM and (3) warm, intermediate density, photo-ionized cloud coronae enveloping each 
cloud (WIM). Tire filling factor of the WIM is - 20 per cent while that of the CNM is only 
- 2 per cent although it contains most of the mass in the ISM. All three components are 
supposed to be in rough pressure equilibrium.
A fundamental ingredient in the MO scheme is the assumption that the thermal evapora­
tion of clouds engulfed by a young SNR is sufficiently rapid for radiation to become impor­
tant, permitting a transition to the ‘snow-plough’ phase, before either the external pressure 
becomes important, or the SNR radius becomes comparable with the scale height of the disc 
gas. For the time being we will assume that this is in fact the case, discussion of the opposite 
point of view advanced by Cox (1979) being postponed until Section 4. We will, however, 
include the effects of cloud geometry and of the dynamical response of the clouds to their 
surroundings in our model.
2.1 C L O U D  D Y N A M I C S  A N D  T H E  E V A P O R A T I O N  R A T E
From the work of Cowie & McKee (1977) and Cowie & Songaila (1977) the evaporation rate 
for a static spheroidal cloud imbedded in a medium of temperature 7), is given by,
M ev = io4-440m 0g(/)r,rfl. (1)
Here, a(pc) is the radius of a sphere having the same volume as the cloud and <t>g Q )  is a 
geometrical factor which is unity for spherical clouds and increases with increasing major- 
minor axis ratio, /, for oblate or prolate spheroids. The constant 0m is introduced to allow 
for partial quenching of thermal conduction by magnetic fields or turbulence. This equation 
ceases to be valid if the mean free path for electron energy exchange in the cloud becomes 
comparable to its dimensions (‘saturation’), or if the rate of radiative cooling in the cloud 
envelope exceeds the rate of conductive heating so that the cloud grows by condensation. 
The saturated condition will always occur at a sufficiently early epoch in SNR evolution and 
its neglect leads to an overestimate of the net evaporation rate over the remnant’s lifetime.
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This effect is, however, relatively unimportant over the range of conditions considered here. 
Similarly, there are always some larger clouds in which radiative losses are important, 
however, with the steep cloud mass spectrum implied by observation (e.g. Hobbs 1974) and 
adopted here this is never important.
The surface pressure experienced by a cloud which is overrun by an SNR blast wave will 
increase sharply as the shock passes and then slowly decline as the remnant expands. The 
cloud’s response to this changing surface pressure will be extremely complex (cf. Sgro 1975; 
McKee & Cowie 1975; Woodward 1976, 1979; Cox 1979) and large departures from pressure 
equilibrium are inevitable. Nevertheless, the cloud must relax back toward pressure equilibrium 
in a few times the cloud soundspeed crossing time rc|. Cowie & McKee (1977) found that in 
general the time-scale for evaporative flow in the cloud is very much shorter than tc\ so that 
ihe cloud can be treated quasistatically and equation (1) will give the correct instantaneous 
evaporation rate.
If rci tsnr (the mean interval between successive young SNRs overrunning a given 
cloud) or if evaporation plays an important role in SNR dynamics for a period rev « tci, 
then we can regard the cloud radius as a constant determined by the time averaged pressure 
it experiences. Conversely, if rev » rc) the cloud must remain close to pressure equilibrium 
with its immediate surroundings. Neglecting magnetic support and assuming the cloud 
remains isothermal we find in this latter case that the cloud radius a, varies with pressure P, 
according to
a(P)«P^, (2)
where 7 =* 1.8 if recombination is sufficiently rapid to keep the cloud in ionization equilib­
rium or 7 = 1/3 if the ionization state remains frozen. In practice we find that rci, rev and 
the recombination time-scale, rrec, are all of comparable magnitude so none of these cases is 
likely to be applicable in detail. Nevertheless, equation (2) with 7 = 0, 1/3 and 1.8 may 
provide some general indication of the effects of cloud dynamics on the evaporation rate.
With the evaporation rate given by (1) and (2), a straightforward extension of the work of 
MO (see Appendix) leads to a system of equations which can be solved iteratively to yield 
values of several quantities of interest. We have undertaken an extensive series of calculations 
employing different values for the various constants which enter into the MO model. In the 
present context we wish to focus attention primarily on those quantities which are expected 
to change from point to point as a consequence of galactic structure. Consequently we have 
set the remaining quantities at the values chosen by MO, (these values are tabulated in the 
Appendix) except that we use supernova energy E0 = 5 x 105Oerg, half the value used by MO. 
Our calculations confirm, however, that our results are not unduly sensitive to the choice of 
these other parameters. In particular we find that the cloud geometry chosen is unimportant 
and hence consider only the case of spherical clouds. Further, in what follows we will take 
7= 1/3 although our results are not too sensitive to its value.
2.2 T H E  M O D E L  O F  T H E  G A L A X Y
The quantities we have chosen to vary in our model are the local mean total density n, the 
emissivity of ionizing photons euv, and the supernova rate per cubic parsec S. MO selected 
values for these parameters based on observational data pertaining to the solar neighbour­
hood. Here we calculate their values by means of a simple semi-empirical galactic model, 
constructed within the framework of density wave theory.
In the TASS model (Roberts 1969, Shu, Milione & Roberts 1973) the variation of the gas
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density along a representative streamline can be approximated by
ñ(R, t) = ñ0(R) {1 + (c - l)exp(-f/f0)} , (3)
where t is the time since the last passage through the density wave shock and the decay time 
t0 is of the order 3 x 107yr. For simplicity we take c the density contrast or compression 
ratio, to be constant.
We obtain n0 (7? ) from the relation
where >1(R, 11°) and h(7?,H2) are the observed azimuthally smoothed densities of neutral and 
molecular hydrogen respectively. Here tga| is the galactic rotation period in a frame rotating 
at the pattern speed of the spiral potential £2p, i.e.
fgal(7?) = 2Tr/[£2(7?)-£2p] ,
where £2(7?) is the angular rotation speed of the galaxy. In what follows £2p is taken to be 
13.5 km s' 1 kpc“1 and we adopt a flat rotation curve such that £2(7?) = 250/7? km s“1 kpc“1.
While the galactic distribution of H° is quite well established (Burton 1976) that of H2 
must be inferred indirectly from observations of CO. Both the local value of the ratio 
n(H2)/tl(CO) and the questionof a possible radial variation of this quantity (due to a galactic 
abundance gradient) remain controversial (Solomon, Sanders & Scoville 1979 (SSS);Guibert, 
Lequeux & Viallefond 1978 (GLV); Blitz & Shu 1980). We therefore consider three different 
H2 distributions based on (i) the data of SSS, (ii) the data of Gordon & Burton (1976; GB) 
and (iii) the values obtained by GLV from the data of GB by assuming a smaller value for 
m(H2)//7(CO) in the solar neighbourhood and incorporating a strong radial gradient of the 
carbon abundance. For the vertical distribution of both H° and H2 we adopt a Gaussian form 
with scale heights of 160 and 70pc respectively (Cohen & Thaddeus 1977).
The relationship between the gas density and the rate of star formation has been a subject 
of considerable controversy since the classic work of Schmidt (1959) who proposed on 
empirical grounds that on a large scale the star formation rate varies as some power m of 
the total gas density. Recently, GLV have used a comparison of the radial and vertical 
distribution of several tracers of recent massive star formation with that of the interstellar 
gas and found some justification for adopting m - 1.3—2.5. A similar study by Smith, 
Biermann & Mezger (1978) based primarily on the distribution of giant Hu regions led to a 
somewhat smaller value in the range 0.5—1.0. Conversely from consideration of the past 
history of star fonnation in the solar neighbourhood assuming a time independent initial 
mass function Miller & Scalo (1979) have deduced m < 0.5. We here employ the Schmidt 
law as a convenient parameterization relating the local star formation rate to the local mean 
total density and construct models employing m = */2, 1 and 2. It should, however, be 
stressed that the observational tests refer only to properties smoothed over large regions.
We thus take the supernova rate to be given by
where t* is the ‘lifetime’ of the stars which give rise to supernova events, which we take to 
be of order 107yr, comparable to observational estimates of the delay between the formation 
of a dust lane and the appearance of the first massive OB stars in external galaxies 
(Mathewson, van der Kruit & Brouw 1972). To obtain the constant of proportionality,So, 
we equate the integral of S0n(R,t)m over the whole disc to the value of the total galactic 
supernova rate, Agal. Estimates for this latter quantity have been obtained by a number of
j'GalTO/“ i to<«(/?)> = ' ñ(R,t)dt^ñ0(R) 1+2(1 - c ) --— t
Jo I 'gal(*J
n(R, H°) + 2ñ(7?, H2),
5(7?, t) = S0ñ(R, t - f*)m m = V2,1 or 2 , (4)
independent methods, but all are subject to severe selection effects and/or ambiguities of 
interpretation (see, e.g. Clark & Stephenson 1977,Tammann 1978; Caswell & Lerche 1979a; 
Lozinskaya 1980; Higdon & Lingenfelter 1980; Taylor & Manchester 1977; Arnaud & 
Rothenflug 1980). Taken together all the available data appear to be consistent with 5gaj ~ 
0.01 —0.1 yr 1. Similarly we obtain the emissivity of ionizing photons from the simple 
relationship
em(R,t) = e1S (R,t) + e2, (5)
where the term proportional to S represents contribution from SNRs themselves and young 
hot stars, while the constant term describes the contribution from density bounded planetary 
nebulae. Observational estimates in the solar neighbourhood suggest that SNRs, unshielded 
B stars and planetary nebulae each provide e~ 1 — 1.5 x 10“15cm“3s“1 (Salpeter 1979). 
Potentially the local contribution from unshielded O stars is a factor of 10—20 greater than 
this;however,Elmegreen (1976) has argued that most of this flux is absorbed within ~ lOOpc 
of its source. Neglecting this latter contribution and allowing for losses from the galactic disc 
we take - 1.2x 1061 per SNR and e2 ~ 0.7 x 10_15cm“3s_1; however, it must be recog­
nized that a ‘leak’ of only 10 per cent of the O star flux would double this value.
Equations (3), (4) and (5) define our galactic model. In incorporating it into the three 
phase scheme we tacitly assume that the ISM remains in a quasi-steady state as S, n and euv 
vary slowly with time and that the spatial variation of these parameters on length scales very 
much larger than the typical dimensions of an SNR do not drastically affect local conditions. 
Smith (1977) found that a quasi-equilibrium state was achieved in his Monte Carlo simula­
tions based on the Cox& Smith (1974) model on a time-scale of order 107yr. This relaxation 
time and the statistical distribution of supernovae will inevitably somewhat blur the para­
meter distributions we obtain. Nevertheless, solutions obtained assuming locally uniform 
values for S, h and euv at each point in the disc, should not represent too severe an approxi­
mation except near the discontinuities at the passage of the density wave shock and the 
‘switch on’ of the new generation of supernovae.
3 Results
For purposes of orientation we will begin by considering a specific model incorporating the 
BG density distribution and having spiral shock compression c = 5.0, exponent of star forma­
tion rate m = 1.0 and 5gai = 0.02 yr' 1 (note that Sgai is the number of supernovae occurring 
per year in our Galaxy while S is the supernova rate per year per cubic parsec). For this case, 
Fig. 1 shows the variation of a number of parameters of the ISM with azimuth (d) in the 
midplane of the galaxy, at the galactocentric distance of the Sun. The values of the same 
quantities at points on the loci of maximum supernova rate (‘arm’) and minimum mean 
density (‘interarm’) are shown as functions of galactocentric distance in Fig. 2.
In Table 1(a) we list the ‘arm’ and ‘interarm’ values both fori? = 10 kpc and R = 5 kpc, the 
latter distance being chosen as broadly representative of points in the molecular ring. 
Column 1 gives Qc, the porosity parameter, which measures the sum of the fractional 
volumes of all SNRs still in the pre-cooling phase of their evolution while column 2 gives 
i?c, the SNR radius at the end of this phase. These quantities, especially the former, increase 
very rapidly with both decreasing h and decreasing S. This behaviour is a direct consequence 
of the evaporative feedback mechanism in the MO scheme and is not dependent on the 
details of our galactic model. When Qc > 1, as occurs in the ‘interarm’ region interior to
4 kpc or exterior to 8 kpc, SNRs frequently overlap before cooling and the basic assumptions
of the MO model break down. Similarly ifi?c exceeds the scale height of the disc gas, energy
losses to the halo may play a dominant role in SNR energy balance invalidating our results.
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azimuth (0 ) Galactocentric distance (kpc)
Fig u re  1. ( L e f t )  C a l c u l a t e d  q u a n t i t i e s  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  a z i m u t h  0 U ,  in  t h e  m i d p l a n e  o f  t h e  g a l a x y  at a 
g a l a c t o c e n t r i c  d i s t a n c e  o f  1 0  k p c  (see t e x t ) ,  b is z e r o  a t  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  d e n s i t y  w a v e  s h o c k .  T h e  posi­
t i o n s  a t  w h i c h  t h e  ‘ a r n T  ( A )  a n d  ‘ i n t e r a r m ’  ( I )  p r o p e r t i e s  w e r e  e v a l u a t e d  a r e  i n d i c a t e d .  T h e  p r o p e r t i e s  of  
t h e  w a r m  e n v e l o p e s  m a y  b e  e s t i m a t e d  f r o m  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  in  t h e  t e x t  w h i l e  (P > »  8 8 knc.
Fig u re  2. ( R i g h t )  T h e  s a m e  q u a n t i t i e s  as in  F i g .  1 b u t  p l o t t e d  as f u n c t i o n s  o f  g a l a c t o c e n t r i c  distance,  
R  ( k p c )  a l o n g  t h e  ‘ a r m ’  ( A )  a n d  ‘ i n t e r a r n T  ( I )  l o c i .
The occurrence of either of these conditions is likely to lead to the violation of energy 
conservation in the disc gas. The excess energy will be transported to the halo where it may 
assist in driving a galactic wind or a galactic fountain (Shapiro & Field 1976; Chevalier & 
Oegerle 1979). Further, if dense shell formation is prevented under these circumstances, 
material will not be returned to the dense phase and the mass of the HIM will grow by 
evaporation at the expense of the clouds. The critical radius above which clouds begin to 
condense rather than evaporate decreases with increasing hot phase density (McKee & Cowie 
1977). Thus ultimately a new equilibrium state may be achieved with evaporation of the
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small clouds balanced by condensation on to large clouds. Alternatively, matter may be 
returned to the cool dense phase by the operation of a galactic fountain.
Column 3 of Table 1(a) contains the volume average contribution to the ISM pressure 
provided by SNR, {P>. The properties of the cloud population discussed below are calculated 
assuming the clouds to be in equilibrium at this pressure rather than at the ‘typical’ pressure 
employed by MO (see Appendix). Notice that the behaviour of this parameter is qualitatively 
similar to that of n in this case. In column 4 we give, Ncl, the number of cloud centres per 
cubic parsec. This quantity is largest in the arm region of the molecular ring and falls 
dramatically with decreasing n and S. Notice that the distribution of jVc1 in both R and 0 is 
significantly more sharply peaked than for instance that of n. Again this behaviour is a con­
sequence of MOs evaporative feedback mechanism.
Columns 5-8 give respectively the mean radius, (ac), filling factor /c, intercloud distance, 
Ac and density, nc, of the cold cores. Notice that the forms of the variation of <ac>, and Ac 
are very similar, while the assumption of pressure equilibrium dictates that nc is simply 
proportional to (P). Columns 9-12 give the corresponding quantities; <aw>, /w, Xw andnw 
for the warm envelopes. The ratios <ac)/(aw>, Ac/Aw, fclfw and nc/nw are entirely fixed by 
the assumption of pressure equilibrium and MOs modelling of the cloud properties, specifically
(ac)/(aw) = 0.38(1 + xwr1/3, Xc/Aw =6.25(1 + xw)2/3,
nw/nc = 100(1 +xw), f j f c = 0.02(1 + xw)-1 \n(Mu/Mt) ,
where xw is the fractional ionization in the warm envelope andAf„ and TIT, are the masses of 
the largest and smallest clouds permitted by the model. Since xw varies only slightly the first 
three ratios are almost constant, having in the present case the values ~ 0.3, ~ 8.3 and ~ 0.06 
respectively. Conversely Mu/M; is quite sensitive to the local values of euv and (P) and hence 
fw/fc varies rather more.
We may now consider the effect on our results of changing the constants in the galactic 
model from those used to derive Table 1(a). We have performed calculations employing each 
of the three density distributions discussed in Section 2 for m = 0.5, 1 and 2 and with c and 
^  having various values in the range 1-10 and 0.01-0.1 yr"1, respectively. These show that the 
gross qualitative features exhibited in Figs 1 and 2 are preserved, even though the absolute 
values of the derived parameters and the magnitudes of their variation with R and d may 
change considerably. One important exception to this, however, is that the qualitative 
behaviour of the filling factors differs significantly according to the value of m. We will 
return to this point shortly.
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3.1 E F F E C T  O F  C H A N G I N G  T H E  S H O C K  C O M P R E S S I O N  R A T I O  C, A N D  T H E  S U P E R ­
N O V A  R A T E  Sgai
Understandably, the larger the value of c, the larger the contrast between the arm and inter­
arm values of the derived parameters. This tendency is particularly pronounced in the cases 
of Nd and Qc and is least prominent for the filling factors. Rather more surprising is the 
relative insensitivity to the value of c of conditions in the arm region of the molecular ring. 
These trends are illustrated by the data in Table 1(b) which were calculated for c- 10.0, 
the other constants being the same as for Table 1(a). The arm—interarm contrasts in N& 
and Qc shown in Table 1(b) are respectively 4—15 times and 3—8 times those shown in 
Table 1(a). Conversely the values of /w and/c at any point are virtually the same in both 
tables. In the arm region at R = 5 kpc the data in these two tables are the same to within 
~ 30 per cent and excluding Nc\ and Qc brings this difference down to 5 10 per cent. For
any individual parameter the difference between the values in the two tables is substantially 
greater at any other point.
Throughout the volume of parameter space examined here if the value of 5gar is increased, 
(T), Na, nc and nw all increase at any point, while Rc, the cloud radii and cloud filling 
factors decrease. To a fairly good approximation, the ratio of the values of any of these 
quantities obtained from models differing only in the value of Sgaj, is both independent of 
position and of the values of the other constants. The values of Qc, Ac and Aw are almost 
independent of 5gaj. At points for which the local value of S exceeds 1 x l(T13pc“3yr_1 the 
value of Qc increases slightly with 5gai while below this the converse is true. Similarly the 
intercloud distances are slowly increasing functions of >Sgai wherever S ̂  0.5 x 10_13pcfi3yr_1 
and are slowly decreasing functions elsewhere. As a specific example Table 1(c) gives the 
values obtained for the same values for the constants as in Table 1(a) except that 5gal = 
0.05 yfi1. Dividing the data in Table 1(c) by those in Table 1(a) we obtain the ratios ~ 2 
for Ncl, ~ 0.65 for <ac) and <aw>, ~ 0.53 for/c and/w, ~ 1.85 for CP), nc and nw and ~ 0.85 
for Rc. These ratios are broadly typical of those obtained for any other pair of models having 
Sgal = 0.02 yr"1 and 5gai = 0.05 yr_1. In this case the corresponding ratio of the values of Qc is 
~ 1.3 while those of the intercloud distances are both - 1.2.
3.2 E F F E C T  O F  C H A N G I N G  T H E  M O L E C U L A R  H Y D R O G E N  D E N S I T I E S
Essentially the values of n(H2) obtained by SSS only differ from those of GB in being every­
where ~ 2.5 times larger. Thus since in either case n(Ii°) < «(H2), adopting the SSS values 
rather than those of GB affects the normalization constant, S0, of equation (4), in essentially 
the same way as decreasing Sga|. The consequences of this for the values calculated at any 
position is of course complicated by the accompanying increase in the local value ofn. We 
find that the overall effect of this change is to increase the number of clouds, their densities 
and their filling factors while decreasing Qc, Rc, the cloud radii and the intercloud distances. 
Again the ratio of the values obtained from two models differing only in the choice of the 
density distribution, are approximately independent of the values of the other constants and 
only change slowly with position. The data in Table 1(d) were obtained with the same con­
stants as for Table 1(a) but using the SSS density distribution. The ratios here are ~ 0.1 for 
Qc, ~ 10 for Nci, - 0.6 for Rc,(ac) and <aw>, ~ 0.34 for Aw and Ac and -1.1 for nc and nw.
The density values derived by GLV are ~ 0.64 and -0.2 times those of GB at 10 and 5 kpc 
respectively. The consequence of these considerably lower densities is that the cloud evapor­
ation rate per unit volume is commonly insufficient for cooling to occur before the SNRs 
either overlap or burst out of the disc even in the arm region.
3.3 E F F E C T  O F  C H A N G I N G  T H E  S T A R  F O R M A T I O N  E X P O N E N T ,  m
For the case m = 2 our results are in general qualitatively similar to those for m = 1 except 
that the magnitudes of the arm—interarm and radial contrasts in the various quantities are 
substantially greater. However, the behaviour of the filling factors is exceptional in this 
respect. We find quite generally that if m - 1.46 the value of /w is independent of R and 9, 
while for /c the same is true at m - 1.73. As we have seen for the case m = 1, below these 
values the filling factors are higher in the arm region than in the interarm region and have a 
maximum value in the molecular ring. The converse is true for the case m-2. Table 1(e) 
which gives the results for the same model as Table 1(a) but with m = 2 illustrates these 
trends and broadly typifies the results obtained for other cases. For m = '/2 the basic trends 
are consistent with those discussed above. However, generally in this case we find that the
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value of /w predicted approaches or exceeds unity everywhere. When/w is comparable to 
unity the SNR evolution will be primarily controlled by the cloud component rather than 
the HIM and the MO scheme is inappropriate. The situation then becomes more reminiscent 
of the original Cox & Smith (1974) model.
4 A non-evaporative model
Thus far we have assumed that the evaporation of embedded clouds plays a dominant role in 
the early stages of SNR evolution. However, thermal evaporation can be quenched if the 
magnetic field in the cloud—HIM interface possesses a suitable geometry. Cox (1979) has 
examined the evolution of SNRs in a hot, tenuous intercloud matrix in the absence of 
evaporation. In particular his calculations show that for this case both the external pressure 
and interaction with the halo will become important prior to the onset of radiative cooling. 
He suggested that cloud compression might then be the dominant sink for SNR energy and 
demonstrated that this mechanism could represent an important heat source for the clouds. 
To assess the consequences of such a situation for our results we have constructed a model in 
which Cox’s scheme for SNR evolution is incorporated into the representation of the cloud 
population employed in the MO model.
Cox characterized SNR evolution in terms of a normalized volume y defined so that the 
ambient pressure becomes important when y = 1. He then supposed that the remnant evolved 
until at y =Tmax> all the explosion energy had been dissipated, and calculated the volume 
average pressure contributed by the ensemble of SNRs as a function of ymax. He also 
obtained an expression for the rate of nett compressional work done by an SNR on the 
clouds contained within it. Adopting the cloud geometry and size spectrum used in the MO 
model (cf. Appendix) the integral of this latter quantity from y - 0.1 to y can be approxi­
mately represented by
0.955E0(EJPu)v3n\[2 , l;/I
^ < 0  + 0,28( W - 3 /.(■ -(■»/)-“ )■ W
where nh is the density in the undisturbed matrix which we subsequently take to be 5 x 
10“3cm“3. Eo is the supernova explosion energy in erg and Ph is the pressure in the hot 
matrix. Equation (6) has been corrected to allow for the complete compression of the 
smallest clouds. For simplicity we assume that the entire explosion energy is consumed by 
cloud compression and obtain ymax by setting vvnet = E0 in equation (6). This, together with 
Cox’s expression for the pressure and the usual equations relating the cloud properties to n 
and euv leads to a system of equations analogous to those obtained in the MO case.
Acceptable solutions to these equations can only be obtained over rather more limited 
ranges of values for the input parameters than in the case of the MO model. The asymptotic 
behaviour of the explicit y dependence in equation (6) together with the rapid decrease of 
/w with increasing y, consequent upon the increasing pressure, results in wnet(y)/E0 possessing 
a maximum near y ~ 0.3. Hence, our requirement that wnet(ymax)/E0 = 1 imposes as an 
absolute upper limit S2/3/n <s 3.6 x 10“9 at any point. Conversely if the ambient pressure is to 
be sufficient to confine the warm envelopes so that /w < 1 then S2/3/n> 1.4 x 1CT9. The 
consequences of any failure to meet these conditions will be similar to those discussed for 
the MO model in the last section.
Wherever these conditions are satisfied for a particular galactic model we find, however, 
that the behaviour of the derived parameters with R and d is qualitatively similar to those 
obtained in the MO model. Quantitatively the ‘Cox’ calculations lead to pressures typically 
~ l/2 those obtained from the MO model for the corresponding case. Consequently, Nci,
the cloud densities and intercloud distances are smaller while the cloud radii and filling 
factors are rather larger in the Cox case. Table 1(f) lists the data for the GB density distribu­
tion with c = 5.0,m = 1.0 and 5gaj = 0.02 yr_1 which can be compared directly with the data of 
Table 1(a). Rmax is the SNR radius when y =jvmax. The behaviour of/w is noteworthy in 
that it is largest where ñ and S are smallest which differs from the behaviour of f c. The trends 
exhibited in this case are typical of those for other models using the GB or SSS density laws 
and with m = 1 (bearing in mind the limits discussed above). For models having m = 2 one 
or both of the above limits are invariably violated at some point in the disc while as in the 
MO case models having m = ’/2 generally predict /w > 1 throughout the disc. With the GLV 
density law the density is too small to permit the complete dissipation of the explosion 
energy by cloud crushing for any reasonable value of 5gai.
5 Discussion
The essential trend exhibited in our results is that in regions where ñ and S are large, the 
energy deposited in an SNR is dissipated at a much earlier evolutionary epoch than in 
regions of low ñ and S, irrespective of whether this dissipation occurs predominantly via 
evaporation-enhanced radiation or via cloud crushing. Consequently, the ensemble of SNRs 
contribute to a larger volume average pressure in such regions. The natural concomitant of 
this (given the assumed cloud properties) is that the clouds are smaller, more dense and 
considerably more numerous under such conditions.
The dramatic decrease in the predicted number of clouds in passing from ‘arm’ to ‘interarm’ 
conditions, raises the important theoretical question of whether the cloud spectrum is capable 
of adjusting sufficiently rapidly to local conditions, as is assumed implicitly in our model. 
The bulk of this variation results from the destruction of the smallest and most numerous 
clouds. In the MO model the putative mechanisms for this are shock sweeping by SNRs in 
the ‘snow-plough’ phase and complete evaporation. The time-scale for the former process 
will be clearly comparable with that for SNR evolution, while we find that the time-scale for 
the latter process is typically of the same order of magnitude. Likewise the formation of the 
smallest clouds is supposed to occur by means of the break up of the dense shells of old 
SNRs and hence will take place on a similar time-scale. Conversely, it is very unlikely that 
larger clouds can be created and destroyed so rapidly. However, trial calculations employing 
modified cloud spectra and differing methods for fixing the upper limit to the cloud mass 
suggest that this will not unduly affect our results. For the Cox model the mechanism of 
cloud creation and destruction is unknown so we can make no such assurance.
5.1 M A C H  N U M B E R  O F  T H E  S P I R A L  S H O C K
Clearly the central question and that which initially motivated this study, concerns whether 
or not the ISM possesses properties consistent with the existence of a density wave shock. 
The condition for the existence of a strong shock in the gas is that the streaming velocity 
normal to the spiral pattern, Wi ~ 10—2 0kms_1 should exceed the effective acoustic speed 
in the gas c. Schmidt-Kaler & Weigandt (1980) have discussed the value of c appropriate to a 
multicomponent medium, in the limit of long wavelengths. Writing their result in a more 
convenient form we obtain,
c= ______________^ -------------- , (7)
[(1 -/w)2Cw +)Vh +/w(l -/w)Ow +Ch)] 1/2
where ch is the sound speed in the HIM ~ 120 km s_1 and cw is that in the WIM which lies
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between 9.2 and 13.2kms-1 depending on the fractional ionization. Even for quite small 
values of f w the warm envelopes are remarkably effective in retarding shocks propagating 
through the medium.
In Fig. 3 we show the value of c calculated from equation (7) for the ‘interarm’ region as 
a function of/? in a number of representative cases. This can be compared with the expected 
run of Wx for the galaxy (Burton 1977; following Roberts, Roberts & Shu 1975). For the 
MO models if m = 1 or 2 only those employing the SSS density distribution satisfy the 
criterion W± > c at any point and then only if 5^ £ 0.02 yr'1. For m = 1 this only occurs in 
a rather limited region near R = 5 kpc; however, for m = 2 the form of the variation of /w 
with n and S permits the condition to be satisfied over a much larger range in R for a given 
value of 5’gai. Similarly, for the Cox models the requirement that all the explosion energy be 
dissipated, necessitates a sufficiently large value of /w for the existence of a shock, but can 
only be satisfied when .Sgai is small and h large. As already noted the models with m - V2 
predict large values of/w everywhere and consequently will generally satisfy this criterion.
The point is often made (e.g. Scott, Jensen & Roberts 1977; Reinhardt & Schmidt-Kaler 
1979; Blitz & Shu 1980) that supernovae of type I which yield a smaller (~ x/i, Chevalier 
1977) energy per explosion than supernovae of type II, probably predominate in the interarm 
region. To examine the consequences of this we have performed calculations using a reduced 
explosion energy for all the supernovae in the interarm region. We find that as would be
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Golactrocentnc distance (kpc)
F i g u r e  3 .  T h e  e f f e c t i v e  s o u n d  s p e e d  c ( k m s " ' )  o f  t h e  i n t e r a r m  I S M  as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  g a l a c t o c e n t r i c  d i s t a n c e .  
F o r  b o t h  p a n e l s  a c o m p r e s s i o n  f a c t o r ,  c o f  5 . 0  a n d  g a l a c t i c  s u p e r n o v a  r a t e ,  S ga 1 o f  0 . 0 2  y r “ 1 w a s  e m p l o y e d .  
F o r  ( a )  t h e  e x p o n e n t  m  o f  s t a r  f o r m a t i o n  w a s  1 ,  w h i l e  f o r  ( b )  i t  w a s  2 .  T h e  n u m b e r e d  c u r v e s  w e r e  c a lc u ­
l a t e d  f o r  ( 1 )  G B  d e n s i t y  l a w  E 0 =  5 X 1 0 5“ e r g ,  ( 2 )  S S S  d e n s i t y  l a w  E„ = 5 X  1 0 5“ e r g ,  ( 3 )  G B  d e n s i t y  law  
¿’ 0 =  2 . 5  X  1 0 50e r g ,  a n d  ( 4 )  S S S  d e n s i t y  l a w  E a =  2 . 5  X  1 0 5(le r g .  T h e  s o l i d  l i n e  s h o w s  t h e  s t r e a m i n g  v e l o c i t y  
p e r p e n d i c u l a r  t o  t h e  s p i r a l  a r m  W ( k m  s“ 1 )  a f t e r  B u r t o n  ( 1 9 7 6 ) .
expected this reduces (P) and hence leads to a modest increase in /w (typically S 70 per cent 
if E0 is halved to 2.5 x 1050erg). Nevertheless, contrary to the suggestion of these authors the 
hot phase continues to be an important constituent of the interarm ISM. The increase in/w 
does, however, lead to a decrease in c as indicated in Fig. 3 and a rather less restricted range 
of models are then able to satisfy the constraint on Wjc. In particular it becomes possible 
for models employing the GB density distribution with m = 1 and S 0.02 to satisfy this 
criterion in the molecular ring.
Even if the intercloud gas is incapable of supporting density wave induced shocks it 
remains possible that the ‘cloud fluid’ may be able to do so as has been proposed by Cowie 
(1980). The details of such a mechanism, however, remain to be worked out. In any case it 
should be borne in mind that observation both of our own and external galaxies do indicate 
the existence of a density enhancement associated with spiral arms (e.g. Visser 1980; Cohen 
et al. 1980) so our galactic model may not differ too much from the truth whatever 
mechanism is ultimately found to be responsible.
5.2 M O L E C U L A R  C L O U D S  IN T H E  M O D E L
Another interesting question relates to the status of molecular clouds within our model. In 
modelling the cloud properties we have not included the presence of molecular cores although 
in calculating n we have included the molecular component. As a rough empirical criterion a 
cloud possesses sufficient self shielding to contain a significant H2 content when its column 
density exceeds - 6 x 102OcnT2 (Savage et al. 1977), i.e. when its core radius exceeds ~ 194/ 
nc pc. Consequently the numerous small clouds which primarily control our model never 
possess molecular cores, so neglecting their presence should not greatly affect our results. 
Overall, given the cloud spectrum employed ~ 40 per cent of the ISM mass is contained in 
clouds with sufficient self shielding to possess molecular cores. That this falls short of the 
molecular fraction actually observed and tacitly assumed is not, however, surprising.
Our cloud spectrum is assumed to terminate at the limiting mass given by Mouschovias & 
Spitzer (1976), corresponding to a radius typically ~ lOpc in the spiral arms which as has 
often been noted falls considerably short of the observed scale length of Giant Molecular 
Cloud complexes (SSS; Stark & Blitz 1978). On the other hand, the very numerous small 
clouds found in the arms lead to typical cloud separations very much smaller than the 
average separation of the early type stars ~ 50 pc responsible for much of the ionization 
(deduced from Torres-Peimbert, Lazcano-Aruajo & Peimbert 1974). Thus mutual cloud— 
cloud shielding might become an important effect. Tentatively then we might envisage 
molecular cloud complexes as being agglomerates of many mutually shielding clouds spaced 
more closely than the average. The acceleration due to SNRs and stellar winds coupled with 
the gravitational attraction of the few largest members might provide a natural mechanism 
for the initial formation of such clumps. Certainly the observational evidence that molecular 
clouds are inhomogeneous (Silk 1980) provides some encouragement for such a point of 
view.
5.3 O B S E R V A T I O N A L  C O N S T R A I N T S
It is clearly of considerable interest to examine the observable consequences of our model 
and to consider what if any constraints can then be imposed upon it. MO compared many 
predictions of their model with the observed properties of the ISM in the solar neighbour­
hood, and found reasonable agreement in most respects bearing in mind the highly approxi­
mate nature of the model. Here we will concentrate on predictions relating to the larger scale
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properties of spiral galaxies. In particular the question of whether the hot component of the 
ISM is truly ubiquitous or merely a local anomaly can clearly be most easily resolved by 
studying nearby galaxies.
Ultimately the most unequivocal evidence for a pervasive hot phase in any external galaxy 
would come from observations of its soft X-ray emission. Following MO the effective soft 
X-ray opacity of a multiphase medium is approximately given by,
kx - (Ac + 1 lnca)~l + (Aw + l/«wcr)“‘ ,
where a is the effective cross-section per hydrogen atom (Brown & Gould 1970; the more 
detailed analysis of Ride & Walker 1977, requires a different cross-section for the CNM and 
W1M: however, we will neglect this in view of the approximate nature of the calculation). 
For the MO model we find that the volume average emissivity of the HIM is proportional to 
S and almost independent of Qc. It is then straightforward to calculate the relative intensity 
emitted at a particular energy at each point in our models. In general the S dependence of 
the emissivity dominates over the increased opacity resulting from larger « so that regions of 
high ñ and S would be expected to be ‘bright’ at soft X-ray energies. For instance in the 
Wisconsin groups B band (0.17 keV, Burstein et al. 1977) we find from the results of Table 1 
that the ratios of the arm to interarm intensities are ~ 1.25 and 1.42 at 5 and lOkpc respec­
tively. At the higher energy of the M band (0.4—0.85 keV) the corresponding ratios are 
- 2.23 and 1.85. Because most of the soft X-ray flux is emitted by the younger, smaller 
remnants the actual distribution of flux will inevitably be very irregular. Furthermore, the 
interpretation of any observations will be complicated by the presence of emission from the 
galaxies, halo as well as ‘contamination’ by the emission from our own Galaxy.
Another potential tracer of the hot gas and one for which observations already exist is its 
non-thermal radio emission. Unfortunately the details of the emission mechanism in SNRs 
remain unclear and in particular depend critically on the geometry of the magnetic field 
which is as yet unknown (Caswell & Lerche 1979b). It is therefore not possible to make any 
useful predictions of its distribution on the basis of our model.
The statistical properties of resolved SNRs may represent a useful probe of the conditions 
in their vicinity (Higdon & Lingenfelter 1980). Note in particular that our model predicts an 
increase in the typical remnant size scale with decreasing ñ and S which shows up in our 
model as an increase in remnant size with increasing galactic radius. Such a trend has already 
been noted for our galaxy both for radio remnants (Jones 1975) and for the giant Hi shells 
reported by Heiles (1979), (Bruhweiler et al. 1980). However, other interpretations of this 
trend are possible and selection effects are undoubtedly important.
It might seem that observations of the properties of the CNM and WIM in external galaxies 
might provide a test of our model and hence by inference provide information on the hot 
phase. Photographic surface photometry can provide information on the distribution of dust 
and hence gas in nearby galaxies with a linear resolution of tens of parsecs while 21-cm aper­
ture synthesis measurements yield comparable data for Hi alone at rather lower resolution. 
Unfortunately such observations ultimately can only provide a measurement of the local 
value of ñ at any point and hence while certainly useful for testing our galactic model they 
provide only limited information on the properties of the cloud population. In principle 
the statistical fluctuations in the observed column density provide a measure of Nc\, 
however, because of the large volume elements involved we do not expect the effect to be 
measurable. A statistical study of individual large (resolved) clouds (Elmegreen 1980) can 
help to elucidate some features of the model but the insensitivity of our results to the details 
of the cloud spectrum probably render such data of limited value in testing our model. 
Similar arguments can also be made with regard to Ha observations of the warm envelopes,
in addition to which the emission measure predicted from the W1M is small compared to that 
from a single normal Hu region rendering interpretation difficult.
6 Conclusions
Our initial assumptions were: (1) that SNRs interact with the inhomogenous ISM in the 
manner proposed by MO, (2) that the pattern of mean total density ñ is similar to that 
predicted by TASS models; (3) that the local star formation rate and supernova rate are 
proportional to each other and to some power m, of ii. We have also examined the conse­
quences of relaxing the first of these assumptions to the extent of replacing evaporation 
enhanced radiation by cloud crushing as the dominant sink of SNR energy as proposed by 
Cox (1979).
We conclude:
(1) Our results are not strongly dependent on whether we employ evaporation enhanced 
radiation or cloud crushing, nor are they grossly affected by changes of detail in our model. 
Consequently we expect similar results to follow from any three phase model.
(2) The theoretical case for a ubiquitous hot phase remains strong. Contrary to previous 
expectations if the hot phase is important in spiral arms it remains so in the interarm region. 
This continues to be the case even when due allowance is made for the lower energy of the 
type I supernovae which predominate in the interarm region.
(3) Our model imposes strong constraints on the condition which must prevail in spiral 
galaxies if a density wave shock is to be self-sustaining. For our own Galaxy if m > 1 then 
we require that both the lower estimates of the galactic supernova rate (i.e. 5gai < 0.02) and 
the higher estimates of ñ (i.e. that of SSS) are both correct. If either requirement is not met 
then the density wave shock can only be supported if some other mechanism such as that 
suggested by Cowie (1980) acts to produce a strong density enhancement in the arms. For 
m < l/ i our model fails because the warm component becomes predominant everywhere. 
Such a situation would favour density waves. However, in this instance the star formation 
rate has such a low arm/interarm contrast that blue spiral arms would be imperceptible, and 
type II supernovae would occur frequently between the arms. We believe that this provides 
an observational argument implying that m > x/i. Since observations suggest the existence of 
a spiral density wave in the galaxy, we must conclude that our requirements are in fact met.
(4) Observationally, it seems unlikely that studies of external galaxies can supply informa­
tion on the vital question of the importance of the hot phase in the near future.
(5) The high pressure we predict within spiral arms must make the support of giant mol­
ecular clouds against self-gravity even more difficult to understand. Conversely, we expect a 
great many small clouds in the spiral arms. Consequently we tentatively propose a clumpy 
cloud model similar to that of Norman & Silk (1980). However, instead of T Tauri winds we 
propose that hot phase material separates, pressurizes and possibly drives the motions of the 
densely packed small clouds. This will be the subject of a future paper.
(6) The mechanisms we have described in this paper are perhaps subject to feedback, in 
the sense that for instance, supernova overproduction will drive much of the material into 
the hot phase and eventually reduce the star formation rate. The fact that our results (a) 
describe the state of our own Galaxy (and possibly others) fairly well and (b) indicate a 
narrow range of viable conditions in which the model sustains itself, may be taken as tentative 
evidence of such feedback. We are currently investigating this possibility.
Theoretical development is urgently required in the dynamics of multicomponent media
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both in the large scale (effective sound speed, shocks etc.) and the small scale (cloud collision 
and collapse etc.)
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Appendix
Following MO we introduce the evaporation parameter 2, which measures the efficiency of 
evaporation and is defined by
2(r) = a/[47rTVcl < a(rc) > 0g(/)</>m] [P(r)/P(rc) ] ^ .. (Al)
Unlike the MO case 2 is here a function of the SNR radius r because of the pressure depen­
dence of the cloud radius (equation 2). In this expression rc is the remnant radius at the 
cooling point and <a(rc)> is the average over the cloud spectrum of the cloud radius evaluated 
at rc. a denotes the constant ratio of the blast wave velocity to the isothermal sound speed 
in the remnant interior. Nci is the number of clouds per unit volume. The remaining terms 
are defined in equation (2).
Hence in the evaporative limit as discussed by MO we find for the dependence of the 
remnant age t upon r
f(yr) = 7.17 x 10“2(r?/a) [r?-1 (1 - 1.625rl)E0 2(r)] 1/6R5/3(pc), (A2)
where £'0(erg) is the initial explosion energy and r? = 6/(10 + 37). (The overall time depen­
dence of r is given by r tn. For 7 = V3 as adopted in the text 17 = 6/11.) The determination 
of the cooling radius rc, the calculation of the dependence of the remnant pressure, tempera­
ture, etc. upon r and the computation of their global average values, then proceeds exactly 
as in MO. In particular we obtain
2(rc) = 5.37 x 103tjI-57(1 +3t?)°-48(1 - 1.6251]) a 0'sl pU0A E°0-M (Qc/S fAS (A3)
and
P(rc)/k = 7.6 x 10~51 (l + 377)0'69(p/a)0,58(T0-11 £o'89(Qc/ )̂ °'69 , (A4)
where Qc is the remnant porosity parameter, A(pc_3yr_I) is the volumetric supernova rate 
and p is the radiative enhancement factor.
Our treatment of the cloud properties follows that of MO except that we assume the 
clouds to be in pressure equilibrium at the average pressure (P) rather than the ‘typical’ 
pressure employed by MO, since Qc may differ substantially from 0.5 in our models. Like 
MO we write (P) = P(rc){QIQc)x, where x is determined by power law fits to the computed 
volume average pressure and depends on both 7 and the range of values of Qc under 
consideration.
Using the mass and ionization balance relations together with the definition of the radius 
flWb of the smallest cloud possessing a cold core, and of the radius aot of the smallest cloud,
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(equations 38, 45, 41 and 37 of MO respectively) and equation (Al) leads directly to 
S(rc) = 0.912 0g(/)0m a ' a U  K,(l + x w)~l In (a0u/a0l)«F)/nkTw)[P(rc)/(P>r (A5)
(1 - xw)2/( 1 + xw) = 2.96 x 1 O'2 0g (/) 0m a-1 A', In (a0u/a0l) (kTw/h (P)) [P(rc)/(P)\ “TS (rc),
(A6)
In (aou/aoi) = 4.9 x 10'17<P)flxJ,/[A'((l + x w)kT^;s euv] (A7)
and
«wb = [(1 +xw)(Tw/Tc) jq ']u3 a0\- (A8)
These correspond to equations (46)—(48) and (37) of MO respectively. Here h and euv are 
respectively the mean gas density and mean volume emissivity of ionizing radiation, Tw and 
Tc are the temperatures of the warm and cold cloud components and xw is the fractional 
ionization in the warm envelopes. A; is the ratio of the smallest cloud mass to that of the 
largest fully ionizable cloud. We take a0u the radius of the largest cloud to be that of the 
most massive magnetically supported cloud as given by Mouschovias & Spitzer (1976). Given 
values of S, E0, euv and n and adopting values for Tw, Tc, a, (3, 7, 0g(/), 0m and A'; the 
equations (A3)—(A8) can be solved iteratively to obtain values of Qc, awt,, a0u, a0i, (P> and 
xw. Thence, we may obtain values for the cloud filling factors and other parameters discussed 
in the text by means of the equations given by MO.
The corresponding problem for the non-evaporative solution is solved in an analagous 
manner but with equation (6) and Cox’s (1979) expression for (P) replacing equations (A3) 
and (A4).
For convenience of reference we list below the values of the various parameters adopted 
from MO together with the ranges of the galactic model parameters discussed in the text.
c Density jump across density wave shock = 5,10
&0 Explosion energy per supernova = 2.5 x 1050erg, 5 x 105Oerg
Ki Ratio of smallest cloud mass to mass of largest wholly ionizable cloud = 2
m Exponent of star formation = / i , l ,2
n Total mean density of interstellar gas (cm-3)
“Sgal Galactic supernova rate = 0.02, 0.05 galaxy-1 yr-1
Tw Temperature of warm envelopes = 8000 K
T1 c Temperature of cold cores = 80 K
to Full width at 1/e height of spiral shock in units of time = 3x107yr
t* Time delay between star formation and first supernova = 1 x 10'yr
a Blast wave velocity divided by isothermal sound speed in remnant interior = 2.5
0 Radiative cooling enhancement factor = 10
7 Cloud compression exponent = V3
euv Mean volume emissivity of ionizing photons (cm-3s-1)
‘/3 3 10m • 0g Magnetic and geometrical efficiency constants for evaporation =
Tip Density wave pattern speed = 13.5kms-1kpc-1
El(R) Galactic rotation curve = 250/R km s-1 kpc-1
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The state of clouds in a violent interstellar medium
S. R. Heathcote and P. W. J. L. Brand University of Edinburgh,
Blackford Hill, Edinburgh EH9 3HJ
R e c e i v e d  1 9 8 2  M a y  1 7 ;  i n  o r i g i n a l  f o r m  1 9 8 2  J a n u a r y  1 4
Summary. A highly approximate but simple model of the interaction of a 
supernova blast wave with an interstellar cloud is described. This is used to 
explore the behaviour of a cloud when exposed to conditions prevalent in a 
violent interstellar medium. We find that having been shocked a cloud is rarely 
allowed sufficient time to return to pressure equilibrium with its surround­
ings before encountering a second shock. Significant departures from pres­
sure equilibrium are therefore inevitable. The disruption of a cloud by its 
passage through a blast wave is quite effective and the half life of clouds 
cannot greatly exceed the mean interval between shocks striking a given 
cloud. In particular, we find that composite core-envelope clouds are not 
viable under typical conditions. Results for the net rates of thermal evapora­
tion and PV work are also presented.
1 Introduction
Interaction between supernova remnants (SNR) and interstellar clouds play a central role in 
our present conception of the interstellar medium (ISM). In the three-phase model (hot, 
warm and cool material, McKee & Ostriker 1977; Cox 1981; Brand & Heathcote 1982) 
SNRs generate a pervasive hot but tenuous medium, whose pressure is responsible for the 
confinement of cooler and denser cloud components. In addition SNRs are a major source of 
cloud energy both in the form of bulk motions and thermal energy (cosmic-ray, UV and 
soft X-ray heating, ‘cloud crushing’). Conversely, interstellar clouds dissipate SNR energy 
both in their direct role as energy sinks and by providing a source of new material for the 
hot phase (evaporation, mechanical ablation) thereby increasing the efficiency of direct 
radiative losses from the hot gas. This ‘symbiotic’ relationship between clouds and SNRs 
determines the equilibrium properties of the ISM. The nature of the mechanisms involved 
guarantee significant departures from thermal and pressure equilibrium at the level of 
individual clouds. For conditions in the solar neighbourhood the time-scales governing the 
essential physical processes (SNR shock repetition time, cloud dynamical response time, 
radiative cooling time, ionization and recombination times, evaporation time-scale etc) are 
all similar, and close to ~ 10s—106yr. The state of any given cloud will then be a complex 
function of its past history as well as the nature of its present surroundings.
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In the present paper we attempt to follow the response of individual clouds to their 
changing environment. In particular we will be concerned with the determination of some 
sort of average cloud state. This is important both for the construction of global theoretical 
models and for comparison with observation. In the next section we assemble a highly 
simplified model for the interaction of an isolated cloud with a single SNR blast wave, 
generalized from the numerical example by Woodward (1976).
In Section 3 we enumerate a number of the complicating factors associated with the ‘real 
world’ of a three-phase ISM and establish the domain of validity of this simple model. In 
Section 4 we discuss a number of the consequences of our model for theories of the ISM 
while in the final section we summarize our principal results.
2 Basic cloud model
A number of authors have addressed the problem of the dynamical response of an interstellar 
cloud to being overrun by a shock wave (e.g. Bychcov & Pikel’ner 1975; McKee & Cowie 
1975; Sgro 1975; Dyson & Guliiford 1975). The most ‘realistic’ calculations available to date 
are those of Woodward (1976, 1979, hereinafter W76 and W79) who employed a two- 
dimensional hydrodynamic code to follow the cloud evolution in considerable detail. These 
computations were carried out for essentially only one set of model parameters chosen for 
their relevance to the problem of star formation in massive clouds, imploded by density 
wave shocks. The formidable scale of the computing problem involved precluded any attempt 
at a parameter study. For our purposes it is necessary to extend the applicability of these 
calculations to encompass the large volume of parameter space appropriate to the interaction 
of clouds with SNR blast waves. To accomplish this we employ Woodward’s results to 
identify the important physical processes which can be expected to occur and we then 
attempt to model these with simple highly approximate analytic calculations. In this way it 
is possible to assemble a crude model of the interaction dynamics capable of reproducing the 
gross features of the detailed computations which then forms the basis for a plausible 
extrapolation to other conditions. A few points about this procedure are worth noting at 
the outset.
(i) We will not hesitate to sacrifice numerical accuracy in favour of analytical simplicity. 
The uncertainties in the initial conditions inherent in our current understanding of the three- 
phase ISM are sufficient that a factor of 2 or so is unlikely to prove of vital importance.
(ii) Although throughout we will be guided by physical principles, the justification for 
our selection of the important processes and our approximate treatment of them rests 
heavily on the numerical models.
(iii) We are aware that processes not apparent in the computed models may become 
important in other regions of parameter space. Some of these will be discussed in Section 3, 
and their consequences in Section 4.
We begin the discussion of our approximate model with a brief summary of the important 
results of Woodward’s computations.
2.1 W O O D W A R D ’S R E S U L T S
In W76 the collision of a plane parallel shock of mach number Mt, ~ 2.6 with an initially 
spherical cloud having a density ~ 80 times that of the pre-shock intercloud medium (ICM) 
was studied. The cloud was initially at rest in, and in pressure equilibrium with, the ICM.
The equation of state of the ICM was a y = % adiabat while that of the cloud was effectively 
isothermal. In W79 the parameters of the cloud were unchanged, but an isothermal equation 
of state was used for the ICM. This had the important dynamical effect that the post-shock 
flow was supersonic with respect to the cloud and so a bow shock formed upstream of the 
cloud. The evolution was also followed to a considerably later stage in this case. The main 
features of the interaction are, however, similar in both studies. These are (see also Fig. 1):
(i) As the external shock (S0) overruns the cloud its ram pressure drives a strong shock 
(Si) into the front face of the cloud (Sgro 1975; Silk & Solinger 1973). Subsequently, when 
steady flow around the cloud is established, this shock is driven by the high pressure in the 
vicinity of the front stagnation point.
(ii) Having swept over the cloud, the various segments of the shock meet almost head-on 
at the back of the cloud and are reflected leading to a transiently high pressure there. This 
drives a somewhat weaker shock (S2) into the back of the cloud. The pressure behind the 
cloud falls rapidly as the intersection point of the external shock segments moves downstream 
and the angle of incidence increases. However, the flow around the cloud conspires with the 
sideways flow of the reflected shocks to set up a vortex system the pressure of which, 
combined with the thermal pressure of the ICM, continues to drive S2 (Fig. la).
(iii) The shock driven into the sides of the cloud (£3) is quite weak and the lateral com­
pression of the cloud is only moderate. Together with points (i) and (ii) this implies that the 
cloud collapse is essentially one-dimensional and for much of the time it can, in fact, be 
treated as approximately plane parallel.
(iv) In the subsonic case, the sides of the cloud are Kelvin—Helmholtz unstable. The 
instability grows rapidly and is later amplified by the Rayleigh—Taylor instability. When the 
flow over the cloud is strongly supersonic the Kelvin—Helmholtz instability is suppressed 
(Gerwin 1968).
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F i g u r e  1 .  A  s c h e m a t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  c l o u d s  s t r u c t u r e  a t  v a r i o u s  sta ge s d u r i n g  i t s  c o l l a p s e  a n d  s u b ­
s e q u e n t  r e - e x p a n s i o n .  H e a v y  li n e s  r e p r e s e n t  s h o c k s ;  b r o a d  t i p p e d  a r r o w s  a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e s e  i n d i c a t e  t h e  
d o w n s t r e a m  s i d e  o f  t h e  s h o c k .  T h e  c r o s s  h a t c h e d  ar e as  i n d i c a t e  t h e  z o n e  o f  e n h a n c e d  d e n s i t y  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  a x i a l  c l u m p .  N a r r o w  t i p p e d  a r r o w s  d e p i c t  t h e  f l o w  o f  t h e  gas a r o u n d  t h e  c l o u d ,  ( a )  t — 3A/M 
(f ~  0 . 0 1  M y r  f o r  t h e  t y p i c a l  c l o u d  o f  T a b l e  1 ) .  T h e  v a r i o u s  s e g m e n t s  o f  t h e  e x t e r n a l  s h o c k  h a v e  j u s t  m e t  
at  t h e  b a c k  o f  t h e  c l o u d ,  ( b )  t -  0 .6 / 71 7) ,  (t ~  0 . 5  M y r ) .  T h e  s h o c k s  d r i v e n  i n t o  t h e  f r o n t  a n d  b a c k  o f  t h e  
c l o u d  ar e  a b o u t  t o  c o l l i d e ,  ( c )  t >  0 . 6 t h e  r e - e x p a n s i o n  o f  t h e  c l o u d  i n  t h e  d o w n s t r e a m  d i r e c t i o n  h a s  
c o m m e n c e d ,  ( d )  t ~  0 . 6 / 7 H ) ,  +  0 . 5  (t ~  1 . 6  M y r )  a t y p i c a l  s t a g e  d u r i n g  t h e  r e - e x p a n s i o n .
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(v) The convergence of the shockS, causes it to accelerate (Zel’dovich & Raiser 1968) and 
leads to the front face of the cloud being Rayleigh—Taylor unstable. The resulting flow of 
cloud gas towards the symmetry axis leads to the formation of a dense clump of material 
there. In the subsonic case this collection process is limited to the zone between the Kelvin— 
Helmholtz tongues closest to the symmetry axis (Fig. lb).
(vi) Eventually S{ and S2 collide. The shock reflected towards the back of the cloud is 
much stronger than that reflected towards the front. The cloud at this stage is strongly 
flattened so this shock reaches the back of the cloud very soon after the interaction (Fig. lc).
(vii) At the back of the cloud a weak shock is propagated into the ICM and a strong rare­
faction wave is reflected back into the cloud. This ‘engulfs’ most of the material near the 
symmetry axis including the dense clump and a fan of quite dense material expands rapidly 
in the downstream direction. Any expansion upstream is prevented by the pressure at the 
forward stagnation point.
(viii) The remaining cloud material is confined to an extremely thin sheet. This also begins 
to re-expand but is quite rapidly fragmented by Kelvin—Helmholtz instability before this 
process has progressed very far (Fig. Id).
As noted above, the cloud equation of state employed by Woodward was essentially iso­
thermal. Fortunately, a calculation for the same case as W76 but with an adiabatic equation 
of state has been performed by Thorogood (1979). The main dynamical features discussed 
above in (i)—(iii) and (vi) are reproduced in this calculation except that the cloud is substan­
tially less flattened. This latter effect can be entirely understood in terms of plane parallel 
calculations discussed below. Unfortunately, the resolution of the computation was insuffi­
cient to show the instability in (iv) and (v) although Thorogood estimates that they should 
have occurred. Because of the important role played by the dense axial clump in the re­
expansion phase, we cannot be confident of the details of the re-expansion phase in adiabatic 
clouds.
The phases outlined in (i)—(viii) above seem to be inevitable parts of a shocked cloud’s 
evolution. Phases (iv) and (v) cause the greatest difficulty, since they represent highly non­
linear processes, namely the interactions between surface instabilities and the complex flow 
regime outside the cloud. In the following subsections we shall approximate each of the 
phases either by an analytical solution, or by a fit to the data derived by reasonable extra­
polation from Woodward’s model.
2.2 T H E  C O L L A P S E  P H A S E
To the extent that we may neglect self-gravity, and provided cooling and heating of the gas 
occur on time-scales either very long or very short compared to the dynamical time-scale 
then we may scale results obtained for a cloud of given size to yield those appropriate to a 
cloud of different size by simply multiplying all lengths and times by a common factor. It is 
thus convenient to introduce the dimensionless lengths times and velocities defined by
R=R/Rcl 7=Cclt/Rel u=u/Ccl. (1)
Here Rcl and Ccl are respectively the initial scale length and sound speed of the undisturbed 
cloud. The problem then reduces to one containing essentially only two parameters, namely 
the Mach number, Mb of the incident shock and the ratio A of Cd to the sound speed of the 
undisturbed ICM, Cic. We must also specify the polytropic indices describing the equation of 
state of the cloud and the ICM, 7cl and 7ic respectively. In the case of infinite cooling times 
we take 7 = 5/3 while in the opposite case of infinitesimal cooling times we take 7 = 1.
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F i g u r e  2 .  A  s c h e m a t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  c l o u d  d u r i n g  t h e  c o l l a p s e  p h a s e  s h o w i n g  o u r  n o t a t i o n  f o r  t h e  
several  s h o c k s  a n d  t h e i r  v e l o c i t i e s  a n d  f o r  t h e  p r e s s u r e s  P, d e n s i t i e s  p  a n d  s o u n d  s p e e d s  C  i n  t h e  v a r i o u s  
z o n e s .
Our approximation is to assume that the front cloud shock and the back cloud shock 
S2 are plane parallel and are driven by the front stagnation point pressure, P¡ and the pressure 
at the back of the cloud, P2 (see Fig. 2). We also ignore the influence of the lateral cloud 
shock, S3 upon the motion of these shocks. In reality, although as noted above Sx and S2 are 
almost plane, their strengths decrease with distance from the symmetry axis (the distinction 
between Slr S3 and S2 is of course purely artificial) so our results will only be approximately 
true on the symmetry axis. However, comparison with Woodward’s model suggests that this 
approximation is a good one.
The calculation of Px is straightforward. Following the impact of the external shock, 
S0, with the front of the cloud, a strong shock is transmitted into the cloud and a weak shock 
is reflected back into the ICM. There then follows a transient phase (Silk & Solinger 1973; 
Sgro 1975) during which steady flow becomes established around the cloud. The reflected 
shock either disappears upstream, if the flow behind S0 is subsonic with respect to the cloud, 
or else forms a standing bow shock. This phase only lasts for a time comparable with the 
cloud crossing time for the external shock ~ A/Mb and can be shown to have only minor 
importance for the cloud dynamics.
Subsequently, the situation is that discussed by McKee & Cowie (1975). They found that 
for Tic = 5/3,
Here, P0 is the pressure behind S0, while M is the local Mach number of the flow behind S' 
relative to the cloud boundary. Applying the jump conditions for normal shocks to obtain 
the velocities of the gas behind S0andS! we find that in either case (remembering Mb is the 
Mach number of the initial shock and A = Ccl/Cic)
M = (Mb — 1 ) { [ jicM2b -  y2(7ic - 1)] [‘A (Tic - l)Mb + HI 1/2 (I - [A (Tic + l)/(7d + 0
P¡/P0=( 1 +M213) s/2
PJP0 = 1.5 M2 [1 — 1/Í5M2)] -3/2 







(«?-!) (Mg -l)(Mb/Ul)]} . (3)
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Finally, since the cloud and ICM are supposed initially to be in pressure equilibrium the 
normal shock jump conditions imply that the velocity u, behind 57 is given by
«1 = {(Pi/Po)(7cl + l)/[(Tic + 1)Tcl] [7iĉ b - W(Tic - Oil + V2(Tci - l)/7ci- (4)
Equations (2), (3) and (4) together reduce to a transcendental equation for ul as a function 
of Mb and A. McKee & Cowie (1975) obtained an approximate solution for the case 7ic = 
5/3 under the simplifying assumption that both 50 and »S'x are strong. From this an expression 
can be derived for ul in terms of Mb and A which errs from the exact solution by less than 
50 per cent even near Mb ~ 1. Similarly, for yic = 1 we have derived an expression for ul) 
which is everywhere accurate to ~ 20 per cent. When A is very small as it will be in all cases 
of interest here we may further simplify by taking the limit A 0 which leads to,
u 1 ~ 1.4 [(tc1 + l)/7d]1,2Mb Tic = 5/a (5a)
«1 ~ 0.71 [(tc + l)/Td]1/2̂ b Tic = 1 - (5b)
The pressure at the back of the cloud just after the collision of the external shock segments 
can be estimated from the standard results for the head-on collision of two plane shocks. 
Again this pressure is only transient and we may neglect its effects on the motion of S2. 
Because of the contribution from the ram pressure of the vortex system behind the cloud an 
exact calculation of the value of P2, during the subsequent evolution of the cloud would be 
extremely complex. However, comparison with Woodward’s results suggests that an adequate 
approximation is P2 = ¡;Pq with § of order unity. Thus, in the strong shock limit we may 
write
«2 = £ (Tic/Tci) [(1 + 7 c i) /U  + Tic)] M l • (6 )
In the limit of very low M we may estimate the pressure at the sides of the cloud from the 
solution for the steady flow of an incompressible fluid around a rigid sphere (e.g. Currie 
1974). The results may then be crudely extended for finite, but still subsonic incident flow 
speeds by means of the Prandtl—Glauert rule (Currie 1974). For our purposes a sufficient 
approximation to the value of u3 for arbitrary M, which is in agreement with both these 
approximate subsonic calculation and Woodward’s results, is obtained from equation (6) 
with £ ~ 0.25.
The collapse phase ends when S2 and S2 collide after a time 
¡co, =(2 + i i 2 t-mj ) l ( i i 1 +u2) (7)
where 7^ is the time of injection of S2 into the back of the cloud which we estimate to be 
~ 3A/Mb. Employing the strong shock and small A approximations we obtain
?col ~  [Tcl/(Tcl + 1 ) ]1/2M bl Tic = 5/ 3 > (8a)
ico l ~ 3 [Tci/(Tci + 1 ) ] 1/2 [Mb (Mb + 1)] - 1 Tic = 1 • (8b)
Comparison with W76 and W79 suggests that these estimates are ~ 40 per cent too small. 
The more exact calculation using equation (4) for u1 gives a result ~ 11 per cent too small.
2.3 T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  O E  T H E  D E N S E  A X I A L  C L U M P
What fraction of the clouds mass can be accumulated into the dense clump created by the 
Rayleigh—Taylor initiated lateral collapse of material behind the front shock 57? This 
depends on:
(i) The effective area of the front surface of the cloud from which material may be 
collected. If the incident flow is subsonic this is determined by the lateral distance to the 
Kelvin—Helmholtz tongues closest to the symmetry axis.
(ii) The rate at which the Rayleigh—Taylor instability can collect the available material.
Following W76 we obtain for the ratio of the growth time of a given Kelvin -Helmholtz 
mode to the dynamical time-scale of the cloud,
*KH W d y n  ~ (Tic/Tel) " 2* ' 1 (¿iMup) {CJCJ
where K is the wave number of the mode in units of Ra,Msbp is the local Mach number of 
the flow at the cloud boundary and Ct is the sound speed in the gas behind Si. If we again 
employ the solution for incompressible flow about a rigid sphere, we find M slip ~ Msincj) 
where 0 is the polar angle of a given point on the cloud surface measured from the symmetry 
axis. Using this together with the exact solutions to equations (2)—(4) we find that the ratio 
of the time-scales for fixed 0 becomes almost independent of Mb for Mb <: 2 (7ic = 1 or 
5/3). Thus for incident shocks stronger than this but weak enough that the post-shock flow 
is still subsonic with respect to the cloud, the general form of the Kelvin—Helmholtz ripples 
will be very similar to those found in W76. Since we will generally be interested in Mb <: 2 
we can therefore assume a roughly constant collecting area for the axial clump in the sub­
sonic regime.
For A = 0 (‘rigid’ cloud) the flow behind S0 is subsonic with respect to the cloud when 
Mb < 2.7 for 7ic = s/s and Mb < 1.62 for 7ic = 1. However, for non-zero A this limit can be 
appreciably raised. Once the flow around the cloud is supersonic, as noted above, the Kelvin— 
Helmholtz instability is suppressed (Gerwin 1968) and effectively the whole area of the 
front face of the cloud is available for the collection of clump material.
As discussed in W76 the ratio of the growth rate of the Rayleigh—Taylor instability to the 
dynamical time-scale is only weakly dependent on Mb in an indirect manner through changes 
in the degree of flattening of the front face of the cloud. There is thus no simple way of 
determining the relationship between Mb and the efficiency with which material is collected 
to form the clump, and we estimate the fraction collected by inspection of Woodward’s 
models.
At the end of the computation for the subsonic case (W76) just before the collision of Si 
and S2 the clump contained ~ 5 per cent of the cloud’s mass but was still growing. If all the 
available material was incorporated into the clump before the re-expansion of the cloud 
commenced then we estimate that the fraction of the cloud mass contained in the clump 
would beF - 0.1. Careful ‘planimetry’ of the diagrams for the supersonic case (W79) suggests 
that there F - 0.5. We will take these two values as representative of the subsonic and super­
sonic regimes, although possible weak dependence of F on Mb through the collection 
efficiency should be borne in mind.
2.4 THE COLLISION OF SHOCKS Si AND S2
To the extent that Ai and S2 are very nearly parallel at the time of their collision we may 
employ simple shock tube theory (Bradley 1962) to calculate the effect of the collision. 
When 7cl = 1 (the isothermal case) the consequences of the collision are straightforward. 
The shocks and S2 ‘pass through’ each other, their Mach numbers being unaffected, 
although of course they now travel into a medium of higher density which has already 
passed through the other shock (the sound speed in this gas is still Ccl, however). The density 
of the twice shocked material between Si and S2 becomes ~ u\u2pc\.
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Conversely, when 7cl = 5/3 the properties of the resultant shocks can only be found from 
a complete analysis. Nevertheless, a procedure which is sufficient to determine the resulting 
density, given that St and S2 are not of drastically different strengths is to employ the result 
for the collision of two identical shocks of strength (ur + u2)/2. Comparison with the exact 
calculation shows that this procedure gives a value for the resulting density which errs by 
 ̂30 per cent from the true mean density in the cases of interest.
Since as we have seen the cloud becomes considerably flattened for quite moderate shock 
strengths, the time between the collision of Si and S2 and the arrival of the rearward moving 
shock at the back of the cloud is quite short compared to icoU. In what follows we will 
therefore neglect it and take the re-expansion phase as starting immediately after the collision 
ofSjand S2.
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2.5 T H E  R E - E X P A N S I O N  P H A S E :  T A I L  G R O W T H
Although the outflow behind the rarefaction wave is initially plane parallel, as the cloud 
‘tail’ develops it expands laterally and the plane parallelism quickly disappears. Comparison 
with W79 suggests that the ensuing motion is more nearly spherically symmetric. In our 
approximate treatment of the tail’s evolution we therefore treat it as forming a segment of a 
gas sphere expanding freely into vacuum.
For 7cl = 1 the density profile and equation of motion are (Kahn 1972; Imshenik 1960).
p(r, t) = pc(t)exp [ - r 2/2R(t)\ (9a)
P(r,t) = C2c[p(r,t) (9b)
v(r, t) = V2Ccl {In [R(t)/R(0)]} l/2r/R(t) (9c)
Cd t/R (0) = y/2 R (t)/R (0)D < {In [R (t)/R (0)]} 1/2 >. (9d)
Here,
D(x) = exp(—x )
X
2 exp{-y  )dy ,o
and the boundary conditions R=R{0), R(t) = 0 at t = 0 have been imposed. Obviously, 
the validity of this solution requires that the above density profile should hold at all times 
including the initial instant. Although this is patently not true it is to be expected that at 
times sufficiently great that the initial conditions have been forgotten, the evolution for the 
case of an arbitrary initial density distribution will not differ greatly from equation (9). 
Furthermore, comparison with W79 shows that the actual density profile, velocity profile 
and evolutionary time-scale do not differ grossly from that given by this solution even at 
quite early times.
For 7cl = %  the corresponding density profile and equation of motion are (Zel’dovich& 
Raizer 1968)
p(r, 0 = Pc(0 {1 - [r/R(t)V?n (10a)
P(r,t) = Pc(t) {1 — [r//?(f)] 2}5/2 (10b)
u(r,f) = V3C(o) {1 - [R(o)/R(f) ] 2} 1/2 r/R(t) (10c)
C(0)t/R (0) = <'/3 {[A (t)/R (0) ] 2 — 1 }>1/2 (10d)
here C(0) is the sound speed of the tail gas at the beginning of the expansion and the same 
boundary conditions as above have been employed.
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To complete the solution in either case we must obtain the value for the initial scale 
length, R (0). To do this we require that the mass of the conical segment representing the tail 
should equal the mass of the dense clump from which we obtain
R(0) = R* {[Pci/Pc(O)]F0(0) } 1/3 7c. = 1
R (0)= R d <[pd /p c (0 )]  F0(0)}1/3 7cl = %
where
0(0) = [2 + sin20 cosd + cos30 — 3 cosô] -1
and 9 is the semi-angle of the conical segment. From W79 we estimate 9 ~ 20° so that 
0 - 8 .
The expansion phase ultimately ends when the tail reaches pressure equilibrium with its
surroundings. We take Pc(f)/2.7 as the typical pressure in the tail (this is obtained at r =
2R andr ~ l/sR for the isothermal and adiabatic cases respectively). We also take the pressure 
of the surroundings to be the pre-shock pressure Pic rather than the post-shock pressure P0. 
Hence, we obtain for the expansion time-scale
iexp - 2 F 1/3D (1/3In {[0APc(0)IPic] } ) i/2 7d = 1 (12a)
?exP - [Qi/C(0)] F 1/3 {1-1.5 [ A c /^ c ( 0 ) ] 2 /s} 1/2 7cl = S/3- (12b)
(11a)
(lib)
T a b l e  1 .  V a l u e s  f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  p h a s e s  o f  e v o l u t i o n  o f  a ‘ r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  c l o u d ’ , s h o w i n g  t h e  s c a l i n g  w i t h
t h e  c o n t r o l l i n g  p a r a m e t e r s  A  a n d Rci = 2 pe C c i =  0 . 8  k m  s- 1 , i cj = R c l/ ^' cl =  2 . 5  M y r ,  A = Ccl/Cic =
6 . 6 7 X 1 0 -\M b =-  3 . 5 , t c1 = l , 7 i c =  73-
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2.6 S U M M A R Y  O F  C L O U D  M O D E L :  A R E P R E S E N T A T I V E  C A S E
To provide a better feel for the results of this section we give values for the cloud dimensions 
and time-scales for a ‘representative’ cloud at various phases during its evolution in Table 1. 
The parameters chosen for this ‘representative’ cloud are Rci = 2pc, Ccl = 0.8 km s-1, Cic = 
120 kms-1, Alb = 3.5, 7ci = 1 and yic = %. The term ‘typical’ in the table is used to describe 
times halfway through the collapse and halfway through the re-expansion.
3 The ‘real world’ of a three-phase ISM
So far we have considered a highly idealized model for a cloud shock wave interaction. Our 
model is an over-simplification in a number of respects:
(i) Our initial conditions were that the cloud was in pressure equilibrium with, and at 
rest in, the ICM.
(ii) Our cloud was initially spherically symmetric and structurally homogeneous.
(iii) We employed a simple polytropic equation of state for the cloud throughout its 
evolution.
In addition, a number of potentially important physical processes have so far been neglected. 
In this section we will concentrate on establishing the time-scales of these various processes 
to compare with the clouds evolution time-scale. The effects that the processes have on the
T a b l e  2 .  A d o p t e d  v a l u e s  o f  v a r i o u s  I S M  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  t h e  s o l a r  n e i g h b o u r ­
h o o d .  A f t e r  M c K e e  &  O s t r i k e r  ( 1 9 7 7 )  a n d  B r a n d  &  H e a t h c o t e  ( 1 9 8 2 ) .
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cloud evolution will be discussed in Section 4. The processes considered are: multiple shocks, 
cloud evaporation, ionization, H2 formation, cloud—cloud collisions and self-gravity.
As discussed above the dynamics of the cloud are specified by essentially three parameters; 
the cloud radius, Rcl; the ratio of its sound speed to that of the ICM, A, and the Mach
number of the incident shock, Mb. Furthermore, when A is small, as it often is in the cases
of interest, the problem ceases to be sensitive to its value. However, many of the other 
processes are dependent on additional parameters of the cloud and its surroundings. For 
definiteness of presentation we will adopt a single set of values for these various quantities 
which will be employed in all numerical examples and then indicate the scaling (usually 
simple) to other cases. The values, selected on the basis of both observation and theoretical 
models of the three-phase ISM (McKee & Ostriker 1977; Brand & Heathcote 1982) as being 
appropriate to the solar neighbourhood, are listed for ease of reference in Table 2. A general 
feature of any model of the ISM is the existence of two preferred equilibrium cloud tem­
peratures viz < 100K (‘cold clouds’) and ~ 104K (‘warm clouds’). We will treat these two 
cases separately.
The boundary of the region of validity in the (Afb,i?cl) plane appropriate for cold clouds 
is shown in Figs 3—5 for the following cases;
Fig. 3. Isothermal cloud, adiabatic ICM (7el = 1, 7ic = 5/a).
Fig. 4. Isothermal cloud, isothermal ICM (7d = 1, 7ic = 1).
Fig. 5. Adiabatic cloud, adiabatic ICM (7cl = s/3, 7ic = 5/a).
The calculation of the position of this boundary will now be described and the generalization 
to other cases will be discussed. At the end of the next section the question of which yd to 
use is also settled.
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F i g u r e  3 .  T h e  d o m a i n  o f  v a l i d i t y  o f  o u r  s i m p l i f i e d  m o d e l  i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  c l o u d  r a d i u s  (Rc\), i n c i d e n t  s h o c k  
M a c h  n u m b e r  ( A f b ) p l a n e  f o r  ‘ c o l d ’  c l o u d s  w h e n  7 j c =  5A  a n d  t c1 =  1 .  E a c h  l a b e l l e d  l i n e  r e p r e s e n t s  o n e  o f  
t h e  v a r i o u s  c o n s t r a i n t s  e n u m e r a t e d  i n  S e c t i o n  3 .  T h e  l a b e l  is a l w a y s  o n  t h e  s i d e  o f  t h e  l i n e  w h e r e  t h e  
a s s u m p t i o n s  o f  t h e  m o d e l  ar e  v i o l a t e d .  F o r  i n s t a n c e ,  a b o v e  t h e  l i n e  l a b e l l e d  S N R ( a )  c l o u d s  d o  n o t  h a v e  
s u f f i c i e n t  t i m e  t o  c o m p l e t e  t h e i r  c o l l a p s e  b e f o r e  b e i n g  o v e r r u n  b y  a s e c o n d  s h o c k .  F o r  d e t a i l s  a n d  t h e  
scaling t o  o t h e r  c o n d i t i o n s ,  see t e x t .  S h a d i n g  i n d i c a t e s  t h e  r e g i o n  w i t h i n  w h i c h  n o n e  o f  o u r  a s s u m p t i o n s  
is v i o l a t e d .
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F i g u r e  4 .  A s  F i g .  3 b u t  7 ; c =  1 a n d  yc\ =  1 .
F i g u r e  5 .  A s  F i g .  3 b u t  7 ic =  5/ 3 a n d  y ci  =  s/ 3.
3.1 S H O C  K R E P E T I T I O N
Quite generally the time between successive SNR having radii r smaller than some value r is 
On O'« =* 2.4 x 106 (100 pc/r)3 (10'13pc“3yr_1/S)yr
where S is the volumetric supernova rate. By adopting a specific model of SNR evolution we 
may re-express this in a more useful form involving the shock Mach number. For instance if 
the standard evaporative model of McKee & Ostriker (1977, see also Brand & Heathcote 
1982) is appropriate then
tm(Mb > M{>) - 2.4 x 106(100 pc/rbc)(lCT13pc~3yr_1/>S)(Af̂ /Mbc)9/2yr M'h > Mbc
- 5.5 x 106(100pc/rbc)(10-13pc-3yr-1/5)(Mi;/Mbc)1-92yr M^< Mbc.
Here Afbc is the Mach number of the blast wave just before the SNR cools to form a dense 
shell of radius rbc,
Mbc « 2.1(io/1051erg)(2cO'7S(5/10-13pC-3yr- 1)0-75 
rbc = 200 (F0/l 051 erg) Q°'23 (5/10"13 pc~3yr-1)0'23
where E0is the initial explosion energy and Qc is the porosity parameter, 0 « Qc < 1. Notice 
that because of the very strong dependence of t^ on Mbc, the weaker shocks are by far the 
most common. Clouds have an almost negligible probability of interacting with SNR 
having Mb >3 Mbc.
The line labelled SNR (a) in Figs 3—5 shows the locus of points for which fsn = icol. 
Similarly, the line labelled SNR(b) shows the locus of points for which t^ = (icol + ¿exp) 
when F, the axial clump mass fraction equals 0.5. The curves for other values of Fare dis­
placed parallel to the Rcl axis by a factor (F/0.5)1/3. The value of t^ used in these figures has 
been calculated assuming all SNR, up to the maximum radius at which the remnants overlap 
and come into pressure equilibrium, contribute to the compression of the clouds. Changing 
the value of tm simply displaces these curves parallel to the Fcl axis such that t^ Ccl/Rcl = 
constant. So long as the cloud dynamical time-scales are insensitive to A (A ̂  0.1,7ic = %; 
A H 0.05, 7ic = 1) the same is true if Ccl is changed. In particular, the scaling to the case of 
warm clouds, may be made to sufficient accuracy by making an appropriate vertical displace­
ment.
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3.2 C L O U D  E V A P O R A T I O N
Following Cowie & McKee (1977) the evaporation time-scale for a static spherical cloud is 
fev ~ 3x lO5«cl(Fcl/pc)2/0m (rh/lO6K)s/2yr
where Th is the temperature of the surrounding medium and is an uncertain correction 
factor - /3 To apply this to the case of our collapsing and (except at the initial instant) 
non-spherical cloud we multiply by a term (a 0g)_1 evaluated at a typical stage in the approp­
riate phase of the clouds evolution. The term a is the radius of a sphere having the same 
volume as the collapsed cloud (in units of Rci) while 0g is a correction for the flattening of 
the cloud estimated from the results of Cowie & Songaila (1977) for spheroidal clouds. 
During the collapse phase we evaluate (a0g)_1 when 7 = 7 c o i / 2  and similarly during the expan­
sion phase when 7= 7co\ +7exp/2. The values of (tf 0g) derived in the strong shock small A 
limit are listed in Table 3.
The line labelled EV(a) in Figs 3—5 is the locus of points for which tev evaluated for 
the cloud as a whole equals fcon while that labelled EV(b) is evaluated for the axial clump
T a b l e  3 .  T h e  e v a p o r a t i v e  r e d u c t i o n  f a c t o r  (a 0 g )  ( S e c t i o n  3 . 2 )  a t  a t y p i c a l  p o i n t  d u r i n g  t h e  c o l l a p s e ,  a t  t h e  
e n d  o f  t h e  c o l l a p s e  a n d  a t  a t y p i c a l  p o i n t  d u r i n g  r e - e x p a n s i o n  as f u n c t i o n s  o f  M b .
Tel TICM (A 0g)
C o l / 7  C o l  Cxp/2
1 1  [ 1  -  0 . 7 / ( l W b  +  1 ) ] 2/3 AR] [ 1  - 1 . 4 / ( M b  +  l ) ] 2' 3 0 . 2  F u>
1 s/ 3 0 . 7  0 . 5  0 . 2  F ui
%  1  0 . 9  {1  -  [ 0 . 5 / ( M b  +  l ) ] } 2' 3 0 . 6  [ 1 - ( M b  +  I ) ’ 1] 2/3 0 . 2  F U3 [ C ( 0 ) / C c H 1/3
%  %  0 . 7  0 . 4  0 . 2  F U3 [ C ( 0 ) . / C c ( ] 1/3
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when F = 0.5. The curves for other values of F are displaced parallel to the Rcl axis by a 
factor (/*y0.5)4/3. The scaling to other values of Th is exactly as discussed in the case of 
/gN (Section 3.1). Since nc! oc it follows that fev oc (/?cl/Ccl)2. Thus we may also scale to 
other values of A (in particular that appropriate to warm clouds) by displacing the plotted 
curves parallel to the Rcl axis such that tev Cci/Rcl = constant.
3.3 I O N I Z A T I O N
We estimate the time required for the ionization of an initially neutral static spherical cloud 
exposed to a steady isotropic flux / of ionizing photons to be (assuming a weak R ionization 
front and neglecting recombination)
tion = 3 x 10s«cl Acl (105cnr2s'V-Oyr.
As in Section 3.2 above we correct to the case of a collapsing cloud by multiplying by 
(a2 \p)~' where ip is again a flattening correction. Notice that since iion and the cloud 
dynamical time-scales are both proportional to Acl the ratio Ton/Ocol +fexp) 's simply an 
increasing function of Mb. For the value of J given in Table 2, í¡on is always much large than 
the dynamical time-scales for either warm or cold clouds. Typically, for fion to be com­
parable with (fcol +fexp) when Mb is 1 requires/IS 106 photons cm-2 s-1 for cold clouds and 
J ̂  5 x 104 photons cm'2s_1 for warm clouds.
A closely related time-scale which will be of interest in Section 4 is the time required for 
the formation of an equilibrium warm envelope around a cold core as envisaged by McKee & 
Ostriker (1977). Under the same assumptions we estimate this to be
ênv ~ Ton (̂env/̂cl) (̂ env/̂ cl)
where Renv is the envelope radius.
3.4 H2 f o r m a t i o n
The formation time-scale for H2 molecules is (Spitzer 1978)
¿H, ~ 1.6 x 107(100cirf3/n)yr
where a cloud temperature ~ 80 K is assumed. The value for n is derived from equations (9) 
or (10). The existence of a significant steady-state abundance of H2 requires that the column 
density through the cloud should be great enough to provide adequate self-shielding in the 
Werner bands. An appropriate empirical criterion (Savage et al. 1977) is R (t) > (200 cirf3/«)pc.
There exists a region in Figs 3—5 within which the tails of cold clouds are sufficiently 
shielded and íH¡ is shorter than the expansion time. The boundary of this region which is 
only weakly dependent on the clump mass fraction is labelled H2.
3.5 C L O U D - C L O U D  C O L L I S I O N S  
We estimate
fci-ci ~ 0.6 x 105/[(yVcl/pc"3) ((AC[/pc)2(Kd/km s_1)>] yr
where /Vcl is the number of clouds per unit volume and Kcl is the rms cloud velocity. The 
average denoted by (> is taken locally over the entire ensemble of interstellar clouds. Because 
clouds overrun by the blast wave are accelerated to differing extents depending essentially
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on their column density (McKee, Cowie & Ostriker 1978) clouds will tend to be struck from 
downstream by clouds of lower column density overrun at an earlier stage in the remnants 
expansion. Similarly, they will tend to run into clouds of higher column density overrun at a 
later stage. The shapes of the locii along which ici_ci is equal to the cloud dynamical time- 
scales are of course identical to those found for t^ above, and obey the same scaling relations. 
The line for which ¿cl_cl = fcol is labelled cl—cl in Figs 3—5.
3.6 S E L F - G R A V I T Y
The boundary of the region within which the self-gravity of the axial clump exceeds its 
thermal energy at the end of the collapse phase is indicated by GRAV in Figs 3—5. The 
clump is idealized as a sphere of mass F (clump fraction) times the mass of the cloud and 
radius equal to the thickness of the cloud along the symmetry axis at the end of the collapse 
phase. F has been taken as 0.5 scaling to other values can be obtained by multiplying by a 
factor (F/0.5)-1'2.
3.7 R A D I A T I V E  C O O L I N G
The most useful cooling characteristic for treating the shocks is the cooling column density 
which can be written entirely in terms of the shock velocity, us. An important complication 
in determining the cooling column density is the ionization of the pre-shock material by 
radiation emitted by the shock itself. We employ the following relations from McKee & 
Hollenbach (1980).
iVCooi ~ 1019-102Ocm“2 1 kms“1 < us< 20 kms-1
ACooi ~ 6.4 x 1023(kms_1/ws)cm 2 20kms-1 5 us S 60kms-1
¿VCooi ~ 8.0 x 108(z<s/kms_1)4'2cirf2 60kms-1 < us « 1000kms-1.
Adopting the standard cold cloud parameters we find that forMb < 11 clouds having Acl <
0.1—1 pc have cooling lengths Wcoo[/ncl greater than Acl and hence are ‘adiabatic’ while
outside this region all cold clouds are more nearly isothermal. Conversely, for warm clouds 
having the standard parameters the cooling length is longer than Rcl when Mb Z 4.7 so that 
warm clouds struck by shocks stronger than this are effectively adiabatic.
4 Discussion
As a consequence of the phenomena discussed in Section 3, the typical cloud evolution will 
not be as straightforward as that described in the Woodward model. However, it is possible 
to use the simple model as a basis for the discussion of these phenomena and their effect on 
clouds, and to suggest what as a consequence is happening to cloud-like material in the 
supernova-dominated interstellar medium. Specifically, we discuss the mean pressure and 
shape of clouds and compressional heating of clouds. We also discuss mass-loss rates by 
shock ablation and evaporation and by warm envelope stripping.
4.1 D E P A R T U R E S  F R O M  P R E S S U R E  E Q U I L I B R I U M
Perhaps the most striking result apparent in Figs 3—5 is the length of the cloud dynamical 
time-scales especially that for the re-expansion of isothermal clouds (7cl = 1) by comparison 
with the SNR shock repetition time. This has the important consequence that interstellar
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clouds (with the exception of the very smallest) struck by a shock will rarely have time to 
relax back to pressure equilibrium with their surroundings before encountering a second 
shock. Furthermore, for clouds of still only modest size, the interaction with this second 
shock is quite likely to occur during the collapse phase. Clearly then the details of the inter­
action of any given shock with a cloud will depend in a most complex way on the past history 
of the cloud. In particular, they will be strongly dependent on the strength and direction of 
the previous shock(s) which interacted with the cloud, and how long has passed since that 
last interaction. We may, nevertheless, speculate about the general features of such an inter­
action on the basis of our simplified model.
First, consider the smaller clouds for which the shock repetition time is only slightly 
shorter than the expansion time-scale, and longer than the collapse time-scale. We will neglect 
the presence of the highly flattened sheet like outer region of the cloud and just consider the 
interaction of an SNR with an entity similar to the rather elongated, over-pressured and 
asymmetrically expanding cloud tail produced by a previous collision. If this new shock 
wave is very much stronger than the last shock to strike the cloud, then the expansion can be 
halted and the subsequent evolution of the cloud will be dominated by this new shock and 
will be similar to that computed. In the more probable case that both shocks are of similar 
strength (the majority of shocks have Mb comparable with Mbc Section 3.1), the expansion 
of the cloud is likely to continue. Nevertheless, shocks will be driven into the cloud in a 
manner similar to that envisaged. If the cloud tail is over-pressured with respect to the pre­
shock ICM by a factor 77, the ‘velocities’ of the cloud shocks will be reduced by a factor of 
tj1/2 in the strong shock, small A (large cloud—intercloud contrast) limit. Obviously, in this 
case the collapse and re-expansion of the cloud will be rather less ordered than that considered 
here but our results will still give a rough approximation.
In the extreme opposite limit of clouds for which the collapse time is very much longer 
than the shock repetition time we expect an entirely different pattern of events. Such clouds 
will experience a succession of external shocks of similar strength arriving from (by assump­
tion) random directions. Consequently, they will ‘see’ an effective external pressure 
comparable to the sum of the post-shock thermal plus ram pressure for a typical shock. Any 
shocks driven into them will be relatively weak. Clouds somewhat smaller than this limiting 
case will most likely resemble the ‘irregularly vibrating or writhing clouds’ envisioned by Cox 
(1979) which at all times contain several shocks of moderate strength.
4.2 C L O U D  M A S S - L O S S  R A T E S
As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 when the How of the gas behind the external shock 
is supersonic with respect to the cloud (Mb > 3, 7}c = 5/3. Mb ̂  1.6, 7ic = 1 for the ‘cold’ 
clouds considered here and correspondingly Mb ̂  6.0 or Mb 2.0 for the Varm’ clouds) a 
fraction, F ~ 0.5 of the clouds mass is collected into the cloud ‘tail’ while the remainder is 
left in a thin ‘disc’ which is rapidly fragmented by Rayleigh—Taylor instability. This process 
of shock ablation is a very effective mass-loss mechanism; the mass halving time is roughly 
the SNRshock repetition time (Section 4.1) ~ 3 x 105yr for the parameters adopted here,
making it at least comparable in importance with the related process of cloud fission in 
cloud—cloud collisions (Chiéze & Lazereff 1980).
If the incident flow is subsonic only ~ 0.1 of the cloud mass is confined to the tail. If the 
flattened disc is still disrupted as seems likely this effectively leads to the complete destruc­
tion of the cloud after only one shock passage. Although as shown in Section 3.2 thermal 
evaporation does not play a major role in the dynamics of the cloud-shock interaction under 
most circumstances, the evaporation rate is an important parameter in theoretical models
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of the ISM as discussed in Section 1. As discussed in Section 3 the compression and 
flattening ot the cloud reduce the evaporation rate relative to that of an undisturbed cloud 
by a factor ~ a<pg, which was tabulated at typical stages during the cloud’s evolution (Table 3). 
An equally important effect in fixing the net evaporation rate at late times in the cloud’s 
evolution is the disruption of the ‘disc’. If this process leads to the formation of Nfr frag­
ments of approximately equal size and possessing similar geometry to that of the original 
sheet the net evaporation rate for the ‘sheet’ is increased by a factor Nf3. As a rough estimate 
of the average evaporation rate over the cloud’s evolution, we write
<Mev>“  M ev(Sp) [ ( ¿ > g ) c o l( f Col + N f r 3 iexp) + (¿ > g )  exp ^expl /(/exp  ^col)
where M ev ( sfO  *s the evaporation rate of the original undisturbed cloud and (a<pg)coi and 
(atpg)exp are respectively the values of the reduction factors from Table 3 evaluated during 
the collapse phase and the expansion phase. It is readily apparent that for Nfr ~ 5 (Mev) is 
little different from Mev (Sp) so that the cloud dynamics may not be of major importance in 
determining the net evaporation rate.
4.3 C O M P O S I T E  C L O U D S ;  E N V E L O P E  S T R I P P I N G
McKee & Ostriker (1977) proposed that interstellar clouds were composite consisting of a 
warm partially ionized envelope maintained by the interstellar UV and soft X-ray flux, 
surrounding a cold neutral core. Subsequently, Chieze & Lazereff (1980) have demonstrated 
that (a) such a cloud envelope is efficiently removed by passing SNR blast waves and (b) 
that the time-scale for the reformation of such an envelope by photoionization is long 
compared to the shock repetition time. Our work confirms both these latter findings.
The first conclusion, that of efficient envelope removal, rests on the very different 
velocities imparted to the low density material of the envelope and the dense material of the 
core on passing through an SNR blast wave. An approximate estimate of the velocity 
imparted to a single density cloud on passage through an adiabatic blast wave is obtained 
simply by application of momentum conservation,
Vd -0.9 (jic/nci) (r jR cX) [(r/rcy4'3 - ATb2c\ Mbc Ccl r « rc.
This expression in which nc is the mean density in the SNR interior just before the remnant 
cools makes allowance for the enhancement of the interior density by evaporation (McKee & 
Ostriker 1977). In the post-cooling (r > rc) case the remnant evolves with approximately 
constant momentum so this equation with r = rc still applies. Comparison with more careful 
calculation (McKee et al. 1978) suggests that although this certainly gives a slight overestimate 
it does give the correct dependence on nci and Rcl. For the standard ISM parameters of 
Table 1 we obtain Vcl ~ (80 pc/Acl)km s 1 for warm clouds and Vcl - (0.5pc/jRcl)kms 1 
for cold clouds.
These values exceed those obtained by Chieze & Lazareff from a similar analysis because 
they used the expression for Mbc given by McKee & Ostriker (1977) which contains a 
numerical error, leading to an underestimate of Mbc by a factor of 2.
We expect this to give a reasonable estimate of the differential velocity imparted to a 
cloud envelope relative to the core. This clearly indicates that any warm envelope can be 
removed completely from the average cold cloud of McKee & Ostriker (1977) in a time 
shorter than the shock repetition time unless some agency such as a magnetic field acts to 
retain it. Some of the warm material might be trapped at the front of the cloud but this 
material is likely to be compressed and collected into the dense clump.
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We have already given an expression for the growth time of an equilibrium warm envelope 
in Section 3.3. This differs slightly from that given by Chieze & Lazereff (1980) since they 
assumed a plane parallel envelope. For the value of the ambient UV flux given in Table 1 
this expression gives a value for the envelope growth time a factor of ~ 100 longer than the 
SNR shock repetition time for the smallest clouds of McKee & Ostriker (1977) which have 
Renv ~ 2 pc and Rcl ~ 0.4 pc. For McKee & Ostriker’s cloud spectrum (see their Appendix B) 
the quantity Rlnv/Rh has a minimum for clouds ~ 1.6 times as massive as the smallest 
clouds. Even there, however, assuming the average UV field leads to an envelope growth time 
a factor of 10 longer than the repetition time. We have compared the values of the shock 
repetition time and the envelope growth time for all our galactic three-phase ISM Models 
(Brand & Heathcote 1982) and find that this conclusion holds everywhere. We have also 
considered the effects of the local enhancement of the UV flux in an SNR cavity during the 
period of shell formation. Even then the envelope growth time remains long compared to the 
shock repetition time.
It thus seems that cold clouds cannot retain an equilibrium warm envelope if current esti­
mates of the shock repetition rate are correct. If, as we believe, a significant filling factor for 
warm material is essential, both to account for observations and for a proper theoretical 
understanding of the global properties of the ISM we must look for another means of pro­
viding it. Cox (1979) has already pointed out that compressional heating of clouds can 
convert some cold clouds into warm clouds. He has also (Cox 1981) suggested that if a 
galactic fountain operates, material returned to the disc will generally be warm. We further 
note that the cooling time from ~ 104 to 102K for the quite tenuous material which forms 
the ‘cool dense’ shells of SNRs which evolve in a three-phase ISM is very long. Hence, we 
tentatively suggest these shells as an alternative site for warm cloud formation. This will be 
discussed further in a future paper.
4.4 C L O U  D C O M  P R E S S I O N A L  H E A T I N G
Cox (1979) has suggested that the PV work done upon clouds when overrun by SNR blast 
waves may represent an important source of thermal energy for clouds and a significant 
energy sink for SNR. The compressional work done by the external medium during the 
collapse phase is particularly simple to work out for our model since the pressures driving 
the cloud shocks are assumed constant. If the cloud re-expands the work done back on the 
external medium by the cloud should be subtracted from this (the cloud re-expands at a 
pressure near Pic). The results of such calculation are summarized in Table 4. As is to be 
expected these results are very similar to those obtained by Cox (1979) for the corresponding 
case. Our values are slightly higher because Cox assumed the cloud shocks to be driven by 
the thermal pressure of the external medium while we have included a ram pressure contribu­
tion for the main cloud shock which does most of the work.
T a b l e  4 .  T h e  P V  w o r k  d o n e  o n  t h e  c l o u d  d u r i n g  t h e  c o l l a p s e  p h a s e  61Pcol a n d  b y  t h e  c l o u d  t a i l  d u r i n g  the 
r e - e x p a n s i o n  p h a s e  6 I T e x p  ( S e c t i o n  4 . 4 ) .
Tel Tic SH'col/(47r/3R31P0) 6WexpK4n/3 R&PJ
1 1 M &  [Mi(Mb + 3 ) +  3Mb + l ] / ( M b +  l ) 3 0 . 1  F
1 s/ 3 3 Ml  0 . 1  F
%  1  2 M 6 [ M ( , ( M b +  2 )  +  2 M b + l l / ( M b +  l ) 3 0 . 1  F [ C ( 0 ) / C c I ]
s/ 3 s/ 3 2 M ( ,  0 . 1  F [ C ( 0 ) / C c l ]
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We have constructed a highly simplified analytical model of the interaction of an SNR blast 
wave with an interstellar cloud based on the detailed numerical calculations of Woodward 
(1976, 1979). This model permits extrapolation of Woodward’s results to other values of the 
parameters of the shock and the cloud. Under the assumptions made the dynamics of the 
interaction are determined completely by three parameters; the Mach number of the incident 
shock, Mb, the cloud radius, Rcl, and the ratio of the cloud to intercloud sound speeds A. 
Further, when A is small as is often the case the dependence on this parameter is quite weak. 
The scaling with Rcl and Mb is found to be quite simple.
Any theoretical advance in this area is likely to require a fully three-dimensional computa­
tion with at least as great a resolution as that employed by Woodward in his two-dimensional 
calculations (the utility of calculations at lower resolution is put in question by the impor­
tance of small-scale instabilities of the cloud boundary).
We have imposed the conditions believed to prevail in a ‘realistic violent’ three-phase 
interstellar medium upon our model in order to assess the importance of processes not 
included in the model (e.g. a high shock repetition rate, thermal evaporation etc) and to 
determine the effect of the cloud dynamics on processes important to the global properties 
of the ISM (evaporation, cloud crushing etc). We conclude that:
(i) If current estimates of the rate at which a given interstellar cloud encounters SNR 
shocks are correct, then a shocked cloud is rarely allowed sufficient time to relax back to 
pressure equilibrium with its surroundings before being overrun by another shock. Large 
departures from pressure equilibrium are expected, and the dynamics and properties of a 
given cloud will generally depend in a complex way on its past history. Nevertheless, we 
expect our model to be qualitatively correct under a wide variety of conditions.
(ii) The final product of the interaction is a highly flattened disc of material which is 
easily disrupted by Rayleigh—Taylor instabilities, and a rather extended cloud ‘tail’ expanding 
in the downstream direction. Each component is generally expected to contain ~ Vi the mass 
of the original cloud. This process of shock ablation may represent an important mechanism 
for cloud disruption. If it is then the half life of the cloud is comparable to the shock repetition 
time.
(iii) Although the flattening and compression of clouds overrun by SNR shocks reduces 
the evaporation rate below that for a static spherical cloud this is probably compensated by 
enhancement of the evaporation rate due to the fragmentation of the disc.
(iv) Warm envelopes are efficiently removed from cold cores by SNR shocks and require a 
time considerably longer than the shock repetition time for their recreation by ionization. 
Nevertheless, a warm low density component of the ISM is observed, and is necessary for 
proper theoretical understanding of its global properties. Three-phase models of the ISM are 
almost certainly sufficiently ‘robust’ to overcome this difficulty (we have suggested some 
tentative mechanisms for the production of warm material, and will pursue this matter 
further in a future paper).
(v) The expected rate of PV work done by SNR on clouds for our model is similar to that 
found by Cox (1979).
While the assumption of pressure equilibrium is useful in simplifying the study of inter­
stellar conditions, the prevalence of shock waves in the ISM requires that considerable 
caution be exercised in employing it. Many, or most, clouds should be observed to have 
structures rendered complex by being associated with ‘tails’, with shock ablated material, 
and with partially reformed envelopes, and by having one or more shock waves traversing
5 C onclusion
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their interiors. It appears that the ‘warm envelope’ of the three-phase model does not exist, 
but that if warm material is created elsewhere — as it must be — then despite these complica­
tions a three-phase model can adequately explain the current state of the ISM.
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